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Copying Garbage Collection

for WAM-based Prolog systems

Ruben Vandeginste

Abstract

High-level programming languages like Prolog free the programmer from the bur-
den of explicit memory management. In Prolog, dynamic memory allocation is
done implicitly by creating data structures. The deallocation of data structures
which are no longer in use, is the responsibility of the run-time system. Many Pro-
log implementations are based on the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM), a virtual
machine with an accompanying instruction set, optimised for the execution of
Prolog code. The WAM has a built-in mechanism, instant reclaiming, to recover
memory on the heap at a constant cost upon backtracking. This mechanism alone,
however, is not sufficient for large or mostly deterministic applications. As such,
most Prolog implementations use a garbage collector for the heap.

Mark-slide garbage collection has always been popular in the context of Pro-
log because of its intrinsic properties. Still, while the cost of mark-slide garbage
collection is linear in the total number of heap cells, the cost of copying garbage
collection is linear in the number of live heap cells. The survival rate of heap
cells in Prolog applications is typically low and this suggests that copying garbage
collection is a better choice for Prolog. On the other hand, copying garbage col-
lection does not preserve the cell order and this leads to some disadvantages. In
this dissertation, we develop techniques to make copying garbage collection for
WAM-based Prolog systems better in several areas.

In the context of Prolog, a standard copying algorithm copies heap cells in
specific cell configurations more than once. To prevent this, copying collectors
for Prolog typically employ a marking phase which precedes the copying phase.
We examine under which circumstances heap cells are copied twice or more and
present techniques to reduce and limit the number of extra copies. We investigate
whether copying without marking is feasible in the context of Prolog.

Instant reclaiming depends on the order of the heap segments. Since copying
collectors are not order preserving, instant reclaiming is not possible on collected
parts of the heap. We develop a technique to preserve the segment order in a
copying collector and make instant reclaiming compatible with copying collection.

Generational garbage collection improves the efficiency of simple collectors by
collecting only those parts of the heap that likely contain the most garbage. We
show that, in the context of Prolog, the cost of generational garbage collection is
very low when heap segments are used as the basis for generations. This, however,
requires that the segment order is preserved during collection. We develop a multi-
generational copying garbage collector, based on our segment order preserving



copying algorithm.
A drawback of simple copying collectors is that during each collection cycle,

the whole heap is collected at once. When the heap is large, this leads to big
pause times and this is undesirable for certain types of applications. We develop
an incremental garbage collector, which collects only a small piece of the heap
during each collection cycle with the purpose of minimising the pause time.



Geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren

voor Prolog systemen gebaseerd op de WAM

Ruben Vandeginste

Beknopte Samenvatting

Hoog niveau programmeertalen, zoals Prolog, bevrijden de programmeur van de
lasten van handmatig geheugenbeheer. In Prolog gebeurt de allocatie van dyna-
misch geheugen impliciet bij het aanmaken van datastructuren. De deallocatie van
datastructuren die niet meer in gebruik zijn, is de verantwoordelijkheid van het
Prolog systeem. Veel Prolog implementaties zijn gebaseerd op de WAM (Warren
Abstract Machine), een virtuele machine met bijhorende instructie set, die geop-
timaliseerd is voor de uitvoering van Prolog code. De WAM heeft een ingebouwd
mechanisme, onmiddellijke recuperatie, om aan een vaste kost geheugen terug te
winnen bij het backtracken. Dit mechanisme alleen is echter niet voldoende voor
grote of deterministische toepassingen. Daarom gebruiken de meeste Prolog im-
plementaties geheugenrecuperatie voor de Prolog hoop.

Geheugenrecuperatie aan de hand van een markeer-compacteer algoritme is in
de context van Prolog populair omwille van de intrinsieke eigenschappen van dit al-
goritme. Nochtans is de kost van markeer-compacteer geheugenrecuperatie lineair
in het totale aantal geheugencellen, terwijl de kost van geheugenrecuperatie door
kopiëren lineair is in het aantal overlevende geheugencellen. De overlevingsgraad
van geheugencellen is echter typisch laag in Prolog applicaties en dit suggereert dat
geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren een betere keuze is voor Prolog. Aan de andere
kant behoudt geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren de orde van de geheugencellen
niet en dit zorgt voor bepaalde nadelen in de context van Prolog. In deze thesis
ontwikkelen we technieken om geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren op verschillende
vlakken beter te maken voor Prolog systemen gebaseerd op de WAM.

In de context van Prolog kopieert een standaard kopieer algoritme geheugen-
cellen in bepaalde cel configuraties meer dan één keer. Om dit te vermijden worden
kopieer algoritmes voor Prolog meestal uitgerust met een markeer fase die plaats-
vindt voor de kopieer fase. We bestuderen onder welke omstandigheden geheugen-
cellen twee keer of zelfs meer gekopieerd worden en we stellen technieken voor om
zowel het aantal extra kopieën te verminderen als te beperken. We onderzoeken of
kopiëren zonder markeren bruikbaar is in de context van Prolog.

Onmiddellijke recuperatie steunt op de orde van de Prolog hoop segmenten.
Aangezien kopieer algoritmes de orde niet behouden, is het niet mogelijk om on-
middellijke recuperatie toe te passen op die delen van de hoop die gerecupereerd
werden met een kopieer algoritme. We ontwerpen een techniek om tijdens het ko-
piëren de orde van de segmenten te behouden. Dit maakt onmiddellijke recuperatie
verenigbaar met geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren.



Generationele geheugenrecuperatie verbetert de efficiëntie van eenvoudige algo-
ritmes voor geheugenrecuperatie door enkel deze delen van de hoop te recupereren,
die waarschijnlijk de meeste afgedankte geheugencellen bevatten. We tonen aan dat
in de context van Prolog de kost van generationele geheugenrecuperatie heel laag
gehouden kan worden door segmenten als basis te gebruiken voor generaties. Dit
vereist echter dat de orde van de segmenten behouden wordt tijdens geheugenre-
cuperatie. We ontwikkelen een multigenerationeel geheugenrecuperatie algoritme,
dat gebaseerd is op ons kopieer algoritme dat de orde van de segmenten bewaart.

Een nadeel van eenvoudige geheugenrecuperatie algoritmes is dat de volledi-
ge hoop gerecupereerd wordt tijdens een geheugenrecuperatie cyclus. Als de hoop
groot is, leidt dit tot grote pauzes en voor bepaalde types van toepassingen is dit
ongewenst. We ontwikkelen een incrementeel geheugenrecuperatie algoritme, dat
bij elke geheugenrecuperatie cyclus slechts een klein deeltje van de hoop recupe-
reert met de bedoeling om de lengte van de pauzes te minimaliseren.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we first introduce the research domains within which our work is
situated, namely, automatic memory management and logic programming. Next,
we list the main contributions of our research. Finally, we explain the structure of
the thesis.

1.1 Copying garbage collection for WAM-based

Prolog systems

The title of this section reveals the two research topics, which are relevant in the
context of this thesis: copying garbage collection refers to the domain of automatic
memory management, and WAM-based Prolog systems to the domain of logic
programming. We give a brief introduction to these two topics in the following
sections.

1.1.1 WAM-based Prolog systems

Prolog is a logic-based declarative programming language. The name Prolog itself
was chosen as an abbreviation for PROgrammation en LOGique (Colmerauer,
Kanoui, Pasero, and Roussel 1972).

Declarative and logic programming

In a purely declarative programming model, the programmer focuses on describing
the properties of the desired result (the what), while leaving unspecified how to get
to that result (the how). Ideally, declarative programs specify what is to be solved,
but do not specify how it is to be solved. This is based on the insight that any
algorithm consists of two parts: a logical specification (the logic) and a description

1
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of how to execute this specification (the control). This distinction is summarized
by the following well-known equation from Kowalski (1979):

Algorithm = Logic + Control

This equation highlights the independence of logic and control in determining
an algorithm. Declarative programming languages only require the programmer
to specify the logic part; the control part is (for the most part) supplied by the
underlying programming system.

The logic programming paradigm is a declarative programming paradigm.
Logic programming is based on the use of mathematical logic as a programming
language. This idea arises from work on theorem provers and other automated
deduction systems. A logic program consists of a set of axioms (clauses) and a
goal statement (query). Inference rules are applied to determine whether the ax-
ioms are sufficient to ensure the truth of the goal statement. The execution of a
logic program corresponds to the construction of a proof of the goal statement
from the axioms. In the logic programming model, the programmer is responsible
for specifying the basic logical relationships (the logic), but does not specify the
manner in which the inference rules are applied (the control).

The descriptive power of a logic programming language like Prolog is very high.
It is a step up from programming in imperative languages, because the Prolog
system takes care of the low-level details of how to execute the statements. Prolog
is the most popular and well-known logic language and is a useful programming
language because of its mathematical foundation, its simplicity and its efficient
implementation of the powerful concepts of unification (pattern matching) and
backtracking (search).

Prolog, the language and its implementations

Prolog was originally created by Colmerauer and Roussel as a software tool de-
signed to implement a man-machine communication system in natural language.
It is the offspring of a successful marriage between natural language processing
and automated theorem proving (Colmerauer and Roussel 1993). After foregoing
research and experiments, Prolog was born in 1972 as a programming language
based on a subset of first-order predicate logic, where programs consist of Horn
clauses.

The series of events that eventually led to the birth of Prolog, started when
Robinson (1965) introduced the resolution principle, one of the basic notions of
logic programming. Kowalski, who researched automated theorem proving, devel-
oped a form of resolution, called SL-resolution, which uses logic in a goal-oriented
way (Kowalski and Kuehner 1971). Colmerauer was working on natural language
processing, using logic to represent semantics and using resolution for question-
answering. Colmerauer was interested in Kowalski’s work and invited him in the
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summer of 1971 to discuss the use of logic in his question-answering system. Dur-
ing this visit, Colmerauer and Kowalski discovered how to use logic to represent
grammars and how to use resolution theorem provers for parsing. Kowalski visited
Colmerauer again in the summer of 1972 and during that visit logic program-
ming was born. Kowalski worked on the conceptual side of logic programming
and this resulted in a formal presentation of the logic programming paradigm in
(van Emden and Kowalski 1976). Colmerauer worked on the practical side of logic
programming and this led to the birth of Prolog in 1972.

The first large Prolog program is the aforementioned man-machine communi-
cation system (Colmerauer, Kanoui, Pasero, and Roussel 1972). It was developed
in parallel with the implementation of the first Prolog system. This early Prolog
system was implemented by Roussel in 1972 and is generally known as the Mar-
seille Interpreter (Kluzniak 1984). As is clear from its name, this first system is
an interpreter. Work by Warren (1977) resulted in the first Prolog compiler. The
syntax and semantics of this Prolog compiler have become the de facto standard
in the logic programming community and is commonly known as the Edinburgh
standard. Warren later also developed an abstract instruction set and accompany-
ing virtual machine for the execution of Prolog code (Warren 1983). This virtual
machine is known as the Warren Abstract Machine or, in short, the WAM. Many
Prolog implementations are based on the WAM and we refer to them as WAM-
based Prolog systems.

Since the development of these early Prolog systems, many more interpreters
and compilers for Prolog have been developed, such as Aquarius (Van Roy 1990;
Van Roy and Despain 1992), BIM Prolog (BIM 1995; Mariën 1993) which is
currently known as Master ProLog (IT Masters 2000), BinProlog (Tarau 2003),
Ciao (Bueno, Cabeza Gras, Carro, Hermenegildo, López-Garćıa, and Puebla 1997),
ECLiPSe (Aggoun, Chan, Dufresne, Falvey, Grant, Harvey, Herold, Geoffrey, Meier,
Miller, Mudambi, Novello, Perez, van Rossum, Schimpf, Shen, Tsahageas, and
de Villeneuve 2001), GNU Prolog (Diaz 2002), Quintus (SICS 1999), SICStus
(SICS 2005), SWI-Prolog (Wielemaker 2006), XSB-Prolog (Sagonas, Swift, War-
ren, Freire, and Rao 2000) and YAP (Santos Costa and Damas 2000). Most of
these systems have extended or improved the original Prolog systems in some way.

The Prolog systems we used for the implementation of our work, are ilProlog
and hProlog, both Prolog systems which follow the WAM closely. Both Prolog sys-
tems are successors of dProlog (Demoen and Nguyen 2000). ilProlog is specifically
used for machine learning and has special extensions for this purpose (Blockeel,
Dehaspe, Demoen, Janssens, Ramon, and Vandecasteele 2000). hProlog was meant
to become a back-end of HAL (Demoen, Garćıa de la Banda, Harvey, Mariott, and
Stuckey 1999), a new constraint logic programming (CLP) language. More detailed
information about these systems is given in the next chapter, in Section 2.5.3.
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Additional resources

For the rest of this thesis, we are mainly interested in Prolog as a programming
language (and not in the mathematical logic on which it is based), and in the im-
plementation of the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM), an execution model which
is used as the basis in many Prolog implementations. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of
the next chapter, we give more detailed information on those parts of the Prolog
language and the WAM implementation, that are important for a good under-
standing of the rest of the thesis. Still, the interested reader may wish to further
explore Prolog and logic programming with the help of the following books: a
detailed introduction to logic programming can be found in the books by Lloyd
(1987) and Apt (1997), recommended books on programming in Prolog are the
ones by Sterling and Shapiro (1986) and Bratko (1986). Finally, we would also like
to refer to the paper by Kowalski (1988) on the birth of Logic Programming and
the papers by Cohen (1988) and Colmerauer and Roussel (1993) on the history of
Prolog.

1.1.2 Copying garbage collection

Garbage collection is a form of automatic memory management. A garbage collec-
tor attempts to reclaim dynamically allocated memory that is no longer needed.
The garbage collector’s job consists in finding dynamically allocated data objects
which are no longer in use, and making the space that they occupy, available for
reuse by the application.

Dynamically allocated data

Most high-level programming languages support both stack allocation and heap
allocation of data. Stack allocation is typically fast, but only allows run-time al-
location and deallocation of data in a strict LIFO (last-in, first-out) order. Stack
allocation is commonly used for the allocation of data objects whose lifetimes are
determined by lexical scope. For example, data objects which are local to a proce-
dure call and are thus no longer needed when the procedure returns, are usually
allocated on the stack.

Heap allocation, on the other hand, allows run-time allocation and dealloca-
tion independent of call order. Heap allocation is commonly used for data objects
whose lifetimes exceed their lexical scope. These data objects are said to be dy-
namically allocated. Heap allocation is for example typically used for data objects
which survive the procedure call that created them. The memory area reserved for
dynamically allocated objects is called the heap.

Since memory is a limited resource, some form of memory management is
needed for the heap to reclaim and recycle memory that has been allocated, but
that is no longer in use by the application. Memory management of the heap can be
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done manually with explicit allocation and deallocation of data or automatically
with some form of garbage collection.

Explicit memory allocation

Many programming languages (e.g., C, C++, Pascal, . . . ) put the responsibility for
the allocation and deallocation of data objects on the heap on the programmer. In
that case, the programmer has to manage the dynamic memory manually through
explicit calls to built-in or library procedures for both allocating heap memory for
a data object and releasing that memory at the appropriate time, when the data
object is no longer needed by the application. This is known as manual or explicit
memory management.

Doing manual memory management correctly is not an easy task: while it is
trivial to determine when memory needs to be allocated for a new data object,
it is often (especially in complex programs) very difficult to determine when a
dynamically allocated object is no longer needed and its memory can (and should)
be reclaimed. The complexity of explicit memory management is, in fact, often
at the root of programming errors. This is particularly troublesome since memory
management errors often result in erroneous behaviour that breaks basic abstrac-
tions of the programming language and this makes such errors hard to diagnose
and very time-consuming to fix.

Several classes of errors can be attributed to incorrect manual memory man-
agement. If unused data objects are not deallocated, the application suffers from
slow memory leaks with unreclaimed memory gradually accumulating until, even-
tually, memory is completely exhausted and the application is forcedly terminated.
On the other hand, deallocating a data object too early can also cause erratic be-
haviour: the reclaimed memory may already be reused for a new, different data
object by the time the application tries to access the original object in the same
memory location. Finally, deallocating the same object more than once, can lead
to corruption of the heap or the deallocation of another object (if, in the meantime,
a new object has been allocated in the reclaimed memory).

The previously described classes of bugs are time-consuming to fix because
the effect of these types of errors is indeterminate and often goes unnoticed. It is
for example possible that the too early deallocation of an object goes unnoticed
because the allocator happens to leave the reclaimed memory untouched. Similarly,
a small memory leak may go unnoticed during typical use of the program. Both
errors can however lead to faulty behaviour, e.g., when bigger input causes the
allocator to reuse the reclaimed memory sooner or when an application is used for
a much longer time and the small memory leaks accumulate and exhaust the free
memory.

The above-mentioned problems make the manual reclamation of dynamically
allocated storage often unsatisfactory and techniques have been developed to free
the programmer from this complex and error-prone task. An alternative to explicit
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memory allocation and deallocation is to leave the responsibility for dynamic mem-
ory management to the program’s run-time system. While the programmer still
has to request dynamically allocated memory from the run-time system, he no
longer needs to determine when the allocated memory becomes unused and can
be reclaimed: this is done automatically by the run-time system with some form
of garbage collection.

Garbage collection

Garbage collection is a form of automatic memory management: it is a mem-
ory management technique which automatically recycles dynamically allocated
memory. Usually, garbage collection is integrated into the programming language
and the garbage collector itself is part of the language’s run-time system. Most
higher level languages (e.g., Lisp, Scheme, Haskell, Prolog, Smalltalk, Eiffel, Java,
C#, . . . ) rely on garbage collection to manage the heap, because it frees the pro-
grammer from the low-level details of manual memory management.

Garbage collection is a run-time technique: during the execution of the pro-
gram, the garbage collector determines which data objects are no longer needed
and reclaims the memory that they occupy. To determine whether an object is
live and, thus, should be preserved, the garbage collector uses a criterion based
on reachability: an object is considered live if it is reachable through a chain of
references originating from a globally visible variable. A globally visible variable
is a variable that the program can access directly and the complete set of these
variables is called the root set in a garbage collection context. The root set typ-
ically consists of the global variables, the local variables that can be found in
the call stack and all registers in use by active procedures. Data objects directly
reachable from any of these variables can clearly be accessed by the program and
must be preserved. These objects are considered live. Since the program can also
follow references from those objects to other objects, every object reachable from
a live object is also live and must be preserved by the garbage collector. Any ob-
ject that is not reachable from the root set, can definitely not be accessed by the
program anymore. Such an object has become useless and is no longer needed: it
is garbage. The collector can safely reclaim the memory space occupied by these
garbage objects.

The liveness of an object, i.e., its reachability from the root set, can be deter-
mined either directly or indirectly. Direct methods keep track of the reachability
of objects by directly monitoring the creation and deletion of references to heap
objects. Indirect methods, on the other hand, compute the set of live objects each
time the collector is called. A distinction is made between garbage collectors based
on direct techniques and ones based on indirect techniques, because of inherent
different properties. Garbage collectors based on indirect techniques are commonly
called tracing garbage collectors.

The three classical algorithms for garbage collection are reference counting,
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mark-sweep garbage collection and copying garbage collection. Reference counting
is a direct technique, while both mark-sweep and copying are indirect techniques.
Most garbage collectors are, at the core, based on one of these algorithms.

Reference counting

Reference counting is a garbage collection algorithm developed by Collins (1960).
As its name suggests, reference counting is based on counting the number of ref-
erences that point to a heap object from other live objects or objects belonging to
the root set. Heap objects have an extra field, called the reference count, to store
this number. Reference counts are kept up-to-date throughout the execution of the
program: whenever a reference to a heap object is created or deleted, the reference
count of that object is incremented or decremented respectively. This maintains
the invariant that the reference count of each heap object contains the number of
live references to that object. When the reference count of an object becomes zero,
the object becomes garbage (as it is unreachable) and the space that it occupies,
can be reclaimed. The free space is usually organised as a free list, i.e., a linked
list of unused heap space.

Reference counting is attractive because of its simplicity, but the main advan-
tage of this method is that the cost of garbage collection is spread throughout the
execution of the main program: reference counting is an incremental technique.
Another advantage is that unused heap space can be reclaimed immediately when
an object becomes unreachable, i.e., when its reference count becomes zero.

On the other hand, reference counting also suffers from some important disad-
vantages. The major drawback of reference counting is that cyclic data structures
cannot be reclaimed. Because of this, many reference counting implementations
include a small tracing garbage collector to reclaim any cyclic data structures. An-
other drawback is that the overall cost of reference counting is in general higher
than the overall cost of a tracing garbage collector because of the extra cost of
updating reference counts when references are created or deleted.

Mark-sweep garbage collection

The very first garbage collector was a mark-sweep garbage collector, developed
by McCarthy (1960) as part of the first Lisp system. Mark-sweep garbage collec-
tors are tracing collectors: when a garbage collection is triggered, the set of live
heap objects is computed by recursively following (tracing) references originating
in the root set. Simple tracing collectors typically initiate a collection cycle when
the available memory is exhausted: when a memory request cannot be satisfied,
the normal execution of the program (referred to as the mutator) is temporarily
suspended while the collector reclaims all unused heap space. Note that this is an
important difference between tracing collectors and reference counting. Reference
counting distributes the overhead of garbage collection throughout the normal
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computation: collection work is spread over pointer updates. Tracing collectors,
on the other hand, generally do not incur any overhead during the normal compu-
tation: only when the available memory is exhausted, the normal computation is
suspended and the whole heap is garbage collected at once. This difference leads
to another, related difference: while reference counting reclaims unused objects as
soon as they become unreachable, tracing collectors reclaim unused objects only
during the next collection cycle.

The collection cycle of a mark-sweep garbage collector consists of two phases:
the marking phase, during which all active (live) objects are identified, and the
sweep phase, during which all garbage objects are added to the free list. The mark-
ing phase consists of a recursive traversal of all references, originating from the
root set, to mark all live heap objects. For this purpose, the collector reserves one
bit for each memory location (or heap cell1). This mark-bit is set for each memory
location visited. When the marking phase is finished, all memory locations, which
have their mark-bit set, are thus reachable and, consequently, live. Every memory
location that is left unmarked, cannot be reached from the root set and, therefore,
must be garbage. During the sweep phase, the collector sweeps the whole heap,
adding unmarked locations to the free list and clearing the mark-bit of live loca-
tions. The latter ensures that all mark-bits are cleared at the beginning of the next
collection cycle.

Mark-sweep garbage collection has a couple of advantages over reference count-
ing. A first advantage is that cycles are handled naturally, i.e., nothing special needs
to be implemented to recover unreachable cyclic data structures. A second advan-
tage is that pointer manipulations of the user program do not incur any overhead
from the collector. And, finally, the mark-sweep algorithm typically offers better
overall performance than reference counting.

Still, there are also some disadvantages to mark-sweep garbage collection, which
are in fact characteristic of simple tracing collectors. These disadvantages are that
garbage is not reclaimed immediately and that the mutator is suspended during
the collection cycle. The latter is undesirable for certain applications, because the
collection cycle can cause a long pause in the application.

Another disadvantage of tracing collectors, compared to reference counting, is
that they need some surplus space in the heap to be efficient. Namely, when there
is only a small amount of free space at the end of a collection cycle, and thus
the heap occupancy is high, collection cycles will be triggered more frequently
and more time will be spent on garbage collection. The performance of a tracing
collector decreases as the heap occupancy increases. Sansom (1991) presents a
formula to compute the efficiency of both a mark-compact and a copying collector
in function of the heap occupancy. The author also shows that while for lower
heap occupancies copying collectors perform better, for high heap occupancies
mark-compact collectors are more efficient. The performance of reference counting

1A heap cell is an individually allocatable entity of the heap.
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is not affected by heap occupancy.

Although mark-sweep garbage collection seems to have several disadvantages,
these are for many applications only minor (or irrelevant) disadvantages and sev-
eral systems adopted mark-sweep garbage collection because of its advantages over
reference counting.

A variation of mark-sweep garbage collection is mark-compact garbage collec-
tion (also commonly referred to as mark-slide garbage collection). Instead of the
sweep phase, this type of collector has a compacting phase. The compacting phase
is similar to the sweep phase, but it additionally compacts the live data, i.e., the
live data is relocated to the bottom of the heap, making the top of the heap a
contiguous unused area. As a result, no free list is needed: a simple reference is
used to indicate which part of the heap is still free. This leads to very cheap, con-
stant cost allocations. Compaction also has the advantage that the working set of
memory pages is reduced. This can increase the performance of the mutator.

Copying garbage collection

The copying garbage collection algorithm was originally developed by Minsky
(1963). The copying algorithm is a tracing technique, which compacts the live
data, just like the aforementioned mark-compact algorithm. In its original form
(as described by Minsky), the algorithm first copies all live data from the heap to
auxiliary storage (e.g., to a file on disk) using a depth-first search and then reads
the written data back in, into a contiguous area at the bottom of the heap.

Inspired by this collector, Fenichel and Yochelson (1969) developed the semi-
space copying collector. Instead of copying to auxiliary storage, the available mem-
ory is divided into two halves (called semi-space): a from-space and a to-space. The
from-space is used for new allocations. When the from-space is nearly full, a re-
cursive depth-first traversal (originating from the root set) is used to copy live
objects from the from-space to the to-space. When the copying is finished, the
roles of from-space and to-space are switched and new allocations can be done in
the new from-space.

During the copying traversal, the collector places a forwarding pointer in each
copied heap object in the from-space. The forwarding pointer is a pointer to the
location of the copied object in the to-space. Whenever a heap object is visited in
the from-space, the collector checks whether it has already been forwarded (thus,
whether it contains a forwarding address) and, if so, uses the forwarding address
to correctly relocate the pointer in the referencing object. This ensures that the
sharing of data structures is preserved, i.e., it prevents the creation of multiple
copies of shared data structures.

The copying algorithm as described by Fenichel and Yochelson (1969) is im-
plemented as a recursive depth-first traversal. It uses stack space to implicitly
remember its progression. Cheney (1970), inspired by the work from Fenichel and
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Yochelson, developed a similar semi-space copying collector, based on an iterative
breadth-first copying algorithm.

Cheney’s algorithm uses the to-space as copy stack and requires no additional
memory during the copy. Two pointers in the to-space, called scan and next, are
used to keep track of copy progression. Initially, both pointers point to the bottom
of the to-space. The collector starts with copying all data structures, directly
referenced from the root set, from the from-space to the to-space. The next pointer
is incremented to keep track of the first free location in the to-space. An exact copy
of the data structures is placed in the to-space: possible references contained in
the structure are preserved (and not relocated). A forwarding pointer is left in
the original location of copied data structures. After the initial round of copying,
the scan pointer is incremented. When the memory location, referenced by the
scan pointer, contains a pointer to the from-space, the referenced data structure
is copied to the to-space and the pointer is updated to point to the copy in the
to-space. If the referenced data structure had already been copied to the to-space,
the pointer, referenced by the scan pointer, is simply updated with the forwarding
pointer. The algorithm terminates when the scan pointer catches up with the next
pointer.

Copying garbage collection offers several advantages over reference counting
and mark-sweep garbage collection. It has the same advantages as mark-sweep
garbage collection over reference counting, namely, that cyclic data structures are
handled naturally and that pointer manipulations in the mutator do not incur any
overhead from the collector. In addition, since copying collectors also compact the
live data, they offer the same advantages that mark-compact collectors offer over
mark-sweep collectors: the compaction leads to very cheap allocations and possibly
better memory behaviour in the mutator.

Compared to mark-compact (and mark-sweep) garbage collection, copying
garbage collection has a smaller asymptotic cost. The asymptotic complexity of
copying collection is linear in the size of the live data, whereas that of mark-
compact collection is linear in the size of the heap. If only a minority of the heap
objects are live at the time of collection, only a small part of the heap needs to
be copied. In practice, copying collectors offer generally better performance than
mark-compact collectors when the proportion of live data in the heap is typically
low.

A clear disadvantage of copying collectors is the need of two semi-spaces. For
the same size of usable heap space, a copying collector requires twice as much
memory as a non-copying collector. Aside from this space disadvantage, copying
collectors also suffer from other disadvantages, which are typical for simple tracing
collectors: the mutator is suspended during the collection cycle and garbage objects
are not reclaimed immediately.

Still, the advantages of copying garbage collection over reference counting and
mark-sweep garbage collection have led to its widespread adoption.
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Additional note

For completeness’ sake, we want to note that garbage collection is not the only
automatic memory management technique for dynamically allocated data. Other
techniques are compile-time garbage collection and region-based memory manage-
ment.

Compile-time garbage collection (Mazur, Ross, Janssens, and Bruynooghe 2001)
is a memory management technique which is implemented as part of the compiler.
It is a compile-time technique, contrary to garbage collection which is a run-time
technique. Compile-time garbage collection relies on a static analysis of the pro-
gram (control flow and data flow analyses) to determine the lifetime of individual
data objects. This information is then used to discover when objects are not reach-
able anymore and when the memory locations they occupy, can be reused for new
objects. Compile-time garbage collection has been researched in the context of
Prolog, e.g., by Kluźniak (1988) and by Gudjónsson and Winsborough (1999).

Region-based memory management (Tofte and Talpin 1997) was developed
more recently. Just like compile-time garbage collection, region-based memory
management is a compile-time technique and relies on a static analysis of the
program to determine the lifetime of data objects. This information is then used
in a process called region inference to automatically assign each dynamically al-
located data object to a region which is a block of memory that holds several
data objects, but that is allocated and deallocated as a whole. The static analy-
sis determines when a region is allocated and deallocated and in which region a
dynamically allocated data object is stored. Work on region-based memory man-
agement in the context of Prolog is described in (Makholm 2000) and (Makholm
and Sagonas 2002).

Additional resources

In the next chapter, we give more detailed information on copying garbage col-
lection and on garbage collection specifically in the context of the WAM. For a
more complete overview on garbage collection in general, we recommend the sur-
vey papers from Cohen (1981) and Wilson (1992). For a thorough, in-depth study
of garbage collection algorithms, we refer the interested reader to the excellent
book “Garbage Collection: Algorithms for automatic memory management.” from
Jones and Lins (1996).

1.1.3 Garbage collection in the WAM

High-level languages like Prolog rely heavily on garbage collection for memory
management of the heap. Traditionally, garbage collectors for Prolog systems were
always of the mark-compact type, because several characteristics of this type of
garbage collection algorithms make them attractive in the context of Prolog. On
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the other hand, more recently, copying garbage collectors have become more popu-
lar, because they are more efficient than mark-slide collectors for most applications.
The goal of this work is to develop techniques to improve existing copying garbage
collection algorithms in the context of Prolog.

1.2 Contributions

As mentioned before, the goal of our work is to improve copying garbage collec-
tion for WAM-based Prolog systems. We study existing copying algorithms and
develop techniques to improve these algorithms in several areas. In the following
paragraphs, we describe the contributions of our work in detail.

The first contribution is that we study and improve copying without marking.
Most existing copying garbage collectors for Prolog systems employ a marking
phase, which precedes the copying phase. Previous research has shown that, in the
context of Prolog, a standard copying algorithm can copy certain cells twice (dou-
ble copying). The marking phase is added to ensure that every live cell is copied
only once. We discover that, without a marking phase, it is even possible that
certain cells are copied more than twice (multiple copying). Double and multiple
copying makes the final copy larger than the original and this is problematic for
semi-space copying collectors. Copying without marking, however, is attractive,
because dropping the marking phase results in highly increased efficiency. We de-
velop techniques to alleviate (optimistic copying) and completely prevent (cautious
copying) the occurrence of multiple copying. We also propose a recovery mecha-
nism to ensure correct collection when the final copy is larger than the original.
Thus, our work shows that copying without marking is feasible in the context of
Prolog, because multiple copying can be prevented, double copying occurs rarely
and a recovery mechanism can be implemented. In addition, we also investigate
earlier proposed techniques to prevent extra copies (variable shunting, postponing
and marking) and pointed out why some of them are flawed.

The second contribution is that we develop and implement an order preserving
copying algorithm. We develop a technique to accurately preserve the segment or-
der in a mark-copy garbage collector. Based on the same method, we also develop
a technique to preserve the page order in a mark-copy collector. Instant reclaim-
ing has always been considered very important, because, upon backtracking, it
allows the recovery of an unlimited amount of memory at a constant cost. Instant
reclaiming relies on the segment order. Most copying collectors, however, do not
preserve the segment order and, as such, instant reclaiming is not possible on col-
lected parts of the heap. With the segment order preserving technique, a copying
collector accurately preserves the segment order and instant reclaiming recovers
as much space as without garbage collection. The copying collector, based on the
page order preserving variant, is faster than the segment order preserving collector
at the cost of a small loss in instant reclaiming.
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The third contribution is the development of a multi-generational copying
garbage collector. Generational garbage collection improves the efficiency by col-
lecting only those parts of the heap, that most likely contain a lot of garbage. Exist-
ing generational copying collectors are simple two-generational collectors with an
immediate promotion policy. Based on our segment order preserving technique, we
develop a multi-generational copying garbage collector with a configurable tenuring
age. Several techniques are used to improve the generational performance and to
maintain precise generation information. These techniques are required for good
and solid generational performance in both non-deterministic and deterministic
applications.

The fourth contribution is that we develop an incremental copying garbage
collector. Incremental garbage collectors divide the heap in small pieces, called in-
crements, and collect each increment independently of each other with the purpose
of minimising or limiting the pause time. We present a new heap layout for the
WAM, which consists of a number of heap blocks. Each heap block is an incre-
ment and can be collected individually. Based on this new heap layout, we design
and implement an incremental copying collector which uses our optimistic copying
algorithm. We propose two policies for this collector: a purely incremental policy
and a policy inspired by the generational hypothesis.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

In this section, we give a short overview of the structure of the thesis.
Chapters 1 and 2 form the introductory part. In Chapter 1, we give a brief intro-

duction to the topic of this thesis and a short summary of the main contributions.
Chapter 2 provides the technical background necessary for a good understanding
of the main part of the thesis.

The main part of the thesis consists of four chapters, each describing one con-
tribution of our research. Chapter 3 presents copying without marking. Chapter 4
describes segment order preserving copying and page order preserving copying.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to multi-generational copying garbage collection. Chap-
ter 6 discusses incremental copying garbage collection.

Chapter 7 forms the final part of the thesis and contains conclusions of our
work and possible directions for future research.

1.4 Bibliographical note

Most of the work presented in this thesis, has been published. The work on page
order preserving copying (Section 4.4) and some of the work on generational copy-
ing collection (notably Sections 5.4.5, 5.4.7 and 5.6.3) was never published. The
following list gives an overview of the publications.
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• Copying without marking

Demoen, B., Nguyen, P.-L., and Vandeginste, R. 2002a. Copying
garbage collection for the WAM: To mark or not to mark ? In Logic program-
ming, 18th International Conference, Proceedings. Lecture Notes in Com-
puter Science, vol. 2401. ALP, Springer, 194–208. (Demoen, Nguyen, and
Vandeginste 2002a)

• Segment order preserving & multi-generational copying

Vandeginste, R., Sagonas, K., and Demoen, B. 2001. Segment order
preserving and generational garbage collection for Prolog. In Proceedings
of the Colloquium on Implementation of Constraint and Logic Programming
Systems (CICLOPS 2001). New Mexico State University Technical Reports,
vol. TR-CS-003/2001. 81–95. (Vandeginste, Sagonas, and Demoen 2001)

Vandeginste, R., Sagonas, K., and Demoen, B. 2002. Segment order
preserving and generational garbage collection for Prolog. In Practical As-
pects of Declarative Languages, 4th International Symposium, PADL 2002,
Proceedings. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 2257. Springer, 299–
317. (Vandeginste, Sagonas, and Demoen 2002)

• Incremental copying

Vandeginste, R. and Demoen, B. 2003. Incremental copying garbage col-
lection for WAM-based Prolog systems. In Proceedings of CICLOPS’2003:
Colloquium on Implementation of Constraint and LOgic Programming sys-
tems. 103–115. Technical Report DCC-2003-05, DCC-FC & LIACC, Univer-
sidade do Porto, December 2003. (Vandeginste and Demoen 2003)

Vandeginste, R. and Demoen, B. 2005. Incremental Copying Garbage
Collection for WAM-based Prolog systems. TPLP . Accepted. (Vandeginste
and Demoen 2005)

The following technical reports are related and served as a basis for the work
presented in the publications.

• Copying without marking

Demoen, B., Nguyen, P.-L., and Vandeginste, R. 2002b. Copy term/2
and garbage collection. Report CW 329, Dept. of Computer Science, K.U.Leuven,
Belgium. Jan. (Demoen, Nguyen, and Vandeginste 2002b)

• Segment order preserving & multi-generational copying
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Sagonas, K. and Demoen, B. 2000. From (multi-)generational to seg-
ment order preserving copying garbage collection for the WAM. Report CW
303, Dept. of Computer Science, K.U.Leuven, Belgium. Oct. (Sagonas and
Demoen 2000)

Vandeginste, R. and Demoen, B. 2001. The implementation of a new
segment preserving and/or (multi-)generational copying garbage collection
for a WAM and its approximation. Report CW 319, Dept. of Computer
Science, K.U.Leuven, Belgium. July. (Vandeginste and Demoen 2001)
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Chapter 2

Technical background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is a continuation of the general introduction given in Section 1.1. Here,
we give a more detailed and technical description of the specific topics which are
important for a good understanding of the following chapters.

First, in Section 2.2, we give a small introduction to the programming language
Prolog and discuss important properties of the language, which set it, as a logic
language, apart from imperative languages. Then, in Section 2.3, we look at the
Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) and its implementation. In Section 2.4, we
discuss garbage collection in the context of Prolog, and more specifically in the
context of the WAM. Finally, we conclude this chapter with Section 2.5, where
we give background information about the experiments we have done to evaluate
the performance of new collection algorithms or strategies. We take a look at the
Prolog systems, for which we implemented new garbage collectors. We also present
the benchmark set which we used throughout the thesis to test the performance
of these new collectors.

2.2 The Prolog programming language

In the previous chapter, we already mentioned that Prolog is a logic programming
language, which has its origins in the domain of natural language processing and
automated theorem proving. In this section, we take a closer look at Prolog as a
programming language.

Note that a good knowledge of the Prolog syntax specifically is not required
for a good understanding of the rest of the thesis. However, a good understanding
of the mechanisms built into the language is important and that is also what we

17
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will focus on in this section. As we already mentioned in the introduction in the
previous chapter: for an in-depth study of the Prolog language, we refer to (Sterling
and Shapiro 1986) and (Bratko 1986).

2.2.1 Terminology

Logic programming allows the programmer to state goals in terms of logical re-
lationships and let the computer search for appropriate solutions for these logical
relationships. A Prolog system is in fact a simple theorem prover. The user gives
the Prolog system a number of logical relationships and the Prolog system will
then answer queries about those relationships. For this purpose, Prolog has two
important features which set it apart from imperative programming languages:
logical variables and backtracking.

A Prolog program is a set of clauses which describe logical relationships. A
clause is a logical sentence which is written in a subset of first-order logic, called
Horn clause logic. A clause can either consist of a head and body, or only a head.
A clause without a body is called a fact. The head of a clause contains the name
and the arguments of the relationship it defines. The body of a clause consists of a
conjunction or disjunction (or a combination thereof) of goals. A goal consists of
a predicate name with given arguments. A predicate is a set of clauses that define
a particular relationship. All clauses which are part of the same predicate have
the same name and the same arity (number of arguments). A predicate is often
referred to as name/arity.

father(chris ,ruben ).

father(albert ,chris ).

father(roger ,cecile ).

mother(cecile ,ruben ).

grandfather(X,Z) :- father(X,Y),father(Y,Z).

grandfather(X,Z) :- father(X,Y),mother(Y,Z).

Listing 2.1: Prolog clause

We clarify these concepts with the Prolog program given in Listing 2.1. The
program contains three predicates: father/2, mother/2 and grandfather/2. The pred-
icate father/2 consists of three clauses, which are all facts. The predicate grandfa-
ther/2 consists of two clauses, which both contain a head and a body. The body
of the first clause is a conjunction of the goals father(X,Y) and father(Y,Z).

The definition of a predicate is directly executable in Prolog. A predicate in
Prolog can be considered the analogue of a procedure in an imperative language.
Likewise, goals in the body of a clause can be considered the analogue of procedure
calls. After loading the Prolog program in Listing 2.1 in a Prolog system, one can
ask the system a query like ?-grandfather(X,ruben). Note that X is an unbound
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variable. For this query, Prolog’s execution mechanism attempts to construct a
value for X that makes the query true.

2.2.2 Data types

Before explaining the execution mechanism of Prolog, we first take a look at the
data types supported by Prolog. Note that Prolog programs are untyped: Prolog
does not support type declarations and has no built-in type inference mechanism.
Data types do play a role during execution, e.g., during unification.

• A logical variable in Prolog can represent any data object. It can be seen
as a placeholder for a data object (of any type) that is not yet known or
constructed. The term logical variable is used to avoid confusion with the
definition of variable as used in imperative programming languages. Initially,
the value of a logical variable is unknown and the variable is said to be free
or unbound. A logical variable can get a value through instantiation (which
happens during unification; see later). The variable is said to be instantiated
or bound. A logical variable can be instantiated only once, i.e., Prolog is a
single-assignment language. Note that a logical variable can also be bound
to another logical variable. When a logical variable is instantiated to a value,
this value is seen by all logical variables bound to it. Logical variables can
be used as predicate arguments or as arguments of compound data objects.
From now on, we will omit the term logical, because in the context of this
thesis, it is clear that with the word ‘variable’ we always refer to a Prolog
logical variable.

• Prolog has the simple data types integer, float and atom (a text constant).

• A Prolog structure (sometimes called term) is a compound data type, which
consists of a name (called the functor) and a fixed number of arguments
(called the arity). The arguments can be of any type. Structures are often
referred to as functor/arity.

• A list is a compound data type which is defined recursively as follows: the
empty list is defined as the atom [] and a new list is constructed from a
new element and a list by combining them in a structure ./2. A list can be
constructed in the same way as other structures, but Prolog also provides
shortcuts to make working with lists easier.

Note that in this thesis, we use the word ‘term’ in a broad sense to refer to any
Prolog data object, not necessarily structures.

Table 2.1 contains some examples to illustrate the syntax used to describe
objects of a certain data type. Most of these are self-explanatory, except for the
following. The name of a variable must start with an uppercase letter. A single
underscore denotes an anonymous variable. This is a variable, whose value (when
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data type sample value

variable Name,

atom abc, ’Ab’, ’a b’

integer 42

float 3.14

structure struct(A,def,2, ), a(b(c,X),Y)

list [1,2,3], [1|[2|[3|[]]]], .(1,.(2,.(3,[])))

Table 2.1: Prolog data types and some sample values

instantiated) is not needed in the rest of the computation and can be dropped.
The three examples given for the list, all represent the same list. The ‘,’ character
is used to separate individual list elements and the ‘|’ character is used to separate
the head and the tail of a list.

2.2.3 Execution mechanism

A Prolog program consists of a set of predicates, whose definitions –as we already
mentioned– are directly executable. The execution of Prolog code is initiated by
a query. The Prolog system tries to find a solution for the query: it attempts to
construct values for the variables in the query that make the query true. For that
purpose, the goals in the query are executed. The execution proceeds depth-first:
clauses belonging to a particular predicate are tried in the order in which they
appear in the program and the goals in the body of a clause are executed from left
to right. Two important mechanisms are used during the execution: unification
and backtracking.

Unification

Unification is a pattern-matching operation between two Prolog terms. The two
terms are compared with each other. If both terms are constants, then the unifica-
tion succeeds if they are equal and fails if not. If one of the terms is a variable, then
it is bound to the other term (which can be anything) and unification succeeds.
If both terms are compound data structures (a list or a structure) then the uni-
fication succeeds if the functor and arity are the same and if unification succeeds
recursively for each pair of arguments.

When unification succeeds, it is possible that some variables have been in-
stantiated to make the Prolog terms equal. Unification is in fact a mechanism to
instantiate variables. Unification of Prolog terms can be done explicitly with the
‘=’ symbol, but is also done implicitly during execution: the arguments of a goal
are unified with the (partially or fully instantiated) arguments in the head of a
clause.
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For a better understanding, we give some examples of unification in Listing 2.2.
On the left, the unification of several Prolog terms is shown and, on the right, the
binding of the variables after unification is shown. We believe the examples are
self-explanatory.

X = a. % X => a

g(X,a) = g(b,Y). % X => b, Y => a

f(X,X) = f(a,Y). % X => a, Y => a

[1|L] = [1,2,3]. % L => [2,3]

Listing 2.2: Unification

Backtracking

Backtracking is a very important control-flow mechanism in Prolog. As we men-
tioned earlier, Prolog attempts to satisfy the clauses belonging to a predicate in
the order in which they appear in the code. For this purpose, when a predicate
is called which consists of several clauses, the Prolog system will create a choice
point to remember this. Backtracking consists of going back to the most recent
choice point in the execution history of the program, restoring the state of the
Prolog system to the state it had at that point (this means that bindings done
since then need to be undone) and then continuing the execution with the next
clause.

Backtracking can be triggered explicitly with the fail predicate, but is normally
triggered when the Prolog system cannot satisfy a clause.

father(chris ,ruben ).

father(albert ,chris ).

father(roger ,cecile ).

mother(cecile ,ruben ).

grandfather(X,Z) :- father(X,Y),father(Y,Z).

grandfather(X,Z) :- father(X,Y),mother(Y,Z).

Listing 2.3: Backtracking

To illustrate backtracking, we reuse the code given in Listing 2.1. For con-
venience, we show the code here again in Listing 2.3. We execute the query ?-
father(roger,X). Prolog first makes a choice point because there are three clauses
for the predicate father/2. Then, it tries the first clause of father/2. This fails be-
cause roger cannot be unified with chris. Prolog subsequently backtracks and
tries the next clause, which fails too: roger cannot be unified with albert. Finally,
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the third clause is considered. This succeeds because roger unifies with roger and
X unifies with cecile.

The execution is a bit more complex for the query ?-grandfather(X,ruben). First,
a choice point is created when predicate grandfather/2 is called. Then the Prolog
system tries to satisfy the first clause of grandfather/2. The first goal in the body
is father(X,Y) and, since the predicate father/2 consists of three clauses, a new
choice point is created when this goal is executed. This goal succeeds immediately
by unifying X with chris and Y with ruben. Next, the second goal in the body
is executed. This is again a call to predicate father/2, which means that another
choice point is created. The first clause of father/2 is tried. This fails, because
the first argument has been instantiated to ruben and this cannot be unified with
chris. At that point, the execution returns to the most recent choice point and
the next clause is tried. This will also fail, as will the third clause of father/2.
Finally, Prolog will backtrack over the first goal in the body and try the second
clause of father/2 there. We leave it as an exercise for the reader to describe what
happens next.

Cut (!/0)

The cut operation is used to alter the backtracking behaviour: it is used to make
the Prolog system forget previously remembered alternatives. When a cut in the
body of one of the clauses of a predicate is executed, it discards (cuts away) all
choice points created since the predicate was invoked. In other words, the effect
of the cut is that when Prolog backtracks over the cut, the parent goal will fail
immediately. The cut does not have any effect on the forward execution however.

father(chris ,ruben ).

father(albert ,chris ).

father(roger ,cecile ).

mother(cecile ,ruben ).

grandfather(X,Z) :- father(X,Y),!,father(Y,Z).

grandfather(X,Z) :- father(X,Y),mother(Y,Z).

Listing 2.4: The cut operation

To illustrate the cut operation with an example, we have taken the code which
we used before and added a cut operation in the body of the first clause of the pred-
icate grandfather/2. The resulting code is shown in Listing 2.4. We use the same
query as we used for illustrating backtracking, namely, ?-grandfather(X,ruben). Just
like before, Prolog first creates a choice point because predicate grandfather/2 con-
sists of two clauses. Then, the body of grandfather/2 is executed. The first goal
is father/2 which consists of three facts and thus another choice point is created.
Next, the first clause of father/2 is executed and this succeeds with X bound to
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chris and Y bound to ruben. At that point, the cut operation is executed and
all existing choice points are removed: the choice point from father/2 created dur-
ing the execution of the body and the choice point created at the invocation of
predicate grandfather/2 itself. The execution then continues with the last goal in
the body. This is again the predicate father/2. First, a choice point is created and
then the first clause is executed. This fails, because the first argument is already
instantiated to ruben and this cannot be unified with chris. It is easy to see that
the other clauses for father/2 fail too. Since the cut operation cuts away the other
alternatives, the query fails.

2.3 The Warren Abstract Machine

We introduced the Warren Abstract Machine or WAM in the previous chapter as
a virtual machine and accompanying instruction set for the efficient execution of
Prolog code. In this section, we take a closer look at the implementation of the
WAM, and, in particular, of its memory architecture. Note that we are only con-
sidering those aspects of the WAM implementation which are relevant for a good
understanding of the rest of this thesis. A more detailed and complete description
of the WAM can be found in (Warren 1983) and (Aı̈t-Kaci 1990).

In a first part, we will give a description of the representation of typed data
objects in the WAM. Next, we will take a look at the logical memory areas in use
by the WAM. Finally, we will explain some important Prolog mechanisms in the
context of the WAM.

Note that in some cases, the implementation we discuss, might differ slightly
from the original WAM. The implementation we discuss, is the WAM implemen-
tation used in the Prolog systems hProlog and ilProlog, which we used for the
implementation of our new collection algorithms.

2.3.1 Data types

The WAM implements types with tags. A Prolog object fits in a standard size
memory location, but is composed of two parts: a tag field and a value field. The
tag field is used to indicate the type of the object. The value field holds the data
itself. The interpretation of the value field depends on the contents of the tag field.

Figure 2.1 shows the representation in memory of the different data types with
a number of examples. We give a bit of explanation with the examples shown in
the figure, in the order they appear on the left side.

• An atom gets the tag ATM. In the implementation, the value field of an atom
contains an index in the atom table (which is used to store all atoms). For
simplicity in the figures, we will always put the atom itself right in the value
field. The example shows atom abc.
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ATM
INT
STR
LST
REF
REF
REA

abc
4321

asfd/3
ATM
ATM
INT

a
c
15

INT 1
LST
INT 2
ATM [ ]
ATM ghj

heap

Figure 2.1: Data types in the WAM

• An integer gets the tag INT. The value field contains the integer itself. The
example shows the integer 4321.

• A structure is indicated with the tag STR. The value field of a structure holds
a reference to a sequence of cells of the heap that represent the structure. The
first cell is untagged and contains a functor-arity pair. The subsequent cells
contain the arguments of the structure. The example shows the structure
asfd(a,c,15).

• A list is identified by the tag LST. The value field of a list contains a reference
to a pair of cells on the heap. Note that the second cell in a list pair typically
contains a list (thus LST-tagged) or the atom []. The example shows the
list [1,2].

• A variable is identified by the tag REF. The value field of a variable con-
tains a reference. An unbound or free variable points to itself. A bound or
instantiated variable points to the value it has been instantiated with. The
examples show both an unbound and a bound variable. The unbound variable
represents variable X (name not important). The bound variable represents
variable Y, after the execution of the query Y=ghj. When the value of a
variable needs to be retrieved during execution, the Prolog system has to
dereference REF-tagged cells till a self-reference or a non-REF-tagged cell is
found.

• A float gets the tag REA. The value field of a float contains a reference to a
sequence of two untagged cells, which hold the float value. This is shown as
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Figure 2.2: Important memory areas in the WAM

the last example in the figure.

2.3.2 Memory architecture

The WAM uses different memory areas for specific tasks during the execution of
Prolog code. The memory areas important in the context of garbage collection are:
the global stack, the choice point stack, the environment stack and the trail stack.

An example configuration of these memory areas is shown in Figure 2.2. In this
figure and in all other figures in this thesis, we use the convention that stacks and
heaps grow downwards. The four memory areas from left to right are: the choice
point stack (cp), the environment stack or local stack (ls), the global stack or heap
and the trail stack. Note that this differs slightly from the original WAM which
has a merged choice point and environment stack.

The heap holds all kinds of Prolog terms. Compound data objects like lists and
structures are always allocated on the heap. References found inside data objects
on the heap always point to other data objects on the heap.

The trail stack is used to save the locations of bound variables that need to
be unbound upon backtracking. Saving a variable on the trail is called trailing,
restoring a variable found on the trail to its unbound state (upon backtracking) is
called untrailing. Trail entries can hold references to heap cells and to environment
cells.

The environment stack holds the environments. When a predicate is invoked,
a new environment is created which holds a reference to the current environment.
In this way, the environment stack becomes a chain of environments, as can be
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CE cont. env.
CP cont. code
Y1 local var.

Yn local var.

(a) Environment

n arity

B prev. cp.

A1 argument

An argument
CE cont. env.
CP cont. code

F failure cont.
TR trail pointer
H heap pointer
TOS tos pointer

(b) Choice point

Figure 2.3: Environment and choice point frames

seen in the figure. In addition, an environment also holds a continuation pointer
which is a pointer to the code which needs to be executed next, when execution
of the current clause is finished (this is in fact the continuation pointer CP which
was current at the creation of the environment; see later). Finally, an environment
also contains the variables local to the predicate. The structure of an environment
frame is shown in Figure 2.3(a).

Before discussing the choice point stack, it is useful to describe other data
structures which are part of the WAM, but which are not explicitly shown in
Figure 2.2. The WAM has a number of registers, called the argument registers,
which are specifically used to pass arguments to invoked predicates. Besides these
registers, the WAM has a number of global registers for specific tasks: the con-
tinuation pointer CP which points to the code that has to be executed after the
current goal, the heap pointer H which points to the top of the heap, the trail
pointer TR which points to the top of the trail, the pointer to the current choice
point B, the pointer to the current environment E and finally the cut pointer HB

which is used for conditional trailing (HB is actually identical to the heap pointer
stored in the current choice point). Prolog systems based on the WAM that use
a separate environment and choice point stack use an extra global register TOS,
which contains the top of the local stack. Note that the E is not always the same
as TOS, e.g., when an environment is protected by a choice point. The TOS register
is needed when allocating a new environment.

The choice point stack holds the choice points. As we already mentioned, a
choice point is created to indicate that at that point in the execution history an
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alternative execution path is available that has not been explored yet. The choice
point is used to remember everything that is necessary to restore the state of
the WAM to the state it had at that point in the execution. Figure 2.3(b) shows
the structure of a choice point frame. A choice point contains a reference to the
previous choice point. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, the choice point stack is a chain
of choice points. When all alternatives in the current choice point fail, the WAM
backtracks to the previous choice point. Obviously, the choice point must contain
the failure continuation: a pointer to the next alternative execution path to chose,
when the currently chosen execution path fails. The remaining slots in a choice
point are used to remember the current state of the WAM. A choice point protects
the environment which is current at the time of its creation. The environment
is protected, because it needs to be restored as the current environment upon
backtracking. An example of this can be seen in Figure 2.2: choice point B2 protects
environment E4, which will be needed upon backtracking to B2. Environment E4 is
however no longer needed (nor visible) in the forward execution, as can be seen by
the fact that environment E5 points back to environment E2. Both environments E4
and E3 will only be needed upon backtracking. Aside from the current environment
pointer E, also all the other global registers of the WAM need to be saved in a
choice point. This is clearly shown in Figure 2.3(b).

2.3.3 Execution mechanisms in the WAM

In this small section, we will explain and illustrate a number of important mech-
anisms used during the execution of Prolog code in the WAM. We are primarily
interested in the effect of those mechanisms on the memory areas.

Conditional trailing

Trailing is the mechanism in the WAM responsible for storing a reference on the
trail to variables which have been instantiated and which need to be reset (re-
stored as a free variable) upon backtracking to the current choice point. As such,
it is not useful to store a reference to instantiated variables which are younger
than the current choice point, since those variables will be discarded anyway upon
backtracking. Most Prolog systems implement conditional trailing, i.e., only in-
stantiated variables which are older than the current choice point are trailed.

An example is given in Figure 2.4. Initially, the heap contains only the free
variable X. Then, choice point B1 is created. Next, the free variable Y is allocated
on the heap. Execution continues and two more cells are allocated on the heap.
Then, variable X is instantiated. Since variable X was allocated before the creation
of the current choice point B1, the binding is trailed. A new choice point B2 is
created next. After the allocation of two heap cells, variable Y is instantiated. Since
Y was allocated before the creation of the current choice point B2, the binding is
trailed.
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Figure 2.4: Conditional trailing

Note that one can test whether a variable is older than the current choice point
by comparing its address with the heap pointer in the choice point. The register HB
always contains the heap pointer in the most recent choice point and is specifically
used to test whether the binding of a variable must be trailed or not.

Backtracking

Backtracking is the mechanism of restoring the state of the Prolog system to the
most recent point in the execution history where an alternative execution path
was available. Upon backtracking, the WAM restores its state to the state saved
in the most recent choice point.

The term heap segment is used to refer to a part of the heap that is delimited
by the heap pointers in two consecutive choice points (or by the top or the bottom
of the heap). Upon backtracking, the topmost heap segment can be deallocated
and this process is called instant reclaiming.

We clarify this mechanism with an example. The initial situation is shown in
Figure 2.4, which we used before. Suppose that the execution fails and that the
WAM backtracks to choice point B2. The resulting situation depends on whether
there are still other alternative clauses.

If the alternative clause in B2 is not the last one, the resulting situation is as
shown in Figure 2.5(a). Since this is not the last alternative, the choice point B2

remains in place and holds a reference to the next alternative. The top of the heap
and the environment stack (not visible) is reset to the value which was stored in
B2. Resetting the top of the heap and, by this, reclaiming the heap space occupied
by the topmost heap segment, is what constitutes instant reclaiming. The trail is
unwound up to the point remembered in the choice point. For this example, that
means that the variable Y is reset.

If the alternative clause in B2 is the last one, B2 is no longer needed and can be
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(a) Backtracking, alternative clauses
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(b) Backtracking, no alternative clauses

Figure 2.5: Backtracking

removed. The resulting situation is shown in Figure 2.5(b). Note that the WAM
registers are reset and the trail is unwound in just the same way as when B2 remains
in place. The difference is that, in addition, choice point B1 becomes the current
choice point (B points to the choice point referenced by B2) and BH is updated to
point to the heap pointer in B1.

Cut !/0

The cut operation in Prolog is a mechanism to cut away alternative execution
paths, thus, choice points. Note that a cut operation can cut away several choice
points at once, but that it always cuts away the topmost choice points.

For an example, we once again use Figure 2.4: it shows the initial situation.
Suppose that a cut operation cuts away choice point B2. The resulting situation
is shown in Figure 2.6. Choice point B1 becomes the current choice point and BH

is adapted accordingly, but the rest of the system remains the same.
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Figure 2.6: The cut !/0 operation
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Figure 2.7: The tidy trail optimisation

Tidy trail

When a cut operation is executed and the most recent choice point is cut away,
it is likely that some trail entries are no longer useful. Namely, entries in the trail
that point to the binding of variables which are older than the cut away choice
point, but younger than the now current choice point, have become useless. Tidy
trail consists of removing these trail entries after the execution of a Prolog cut.

This time, we start from Figure 2.6 to illustrate the tidy trail mechanism. From
the figure it is clear that the trail entry pointing to Y is useless. Upon backtracking,
Y would needlessly be reset, since the cell containing Y would no longer belong to
the active heap. In fact, all trail entries pointing to heap cells belonging to the
topmost heap segment can safely be removed from the trail. Tidy trail will scan
the trail from the top TR up to the point pointed to by the trail pointer in the
most recent choice point B1. All trail entries belonging to the most recent heap
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segment (entries not older than BH) are zeroed. Next, the trail is scanned in the
other direction and compacted. The final situation is shown in Figure 2.7: the trail
entry pointing to Y is removed.

2.4 Garbage collection for Prolog systems

In this section, we give an overview of the mechanisms used in Prolog systems for
memory management of the heap.

2.4.1 Instant reclaiming

Prolog systems have a built-in mechanism that allows them to recover heap space
at certain points during the execution of a program. More specifically, upon back-
tracking, the Prolog system can recover all heap data allocated since the creation
of the most recent choice point (the Prolog system needs to be restored into the
state it had at the creation of the choice point). This mechanism is called instant
reclaiming. For the first Prolog interpreter (Roussel 1975), instant reclaiming was
the only form of memory management of the heap. WAM-based Prolog systems
also implement instant reclaiming and, in the context of the WAM, instant re-
claiming means that, upon backtracking, the most recent heap segment, delimited
by the most recent choice point and the top of the heap, can be recovered.

The advantage of instant reclaiming is that at certain points during the execu-
tion (upon backtracking), an –in principle– unlimited amount of heap space (the
most recent heap segment) can be recovered at a constant cost (which is in general
very cheap). Because of this, the instant reclaiming mechanism has always been
considered important and, even when other techniques of memory management
are employed, care has been taken to make sure that the other technique can be
combined with instant reclaiming.

In practice, however, instant reclaiming is not sufficient as the only form of
heap memory management. Many Prolog programs are mostly deterministic or
the backtracking is mainly shallow and in these cases instant reclaiming is not
effective.

Therefore, most Prolog systems rely on garbage collection for recovering heap
space. A lot of work has already been done in this area: the DEC-10 Prolog system
(mid seventies) had a garbage collector and the earliest published description of the
algorithms used in an implementation is probably (Bruynooghe 1982). An excellent
account of issues in Prolog heap garbage collection can be found in (Bekkers,
Ridoux, and Ungaro 1992).
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2.4.2 Sliding collectors

The first garbage collectors for Prolog systems, as described in (Bruynooghe 1982;
Bruynooghe 1984), were mark-slide garbage collectors, based on the collection
algorithm from Morris (1978). A very complete description of the implementation
of this type of collector (including possible optimizations) is given in (Appleby,
Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin 1988).

It is not by chance that mark-slide algorithms were (and still are) popular
in the context of Prolog heap garbage collection. The mark-slide algorithm has
a property which is important in the context of Prolog systems, namely, that it
preserves the cell order across collections. Preserving the cell order on the Prolog
heap is considered important, because several parts of the Prolog implementation
depend on this.

Prolog defines a total ordering of Prolog terms and the relative order between
Prolog terms can be queried with built-in predicates such as @</2 and compare/3.
Also free variables are ordered and, typically, their relative creation time is used
to define their relative order. In a non-collected Prolog heap, the relative creation
time can be determined from the relative address order of the variables. In the
presence of garbage collection, it is essential that the relative address order of
variables is preserved across collections for the correct working of these predicates.

Another mechanism which depends on the preservation of order in the heap,
is instant reclaiming. Instant reclaiming does not necessarily depend on the cell
order, but it does depend on the segment order. Instant reclaiming works because
the heap can be seen as a stack of segments. In the presence of garbage collection,
it is important that the segment order is preserved across collections. It is obvious
that when the cell order is preserved, the segment order is also preserved.

The fact that mark-slide collectors preserve the segment order, also facilitates
the implementation of a multi-generational garbage collector for Prolog based on
the mark-slide algorithm.1 Still, the generational mark-slide collectors described in
publications (Bruynooghe 1982; Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin 1988) use
simple two-generational schemes with an immediate promotion policy.

The advantages of a cell order preserving mark-slide garbage collector in the
context of Prolog should be clear now and it may seem that a heap garbage collector
of the mark-slide type is the only answer for the Prolog heap memory management
needs. Still, when we introduced the topic of garbage collection in the previous
chapter, we noted that copying collectors have a better asymptotic complexity
(linear in the number of live heap cells) than mark-slide collectors (linear in the
total number of heap cells) and may offer better performance. In the context of
Prolog, it has been observed that the ratio of live cells in the heap is usually
small and this suggests that copying collection is a better choice than mark-slide
collection for Prolog.

1For a full understanding of this statement, we refer to explanation given in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.8: Double copying

We want to note that, more recently, a more complex sliding collector (Chung,
Moon, Ebcioglu, and Sahlin 2000) was developed, which has a complexity that is
independent of the heap size, but that is still worse than linear in the number of
live heap cells, namely, O(n · log(n)) with n the number of live heap cells.

2.4.3 Copying collectors

Copying collectors are attractive in the context of Prolog because of their asymp-
totic cost which is independent of the heap size. On the other hand, contrary to
mark-slide collectors, copying collectors do not preserve the cell order in the heap
and this can cause a number of issues in Prolog systems. We distinguish three
problems: built-in predicates, instant reclaiming and double copying.

As we mentioned in the previous section, the implementation of certain built-in
Prolog predicates (such as @</2 and compare/3) is typically based on the relative
address order of variables. It is consequently important that this address order is
preserved across collections. The implementation of these predicates in function of
relative address order cannot be supported when using a copying collector. Still,
alternative implementations of a mechanism to define variable order have been
suggested before by Touati and Hama (1988), by Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994)
and by Demoen, Engels, and Tarau (1996). The suggested methods require changes
in the Prolog system or in the implementation of the predicates and incur a small
overhead when those predicates are used. On the other hand, the ISO working
group JTC1/SC22 (1995) decided to not impose a persistent order on unbound
variables and in that regard this problem is in principle no longer an issue.

Copying collection does not preserve the cell order and normally does not pre-
serve the segment order either. This means that instant reclaiming is not possible
on those parts of the heap that have been subject to garbage collection. Note that
instant reclaiming is still possible on the most recent parts of the heap that have
not yet been collected. So, copying collection does not make instant reclaiming
impossible, but it does lead to a loss in instant reclaiming. Demoen, Engels, and
Tarau (1996) developed a copying collector, which approximately preserves the
segment order and actually improves instant reclaiming.
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Prolog implementations based on the WAM support inner pointers: a heap cell
which belongs to a list pair or which is part of a structure, can also be referenced
individually. When a standard copying algorithm is used, it is possible that heap
cells which are referenced by inner pointers, are copied twice. We call this double
copying. A small example is given in Figure 2.8. Figure 2.8(a) shows the initial
situation: the root set contains the structure f(a,c) and a reference to the first
argument of that structure. If the reference is copied first (recursively), then atom
a is copied individually, before the structure to which it belongs (f(a,c)), is copied
as a whole. As can be seen in Figure 2.8(b), an extra cell is created in the copy.
Double copying should be prevented because it makes the copy bigger than the
original and in a semi-space copying collector it can cause the to-space to overflow
during collection. Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994) introduce a marking phase to
prevent double copying.

Because copying collectors do not preserve the segment order, multi-generational
garbage collection cannot effectively be supported. Still, simple generational copy-
ing collectors are possible: Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994) developed a generational
collector with two generations and an immediate promotion policy.

Probably because of the aforementioned issues, the first copying collector for
Prolog (Touati and Hama 1988) was actually a hybrid collector: while a copy-
ing algorithm is used for the heap cells belonging to the topmost heap segment,
heap cells belonging to older segments are collected with a mark-slide algorithm.
The first pure copying collector for Prolog is the mark-copy collector developed
by Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994). The copying phase uses the Cheney copying
algorithm (Cheney 1970).

2.4.4 The Cheney copying algorithm

We conclude this section on garbage collection in the WAM with the Cheney
copying algorithm, since this algorithm is the basic copying algorithm in all our
garbage collectors.

The algorithm is shown in pseudo-code in Listing 2.5. The heap is divided in
two semi-spaces: the from-space and the to-space. The from-space is used for new
allocations between collections. The to-space is used during garbage collection:
live objects are copied to the to-space. After collection, the roles of from-space
and to-space are switched. The algorithm keeps track of copy progression with
two pointers in the to-space, called scan and next. Both scan and next initially
point at the bottom of the to-space. The collector initiates copying from the objects
found in the root set. Live objects in the from-space are copied to the first free
location in the to-space, indicated by the next pointer. A forwarding pointer to
this new location in to-space is left in the original location in the from-space to
preserve structure sharing (it prevents that an object is copied multiple times). The
next pointer is incremented after each copy. When all objects directly referenced
from the root set are copied, copying continues from the object at the location
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def gc

scan = next = to

for R in roots

R = copy(R)

end

while scan < next

for P in children(scan)

*P = copy(*P)

scan++

end

from , to = to , from

end

def copy(P)

if forwarded(P)

return forwarding_address(P)

else

addr = next

*next = *P

next++

forwarding_address(P) = addr

return addr

end

end

Listing 2.5: Cheney’s copying algorithm

indicated by the scan pointer. If the object contains a reference to the from-space,
the referenced object in from-space is copied to the to-space and the reference is
adapted appropriately. Afterwards, the scan pointer is incremented. This process
is repeated till the scan pointer catches up with the next pointer.

We give a small example in Figure 2.9. In the figures, dashed arrows are used
to indicate forwarding pointers. In Figure 2.9(a), the copying algorithm is just
started. The scan and next pointers point to the bottom of the to-space. The root
set has pointers to two cells in the from-space (indicated with the arrows on the
left). Copying is started from the root set and those two cells are copied to the
to-space, as seen in Figure 2.9(b). The contents of the cells are copied unmodified
to the to-space and a forwarding pointer is left in the original cells in the from-
space. The next pointer is advanced appropriately. Since all elements in the root
set are copied now, the scan-next loop can start. The content of the cell pointed
to by the scan pointer is checked and if the cell points to a cell in from-space, the
cell is copied to the to-space. The scan pointer is subsequently advanced. This is
shown in Figure 2.9(c). The latter is repeated until the scan pointer catches up
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Figure 2.9: Cheney copying

with the next pointer. The resulting situation is shown in Figure 2.9(d).

2.5 Notes on the experimental evaluation

We conclude this chapter with some remarks on the experimental evaluation, which
we have done to measure the performance of new garbage collection algorithms and
strategies. First we give some remarks about how we measured garbage collector
performance, then we present the benchmarks which we used for the experiments
and, lastly, we give a description of the Prolog systems we used for the implemen-
tation of our garbage collectors.

2.5.1 Measuring garbage collector performance

In the following chapters, we will present several new schemes for copying garbage
collection in the WAM. We implemented these schemes in the form of new garbage
collectors for the existing Prolog systems hProlog and ilProlog. The default garbage
collector in these systems will be used as the reference collector in the experimental
evaluation of the new collectors. Note that both hProlog and ilProlog are WAM-
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based Prolog systems and use a standard (in the context of Prolog) copying col-
lection algorithm, namely, the mark-copy algorithm from Bevemyr and Lindgren
(1994). More detailed information about the Prolog systems, including a perfor-
mance comparison with the well-known Prolog systems SICStus and Yap, is given
later on.

With the experimental evaluation, we aim to identify the benefits and draw-
backs of new copying schemes in comparison with the more traditional copying
collection schemes for WAM-based Prolog systems. With this purpose, we measure
the performance of both the collector and the mutator in a number of benchmarks.
Depending on the areas of copying collection that we expect to improve with a
specific collector, different properties of the collector will be measured. In general,
however, we will always measure the total time spent on garbage collection, the
number of collection cycles and the total time spent in the mutator.

We want to note that care must be taken when interpreting and comparing
benchmark results from garbage collectors. While it is obvious that we try to run
a benchmark for different collectors under the exact same conditions (this is also
the reason why we will always try to exclude expansion policies), it is important to
realise that, for the same benchmark, different garbage collectors will most likely
initiate collection cycles at different points in the execution of the benchmark.
When the garbage collectors use the same allocation strategy, the first collection
cycle is triggered at the same point in the execution of the benchmark for each
collector. Yet, it is entirely possible that different collectors will keep a different
amount of heap cells live during the collection. As a consequence, it is likely that
the second collection cycle is triggered at different points in the execution for each
collector. The reason that this is important, is that a collector can have a hidden
advantage in the benchmarks when it happens to always trigger collection cycles
when the amount of live heap cells is very low. This should be taken into account
when interpreting benchmark results.

The experiments presented in the following chapters, were all performed on an
Intel Pentium 4 (1.8Ghz, 512Mb RAM, 256Kb L2 cache) running Debian Linux.
Timings are always given in milliseconds, space measurements in heap cells (4
bytes). The collectors from Chapter 3 were implemented for hProlog 1.4, the col-
lectors from Chapter 4 and 5 for ilProlog 0.7.4 and the collectors from Chapter 6
for hProlog 1.7. Both hProlog and ilProlog are WAM-based Prolog systems and
their implementation is very close to the WAM; as such, we are convinced that
our experimental results can be carried over to other WAM-based Prolog systems.

2.5.2 Benchmarks

Our complete benchmark set consists of the following benchmarks: boyergc,
browsegc, dnamatchgc, qsortgc, serialgc, takgc, tspgc, comp, chess, mqueens,
muta1 and muta2.
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• boyergc, browsegc, dnamatchgc, qsortgc, serialgc, takgc and tspgc
are benchmarks taken from (Li 2000). These are classical benchmarks with
extra parameters to increase the size of the benchmark, which makes them
more interesting for testing garbage collector performance. We run them with
the following input: boyergc (5), browsegc (5000), dnamatchgc (1000),
qsortgc (100000), serialgc (1000000), takgc (28,16,8), tspgc (150).

• comp is an old version of the XSB-Prolog (Sagonas, Swift, Warren, Freire,
and Rao 2000) compiler compiling itself.

• chess is a benchmark, which was originally used in (Castro and Costa 2001).
K. Sagonas extended it with one more chess move in order to make the exe-
cution more interesting regarding garbage collection. This modified version
was then used in (Demoen, Nguyen, and Vandeginste 2002a). Note that this
is the only benchmark, which explicitly activates the garbage collector at
certain points during the execution.

• mqueens was written by B. Demoen. It is a naive solution to the M-queens
problem of the 7th Prolog Programming Contest. This benchmark was also
used in (Demoen, Nguyen, and Vandeginste 2002a).

• muta1 and muta2 are benchmarks which perform a typical run of an induc-
tive learning tool written in ilProlog, the real-life data mining application
ACE. This program uses abstract machine extensions that efficiently sup-
port query packs and therefore does not run on a standard Prolog system.
More details on this application and query packs can be found in (Blockeel,
Dehaspe, Demoen, Janssens, Ramon, and Vandecasteele 2000).

To get a better understanding of the memory behaviour of these benchmarks,
we measured for each benchmark the total memory requirements when the bench-
mark is run without garbage collection. With ‘total memory requirements’, we
refer to the maximum amount of used space on the heap, the local stack, the trail
and the choice point stack. We measure thus the high watermarks of the heap and
the stacks. Although these numbers do not tell everything about the benchmarks,
because they only give us a static view at the end of the benchmark, they do
give us more insight in the properties of the benchmarks and can help us bet-
ter understand the performance of a particular garbage collector on a particular
benchmark.

Since each of the Prolog systems, used for the implementation of our collec-
tors, has slightly different properties (e.g., a slightly different compiler), we did the
measurements for each Prolog system, namely, hProlog 1.4, hProlog 1.7 and ilPro-
log 0.7.4. The results are given in respectively Table 2.2(a), 2.2(b) and 2.2(c). Note
that the benchmarks chess, mqueens and muta cannot run without garbage col-
lection: as already mentioned, chess explicitly calls the garbage collector and both
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mqueens and muta run out of heap space without garbage collection. Also tspgc
cannot run without garbage collection in the ilProlog system.

From the benchmark characteristics, we can conclude the following:

• Most benchmarks are mostly deterministic and create none or few choice
points. In addition, most benchmarks use little local stack space.

• At first sight, it seems remarkable that the high watermark on the trail is
very high for most benchmarks in both hProlog 1.4 and ilProlog, while it is
very low in hProlog 1.7. The reason for this is however very simple: while
hProlog 1.4 and ilProlog do not tidy the trail after a cut (!/0) operation,
hProlog 1.7 does. Note that during benchmarks with garbage collection, the
trail does not grow that large: during a collection cycle, the collector will
remove those trail entries that would have been removed by a tidy trail
implementation.

• chess is a benchmark which creates a huge amount of choice points and uses
a lot of space on the local stack and the trail. This means that the root set
is very large during collection.

• For browsegc, the high watermarks of the environment and choice point
stack are very large in the hProlog systems, while they are minimal in the
ilProlog system. The reason for this is a difference in the ilProlog and hProlog
compilers. While ilProlog implements indexing on both the first and second
argument, hProlog implements indexing on only the first argument. Indexing
is an optimization which is based on the fact that if the arguments of a goal
are partially instantiated, it is possible to eliminate those alternative clauses,
of which the head can never unify with the partially instantiated arguments.
When the partially instantiated arguments of a goal can only unify with
the head of one clause, the indexing optimization prevents the creation of
a choice point. Here, we see that indexing on both the first and second
argument prevents the creation of choice points, while indexing on only the
first argument does not.

2.5.3 Prolog systems

We conclude this section with a description of hProlog 1.4 and 1.7, and ilPro-
log 0.7.4, the Prolog systems we used for the implementation of garbage collection
schemes, presented in the following chapters..

hProlog is a successor of dProlog (Demoen and Nguyen 2000) and is meant to
become a back-end of HAL (Demoen, Garćıa de la Banda, Harvey, Mariott, and
Stuckey 1999). hProlog is based on the WAM, and differs mainly in the fact that
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hProlog 1.4 heap trail environment choicepoint

boyergc 41397345 22163206 463 236
browsegc 1465085 109134 65060 240064
dnamatchgc 20937894 270762 84 116
qsortgc 6004736 3504908 189 116
serialgc 36750780 13643356 121 116
takgc 6092821 32 370 116
tspgc 11563644 90624 84 116
comp 1336972 438710 6901 5918
chess - 1805065 6276977 5214953
mqueens - 32 129 116

(a) Benchmark characteristics for hProlog 1.4

hProlog 1.7 heap trail environment choicepoint

boyergc 41397306 24 464 229
browsegc 1465091 60004 65059 240057
dnamatchgc 20937895 24 84 116
qsortgc 6004737 24 189 116
serialgc 36750787 24 120 116
takgc 7507855 24 346 116
tspgc 11563645 24 84 116
comp 1336313 2616 6901 5918
chess - 1799836 6276977 5214953
mqueens - 24 129 116

(b) Benchmark characteristics for hProlog 1.7

ilProlog 0.7.4 heap trail environment choicepoint

boyergc 73850737 11081589 459 242
browsegc 1464718 25013 62 93
dnamatchgc 27113553 103371 67 85
qsortgc 6104372 1752444 185 85
serialgc 37750413 6821668 120 85
takgc 9834805 2 258 85
tspgc - 16797 77 85
comp 1354654 219653 6257 5924
chess - 1077601 6869224 5507351
mqueens - 11 109 85
muta1 - 828300 9295 7495
muta2 - 18560 3925 1636

(c) Benchmark characteristics for ilProlog 0.7.4

Table 2.2: Benchmark characteristics
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it has a separate choice point and environment stack, and that it always allocates
free variables on the heap (i.e., environment slots never contain a free variable).
The compiler generates live variable maps, so the garbage collector has precise
information about which environment slots are live. In addition, this also means
that no initialisation of environment variables is needed.

hProlog 1.4 uses a mark-copy garbage collector, which is a straightforward
implementation of (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994), using a Cheney copying algo-
rithm (Cheney 1970). The only difference with the latter is that during the marking
phase, the total number of live heap cells are counted, so that an appropriately
sized chunk of memory can be allocated as a temporary to-space for the copying
phase. At the end of the copying phase, the data in the temporary to-space is
copied back to the from-space and the to-space is deallocated.

hProlog 1.7 uses by default a copying-without-marking garbage collector, as
described in Chapter 3.

ilProlog 0.7.4 is another successor of dProlog. As such, it is also a WAM-
based Prolog system with similar characteristics as hProlog. It differs in the same
way from the WAM as hProlog: it uses a separate choice point and environment
stack, free variables are always allocated on the heap and the compiler generates
live variable maps. ilProlog is heavily used for machine learning applications and
has some special extensions for this purpose (as we already mentioned). Just like
hProlog 1.4, ilProlog 0.7.4 uses a mark-copy garbage collector based on (Bevemyr
and Lindgren 1994). The collector is very similar to the one in hProlog 1.4.

We conclude this section with a comparison of the Prolog systems we used
(and their default garbage collector) with two well-known and respected Prolog
systems, namely, SICStus (Carlsson 1990) and Yap (Costa 1999), in a number of
benchmarks. We believe this is important to demonstrate that both the Prolog
systems and their garbage collectors are of decent quality. This, in turn, affirms
that the other benchmarks presented in this thesis are relevant. Note, however,
that this comparison only serves as an indication that Prolog systems are of similar
quality and nothing more. It is very hard to compare different garbage collectors
in different Prolog systems in a meaningful and sensible way. As such, one should
not try to draw any general conclusions on relative quality from this comparison.

Both SICStus and Yap are WAM-based Prolog systems. The garbage collector
in SICStus is an implementation of (Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin 1988): it
is a mark-slide collector, based on the algorithm from (Morris 1978). The collector
is generational and uses two generations. When the collector is triggered explicitly,
a major collection is done. The collector also implements variable shunting. The
garbage collector in Yap is also of the mark-slide type and is similar to the one in
SICStus. It implements a variant of variable shunting, called easy shunting (Castro
and Costa 2001) and is not generational.
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For comparison, we ran the full benchmark set on each Prolog system and
measured the following: the total time spent in the mutator trt, the total time
spent in the garbage collector tgc and the number of garbage collections ngc. To
eliminate the impact of differences in expansion policies, we started each Prolog
system with heap and stack sizes big enough to avoid the need for expansion. We
also tried to give each system exactly the same amount of memory for the heap.
This, however, proved to be impossible. SICStus rounds any given heap size up
till the number of heap cells is a Fibonacci number. Yap only accepts a given size
for the merged size of the heap, the choice point stack and the local stack.

Under these conditions, we chose heap sizes as follows. For each benchmark,
SICStus was given a heap size which is just large enough to avoid expansion during
the execution of the benchmark. hProlog 1.4, hProlog 1.7 and ilProlog were given
exactly the same amount of heap space as SICStus. Yap was initially given a size,
computed as the sum of the heap size and the high watermark sizes of the local
stack and the choice point stack in SICStus. If needed, the given size was then
gradually increased until the benchmark ran without triggering a heap expansion.

The benchmark results are shown in Table 2.3. The benchmarks were performed
on an Intel Pentium4 (1.7Ghz, 768Mb RAM, 256Kb L2 cache), running a 2.6 Linux
kernel. Time measurements are in milliseconds.

From the benchmarks, we can conclude that hProlog 1.4, hProlog 1.7 and
ilProlog and their respective collectors offer performance that is on par with the
well-known SICStus and Yap.
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hProlog hProlog ilProlog SICStus Yap

1.4 1.7 0.7.4 3.12.2 4.5.0

boyergc trt 7700 8737 11080 11460 8180
tgc 1478 477 2176 1020 963
ngc 5 5 10 5 3

browsegc trt 4813 5526 5630 8800 4886
tgc 79 42 41 70 110
ngc 2 2 2 2 2

dnamatchgc trt 2018 2465 2960 3420 2942
tgc 71 16 79 240 118
ngc 26 26 34 25 25

qsortgc trt 436 473 610 610 389
tgc 236 46 189 190 140
ngc 9 9 9 8 6

serialgc trt 6273 6797 12040 10490 9367
tgc 2335 910 2256 2270 3782
ngc 6 6 7 6 8

takgc trt 1245 1383 1570 2110 2057
tgc 2 3 15 0 0
ngc 51 63 82 0 0

tspgc trt 12067 18649 29930 29220 29615
tgc 44 13 867 130 46
ngc 39 39 928 28 15

comp trt 1166 1339 1400 2150 1646
tgc 23 5 21 20 65
ngc 2 2 2 1 6

chess trt 7233 8797 11660 13790 9133
tgc 1826 1258 1626 1050 1945
ngc 4 4 4 3 4

mqueens trt 55037 64167 78990 77290 60157
tgc 12522 5859 14728 6290 27596
ngc 41 42 41 38 166

Table 2.3: Comparison of hProlog 1.4 & 1.7, ilProlog 0.7.4, SICStus 3.12.2 and
Yap 4.5.0 in a number of benchmarks
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Chapter 3

Copying without marking

3.1 Introduction

Many copying garbage collectors are based on the semi-space copying garbage
collector from (Fenichel and Yochelson 1969) and use the Cheney algorithm (Ch-
eney 1970) for the copying traversal. The collection cycle of this kind of collectors
consists of traversing the live data and at the same time copying (rescuing) these
data from the from-space to the to-space. For each cell (or object) encountered
during the traversal, a copy of the cell is placed in the to-space and a forwarding
pointer to the copy is left in the original cell in the from-space. We discussed copy-
ing garbage collectors in the general context and more specifically in the Prolog
context in Sections 1.1 and 2.4.

In the general context, copying garbage collectors use this forwarding pointer
to ensure that the same cell is not (unnecessarily) copied more than once. When
a forwarding pointer is encountered during the copying traversal, it is known that
this particular cell has already been copied and to which location in the to-space
it has been copied. Still, in the context of Prolog systems, this mechanism is not
enough to prevent the collector from copying certain cells more than once. As a
result, it is possible that the copy of a certain data structure consumes more space
than the original. This is clearly undesirable in the context of a garbage collector:
in the worst case the extra copying can make the final copy of live cells larger than
the original size of the heap.

In this chapter, we will investigate whether traditional copying algorithms,
like (Fenichel and Yochelson 1969), are a viable option in the context of Prolog
systems. First, in Section 3.2, we will explain why a copying collector which cre-
ates multiple copies of certain cells is undesirable, and why we consider such a
collector unsafe. We will also look into the circumstances which cause some cells

45
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to be copied more than once. We will identify two kinds of cell configurations,
which can cause cells to be copied twice, or even an unlimited number of times.
Then, in Section 3.3, we present two techniques, which make traditional copying
in the Prolog context safer. In Section 3.4, we first discuss more details about
our implementation of copying without marking, and further on we present some
experimental results. In Section 3.5, we discuss related work. This is in the first
place the (commonly used) mark-copy algorithm, which we already presented in
Section 2.4.3. Additionally, we will also look at another technique to prevent extra
copies in a copying without marking collector; this technique aims to postpone the
copying of dangerous variables. Finally, we conclude in Section 3.6.

3.2 Copying without marking is unsafe

3.2.1 The notion of unsafeness

When Prolog data structures are copied using traditional copying algorithms, such
as (Fenichel and Yochelson 1969; Cheney 1970), the resulting copy can be larger
than the original. We will investigate under which circumstances certain cells are
copied more than once in the next sections, but first we will explain why copying
without marking is unsafe.

In general, a garbage collection is triggered when the heap is full and the
purpose of the collection is to free heap space which is no longer needed (space
occupied by dead heap cells). A copying collector achieves this by copying all live
data from the original heap to the new location of the heap. It is obvious that, in
this context, it is undesirable that certain heap cells are copied more than once. In
the worst case, when all data in the heap are live before the collection, the extra
copying during a collection would make the heap bigger than it was initially.

This poses a problem for semi-space copying collectors. A semi-space copying
collector uses two equal-sized semi-spaces and copies the live data from one semi-
space (the from-space) to the other (the to-space). In this algorithm, it is assumed
that since both semi-spaces have the same size, the to-space is always large enough
to contain the copy of all live cells in the from-space. In the context of Prolog (or
more specifically in the context of the WAM), this assumption is no longer true,
and in the worst case the to-space can overflow during a garbage collection.

While it is possible to recover from a to-space overflow and continue the collec-
tion (we will discuss how such a recovery could be implemented in Section 3.3.4),
such a recovery is expensive and should be avoided. Copying without marking1

in the context of the WAM is unsafe because of the fact that there is a chance
that the heap grows and that the to-space overflows during a collection. We name

1To avoid confusion with the common mark-copy collectors in the context of Prolog, we refer
to traditional copying as copying without marking.
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copying without marking dangerous copying and we call cells which are copied
more than once dangerous or unsafe2 cells.

3.2.2 Double copying

The fact that traditional copying collectors are unsafe in the context of the WAM,
is well-known and has been described before in the literature. To the best of our
knowledge, the extra copying that occurs with a standard copying algorithm was
first mentioned by Touati and Hama (although very briefly) in (Touati and Hama
1988). Later, a more thorough description was given by Bevemyr and Lindgren
in (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994). Most work on copying garbage collectors for
WAM-based Prolog systems take notice of this extra copying (Demoen, Engels,
and Tarau 1996; Zhou 2000; Li 2000). We will discuss the solutions proposed in
those papers in Section 3.5.

The extra copying that those papers refer to, is what we call double copying.
Double copying causes certain cells to be copied twice. The cause for double copy-
ing is related to the representation of Prolog data structures on the heap. More
specifically, the WAM allows references to inner cells, i.e., cells belonging to a big-
ger data structure that occupies multiple heap cells. Such a bigger data structure
is either a structure or a list. An inner cell will be copied twice when the root
set contains both a reference to the inner cell and to the surrounding structure
and when, additionally, the copying algorithm treats the inner cell before the sur-
rounding structure as a whole.

An example will show this more clearly. Consider the following Prolog code
in Listing 3.1. The query ?-run is executed and during the execution a garbage
collection is triggered by the predicate gc. Figure 3.1 shows what happens with
the data structures on the heap. This figure (and the following ones) consist of
three parts. The cells on the left are part of the root set, those in the middle belong
to the from-space and finally those on the right belong to the to-space. Notice that
we only show those cells which are relevant for the discussion.

run :- p(X,f(X)).

p(K,L) :- gc , use(K,L).

use(K,L).

Listing 3.1: Double copying of an inner cell

Figure 3.1(a) shows the initial situation when the garbage collection is trig-
gered. The root set (the figure only shows the argument registers) contains a

2Note that what we mean with unsafe cells is not the same as unsafe variables in the WAM
(as in (Aı̈t-Kaci 1990)).
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Figure 3.1: Double copying of an inner cell

reference (cell A) to the free variable X and a STRUCT-tagged pointer (cell B)
to the functor f/1, which is followed by its argument the free variable X. Copying
is started from root cell A and when the copy is finished, the situation looks like
in Figure 3.1(b). The free variable X was copied to the to-space and a forwarding
pointer was left in the original cell in the from-space. Then the next root cell, cell
B, is copied. Figure 3.1(c) shows the situation after root cell B has been recur-
sively copied. The functor f/1 is copied to the to-space and a forwarding pointer
is left at the original location. Next, the argument of f/1 is copied. This is the free
variable X, which was already copied, and thus the forwarding pointer is copied to
the new cell in the to-space. Before the garbage collection the heap contained only
two reachable cells, after the collection the heap contains three reachable cells.
The copying resulted in the duplication of X.

In the previous example, we showed the double copying of a cell containing a
self-reference (a free variable). The same double copying can happen with any cell
containing a value that can appear in the direct arguments of a structured term
or a list pair. This means that copying is unsafe as soon as there is a non-tagged
reference (a REF cell), in the root set or live on the heap, to an inner cell on the
heap: there is a danger that the to-space overflows.

Note that when a heap cell is duplicated due to double copying, the original
cell (the first copy) is no longer an inner cell. The extra cell, created because of
double copying, is the reference to the original cell in the structure or list pair.
This can be seen in Figure 3.1(c): the argument of f/1 holds a reference to the
first copy of X. All references to the original cell will, after copying, point to this
first copy and none will point to the extra reference created in the structure or
list. As a result, subsequent copying of the same data will not create more copies
due to double copying. In other words, repeatedly copying the same data will only
enlarge the size of the data during the first copy (taking only double copying into
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account).
Double copying is caused by references to inner cells. The WAM allows this

and it is used as a heap space saving optimisation. Every system that allows direct
references to the inner cells of a structure or object and in which the inner cells
can function as a complete separate object, does experience the problem of double
copying.

3.2.3 Multiple copying

In addition to the problem of double copying, there is an even worse form of extra
copying, which causes some heap cells to be copied an arbitrary number of times.
Contrary to the known problem of double copying, this problem, which we will
refer to as multiple copying, has not been described in the literature before.

Multiple copying can happen to cells belonging to a list pair. While cells be-
longing to a structure will be copied at most twice, the cells belonging to a list run
the risk of being copied an arbitrary number of times. The reason that multiple
copying can happen to list cells and not to inner cells of a structure, is related
to the data representation of structures and lists on the heap in the WAM. After
copying a structure, a forwarding pointer is left in the cell that originally held
the functor. This forwarding pointer tells the collector that the structure has been
copied as a whole to that location in the to-space. In the case of a list pair, a
forwarding pointer is left in the original list cells when the list cell is copied for
the first time. There is however no place to leave a forwarding pointer which tells
the collector that the list pair has been copied as a whole. As a result, each time
a list is copied, two new cells are created in to-space, even though the list cells
might already have been copied as a list pair.

We will clarify this with two examples. In the first example, we will show what
happens during copying when multiple STRUCT cells point to the same struc-
ture. Then, in the second example, we will show a similar configuration, but with
multiple LIST cells pointing to the same list pair.

For the first example with multiple STRUCT cells pointing to the same struc-
ture, consider the Prolog code in Listing 3.2 and the accompanying Figure 3.2.

run :- Z = f(X), p(X,Z,Z).

p(K,L,M) :- K = a, gc , use(K,L,M).

use(K,L,M).

Listing 3.2: Multiple STRUCT cells referencing the same structure

Figure 3.2(a) shows the initial situation, right after a garbage collection was
triggered by gc. The from-space contains the structure f(a). The root set contains
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Figure 3.2: Multiple STRUCT cells referencing the same structure

two STRUCT cells pointing to the whole structure and one reference to the in-
ner cell, holding the atom a. Figure 3.2(b) shows what happened after recursively
copying cell A and B (in that order) from the root set. Double copying occurred
and the heap cell holding atom a is duplicated. Finally, cell C is copied. The cell
referenced by cell C currently holds a forwarding pointer, which means that the
structure has already been copied as a whole and the STRUCT pointer in cell C
can be adapted accordingly. This can be seen in Figure 3.2(c). The problem of
multiple copying does not occur with structures because of the forwarding pointer
left in the functor cell.

The next example shows a similar configuration as the previous one, but here
we have several LIST cells pointing to the same list pair. Consider the code in
Listing 3.3 and the accompanying Figure 3.3.

run :- Z = [X|Y], p(X,Y,Z,Z).

p(K,L,M,N) :- K = a, gc , use(K,L,M,N).

use(K,L,M,N).

Listing 3.3: Multiple copying of list cells

In Figure 3.3(a), we see the initial situation, right after the predicate gc was
called. The from-space contains the list [a|Y]. The root set contains two LIST
cells pointing to this list and also two references, pointing to a and Y. The copying
algorithm first treats cell A and then cell B. After copying cell A and B, the
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Figure 3.3: Multiple copying of list cells

situation looks like in Figure 3.3(b). Note that because of the copy order, the
order of the cells has been reversed. Cells A and B point to the new location of the
list cells in the to-space and a forwarding pointer was placed in the original cells in
the from-space. Next, in Figure 3.3(c), cell C is recursively copied: the list [a|Y]
is copied as a whole this time. A new list pair is allocated in the to-space and
the list cells hold references to the already copied a and Y. This extra copying is
actually double copying, because the list cells were copied as separate cells before
the list was copied as a whole. Finally cell D is copied and the resulting situation
is shown in Figure 3.3(d). Although the list has already been copied as a whole,
there is no separate forwarding pointer to indicate this. As a result, a new list pair
is allocated in the to-space. The contents of the list pairs pointed to by cell C and
D are identical.

It is clear that for each additional LIST cell pointing to the same list pair as
cell C and D, a new list pair would be allocated in the to-space. If the root set
contained n identical LIST cells (instead of two), then the size of the resulting
copy would be (2 · n + 2) heap cells.

We can make the same remark about multiple copying, as we did for double
copying: repeatedly copying the same data will enlarge the size of the data only
during the first copy. After the first copy, all LIST cells will point to their own list
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pair. Since the cells in those list pairs are only referenced by those LIST cells, the
individual list cells will never be forwarded as separate cells, and thus not create
any extra copies.

The multiple copying problem is caused by the fact that for list pairs in the
WAM there is no possibility to leave a forwarding pointer to indicate that the list
pair has been forwarded (as a whole). If list pairs would be represented on the
heap as regular structures (./2), i.e., with a header field, then this field could be
used for the forwarding pointer and no multiple copying could occur. The multiple
copying problem is specific for a certain tagging scheme.

A Prolog system, where multiple copying cannot occur, is the BinWAM (Tarau
and Neumerkel 1994). The BinWAM uses a tag-on-data data representation and a
term compression scheme. The term compression scheme is an optimisation for a
compacter representation of structures. Because of this, there is no specialised data
type for lists: lists are represented as regular binary structures. Since a forwarding
pointer can be left in the functor field of the structure, the problem of multiple
copying does not exist in this system.

3.2.4 Summary

Here we give a short overview of the problems with copying without marking, as
discussed in the previous sections. There are two kinds of heap cell configurations
which cause certain heap cells to be copied twice (double copying) or an arbitrary
number of times (multiple copying).

• Double copying happens when the following conditions are met:

– the root set contains both a reference to an inner cell and to the sur-
rounding data structure (a structure or a list)

– the copying algorithm first forwards the inner cell, and later the sur-
rounding data structure as a whole

• Multiple copying happens when the following condition is met:

– the root set contains multiple identical LIST cells (thus pointing to the
same list pair)

3.3 Copying without marking made safer

In the previous section we explained why copying without marking is unsafe. We
identified two types of circumstances under which cells are copied twice or even an
arbitrary number of times. In this section, we will discuss how we can make copying
without marking safer. We present the basic form of copying without marking and
two variants with increasing degrees of safeness.
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3.3.1 Dangerous copying

A first approach to the double and multiple copying problem, is to use the unmod-
ified copying algorithm from (Fenichel and Yochelson 1969; Cheney 1970). This
means that forwarding pointers are used to prevent copying the same cell twice,
but there is still the risk that double or multiple copying happens. We name this
approach dangerous copying. It is based on the assumption that double and mul-
tiple copying will not happen often in practice. It is also assumed that when it
happens, the amount of extra cells in the to-space is less than the amount of heap
cells which can be freed in the from-space. This seems a reasonable approach since
experiments show that the amount of dangerous cells is typically low and in addi-
tion, most Prolog applications have a low survival rate during garbage collections.

Dangerous copying has been advocated by Paul Tarau, but was never imple-
mented as far as we know. It is important to note that this was in the context of
the BinWAM, which (as explained in Section 3.2.3) does not have the problem of
multiple copying, thanks to its data representation scheme.

3.3.2 Optimistic copying

Although approaches exist to prevent double copying without reverting to a mark-
ing phase, namely variable shunting and postponing (we will discuss those tech-
niques in detail in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.3 respectively), those approaches are not
always applicable and/or effective. From our experience, double copying is rather
rare and in our opinion, it cannot be avoided without some form of marking. The
multiple copying problem, on the other hand, can be alleviated almost for free and
even completely solved at a small cost.

If we look back at Figure 3.3, we see that in that example the list cells were first
individually copied to the to-space. However, the cells were copied in the wrong
order and cannot be used as a list pair. If the list cells would have been copied in
the right order, i.e., first cell B and then cell A, then the contents of the two list
cells would end up in the original order in two consecutive cells in the to-space.
In the WAM, those cells would then form a legitimate list pair. Consequently, a
LIST cell referencing the original list in from-space could be simply relocated to
point to that pair of cells in to-space. This is exactly what optimistic copying does:
if the individual list cells have already been forwarded in the right order to two
consecutive cells in to-space, then those cells will be reused when the list pair is
copied as a whole. Optimistic copying is optimistic in the sense that it assumes that
most of the time the list cells will be copied as a list pair before any duplication
occurs.

We will clarify this with an example. We reuse the Prolog code, previously
shown in Listing 3.3. Figure 3.4 shows what happens. Note that the order in
which the copying algorithm treats the root cells, differs from the order used in
Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Optimistic copying

Figure 3.4(a) shows the initial situation, which is (except for the copy order)
the same as in Figure 3.3(a). Figure 3.4(b) shows the situation after cell A and B
have been copied. Both list cells (a and Y) have been copied in order to the to-
space, and a forwarding pointer is left in the original cells in the from-space. Cell
C is treated next. C holds a LIST-tagged pointer to the list pair ([a|Y]) in the
from-space. Since both list cells have already been forwarded to two consecutive
cells in the to-space, cell C can be relocated to point to the forwarded list pair.
This can be seen in Figure 3.4(c). The same scenario holds for copying cell D.
When the copying is finished, the to-space contains the same amount of cells as
the from-space. Multiple copying could be prevented because the list cells were
forwarded in the right order from the first time.

Optimistic copying is attractive as an alternative to dangerous copying, since
it has a very small cost and we expect some gain from it. The only thing needed
for optimistic copying (in comparison to dangerous copying) is a small test in the
copying routine for list pairs. The test checks whether both cells contain forwarding
pointers pointing to two consecutive cells. The test is executed for each LIST-
tagged reference encountered during the copying traversal. We expect some gain
from it, since lists are used heavily in a lot of Prolog applications.
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3.3.3 Cautious copying

Optimistic copying does not prevent multiple copying when the two list cells are
copied in the wrong order, or when only one of them was copied before the list pair
is copied as a whole. But even in those cases multiple copying can be prevented. If
we look back again at Figure 3.3, we can see that instead of allocating a new list
pair in the to-space during the copying of cell D, the existing list pair, referenced
by cell C, could have been reused. While this would still leave the possibility
for double copying to happen, it would completely prevent multiple copying. We
will describe a technique which accomplishes this. We call this approach cautious
copying.

At first it seems that we can simply replace the forwarding pointers in the
original list cells after the list pair has been copied as a whole. We show this with
an example. Again, we reuse the Prolog code from Listing 3.3. Figure 3.5 shows
the various situations of the heap and the root set during the copying.
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Figure 3.5: Reusing an existing forwarded list pair: an initial (defective) approach

The initial situation is shown in Figure 3.5(a). Note that the copying algorithm
will first treat cell A and then cell B; the list cells will be copied in reverse order.
Figure 3.5(b) shows the situation after both list cells have been forwarded. The
list cells (containing Y and a) have been copied to the to-space individually and
in reverse order. Forwarding pointers have been left in the original cells in the
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from-space. Next, cell C is copied, which can be seen in Figure 3.5(c). Since the
forwarding pointers in the list cells do not point to two consecutive cells in the
to-space, two new heap cells are allocated in the to-space for the list pair. The
forwarding pointers are then copied to those new cells, such that they contain
references to the original copies of a and Y. Next, the forwarding pointers in the
list cells are replaced with forwarding pointers that point to the new copies of the
list cells. Since the forwarding pointers now point to two consecutive cells in the
to-space, copying from another LIST-tagged cell pointing to the same list pair will
reuse the new copies of a and Y. This is shown in Figure 3.5(d).

While this approach seems to work at first sight, there is still a problem with
it. Double and multiple copying create an extra indirection between the source cell
and the target cell. This indirection is a normal reference, a REF-tagged cell. In
the WAM, such an indirection does not change the meaning of the program in the
forward execution. It does not matter whether a cell contains a direct reference
or an indirect reference to another cell; the program execution will be exactly the
same. However, if we take backtracking into account, this is no longer true. Upon
backtracking the binding of certain variables needs to be undone. The trail keeps
track of those bindings: it contains references to the heap cells, which need to be
reset (restored as a free variable). In this context, it is clear that trail entries need
to have a direct reference to the location which was bound.

We illustrate what happens upon backtracking if we use the previously de-
scribed method in Figure 3.6. Suppose that the cell containing atom a is trailed.
There is a trail cell T, which has a reference to a in the from-space. Cell T is copied
after cells A, B, C and D have been copied, as can be seen in Figure 3.5(d). Since
the forwarding pointers have been replaced after copying cell C, cell T is made to
point to the second copy of a. Figure 3.6(a) shows this. If later on in the program,
backtracking occurs, then the cell pointed to by T will be reset and we will get the
situation shown in Figure 3.6(b). In this case, cells pointing to the first copy of a
still see the atom a; while cells pointing to the second copy of a will see that the
binding was undone. It is clear that the trail cell needs to be relocated to point to
the first copy of a. In that case, when the binding of a is undone, it will be visible
for all references (direct and indirect) to a.

Thus, during copying, the trail entries should always be relocated to point to
the first copy of the original cell. This means that we need a mechanism to recognize
when the original forwarding pointer (f1) has been replaced with a new one (f2).
We use an extra tag for this: the D tag. Whenever cautious copying replaces a
forwarding pointer, the new forwarding pointer will carry the D-tag. Note that
after a forwarding pointer has been replaced, the original forwarding pointer (f1)
can still be retrieved by simply dereferencing the new one (f2). Upon copying
trail entries, the D-tagged forwarding pointers should always be dereferenced, so
that the original forwarding pointer is used for the relocation of the trail entry.
The dereferencing of a D-tagged forwarding pointer is not needed for non-trail
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Figure 3.6: Backtracking and cautious copying

references: for those references it does not matter whether they have a direct
reference to the first copy or an indirect one.

Figure 3.7 shows how the example from Figure 3.5 looks like when the D-tag is
used. We show only the situation after cell C and D have been copied. During the
copy from cell C, the original forwarding pointers to a and Y are replaced and the
new ones have the D-tag. This is shown in Figure 3.7(a). Then, cell D is copied.
Since both forwarding pointers (possibly after first stripping off the D-tag) in the
list pair point to two consecutive cells in the to-space, no extra cells are allocated
and the existing copy of the list pair is reused. This is shown in Figure 3.7(b).
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(a) After copying C
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(b) After copying D

Figure 3.7: Using the D-tag to indicate a replaced forwarding pointer

In our example, both forwarding pointers have been replaced and contain D-
tagged pointers. It is of course possible that none or only one of the list cells had
already been forwarded. The D-tag is only added when a forwarding pointer is
replaced with a new one.
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3.3.4 Additional notes

Early reset

Early reset is a technique which allows to recover some heap and trail space during
garbage collection (see (Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin 1988)). Early reset
resets trailed variables if they are not used in the forward execution. Normally,
early reset is done during the marking phase. Early reset requires that the root set
is traversed in a particular order and also needs to know whether a cell has been
visited before. Both requirements can be fulfilled in a copying without marking
collector. The copying traversal should be done in the required order, i.e., from
new to old continuations. The copying phase needs to recursively copy everything
which is accessible from the current choice point, and then go to the next (older)
choice point until all choice points are treated. Instead of a mark bit, the presence
of a forwarding pointer can be used as an indication that the heap cell has been
visited before.

In the context of postponing, which we discuss in depth in Section 3.5, the
copying order is different: dangerous cells are not immediately followed but are
postponed until all safe cells have been copied (see (Zhou 2000)). Since early reset
relies on the fact that all cells reachable in the forward execution have been marked
when the trail for a particular heap segment is treated, the list of postponed cells
should be emptied (and thus the cells copied) before the trail segment for the
current continuation is processed. The drawback is that this opens the possibility
for double copying. As an alternative, one can give up on early reset as soon as
there are postponed cells.

Copying without marking and copy term/2

Garbage collection through copying without marking and copying a term with
the built-in predicate copy term/2 seem very similar: both make a (deep) copy of
Prolog terms. The work on copying without marking actually started in (Demoen,
Nguyen, and Vandeginste 2002b) with a wider and more in depth comparison of
the implementation of copy term/2 and garbage collection for the WAM. Here we
will only give a summary of the most important differences between copying a
term and rescuing it during a garbage collection.

• During garbage collection, once a term has been rescued, the original is not
needed anymore and can be destroyed. Typically, a forwarding pointer is left
in the original cell after copying it. copy term/2, on the other hand, always
needs to preserve the original.

• copy term/2 may shorten all reference chains, while a collector needs to take
into account the trailing state of the references in the chain. Reference chains,
which include trailed cells, cannot be shortened. Shortening reference chains
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during collection is also called variable shunting and techniques for variable
shunting are complete variable shunting, as in (Sahlin and Carlsson 1991),
and easy shunting as in (Castro and Costa 2001). In the context of copying
without marking, only easy shunting is feasible. Complete variable shunting
would need to be done in a separate phase and would need a mechanism
(e.g., mark bits) to mark heap cells. Easy shunting however, could easily be
integrated in the copying algorithm. But this only allows to shunt cells which
have not been forwarded yet and the expected gain is small.

• Garbage collection needs to preserve the sharing between terms. If a shared
part has been trailed, then the sharing must be preserved. Additionally, if
the sharing would not be preserved, the resulting copy would be larger than
the original. copy term/2 should try to preserve the sharing since it saves
space, but it is only required to do so for variables.

• copy term/2 may copy ground terms, but does not need to. Garbage collectors
need to copy ground terms, since the original term will be disregarded (or
overwritten) after collection.

• Garbage collection algorithms commonly used in WAM-based Prolog systems
mark the live cells (the data which needs to be copied by the collector)
before the actual copying is done, while copy term/2 does no prior marking.
For mark-slide algorithms, as used in Yap and SICStus Prolog, the marking
phase is needed as part of the algorithm. In the case of mark-copy collectors,
as used in hProlog, the marking is done to prevent double and multiple
copying.

Overflow check and recovery

An important issue that has not been addressed yet, is what should be done when
the to-space overflows during a garbage collection, i.e., whether and how we can
recover from an overflow. It is definitely possible to recover from a to-space overflow
and the recovery itself is not that hard to implement. We explain here how such
an implementation would look like.

The first step is of course an overflow check. Each time a new cell is allocated
in the to-space, a check should be done to detect an overflow. The code for this is
very simple and is shown in Listing 3.4. Since the test needs to be done in many
places (everywhere a new cell is allocated in the to-space), the overflow check is
implemented as a C macro and is inlined in the copying routines.

Since we never encountered a to-space overflow during our experiments with
the implemented collectors, we never actually implemented the recovery itself. In
our implementation, only the overflow check is done; the handle overflow function
aborts the Prolog system with an error message. The following description provides
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#define check_copy_overflow \

if (tospace_top > tospace_limit) handle_overflow;

Listing 3.4: Overflow check

detailed information about how the recovery should be implemented and we think
it is straightforward to do so.

When the to-space overflows, we can simply allocate a new chunk of memory
to continue the current collection cycle. This is possible since it is not required in
any way that the to-space is one contiguous amount of memory. This means that
when the to-space overflows, the copying can continue, using a newly allocated
block of memory. The size of this extra to-space block can be chosen at will: if
it turns out to be too small, one can simply allocate one more block of memory.
Chosing a small size might lead to a lot of extra blocks, while a big size might
mean a lot of memory was needlessly allocated. We propose to allocate a memory
block of a rather small size, say 5% of the from-space size, and double the size for
each memory block that is additionally needed.

Simply allocating new memory blocks is sufficient to complete the collection
cycle. In a next step, these memory blocks should be merged in a new contiguous
block of memory, since the WAM requires the heap to be contiguous. In the case
where each collection collects the full heap, this is very simple; it is a bit more
complicated when the collector copies the surviving data back to the original
location of the heap (which is for example necessary in the case of segmented
garbage collection). We will first discuss the simple case and then explain the
more complicated one.

In the simple case, the collector copies all live data from the from-space to
the to-space, which is the final destination of the data: after the collection the
roles of from-space and to-space are switched and the WAM uses the to-space as
its heap. If an overflow occurred during the collection, then the total virtual to-
space will consist of the initial (main) to-space (Sm) and all additionally allocated
chunks of memory (S1, . . . , Sn). After the collection, the virtual to-space forms
a valid heap, but it cannot be used by the WAM since it is not contiguous. At
this time, the from-space can first be deallocated. Then, a new contiguous block of
memory (Sfinal) should be allocated to copy the whole virtual to-space to it (Sm,
S1, . . . , Sn). Obviously, the size of Sfinal should be at least the size of the total
virtual to-space. Since there needs to be some headroom for new allocations, it is
better to make the size even larger; we suggest twice the size of the total virtual
to-space. After allocating Sfinal, the garbage collector can be restarted and should
use Sfinal as to-space. As we explained in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, if we copy the
whole heap again in the same order, the size will not increase this time. After this
(second) garbage collection, the heap is contiguous and execution of the Prolog
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program can continue.
The recovery becomes more complex when the collector aims to copy the sur-

viving data back to the original heap after garbage collection. This is for example
needed if copying without marking is used for segmented garbage collection. In
segmented garbage collection, only the most recent part of the heap that has not
yet been subject to garbage collection is collected. All live data in that part of the
heap is copied to the to-space and after collection the live data are copied from the
to-space to the from-space, right after the old generation. In that case, the cells in
the existing to-space have already been relocated to their final destination, such
that the occupied part of the to-space can be copied as-is to the final destination
in the from-space. The same goes for the cells in the root set which have already
been treated by the garbage collector. But this is not only the case for segmented
garbage collection, the same can be done even when the whole heap is collected.
The reason one might want to do so, is that most of the time the survival rate
in Prolog systems is low. In that case it is possibly more interesting to re-use the
from-space as heap, since all pages of the from-space will already be in memory,
which is probably not the case of the to-space pages, since only part of it was
needed during the garbage collection. We will explain the recovery in terms of
segmented garbage collection, since it is more general and can be trivially adapted
to the case where the whole heap is collected.

In the case of segmented garbage collection, the heap is divided in the old gen-
eration Hold which is not considered during the collection and the new generation
Hnew which is garbage collected. The collection starts with the allocation of a
(temporary) to-space Sm which has the same size as Hnew. If no overflow occurs,
then after the collection Sm is copied as-is to Hnew. Remember that all pointers
that are created during the collection in both the root set and in Sm are relocated
to point to the final destination of the cells they refer to in Hnew. How this is
done, can be seen in Listing 3.5. Because of this relocation, all root cells treated
by the garbage collector and all cells in Sm actually point to Hnew.

// from_begin address of the first cell of Hnew

// to_begin address of the first cell of Sm

#define relocate_pointer (p) \

p + (from_begin - to_begin)

Listing 3.5: Pointer relocation

Just as before, when a to-space overflow occurs, a new block of memory can be
allocated and the copying can continue by using this block as part of the virtual to-
space. It is however important that pointers contained in the live heap cells copied
to this new block of memory are not relocated. This can simply be achieved by
resetting the relocation distance (which was (from begin-to begin)) to zero. This
ensures that root cells referencing cells in S1, . . . , Sn will effectively point to those
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memory blocks. However, as a consequence of resetting the relocation distance,
some root cells have references to Hnew (created before the overflow), while others
will have references to Sm (created after the overflow). Still, after the collection,
the virtual to-space can be considered a valid heap, consisting of Hold, Sm, S1,
. . . , Sn. Just like in the simple case discussed before, this heap is not contiguous
and cannot be used by the WAM. A new contiguous block of memory should be
allocated (with the same remarks about size as mentioned before) and used as
to-space for a new collection cycle.

During the collection, the collector should take into account that some cells
will contain references pointing to Hnew. Those references should be relocated
over a distance (to begin-from begin) before using them, so that they point to the
correct location in Sm. Alternatively, a possibly better solution is to copy Sm as-is
to Hnew after the collection and then relocate references to Sm to Hnew. The
former is probably better, since we can reasonably assume that most references
will already have been relocated, and so nothing special needs to be done for them
during the second collection cycle.

An alternative for the aforementioned solution is the following. One should first
allocate a new chunk of memory (Sfinal) to hold the new heap. Instead of doing
a real garbage collection, one could scan Sm, S1, . . . , Sn from bottom to top and
copy each cell to Sfinal, while taking care that references are correctly relocated.
For the relocation, a table can be built to hold a mapping between the memory
chunk a reference is pointing to and the needed relocation distance. During the
scan from bottom to top in the virtual to-space, all cells should be copied and all
references relocated correctly. Then, also the root set should be traversed so that
all references in the root set can also be relocated.

It is not immediately clear which approach is better. The second approach does
not need to leave forward pointers, but for each reference encountered, it needs to
test to which chunk of to-space it is pointing to, so that the correct relocation can
be done.

3.4 Experimental results

In the previous section, we discussed three forms of copying without marking with
various degrees of safeness: dangerous copying, optimistic copying and cautious
copying. We have implemented all three for hProlog. In this section, we discuss
the implementation of those collectors and present some experimental results.

3.4.1 Experimental setup

The work on copying without marking started in (Demoen, Nguyen, and Van-
deginste 2002b) with a comparison of copy term/2 and copying garbage collec-
tion. In that report, we discussed how the copying algorithm commonly used
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for copy term/2 can be used as the basis for a garbage collector and, vice versa,
how the mark-copy algorithm can be used for the implementation of copy term/2.
This leads to two options for the copying traversal in a copying without mark-
ing collector: the copying traversal can be based on recursive copying, as used for
copy term/2, or on Cheney copying, as used in a mark-copy collector. We imple-
mented collectors based on both kinds of copying traversal.

Recursive copying The adaptation of the recursive copying algorithm, as used
in the implementation of copy term/2, to garbage collection is not difficult. One
only has to take into account the differences mentioned before in Section 3.3.4; the
main issues are that reference chains cannot be shortened, sharing between terms
should be preserved and the copy can be destructive (forwarding pointers). In the
same section, we have also shown that the early reset optimization can easily be
implemented in copying without marking collectors. This optimization is present
in every collector we implemented (and also in the existing mark-copy collector).
Contrary to the Cheney copying algorithm, which is breadth-first, recursive copy-
ing traverses data structures depth-first. A final remark about the implementation
of recursive copying is that the recursion stack itself was implemented in soft-
ware and does not use the C-stack for performance reasons. We will refer to the
collectors with the copying traversal based on copy term/2 as recursive copying
collectors.

Cheney copying The adaptation of the Cheney copying algorithm, as used in
hProlog’s mark-copy garbage collector, leaves some room for choices. Cheney’s
algorithm consists of basically two phases: (1) forward one or more root pointers
and, (2) let the scan pointer catch up with the next pointer; see Section 2.4.4. In
principle, both phases can be interleaved at will.

The existing mark-copy collector in hProlog 1.4 first forwards all root pointers
and only then starts the scan-next phase. This is the simplest option and inter-
leaving both phases does not seem advantageous. Yet, this combination of the two
phases has one drawback in the context of copying without marking: it is not com-
patible with the early reset optimization.3 To make early reset possible, all live
descendants of the root pointers reachable from a particular heap segment need
to be forwarded before treating the according trail segment (during which early
reset is performed). Thus, to be compatible with early reset, phase two needs to
be finished completely before treating a trail segment.

With this one restriction, there is still some room for choices regarding the
interleaving of the two phases. We experimented a bit with this and noticed the
following: (a) forwarding many root pointers before entering the scan-next phase
leads to more multiple copying of internal cells and (b) entering the scan-next phase
more often leads to a small performance degradation. We decided to implement the

3Note that early reset is done during the marking phase in a mark-copy collector.
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Cheney variants so that they go through the scan-next phase each time one root
cell has been forwarded. We will refer to the collectors with the copying traversal
based on Cheney’s algorithm as Cheney copying collectors.

System setup The benchmarks were performed on an Intel Pentium 4 (1.8Ghz,
512Mb RAM, 256Kb L2 cache), running Debian 3.0 with a 2.4 Linux kernel. We
implemented six collectors in total: dangerous, optimistic and cautious copying
both in a version based on recursive copying and one based on Cheney copying.
All collectors were implemented for hProlog 1.4, which is a WAM-based Prolog
system; for a complete description we refer to Section 2.5.3. We compare the new
collectors with the previously existing mark-copy collector in hProlog, which is an
implementation of the algorithm described in (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994).

For the experiments, we used the following benchmarks: boyergc, browsegc,
dnamatchgc, qsortgc, serialgc, takgc, tspgc, comp, chess and mqueens.
More information about these benchmarks and their origins can be found in Sec-
tion 2.5.2. The initial heap size was set separately for each benchmark. We chose
the initial heap size in such a way that the heap does not need to expand during
the benchmark, but is still small enough to trigger enough garbage collections. We
think this is a reasonable choice: we are not interested in the expansion policy and
want to eliminate its influence on the results.

The benchmark results are shown in Table 3.1, which will be discussed in
sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3. We measured the following items:

- tm total time spent in the mutator

- tgc total time spent in the garbage collector

- ngc number of garbage collections

- mcol collected heap space, i.e., the total number of heap cells that the col-
lector could recover during the collections

- dcol difference of mcol with the mcol-value from the mark-copy collector

Time measurements are in milliseconds, space measurements in heap cells.
Additionally we did a cache simulation, of which the results are presented in

Table 3.2. This table will be discussed in Section 3.4.4. It contains in addition to
the already mentioned tm and tgc, the following items:

- mam total memory accesses in the mutator

- m1m total D1 cache misses in the mutator

- m2m total L2 cache misses in the mutator

- magc total memory accesses in the collector
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- m1gc total D1 cache misses in the collector

- m2gc total L2 cache misses in the collector

Final remark Before discussing the benchmark results, we want to remind the
reader about the remarks given in Section 2.5.1. It is important to realize that for
a given benchmark, the state of the Prolog system will not necessarily be the same
(and most likely will not be the same) for the corresponding collections for each
collector. For all presented collectors, the state of the Prolog system is the same
when the first collection is triggered. However, during this first collection, different
collectors do different things, which can and will influence subsequent collections.
The recursive copying collectors copy the live data in a different order than the
Cheney copying collectors; this different order may cause duplication of certain
cells in one collector and not in another. The different variants of the collectors
(dangerous, optimistic, cautious) have varying the degrees of safeness and due to
multiple copying, some collectors will duplicate more cells than others. Since a
different amount of cells is live after the collection, the next collection will be
triggered at a different point in the execution of the benchmark. This means that
the state of the Prolog system will be different (e.g., different amount of live cells).
This should be kept in mind when interpreting the benchmark results.

3.4.2 Space performance

The benchmark results are shown in Table 3.1. We first focus on the space perfor-
mance of the copying without marking collectors. One of the goals of this research
was to find out whether copying without marking is feasible and whether double
and multiple copying pose a real problem in practice. The interesting values for
this in the table are mcol and dcol together with ngc. From the results, we observe
the following:

• For almost all benchmarks, the number of collections is exactly the same
across all collectors. This suggests that a marking collector does not reclaim
that much more memory than a non-marking collector that it effectively re-
sults in less collections. The number of collections is different for browsegc,
dnamatchgc and mqueens. In those cases, dangerous copying needs one
or for mqueens even three collections more than the other collectors. For
browsegc, also the optimistic recursive copying collector needs one extra
collection.

• The marking garbage collector always collects more heap space than the
non-marking collectors (except in some cases where a non-marking variant
does more collections). Still, the difference in collected heap cells between the
marking and non-marking collectors is always very small: less than 1% in all
benchmarks, except for chess, where it is 25% (for the dangerous variants).
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• In many cases (boyergc, qsortgc, serialgc, takgc) the difference in col-
lected heap cells between the marking and non-marking collectors is negligi-
ble (less than 0.01%) and is the same for all non-marking collectors.

• The differences between dangerous copying and the other variants are fairly
small, except for browsegc, chess and mqueens where dangerous copying
collects noticeably less. In chess, dangerous copying collects 24% less than
optimistic copying. In mqueens 7% more garbage collections are needed
(since the number of garbage collections is higher, the number of collected
heap cells cannot be relied on for comparison). Also for browsegc, the num-
ber of collections is higher: 3 instead of 2. The higher difference in collected
heap cells in these benchmarks is an indication that those benchmarks suffer
from multiple copying and that both optimistic and cautious copying are suc-
cessful in preventing multiple copying. This makes optimistic and cautious
copying worthwhile alternatives for dangerous copying.

• Only few benchmarks (comp, chess and mqueens) show differences be-
tween optimistic and cautious copying and in those cases there is only a
difference for the recursive copying collectors, but not for the Cheney copy-
ing collectors. The Cheney copying optimistic and cautious variants perform
exactly the same regarding space usage in all benchmarks. The differences be-
tween the recursive copying optimistic and cautious variants are very small:
the highest difference is for chess and it is still less than 0.5% of the total
amount of collected heap cells. These differences are small enough that they
are probably (in part) caused by collections happening at slightly different
times during the execution.

• In most cases, there is almost no difference between the recursive copy-
ing and the Cheney copying collectors. There are differences for browsegc,
tspgc, comp, chess and mqueens. Most benchmarks are in favor of Cheney
copying, except for comp where recursive copying is better. However, the
differences are negligible and might be attributed to even smaller differences
leading to collections at slightly different times in the execution.

Our results show that multiple copying is a problem in some benchmarks: in
those cases, dangerous copying recovers much less heap space and this results
in a higher number of garbage collections. The optimistic and cautious copying
collectors solve this problem in a satisfying way and their space performance is very
close to that of the mark-copy collector. This also indicates that double copying
occurs only very rarely. The effect of double copying is visible in some benchmarks,
but not in a way that it forms a problem. When multiple copying occurs during
a benchmark, it seems to have a much bigger impact than double copying. There
are not many differences between the recursive copying and the Cheney copying
collectors, none of them has a clear advantage above the other. The differences
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between them can be explained with the difference in copying traversal, recursive
copying is depth-first, while Cheney copying is more breadth-first. This different
copying behaviour can lead to differences in double and multiple copying (and
in turn, to collections at slightly different times in the execution). Note however,
that Cheney copying is approximately breadth-first: as mentioned in the previous
section, a root cell and all its descendants are copied before the next root cell
is copied. Since it seems that most occurrences of double and multiple copying
originate from root cells, this might explain why the differences are so small.

3.4.3 Time performance

Now, we will take a look at the time performance of the collectors. We expect the
copying without marking collectors to perform (a lot) better than the mark-copy
collector, since only one traversal of the live data is needed. The relevant numbers
in Table 3.1 are tm and tgc, i.e., the time spent on execution and on garbage
collection. The tgc measurements of benchmarks dnamatchgc, takgc and tspgc
are too small to be meaningful (each collection takes around 1ms, which is the
resolution of our measurements). In the rest of the benchmarks, we notice the
following:

• The mutator time (tm) varies a bit across all collectors, but in most cases
the difference is very small. We think it is dangerous to draw conclusions
from those numbers, since they might be caused by small variations in the
benchmark environment or cache effects, e.g., caused by a different layout
of the data structures. The biggest differences can be seen in browsegc,
serialgc and chess. We do not immediately have an explanation for these
timings. We think that the differences are caused by cache effects, since all
collectors copy the data in a slightly different order and depending on how
the data is accessed during the execution of the program, this new layout
can influence the performance in a positive or negative way. We will take a
closer look at these benchmarks in the next section, where we discuss the
results of a cache simulation.

• The garbage collection time (tgc) is clearly better for the non-marking col-
lectors than for the marking collector; this is as expected. The total time
spent on garbage collection in a copying without marking collector, can be
as low as only half the time needed in a mark-copy collector (benchmarks
mqueens and qsortgc). It seems reasonable to conclude that in most cases
tgc in a non-marking collector will be in the range of 60-70% of the tgc in a
mark-copy collector.

• In most cases, there is only a small negligible difference in collection time
between the dangerous, optimistic and cautious copying variants. There are
two effects at play: on the one hand, a safer variant is more expensive in
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Cheney copying Recursive copying

marking dangerous optimistic cautious dangerous optimistic cautious

boyergc

tm 7107 7321 7405 7302 7117 7288 7303
tgc 2556 1656 1649 1622 1531 1517 1465
ngc 11 11 11 11 11 11 11

mcol 36724107 36723898 36723898 36723898 36723898 36723898 36723898
dcol -209 -209 -209 -209 -209 -209

browsegc

tm 3592 3963 3644 3643 3818 3671 3685
tgc 74 86 50 49 77 75 45
ngc 2 3 2 2 3 3 2

mcol 823925 825369 823915 823915 825369 962977 823897
dcol 1444 -10 -10 1444 139052 -28

dnamatchgc

tm 1915 1934 1925 1908 1917 1924 1929
tgc 607 327 344 297 379 357 386
ngc 364 365 364 364 365 364 364

mcol 20869561 20860295 20862562 20862562 20860295 20862562 20862562
dcol -9266 -6999 -6999 -9266 -6999 -6999

qsortgc

tm 388 395 417 414 383 397 397
tgc 439 229 229 213 272 266 270
ngc 22 22 22 22 22 22 22

mcol 5529749 5529702 5529702 5529702 5529702 5529702 5529702
dcol -47 -47 -47 -47 -47 -47

serialgc

tm 6153 5879 5148 5792 5024 5005 4999
tgc 2812 1544 1559 1562 1674 1755 1711
ngc 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

mcol 34019784 34016742 34016742 34016742 34016742 34016742 34016742
dcol -3042 -3042 -3042 -3042 -3042 -3042
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Cheney copying Recursive copying

marking dangerous optimistic cautious dangerous optimistic cautious

takgc

tm 1170 1176 1182 1181 1171 1176 1177
tgc 5 3 3 3 3 4 4
ngc 62 62 62 62 62 62 62

mcol 6053787 6053747 6053747 6053747 6053747 6053747 6053747
dcol -40 -40 -40 -40 -40 -40

tspgc

tm 11444 11414 11438 11475 11408 11424 11436
tgc 118 53 57 55 72 68 70
ngc 155 155 155 155 155 155 155

mcol 11502252 11501875 11502192 11502192 11501875 11502186 11502186
dcol -377 -60 -60 -377 -66 -66

comp

tm 1033 1053 1051 1051 1024 1045 1051
tgc 59 38 37 38 36 39 36
ngc 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

mcol 1142015 1139907 1139972 1139972 1141947 1141978 1141985
dcol -2108 -2043 -2043 -68 -37 -30

chess

tm 6791 7182 6534 6552 7342 6452 6420
tgc 1580 1189 1194 1206 1063 1006 1018
ngc 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

mcol 3661569 2746747 3661566 3661566 2746747 3606869 3622869
dcol -914822 -3 -3 -914822 -54700 -38700

mqueens

tm 49190 49138 49104 48855 49161 48854 48881
tgc 12976 7849 6662 6372 8872 6933 7257
ngc 41 44 41 41 44 41 41

mcol 380101787 376670738 380100994 380100994 376670738 380100986 380100942
dcol -3431049 -793 -793 -3431049 -801 -845
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copying a list (more expensive short term), but on the other hand, the safer
variant will create less extra copies, which can make it cheaper on subsequent
collections (less expensive long term). Two interesting benchmarks are chess
and mqueens, since the effect of multiple copying is very clear in those.
For chess, there does not seem any difference between the three variants
of copying; this is probably because the two different effects balance each
other out. For mqueens, on the other hand, there is a significant difference
between the three variants: dangerous copying is clearly more expensive than
the optimistic and cautious variants. In part, this is caused by the higher
amount of collections for dangerous copying and in part by the higher amount
of live cells because of multiple copying.

• One might think that cautious copying is slower than optimistic copying,
but this is not clear from the benchmark results. There are only negligible
differences in most of the benchmarks. Additionally, as we saw in the previ-
ous section, in most benchmarks optimistic and cautious perform exactly the
same regarding space performance, which suggests that most cases of mul-
tiple copying can be solved with the optimistic variant. In cases where the
optimistic variant is effective, there is no difference between the optimistic
and the cautious variant, and thus we can expect that the collection times
are approximately the same. The only benchmark, where differences are big
enough to not be considered as noise, is mqueens: there is a difference of
approximately 4%. For recursive copying, cautious is faster than optimistic,
but for Cheney copying, it is the other way around. Additionally, the number
of recovered heap cells is in both variants approximately the same. These two
factors make us believe the differences might be caused by cache effects.

• There is no clear difference between recursive copying and Cheney copying;
it seems that depending on the benchmark one is better than the other. This
is most likely caused by cache effects, which come into play because of the
different traversal of the live data. Still, the benchmarks are slightly in favor
of Cheney copying.

From the results, we conclude that copying without marking performs clearly
better than mark-copy. Cautious copying does not seem to offer any advantages
over optimistic copying, but both optimistic and cautious copying perform clearly
better than dangerous copying when the benchmark exhibits the problem of mul-
tiple copying. Recursive copying and Cheney copying perform differently, but the
difference can go in favor of one or the other depending on the benchmark.

3.4.4 Cache behaviour

Cache performance of Prolog systems has been studied in (Castro, Costa, and
Lopes 2002). Experiments, presented in this work, show that the cache perfor-
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mance in the investigated Prolog systems (Yap and XSB) is quite good during the
execution of Prolog code (execution of mutator code in contrast to collector code).
We did some small tests, which suggest that this is also true for hProlog; this is
maybe not so surprising since hProlog is just like Yap and XSB an emulator based
on the WAM. The authors also investigated the effect of garbage collection on the
cache performance and their conclusion is that garbage collection can have a very
significant impact on system performance. Specifically for copying collection, their
experiments have shown that the collections can adversely affect the data locality
and compromise the general cache efficiency for large programs.

Some of the timings in our benchmark results were counter-intuitive and we
could not find a good reason to explain them. We think that cache effects need
to be taken into account and the conclusions in the paper by Castro, Costa, and
Lopes (2002) support this hypothesis. Although it is not our intention to do the
same in-depth analyses as they did, we decided to do a cache simulation for the
experiments from Table 3.1. The results of this simulation will give us a better
understanding of the benchmark results.

We used Valgrind (Seward, Nethercote, Fitzhardinge, et al. ; Nethercote and
Seward 2003) for the cache measurements. This is a flexible system for debugging
and profiling Linux-x86 executables. Valgrind consists of a core, which provides
a synthetic x86 CPU in software, and a series of tools, each of which performs
some kind of debugging, profiling, or similar task. For our purposes, we used the
Cachegrind tool (Nethercote 2004), which is part of Valgrind. Cachegrind is a cache
profiler, which performs a detailed simulation of the I1 (instruction level 1), D1
(data level 1) and L2 (unified –instruction and data– level 2) caches. We modeled
the cache of the CPU which was used for the benchmarks from table 3.1; this
cache consists of a 16KB I1 cache (8-way associative, 32-byte lines), an 8KB D1

cache (4-way associative, 64-byte lines) and a 512KB L2 cache (8-way associative,
64-byte lines).

The results from the cache measurements are presented in Table 3.2. As it is
our goal to get a better understanding of the timings in our benchmark results
that we could not easily explain, we will not discuss all the cache results in detail,
but focus on browsegc, serialgc and chess. We observe the following:

• The biggest differences in mutator time (tm) can be seen in browsegc, se-
rialgc and chess. In the previous section, we expected this difference to be
caused by differences in cache behaviour due to different layout of the data
on the heap. In browsegc, the mutator time is the highest for the danger-
ous variants and the cache results reveal that for the dangerous variants the
number of L2 cache misses is a factor 15 higher than for the mark-copy col-
lector. Also the total number of memory accesses in the mutator is higher
for the dangerous variant; this is due to the extra indirections introduced
by multiple copying. For serialgc, the mutator time is lower for the non-
marking collectors. For this benchmark too, cache effects seem to be the
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Cheney copying Recursive copying

marking dangerous optimistic cautious dangerous optimistic cautious

boyergc

tm 7107 7321 7405 7302 7117 7288 7303
mam 6504966308 6504975599 6504975318 6504975614 6504970048 6504969991 6504970063
m1m 10463774 10570580 9717236 10473500 10468720 9583560 10380123
m2m 4854962 4854974 4855612 4854803 4853864 4854643 4853552

tgc 2556 1656 1649 1622 1531 1517 1465
magc 1149269427 749599772 749600806 767431583 781576220 767120138 734398525
m1gc 24549781 18573030 18571640 18571717 15837916 15855694 15856631
m2gc 23699356 16880168 16880158 16880303 15458593 15459020 15459232

browsegc

tm 3592 3963 3644 3643 3818 3671 3685
mam 3449620038 3451303190 3450493389 3450493685 3450282927 3449898392 3449813510
m1m 11848372 12055935 18558571 12172639 11782845 11936428 11866375
m2m 164363 2487021 175277 175316 2478317 166614 166471

tgc 74 86 50 49 77 75 45
magc 43157984 43878809 26215186 25085875 39729523 36136001 21866936
m1gc 571746 648076 368379 366434 583797 545755 327764
m2gc 518594 566808 311771 311770 551206 512876 302723

dnamatchgc

tm 1915 1934 1925 1908 1917 1924 1929
mam 1571964708 1575253384 1572035198 1572035713 1575203149 1571986442 1571986586
m1m 2746605 3193621 3097460 3617102 2396532 2228362 2709945
m2m 931255 836822 842160 846739 888978 875423 889056

tgc 607 327 344 297 379 357 386
magc 512439367 154410863 167567699 146398811 219535918 188998068 231273231
m1gc 8432487 4374841 4347553 4347931 4364985 4340069 4338718
m2gc 2619996 2137055 2132033 2137854 2165755 2164704 2153285

qsortgc

tm 388 395 417 414 383 397 397
mam 431196257 431202105 431201824 431202120 431198386 431198329 431198401
m1m 1057611 991696 1020744 980123 993493 1071879 975631
m2m 768961 705192 705315 705214 705227 705345 705238

tgc 439 229 229 213 272 266 270
magc 237878039 130070752 134472474 135445720 153590405 144781592 153864188
m1gc 5338131 2631961 2630744 2630767 2631607 2632353 2630495
m2gc 3615895 2447047 2446957 2447121 2447773 2447729 2447928
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Cheney copying Recursive copying

marking dangerous optimistic cautious dangerous optimistic cautious

serialgc

tm 6153 5879 5148 5792 5024 5005 4999
mam 4362045540 4362162728 4362162447 4362162743 4362161941 4362161884 4362161964
m1m 21326382 19007199 17991380 19378916 18845775 17934411 19245763
m2m 15888150 13914871 13916111 13914916 13788371 13788619 13788642

tgc 2812 1544 1559 1562 1674 1755 1711
magc 1329612265 626721207 636353189 641545255 647340689 647360158 654851175
m1gc 26009621 15575118 15573923 15573957 15509130 15509912 15508882
m2gc 24124194 15016024 15015983 15016060 14961433 14961438 14961609

takgc

tm 1170 1176 1182 1181 1171 1176 1177
mam 931575408 931596004 931595520 931596035 931582541 931582428 931582572
m1m 486651 577745 480532 486629 579296 502460 481686
m2m 19001 17823 17258 19334 18553 20065 19186

tgc 5 3 3 3 3 4 4
magc 4233574 1139562 1145390 1128000 1094500 1065474 1078272
m1gc 77732 42525 41024 41499 43548 43558 42170
m2gc 1236 565 502 1094 989 1453 1195

tspgc

tm 11444 11414 11438 11475 11408 11424 11436
mam 13724360080 13724398498 13724391894 13724392409 13724375967 13724370126 13724370270
m1m 28009350 28156323 30375980 28183027 28377621 30886647 28176861
m2m 400915 256084 262819 262821 398384 389590 389282

tgc 118 53 57 55 72 68 70
magc 103187028 37278865 37388277 37318760 48138448 44381394 44534238
m1gc 1699514 1361275 1359344 1360746 1152766 1154454 1157957
m2gc 288177 131125 139805 135052 269325 260692 230632

comp

tm 1033 1053 1051 1051 1024 1045 1051
mam 893993694 894015711 894002482 894002701 894015598 894000762 894007733
m1m 7178047 7304178 7018434 7101854 5934862 5920868 5692444
m2m 186587 182345 183308 182522 167735 167166 169029

tgc 59 38 37 38 36 39 36
magc 28267924 16590523 16687904 16850591 17494476 16832749 16685678
m1gc 697402 402235 399674 400507 371472 372304 371055
m2gc 395365 276859 277182 277201 277214 277251 277127
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Cheney copying Recursive copying

marking dangerous optimistic cautious dangerous optimistic cautious

chess

tm 6791 7182 6534 6552 7342 6452 6420
mam 6898671276 6938336988 6939739207 6939739503 6905474505 6905702342 6905708065
m1m 33992990 33788366 37360025 34377363 33820073 34576250 33752708
m2m 1718996 1913343 1916590 1916508 1913207 1916700 1916490

tgc 1580 1189 1194 1206 1063 1006 1018
magc 1063241875 756979040 765114719 748013193 570603163 534554422 532284599
m1gc 10478031 6781294 6752640 6474145 6906854 6708046 6842211
m2gc 9382958 5688219 5477071 5477271 5688532 5491279 5487225

mqueens

tm 49190 49138 49104 48855 49161 48854 48881
mam 49861845157 49965115129 49861852336 49861852640 49965110318 49861848055 49861955826
m1m 62150450 68713292 40777831 62178155 71500005 33960885 63271636
m2m 24460251 24458602 24462045 24459443 24457735 24466623 24457542

tgc 12976 7849 6662 6372 8872 6933 7257
magc 8504818757 2959856120 2575779656 2223567273 4162499624 2941666182 3659783778
m1gc 128721159 75073020 63011065 63014003 75074641 63013214 63027825
m2gc 128197136 74908945 62883899 62883913 74909355 62883986 62884413
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reason: there are less D1 and L2 cache misses in the non-marking variants.
However, our cache measurements cannot explain the differences in mutator
time for chess. There is a significant difference in mutator time between
the dangerous and the other non-marking variants, but there are only mi-
nor differences in memory accesses and cache misses. The higher mutator
time for the dangerous variant is probably caused by the extra dereferencing
needed on duplicated heap cells. On the other hand, there is also a noticeable
difference in mutator time between the mark-copy and the non-marking opti-
mistic and cautious variants. In that case, the results of the cache simulation
point in the opposite direction: mutator time in optimistic and cautious is
faster, but for the mark-copy collector, there are less memory accesses and
less cache misses in the mutator. We do not have an explanation for these
timings, but we have to take into account that this is a simulation and that
it might not be 100% accurate. In addition, we should not expect that cache
effects can explain everything.

• In general, the number of memory accesses in the collector is a lot lower for
the non-marking collectors than for the mark-copy collector. The same is
true for the D1 and L2 cache misses.

• There is a noticeable difference in the number of memory accesses and the
number of D1 and L2 cache misses between the different variants of copy-
ing without marking. The differences between the collectors, however, are
not consistent across all benchmarks: the performance (in amount of mem-
ory accesses and cache misses) of a collector relative to the others depends
completely on the benchmark.

• In the benchmark mqueens, there is a significant difference in garbage col-
lection time for all the non-marking variants. Those differences are in accor-
dance with the number of memory accesses. In addition, dangerous copying
has a noticeably higher number of D1 and L2 cache misses than the opti-
mistic and cautious variants and this is also reflected in the timings.

• The measurements also help explain the differences between Cheney copying
and recursive copying. In the benchmarks, where we see a clear difference
in performance (collector time) between the two (dnamatchgc, qsortgc,
serialgc, chess and mqueens), the difference is in accordance with the
number of memory accesses during the garbage collection.

• The only benchmark with a big difference in mutator time between the
Cheney copying and recursive copying variants is serialgc. The results of
the cache simulation are in accordance with those timings, but we think
that the difference in cache misses can only explain part of the difference in
mutator time. We think that there must be additional effects.
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From the cache measurements, we see that the non-marking collectors do a lot
less memory accesses (as expected since there is only one traversal of the data) and
have a lot less cache misses than the mark-copy collector. This helps explain their
better performance. We also see that the garbage collector and more specifically
the copying traversal employed therein can influence the cache efficiency of the
mutator; in most cases however, the effect is very small and actually negligible.
As already noticed in the previous section, Cheney copying and recursive copying
perform differently and it depends on the benchmark which one is better. From the
measurements, we see that the difference mainly comes from the different amount
of memory accesses and the timings reflect this.

3.4.5 Summary

We conclude the following from the benchmark results.

• Copying without marking is reasonably safe. The number of extra copies is
in general very small.

• When a benchmark exhibits the problem of multiple copying, it seems to
cause much more extra copies than double copying.

• The space performance of both the optimistic and cautious copying collectors
is very close to the space performance of the mark-copy collector.

• The copying without marking collectors perform a lot better than the mark-
copy collector. In some benchmarks, only half as much time is spent on
garbage collection.

• Cautious copying does not give any significant advantages compared to op-
timistic copying.

• The relative performance of recursive and Cheney copying depends on the
benchmark.

3.5 Related work

In this section we discuss a number of alternative techniques to solve the problem
of double and multiple copying. We will look at variable shunting, marking and
postponing. We show how those techniques work and discuss their advantages and
disadvantages.
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3.5.1 Variable shunting

Touati and Hama (1988) presented the first copying garbage collector for the
WAM. Their collector is not a pure copying collector, but a hybrid collector which
uses both mark-compact and copying algorithms. The collector does generational
garbage collection: only the most recent part of the heap, that never has been
collected before, is treated during a garbage collection. The heap is divided in
an old and a new space. The old space contains data which survived their first
and only collection. The new space is used for new allocations. During a garbage
collection, only the data in new space are collected.

Two schemes for garbage collection are presented, a simple scheme and an
improved version of the simple scheme. Here we will discuss the simple scheme
and then in Section 3.5.3 we will discuss the improved scheme.

In the simple scheme, the garbage collector will only use the copying algorithm
when the new space contains only data from the most recent heap segment, i.e.,
when all data in the new space is more recent than the current choice point;
otherwise, the new space is collected with the mark-compact algorithm. When the
copying algorithm is used, an optimization can be done: reference chains can be
shortened. Shortening reference chains (also called variable shunting) can only be
done, if none of the cells in the chain is trailed. Since the copying algorithm is only
used when the new space is entirely younger than the most recent choice point,
none of the cells visited by the collector is trailed and thus variable shunting
can safely be done. Touati and Hama note that this optimization may not be
very important since reference chains are usually very short, but that it avoids
a problem which may occur when one variable points to a cell inside a structure
or a list. They refer to the double copying problem, which happens when a cell
inside a structure or a list is copied separately before the structure or list is copied
as a whole. They say that variable shunting avoids double copying. They do not
describe the multiple copying problem.

Bekkers, Ridoux, and Ungaro (1992) also mention variable shunting as a way
to prevent double copying in their survey paper, in which they also propose an
algorithm for a copying garbage collector. Sahlin and Carlsson (1991) give an in-
depth description of an algorithm to implement variable shunting in a mark-slide
garbage collector for the WAM. Sahlin and Carlsson use variable shunting as a
mechanism to save space on the heap (intermediate heap cells can be deallocated)
and to speed up execution in the mutator (long reference chains are shortened and
later dereferencing is faster). They claim their algorithm shunts all possible chains
of variables.

In some cases, variable shunting can indeed be used to prevent double copying.
In general, variable shunting is good in the context of copying without marking,
since it can lead to some space savings which might cancel out higher space usage
because of double and multiple copying.
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We illustrate how variable shunting prevents extra copying with an example.
We execute the query ?-run with the code shown in Listing 3.6. Figure 3.8 shows
snapshots of the heap during the garbage collection.

run :- p(f(X,Y),X,g(Y)).

p(K,L,M) :- gc , use(K,L,M).

use(K,L,M).

Listing 3.6: Variable shunting

STRA

REFB

STRC f/2
REF
REF

g/1
REF

(a) Before copying

STRA

REFB

STRC f/2
REF
F
F
REF

g/1
REF

(b) After copying A

STRA

REFB

STRC f/2
F
F
F
REF

g/1
REF
REF

(c) After copying B

STRA

REFB

STRC F
F
F
F
REF

g/1
REF
REF

f/2
REF
REF

(d) After copying C

Figure 3.8: Variable shunting can prevent extra copying

In this example, there are three cells in the root set: the STR-tagged cell A
which points to the structure g(Y), cell B which holds a reference to the variable
X and STR-tagged cell C which points to the structure f(X,Y); this is shown in
Figure 3.8(a). The copying routine first visits cell A: g(Y) is recursively copied
to the to-space. Since variable shunting can safely be done, the chain of refer-
ences starting with the argument of g/1 is followed up to the self-reference. The
self-reference is copied and the intermediate references (in this case there is only
one intermediate reference, but in general there can be more) are disregarded. Af-
ter copying cell A, the situation looks like in Figure 3.8(b). Note that in all the
figures here, we left out the relocated pointers in the root set cells, so as to not
unnecessarily overload the pictures; it should be obvious what cells the relocated
pointers refer to. After copying cell A, the collector treats cell B. Cell B holds a
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reference to a variable inside a structure. Shortening the reference chain in this
case would place the variable in the original cell B on the local stack. However,
since this variable might be referenced from other heap cells, it cannot be placed
on the local stack (in the WAM, references from the heap to the local stack are
not allowed), but has to be copied to the to-space. The variable is copied to the
to-space and the situation looks like in Figure 3.8(c). Since the variable was part
of a structure and has been copied separately, the to-space will contain one extra
cell (double copying). This becomes clear in Figure 3.8(d) after cell C and thus
f(X,Y) has been copied.

In this example, we used free variables (self-references) to illustrate how vari-
able shunting can be used to prevent extra copying, but the example would be
similar if the free variables were replaced with any cell that can appear as an ar-
gument of a functor.

Variable shunting as a solution to prevent double and multiple copying has a
number of disadvantages. The technique is not generally applicable; it is only useful
when only the most recent heap segment is being collected and variable shunting
can safely (and easily) be done. Another limitation is that variable shunting is
not always possible. Variable shunting cannot be done for references in the en-
vironments. If reference chains starting from cells in the environments would be
shortened, this could lead to references pointing from the heap to the local stack
and this is not allowed in the traditional WAM. The advantage of variable shunting
is that in the cases where it is applicable and where it can easily be implemented,
it is an easy and cheap measure against extra copying.

As an additional remark, it is possible to shorten reference chains originating
on the local stack, if some additional measures are taken and if the Prolog system
allows free variables to be allocated on the local stack (hProlog does not). If the
reference chain is shortened, then the free variable (or an atom, . . . ) would be
placed in the root cell in the local stack. If no other references point to the original
cell in from-space, then there is no problem. If there is another heap cell (cell A)
holding a reference to the same cell (cell B), the contents of the root cell can be
placed in cell A and the root cell can be made to point to cell A. Additionally the
forwarding pointer in cell B would need to be updated to point to cell A.

3.5.2 Marking

Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994) present an alternative way to prevent double and
multiple copying. They present a mark-copy garbage collector. Instead of using the
traditional one-phase copying algorithm, their collector uses two phases: a mark-
ing phase precedes the copying phase. The marking phase is used to mark all live
data in the from-space. Then, during the copying phase, the mark bits are used to
always copy and forward a contiguous block of marked cells at once. This ensures
that when a cell inside a structure or list is accessed, the surrounding structure
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or list (if live) is immediately copied too, thereby preventing extra copies. This
method prevents that a cell inside a structure is copied separately before the en-
closing structure. This prevents both double and multiple copying in all cases.

We explain this with an example. Consider the same code as in the previous
section, shown in Listing 3.6 and the following Figure 3.9.

STRA

REFB

STRC f/2
REF
REF

g/1
REF

(a) Before marking

STRA

REFB

STRC f/2
REF
REF

g/1
REF

(b) After marking

STRA

REFB

STRC F
F
F
F
F

f/2
REF
REF

g/1
REF

(c) After copying A

STRA

REFB

STRC F
F
F
F
F

f/2
REF
REF

g/1
REF

(d) After copying B and C

Figure 3.9: Marking prevents double and multiple copying

The initial situation, right after predicate gc is called, looks like in Figure 3.9(a).
There are three root cells: cell A pointing to g(Y), cell B pointing to X and cell
C pointing to f(X,Y). In the marking phase, the collector recursively marks all
live cells found through the root set. In this small example, this means that the
mark bit is set for all cells in the from-space. This can be seen in Figure 3.9(b).
After the marking phase is finished, the copying phase is started. Copying starts
from cell A. The reference in cell A is followed to the heap. The collector will
then forward the whole (contiguous) block of marked cells around that heap cell.
The result can be seen in Figure 3.9(c). Because of forwarding the whole block of
marked cells, no extra cells are created during the copying. We left the marking
bits out for clarity. Finally, cell B and C are copied. Since both cells point to
heap cells which have already been forwarded, the references in B and C should
just be updated in accordance with the forwarding pointers left in the original cells.

Preceding the copying phase with a marking phase, is a solid solution to pre-
vent extra copies. This technique prevents all extra copying, both double and
multiple copying. The drawback of using the mark-copy algorithm, is that the
marking phase is rather expensive: as we have measured in our experiments (see
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Section 3.4), a copying without marking collector is almost twice as fast as a mark-
copy collector. Another drawback is that the method has an extra cost in space:
a mark bit needs to be provided for each heap cell. The marking phase provides a
sound, solid solution for the problem of extra copying, but it comes at a price.

Still, the marking phase can be used for additional purposes and this can make
the cost of the marking phase worthwhile. Demoen, Engels, and Tarau (1996)
present a mark-copy garbage collector which is segment order preserving: the heap
segments are preserved but the order of data in the segments is not. This is im-
portant, since it allows to recover memory upon backtracking through instant
reclaiming on collected parts of the heap. This is normally not possible with copy-
ing collectors, since copying collectors do not preserve the order of data on the
heap. In addition, this collector also rejuvenates some data: some data is moved
from older to newer segments so that it can be freed sooner through instant re-
claiming. This is accomplished by expanding the marking phase with additional
checks.

We would also like to refer to our own work in Chapter 4 and 5, where we
present an alternative technique to preserve the heap segments during garbage
collection. We show how the marking phase can be used to this end in Chapter 4.
Then in Chapter 5, we show how this segment order preserving collector provides
a good basis for a multi-generational copying garbage collector.

3.5.3 Postponing

Postponing dangerous or unsafe variables is another technique to prevent extra
copying in a copying without marking collector. With dangerous variables we mean
all references which have the risk of creating extra copies when they are treated
by the garbage collector; we introduced this concept in Section 3.2.1.

We believe that the first to have proposed the postponing solution are Touati
and Hama (1988). We already described part of their work previously, in Sec-
tion 3.5.1. They built a hybrid collector which uses both mark-compact and copy-
ing algorithms. We described their simple scheme for garbage collection, in which
the new generation is only collected with a copying algorithm when the new gen-
eration lies entirely in the topmost heap segment. Their improved scheme for
garbage collection, tries to use the copying algorithm also in the cases where the
new generation contains one or more choice points.

If we consider the data in the new generation, then we call that part of the
data which is older than the oldest choice point (oldest in the new generation)
the older part, and the part which is younger the newer part. In the first phase,
the collector traverses the root set depth first. All live cells in the older part are
copied immediately to the old generation. Whenever cells in the newer part are
encountered, the collector recursively marks these. In this first phase the collector
continuously alternates between copying and marking depending on the location
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of the currently treated cell. When the first phase is finished, the collector starts
a second phase during which the live cells in the newer part are compacted.

Touati and Hama mention that in this case reference chains cannot be short-
ened (contrary to the simple garbage collection scheme discussed in Section 3.5.1),
since such a chain could possibly span several heap segments and one of the refer-
ences in the chain could be trailed. They propose another solution: To guarantee
that the garbage collector will not copy some cells twice, we need to delay the pro-
cessing of untyped pointers until all other pointers have been processed. This is
what we refer to as postponing: the collector postpones the treatment of unsafe
variables.

Zhou (2000) presents a copying without marking garbage collector for B-Prolog.
B-Prolog employs the ATOAM abstract machine, which is a variant of the WAM.
The ATOAM, however, is not much different from the WAM as far as garbage
collection is concerned. The only differences are related to finding the root set, but
apart from that garbage collection in the ATOAM is the same as in the WAM.
Also in this collector, postponing is used as a solution to prevent double copying.
In this paper, it is first said that the copying of free variables is postponed until
all structures and lists are copied, while later on it is mentioned that the copying
of inner variables is postponed. It is not very clear what exactly is meant, but
since double copying can happen with any inner cell, we assume that the copying
of each inner cell should be postponed.

The descriptions of postponing in both (Touati and Hama 1988) and (Zhou
2000) are very short and without much detail.4 It is not clear from those descrip-
tions how postponing is (should) really (be) implemented. Here we will give a
description of how we think postponing should be implemented to work correctly.

It seems clear that, to prevent double and multiple copying, the copying of
heap cells which are inner cells of a structure or a list (referenced through untyped
pointers, thus REF-tagged cells) should be postponed until all structures and lists
have been copied (referenced through STR-tagged and LST-tagged cells). This,
however, would require a mechanism that tells the collector whether a heap cell is
an inner cell or not. In general the WAM does not provide such a mechanism.5 For
structures, one could possibly scan the heap n cells upwards (with n the maximal
number of arguments for a structure) to find a cell containing a functor/arity pair
(the header of a structure); the arity would tell us whether the heap cell belongs

4Based on those short descriptions, we assumed a very straightforward implementation of the
postponing idea in (Demoen, Nguyen, and Vandeginste 2002a). A straightforward implementation
which does not immediately recursively copy the descendants of a postponed cell is not correct:
it does not guarantee that all live structures have been copied after the standard copying phase,
and as such, it cannot guarantee that no double and/or multiple copying will happen during the
treatment of the postponed cells, unless some extra marking phase or sorting of the postponed
cells is done.

5Note that a WAM-based Prolog system could reserve a belongs-to-structure bit for each heap
cell, which is set upon allocation when the cell belongs to a structure or list pair.
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to a structure or not. Even though this could be done for structures, nothing
similar can be done for heap cells belonging to a list, since a list pair does not
have a header cell and as such a list pair cannot be easily identified as such (unless
one has an LST-tagged pointer referencing it). If postponing is to be used to
completely prevent double and multiple copying, then the only feasible solution
seems to postpone the copying of every cell referenced by a REF-tagged root or
heap cell. Alternatively, one could chose to use the proposed mechanism to check
whether a cell belongs to a structure and run the risk of having double copying
because of cells belonging to list pairs. This could then also be combined with one
of our proposed techniques to prevent multiple copying.

A collector which implements postponing needs to allocate some extra space to
keep track of the cells which have been postponed; we call this space the postpone
trail. The postpone trail needs to be a separate area and, more specifically, cannot
be a part of the to-space. To completely prevent double and multiple copying, the
copying of each heap cell referenced by a REF-tagged cell should be postponed.
Still, the collector has to recursively continue the copying traversal through such
a postponed heap cell.

REFA STR
f/1

REF

B
C
D

Figure 3.10: Copying traversal continues through postponed cells

We clarify this with Figure 3.10. In this figure, the cell on the left side belongs
to the root set, while the cells on the right side are part of the to-space. During
the copying traversal, cell A will not be relocated since it holds a REF-tagged
pointer, and a reference to A will be recorded on the postpone trail. Still, the
collector should follow the reference in cell A and continue the copying traversal
from there. Thus next the collector will treat cell B. Cell B itself is not forwarded
(nor relocated), but if this cell contains a reference of some sort (e.g., when the
cell holds an STR-tagged or LST-tagged pointer), this reference is followed and
possibly forwarded (except when B itself also holds a REF-tagged pointer). In the
figure, we see that B contains a STR-tagged pointer and in this case the collector
would forward both cell C and D. Note that it is also possible that a cell contains
a REF-tagged pointer which references an already forwarded cell. In that case, the
REF-tagged pointer in the original cell can simply be relocated. This means that
probably not all REF cells will be postponed, but still, in the worst case scenario,
there is a possibility that all REF cells are postponed.

We did not yet mention why the collector should continue the copying traver-
sal through postponed cells. The reason is simple: this guarantees that when the
copying phases finishes, all live structures and list pairs will have been copied and
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forwarded. As such, there is no possibility that extra cells will be created6 during
the copying of the cells recorded in the postpone trail.

We will illustrate postponing with an example.7 Consider the program in List-
ing 3.7 and the accompanying Figure 3.11. As can be seen in the figure, there is an
extra column of cells, which represents the postpone trail. So, from left to right,
we have the root set, the from-space, the to-space and the postpone trail. Also
note that we did not show the relocated pointers (after copying) in the root cells,
nor the references originating from cells in the postpone trail; we did this so as to
not overload the figures.

run :- p(X,Y,f(Y,X,g(I,J))).

p(K,L,M) :-

M = f(R,S,g(T,U)),

U = S, T = a, R = T,

gc , use(K,L,M).

use(K,L,M).

Listing 3.7: Postponing

The initial situation looks like in Figure 3.11(a): the root set consists of a
reference to the free variable X (cell A), a reference to the free variable Y (cell
B) and an STR-tagged cell which points to f(Y,X,g(I,J)) (cell C). The copying
traversal will treat the cells in the order A, B and C. Figure 3.11(b) shows what
happens during the copying of cells A and B. Since cell A contains a REF-tagged
pointer, a reference to cell A should be recorded in the postpone trail. Additionally,
the heap cell referenced by cell A should not be copied. Still the reference has to
be followed (recursively). The cell referenced by cell A is a free variable and thus,
nothing more needs to be done. The collector starts copying from the next cell
in the root set: cell B. Also cell B contains a REF-tagged pointer and thus a
reference to B is recorded on the postpone trail. The heap cell referenced by B
(cell D) should not be copied, but the traversal should continue from this cell.
Cell D contains a REF-tagged pointer and thus a reference to D is recorded on
the postpone trail. The reference originating in cell D is followed and leads to
atom a. Since cell D contains a REF-tagged pointer, the atom cannot be copied
and the copying traversal continues with the next cell in the root set: cell C. Cell
C contains an STR-tagged pointer. An STR-tagged pointer is not dangerous in
the sense that it cannot lead to double or multiple copying and thus such a cell

6This is true, as long as the collector also implements some form of optimistic copying, i.e.,
copying an LST-tagged cell should not needlessly create an extra list pair in the to-space; also
see Section 3.2.3 and 3.3.2

7We did not reuse the example from Listing 3.6 (used in Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2) here, since
it is not that interesting in the context of postponing.
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(c) Copying cell C

Figure 3.11: Postponing prevents the creation of extra copies

can be followed as in a standard copying without marking collector. The collector
can immediately forward the whole structure referenced by C. This can be seen
in Figure 3.11(c): the contents of the original cells in the from-space have been
copied to new cells in the to-space and forwarding pointers have been left in the
original cells in the from-space to point to the new location of those cell in the to-
space. Next, the arguments of the structure are copied recursively. This is shown
in Figure 3.11(d). The first argument (cell E) contains a REF-tagged pointer and
thus has to be postponed: a reference to cell E is recorded on the postpone trail.
The reference in cell E still has to be followed: the reference points to an atom
(a), which cannot be copied. The collector treats the next argument of f/3: this
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(e) Recursively copying the third argument of f/3
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(f) Treating the postponed cells

Figure 3.11: Postponing prevents the creation of extra copies (continued)

cell contains a reference to a cell, which has already been forwarded and thus the
forwarding pointer can be used to do a relocation. This results in a self-reference.
The last argument of f/3 holds an STR-tagged pointer (to g(I,J)). Such a pointer
can safely be followed and recursively copied, as can be seen in Figure 3.11(e). This
is similar to the copying and forwarding of f/3. The arguments of g/2 are copied
recursively. Note that the second argument of g/2 holds a REF-tagged pointer,
which points to an already forwarded cell. In such a case, the REF-tagged pointer
can be relocated accordingly. After recursively copying g/2, there are no more cells
left in the root set and the normal copying phase is finished. Now, the collector
should treat all the cells recorded in the postpone trail. The order in which the
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postponed cells are treated does not matter, but here we chose to treat the most
recently postponed cells first. First, copying is started from cell E. Cell E points
to an already forwarded cell and can simply be relocated. Next, cell D is treated:
cell D contains a forwarding pointer, which means that it has been forwarded after
being postponed; nothing has to be done for cell D. Cell B, which is a root cell,
is treated next: B holds a reference to an already forwarded cell and needs to be
relocated. Finally, the last reference on the postpone trail is treated. This is a
reference to cell A, which now points to an already forwarded heap cell and thus
can simply be relocated. The final situation after all postponed cells are treated,
is shown in Figure 3.11(f).

In this example, all heap cells referenced by the postponed cells have already
been forwarded when the copying traversal treats the postpone trail. This is not
necessarily the case. In our example, every heap cell was part of a structure, and
additionally, the structure as a whole was live. If we would change the example
and drop cell C from the root set, then cells A, B and D would still be added to
the postpone trail. In that case, when the normal copying traversal would finish,
none of the heap cells would have been forwarded yet. The live heap cells would
be copied and forwarded during the traversal of the postpone trail.

From the example, it can be seen that there is still an optimisation possible
for this technique. In Figure 3.11(c), we see that the postpone trail contains both
a reference to cell D and B. This is not really needed, since cell D is referenced
immediately by cell B, and when the collector would treat cell B after the normal
copying phase, cell D would also recursively be copied and forwarded. This would
help to save some space on the postpone trail, but it only helps in the case of
reference chains, and the consensus is that reference chains are in general very
short; see for instance (Castro and Costa 2001).

Postponing, as we described here, seems a good and solid solution to prevent
double and multiple copying. Combined with optimistic copying, this solution
guarantees that no extra copies are made. The main drawback is its cost compared
to copying without marking. The cost is potentially high, both in terms of space
and time. The space cost is the required space for the postpone trail. In the worst
case, the size of the postpone trail is the sum of the sizes of the heap and the
root set.8 The extra cost in time comes from the fact that every postponed cell is
visited twice by the collector. In the worst case, every cell (both in the heap and
in the root set) needs to be visited twice. In practice, the cost will probably be
a lot lower than these worst case numbers. Experiments in (Zhou 2000) suggest
that in practice the number of postponed cells is very small (less than 1% of the
heap), but in that work only the inner variables are postponed. The number of

8For the worst case scenario, one could imagine a root set containing only REF-tagged point-
ers, all referencing the same heap cell, which is at the start of a long chain of references filling
up the heap, with a free variable at the end of the chain.
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postponed cells in the algorithm we described, will be higher. Compared to other
Prolog systems, the number will be even higher in hProlog, since in hProlog all
variables are allocated on the heap.

Another potential disadvantage is related to the copying traversal needed for
early reset. As we have shown in Section 3.3.4, early reset can easily be imple-
mented in a copying without marking garbage collector. Still, early reset relies
on a specific traversal of the root set and heap: when the copying traversal vis-
its a particular trail segment, all cells reachable in the forward execution from
the according continuation should have been forwarded already. In the context of
postponing, this means that there are two choices. One can just give up on early
reset as soon as the postpone trail is not empty. The other possibility is to treat
all cells in the postpone trail right before the trail segment is treated. When early
reset is combined with postponing like this, the guarantee that double copying will
not happen does no longer exist.

3.6 Conclusion

In the context of copying garbage collection for the WAM (or Prolog systems
based on the WAM), it is commonly assumed that a marking phase is needed to
guarantee correct and safe collections. In this chapter, we investigated the feasi-
bility of dropping the marking phase and using the standard copying algorithm,
as described in (Fenichel and Yochelson 1969; Cheney 1970).

The reason that most copying collectors for the WAM employ a marking phase,
is that the marking phase guarantees that no cell is copied more than once. A
copying without marking collector can possibly copy certain cells twice, which in
turn can make the to-space overflow. We have shown that there are two kinds of
situations which can cause certain cells to be copied twice or more. We explained
the well-known problem of double copying and in addition pointed out that there
is an even worse problem: multiple copying, which can cause certain cells to be
copied even more than twice.

One approach to make a copying without marking collector, is to implement
a standard copying algorithm and run the risk of copying certain cells more than
once. We call this approach dangerous copying and although it has been advocated
by Tarau, it was never actually implemented as far as we know. We have proposed
two variants of dangerous copying, optimistic and cautious copying, which respec-
tively alleviate and completely prevent multiple copying. In addition, we have
described an algorithm to recover from a to-space overflow. We should mention
that this algorithm was never implemented: our experiments suggest that a to-
space overflow occurs only very rarely and there was never a practical need to
have such a recovery. Still, a complete and robust implementation needs to pro-
vide a to-space overflow recovery. With our description, it is straightforward to
implement such a recovery.
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We have implemented the three aforementioned variants of copying without
marking (dangerous, optimistic and cautious copying), for two different copying
traversals (breadth-first and depth-first copying). Through some experiments, we
have shown that those collectors have a much better performance than a standard
mark-copy collector (which is to be expected): a copying without marking collector
is almost twice as fast as a mark-copy collector. Our benchmarks show that double
and multiple copying is not a real problem in practice: there is only a minimal
increase in heap space usage and none of the experiments resulted in a to-space
overflow.

We also compared our technique of copying without marking with other ex-
isting techniques to prevent the duplication of heap cells during copying garbage
collection. The best-known solution is probably using a marking phase before do-
ing the copying, as presented in (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994). This prevents both
double and multiple copying, but has as obvious disadvantages the higher time (due
to the marking phase) and space (due to the mark bits) cost. Another technique
is variable shunting, as presented in (Touati and Hama 1988). Variable shunting
in itself, however, does not prevent double and multiple copying, it merely coun-
teracts their effects. Variable shunting decreases the needed space by shortening
reference chains, while double and multiple copying increases the needed space
by creating reference chains, or making them longer. Moreover, in the absence of
marking, variable shunting is only feasible when only the most recent heap seg-
ment is collected. So, we believe that variable shunting is not very useful in this
context. We think that variable shunting should not be relied on as a technique
to prevent double and multiple copying, but still, when it can easily be done, it
is useful as an addition in the context of a copying without marking collector.
Finally, there is also a technique called postponing. Postponing is based on a very
simple idea: postpone all cells which could result in duplication, until all other
cells have been copied. As far as we know, postponing has never been described
in depth in the literature, but this idea has been mentioned in both (Touati and
Hama 1988) and (Zhou 2000). We gave a full description about how we believe
this idea can be implemented. Just like marking, postponing completely prevents
double and multiple copying. Its main drawback in comparison with marking is
that the space requirements are a priori not known and are potentially very high.
Further research would be required to compare both techniques.

We conclude that copying without marking is certainly feasible for collectors
in the context of Prolog systems based on the WAM. By adding a mechanism for
recovery after a to-space overflow, copying without marking collectors can be made
completely safe, in the sense that the recovery mechanism can continue and finish
the ongoing collection. The clear advantage of using copying without marking is
that it is almost twice as fast as mark-copy garbage collection and this makes
copying without marking preferable over mark-copy in many cases. Still, a num-
ber of disadvantages are present. Since the collectors we proposed do not prevent
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double copying, it is in principle still possible that a to-space overflow occurs, and
although a recovery is possible, it is expensive. In addition, duplication of certain
cells will lead to a slight increase in heap space usage. Another disadvantage, in
contrast to mark-slide collectors, is that a copying without marking collector does
not preserve the heap segments and as such cannot recover memory through in-
stant reclaiming (on those parts of the heap that have been collected previously).
This is in fact typical for copying garbage collectors, although some variants exist
that preserve the heap segments as we will see in Chapter 4. When we look at gen-
erational garbage collection, only segmented garbage collection seems feasible in a
copying without marking collector. Segmented garbage collection is a very simple
form of generational garbage collection, in which each collection only collects the
most recent part of the heap that has not been collected before. More advanced
forms of generational garbage collection require the preservation of the heap seg-
ments, we will discuss this in Chapter 5. Finally, a minor drawback in comparison
with mark-copy collectors, is that a copying without marking collector needs to
allocate a to-space which is as big as the from-space. A mark-copy collector can
count the number of live cells during the marking phase, allocate a temporary
to-space which is only as big as needed and after the collection copy the to-space
back into the from-space. This results in less allocated memory at run-time.

In light of the previous comments, we advocate optimistic copying. Copying
without marking can be made safe and offers a significant performance benefit over
mark-copy garbage collection. Optimistic copying is preferable to dangerous copy-
ing because it gives some protection against multiple copying (protection which in
practice seems to work very well). It is also preferable to cautious copying since
cautious copying has a more complex and more expensive implementation, but
does not seem to offer any advantages over optimistic copying. Recursive copying
and Cheney copying perform differently, but the difference can go either way and
depends on the application. Therefore, there is no incentive to prefer one above
the other.



Chapter 4

Segment order preserving

copying

4.1 Introduction

As we mentioned in Section 2.4, garbage collectors for Prolog systems were tradi-
tionally always of the mark-slide type. In the context of Prolog, mark-slide collec-
tors have the desirable property that they preserve the cell order and consequently
the order of the heap segments. The latter is a requirement for instant reclaiming.
Instant reclaiming is considered important since it provides a cheap, constant cost
recovery of memory upon backtracking.

More recently, copying collectors as the one by Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994)
have become more popular thanks to their (in most cases) better performance.
However, copying collectors in general do not preserve the order of the useful data.
Additionally, in the context of Prolog, most copying collectors do not preserve the
segment order either. With copying collectors, the heap typically becomes one big
segment after collection, and instant reclaiming on the collected part of the heap is
not possible. Since this means that less memory can be recovered through instant
reclaiming, it can also lead to a higher number of garbage collections. Within this
context, we think it is worthwhile to investigate how segment order preserving can
be implemented in a copying collector and whether this effectively results in any
benefits.

We found another motivation for this work in the domain of generational
garbage collection. As we will see in Chapter 5, heap segments form a natural
basis for generations and to make optimal use of this, the heap segments should
be preserved across collections. We believe that a copying collector, which pre-
serves the segment order, is needed as the basis for a multi-generational (copying)
garbage collector.

91
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In this chapter, we present a segment order preserving copying collector which
supports instant reclaiming on collected parts of the heap in the same way as mark-
slide collectors. In Section 4.2, we explain why instant reclaiming is important, and
how a loss in instant reclaiming can lead to more garbage collections. We illustrate
this with a small example. Then, in Section 4.3, we present our method to preserve
the segment order in a copying collector. We explain the segment counting method
and show how its performance can be increased by collapsing small segments. We
evaluate the performance of the collector in a number of benchmarks. In Sec-
tion 4.4, we present a page order preserving collector. This collector uses a variant
of the segment counting method, which is faster but only approximately segment
order preserving. We have also tested this collector with a number of benchmarks.
In Section 4.5, we make a comparison of the segment order preserving and the page
order preserving collector. In Section 4.6, we look at the only other segment order
preserving copying garbage collector for the WAM and compare this collector with
our own work. Finally, we give a short summary and conclusion in Section 4.7.

4.2 Preserving the segment order

In most systems outside the Prolog world that use garbage collection for the heap,
it is not important whether the collector preserves the order of the data. After all,
a heap is typically an unordered collection of data. In Prolog systems however,
the memory area reserved for the allocation of data structures, is –while generally
called the heap– also commonly referred to as the global stack. This hints at the
fact that order on the Prolog heap is in some way relevant. Indeed, one can consider
the Prolog heap as a stack of heap segments: creating a new choice point creates
a new heap segment on the top of the global stack, and backtracking to the most
recent choice point results in deallocating the top most heap segment on the global
stack. The latter is more specifically known as instant reclaiming; see Section 2.4.1.
Instant reclaiming is only possible because of the stack-like behaviour of the Prolog
heap.

Instant reclaiming was used as the sole mechanism to reclaim heap space in
the first Prolog interpreter (Roussel 1975) (see Section 2.4.1). In practice however,
instant reclaiming is not sufficient: many Prolog programs are deterministic or
the backtracking is mainly shallow and in these cases instant reclaiming is not
effective. Later Prolog systems thus resorted to garbage collection for recovering
memory in the heap. But still, since instant reclaiming allows the recovery of an
(in principle) unlimited amount of heap space at a constant cost, it has always
been considered important to preserve the stack-like behaviour of the Prolog heap
across collections.

The first collectors used in Prolog implementations were mark-slide collectors
(see Section 2.4.2). An important advantage of this type of collectors, in the context
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of Prolog systems, is that they preserve the cell order, and thus also the heap
segments (and the segment order) across garbage collections. Since the segment
order is preserved, instant reclaiming can be done on previously collected parts of
the heap.

More recently, copying collectors have become more popular thanks to their
–in general– better performance (see Section 2.4.3). Copying garbage collection,
however, is not order preserving: in general, a copying collector does not preserve
the order of the useful data. This is partly due to the fact that the root set is
not ordered according to the heap pointers they contain and thus heap cells are
forwarded in an a priori unknown order. Additionally, copying happens typically
breadth-first (based on (Cheney 1970)) or depth-first with a recursive copying
algorithm (as in (Fenichel and Yochelson 1969)) and neither of these algorithms
retain the order of the heap cells. Since the cell order is not preserved (and without
extra measurements), also the segment order is not preserved across collections.
Preserving the segment order however, is desirable since it allows to do instant
reclaiming upon backtracking.

Note that copying collectors are able to do instant reclaiming on parts of the
heap that have not been collected before. After a collection, a copying collector
locks the collected heap for instant reclaiming: the heap pointers in the choice
points are set to point at the top of the collected heap. This, however, does not
have any effect for instant reclaiming upon backtracking to a (any) choice point
created after the collection.

run :- mklist (500,A), cp(A).

cp(_) :- mklist (600,B), fail.

cp(_) :- mklist (700,C), fail.

mklist(N,L) :-

( N =:= 0 ->

L = []

;

M is N - 1, L = [N|R], mklist(M,R) ).

Listing 4.1: Instant reclaiming

To illustrate the importance of instant reclaiming, we give the following –
admittedly artifical– example. Consider the code in Listing 4.1. The Prolog system
is started with an initial heap size of 2000 heap cells and the query ?-run is executed.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the heap configuration when respectively a mark-copy and
a mark-slide collector is used. When predicate cp/1 is called, 1000 heap cells are in
use: variable A is bound to a list which contains 500 elements and in the WAM the
list data structure consumes 2 heap cells per element. Since cp/1 consists of two
clauses, a choice point (B1) is created. During the execution of goal mklist(600,B),
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Figure 4.1: Mark-copy garbage collection and instant reclaiming
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Figure 4.2: Mark-slide garbage collection and instant reclaiming

the heap overflows and a garbage collection is done. The situation right before
garbage collection is shown in Figure 4.1(a) and 4.2(a). During the collection, list
A is freed, since it is not referenced anymore. Approximately 500 elements from
list B (thus 1000 heap cells) are already created and are kept alive during the
collection. After the collection, the copying collector modifies the heap pointers
in the choice points to make them protect the top of the heap. This is shown in
Figure 4.1(b). A mark-slide collector on the other hand, preserves the segment
order and modifies the heap pointers in the choice points to make them point to
the new segment boundaries. The resulting situation is shown in Figure 4.2(b): the
segment that contained A is now empty and therefore the heap pointer in choice
point B1 points to the bottom of the heap. After the collection, the execution
(the mutator) continues and the final 100 cells of list B are created, as can be
seen in Figure 4.1(c) and 4.2(c). At that point, fail/0 is executed and the system
backtracks. As seen in Figure 4.2(d) and 4.1(d), the mark-slide system releases
the whole list B and thus has an empty heap, while the mark-copy system is only
able to release the last 100 elements belonging to list B and thus still has 1000
cells allocated in its heap. Next, the second clause of cp/1 is executed and a new
list C is built, containing 700 elements (thus 1400 heap cells). The creation of
list C results in an extra garbage collection in the mark-copy system, while the
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mark-slide system has enough free heap space to complete the call to the mklist/2
predicate without garbage collection.

This small example clarifies the importance of instant reclaiming and the im-
portance of preserving the segment order across collections. Although the example
here is artificial, similar behaviour can be found in (parts of) real-world programs.
The example shows that not preserving the segment order can lead to a higher
number of garbage collections for a giving program.

4.3 A segment order preserving copying collector

Usually, copying collectors do not have a marking phase. In the context of the
WAM however, copying collectors without a marking phase have always been con-
sidered unsafe; we discussed this in the previous chapter in Section 3.2. One so-
lution to make copying collectors safe is to start the garbage collection with a
marking phase and then forward contiguous blocks of marked heap cells during
the copying phase. Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994) developed this kind of collector.
We discussed their mark-copy garbage collector in Section 3.5.2.

4.3.1 The segment counting method

When a mark-copy collector is used and thus, a marking phase is done in any
case, the marking phase can be exploited to our advantage. An example of this
can be found in (Demoen, Engels, and Tarau 1996), where the authors propose
to count the number of marked cells during the marking phase. This number can
subsequently be used to reduce the memory needs: the to-space used for copying
can be allocated only on demand and needs to be only as large as to contain the
surviving heap cells. Rather than swapping the two semi-spaces – which in many
systems might not be possible as it might violate invariants (e.g., local stack and
heap growing towards each other) – the to-space is immediately copied back to
the original from-space and released after the copying phase. The copy-back is fast
because it is a direct copy of a contiguous block of memory which is supported by
specialized functions like memcpy. This method results in a memory usage that is in
practice (much) smaller than the factor two usually ascribed to copying collectors.

Basic idea

Our method to preserve the heap segments makes further use of the marking phase.
Just like the method from (Demoen, Engels, and Tarau 1996), the marking phase
is used to count the number of live cells, but instead of counting the global number
of live cells, the number of live cells is counted for each heap segment separately.
Thus, after the marking phase, the number of surviving heap cells is known for each
heap segment in the from-space. This allows us to allocate the (temporary) to-space
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and divide the to-space in heap segments with the appropriate size. During the
copying phase, each marked heap cell is copied to the heap segment in the to-space
that corresponds to the heap segment that the cell belongs to in the from-space.
Finally, at the end of the collection, the heap pointers in the choice points are set
to point to the new locations of the heap segments. The to-space is then copied
back to the original from-space and released. We describe the algorithm in more
detail in the following paragraphs.

The segment list

From the short overview of the segment counting algorithm, it becomes clear that
we need to be able to determine to which heap segment a certain cell belongs. This
is needed for both the marking phase and the copying phase. During the marking
phase, the number of live cells in each segment is counted, and thus, for each cell
that is marked, we need to know in which segment the cell resides, so that the
counter for that segment can be increased. Similarly, during the copying phase,
for each surviving heap cell, we need to know the segment to which it belongs, so
that it can be copied to the corresponding segment in the to-space. Hence we need
a function that, for a given cell, returns the segment to which it belongs. We call
this function the segment lookup function.

Since the segment lookup function is called twice for each surviving heap cell
(once during the marking phase and once during the copying phase), its perfor-
mance is quite important. With this in mind, we implemented the segment lookup
function as follows. At the beginning of a garbage collection, the segment list is
constructed. The segment list contains the heap addresses that delimit the heap
segments. The segment list is implemented as an array and is built by traversing
the choice point stack and, for each choice point encountered, adding its heap
pointer (which points to the beginning of a segment) to the array. The segment
lookup function can then be implemented as a binary search in the (ordered)
segment list.

We use Figure 4.3 for extra clarification. The figure shows the choice point
stack (with choice points B1 and B2), the from-space (shaded cells are live, blank
cells are garbage) and the to-space. The other shown data structures are required
for the segment counting method. Right from the from-space, the segment list
(seglist) is shown, which contains pointers to the first cell of each heap segment.
The remaining data structures will be described later.

The marking phase

The difference between the marking phase in a standard mark-copy collector and
in this new collector is the counting: the number of marked heap cells in each
segment is counted. For this purpose, we use a counter list, which contains a
counter for each heap segment in the segment list. The counter list is allocated
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Figure 4.3: Segment order preserving copying

after the creation of the segment list and all counters are initialised with zero.
For each marked heap cell, a segment lookup is done and the appropriate segment
counter is augmented. At the end of the marking phase, the segment counters
contain the exact number of surviving heap cells for each heap segment. This
allows us to allocate the temporary to-space with the exact amount of needed cells
(which is the sum of all segment counters). Additionally, the segment counters give
the information needed to precisely determine the location of the segments in the
to-space. Figure 4.3 shows the counter list (segcntrs) at the end of the marking
phase.

The copying phase

Just like the standard mark-copy collector from Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994),
our collector uses a Cheney-like algorithm for copying (see (Cheney 1970)). This
algorithm originally uses two pointers, named scan and next, as we have described
in Section 2.4.4. Both the scan and next pointer point into the to-space and are
initialised to point to the beginning of the to-space. The function of the next
pointer is to point to the first free cell which can be used for new copies. The
function of the scan pointer is to point to the first cell which has not been scanned
yet (all copied cells in the to-space need to be scanned for pointers to the from-
space). After the root set is forwarded, the copying continues from the scan pointer,
until the scan pointer has caught up with the next pointer.

This algorithm can easily be adapted to copy marked cells to the correct seg-
ment in the to-space. We simply give each segment (in the segment list) its own
scan and next pointer. This is shown in Figure 4.3. These pointers are both ini-
tialised to point to the beginning of the relevant segment in the to-space. The start
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of each segment in the to-space can be computed with the counter list created dur-
ing the marking phase. When the scan and next pointers have been initialised, the
copying can start. Forwarding is started from the root set and for each marked
cell, first a segment lookup is done, and then the cell is copied to the next pointer
of its segment. After this, forwarding should continue from the scan pointers. The
copying finishes when all scan pointers are equal to their respective next pointer.

The scan-next loop (after the root set has been forwarded) needs to be done
for each segment i (each set of scan-next pointers scani-nexti). It is important to
note that when this scan-next loop is done for a given segment i , that there is a
possibility that this will increase the next pointer nextj of another segment j . If
the scan-next loop had already been done for segment j , then after the scan-next
loop is done for each segment, the scan-next pointers scanj and nextj will not be
equal. This means that when the scan-next loop for all segments has been done,
all scan-next pointers should be checked again and the scan-next loop needs to be
done again where needed.

The scan-next loop for the segments is done in the order of newest segment to
oldest segment. The advantage of this order is that the scan-next loop needs to
be done at maximum two times for each heap segment. Since the scan-next loops
are only done after all the trail entries (which are part of the root set) have been
copied, all cells which contain a reference to a more recent segment have already
been copied into the to-space. This means that none of the scan-next loops will
copy a reference to another segment –and advance that segment’s next pointer–
that holds a reference to a more recent segment. After the scan-next loop has
been done for the first time for each segment, it is possible that the next pointer
in some segments is not equal to the corresponding scan pointer, but all cells
between corresponding scan and next pointers will always contain references to
older segments (if the cell holds a reference obviously). Thus, after the scan-next
loop has been done a second time for the segments where it is needed (in the order
from new to old segments), the scan-next pointers for each segment will be equal.

Note that the copying phase, as described here, makes the assumption that data
structures never cross segment boundaries, i.e., that list pairs and structures are
always placed completely within one segment. This assumption is true for Prolog
systems based on the WAM, but in other Prolog systems, this is not necessarily
the case (e.g., see (Tarau and Neumerkel 1994)). A data structure on the heap
is a contiguous block of cells, and to preserve its meaning during collection, it
is important that the data structure is copied as a whole: in this way, the order
of the cells is preserved, and thus also the meaning. Since copying collectors do
not preserve the cell order, the copy of a data structure which is spread over two
segments, is not necessarily a contiguous block of cells. Still, the copying phase can
easily be adapted to take this into account and correctly copy such data structures.
We do not discuss the needed modifications here: the same issue is present in the
page order preserving collector, which we discuss in Section 4.4, and the solution
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we present there, is also applicable for the segment order preserving collector.

Heap pointers in the choice points

In a standard mark-copy collector, which does not preserve the heap segments,
the heap pointers are changed to point to the top of the heap after the copying
phase. The reason is that the heap cells are not ordered and the heap becomes one
big segment after the collection. With the segment counting algorithm we want to
preserve the heap segments and for this, it is essential that the heap pointers are
adapted to point to the start of the (new) segments in the final heap. The heap
addresses of the new segments can be computed with the counter list, in the same
way the scan and next pointers are initialised. This means that the heap pointers
in the choice points can be adapted as soon as the marking phase is finished. In
our implementation, the heap pointers in the choice points are relocated during
the copying phase: the choice points are visited during the traversal of the root
set, and at that time the heap pointers are relocated. This has the advantage that
no separate traversal of the choice point stack is needed.

Time and space cost

We will compare the cost of the segment order preserving collector with the cost of
a standard mark-copy collector. Concerning memory requirements, extra memory
is needed in the segment counting method to allocate the segment list, the counter
list, and the scan and next pointer list. Clearly, the amount of memory needed for
the segment counting method depends of the number of segments at the start of
the garbage collection. This number can be small or big depending on the char-
acteristics of the Prolog program. In our experience, however, most applications
tend to be mostly deterministic and hence the number of segments is typically
small (only a fraction of the total number of heap cells). Consequently, the needed
lists are small and the space they take, is almost negligible in comparison with
the heap space. Moreover, with a small extension to the algorithm (which we will
describe in Section 4.3.2), we can easily limit the number of segments that needs
to be considered and thus the amount of required memory.

Compared to traditional mark-copy, the overhead in time of preserving the
segment order with the segment counting method comes from the segment lookup
function. As we mentioned before, the lookup function is implemented as a binary
search in the ordered segment list. The cost of a lookup is then O(log(s)), with s
the number of segments. During a full collection cycle, the segment lookup is done
twice for each live heap cell: once during the marking phase and once during the
copying phase. Since the cost of a standard mark-copy collector is O(m) with m
the number of live (marked) heap cells, the cost of the segment order preserving
collector is then O(m + 2 · m · log(s)) or simply O(m · log(s)) with m the number
of live cells and s the number of segments.
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Although we mentioned before that the segment lookup function is called twice
for each heap cell, this is not entirely true. While a segment lookup is done for each
heap cell during the marking phase, this is not the case during the copying phase.
As explained in (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994), and also described in Section 3.5.2,
during the copying phase, contiguous blocks of marked cells are forwarded together
and thus, the segment counting algorithm needs to call the lookup function only
once for each contiguous block of marked cells. The first cell of such a block is
sought using the marking bits and the segment lookup function is used to determine
to which segment it belongs. When the subsequent cells are copied, a simple check
is used to determine whether the cell belongs to the next (younger) segment:
the cell address is compared to the segment boundary found in the segment list.
As such, the segment lookup function is not called for those cells. Although two
segment lookups are needed for each cell in the worst case, we noticed that in most
programs the average number of lookups is a lot lower. Some experiments revealed
that, for the programs in our benchmark set (see Section 2.5.2), the number of
segment lookups during the copying phase is typically below 7% of the number of
lookups during the marking phase and even less than 1% quite often (in browsegc,
dnamatchgc, tspgc, and muta) and 19% only once (in serialgc).

4.3.2 An optimization: collapsing segments

Cost of the segment counting method

The most visible extra cost in the segment counting method (compared to a non
segment preserving copying garbage collector) is the segment lookup function. The
lookup is implemented as a binary search, which is O(log(n)) with n the number
of segments. Since this function is executed at least once for each live heap cell, it
might take an important amount of time in the collection cycle.

Collapsing segments

Experiments show that having too many segments indeed results in a real slow-
down. Not only the lookup function will make performance worse, but also the
fact that each segment needs its own pair of scan-next pointers. A solution to this
is to merge small adjacent segments into one segment during the construction of
the segment list. We call this collapsing segments. At the start of a collection, we
set a minimum segment size and repeatedly collapse a segment which is smaller
than the minimum size with the older segment just next to it until the merged
segment is big enough. Collapsing small segments results in fewer segments and
consequently a faster lookup. When the heap pointers in the choice points are
adapted, care has to be taken to put them right: for a choice point which belongs
to a segment that was merged, the heap pointer should point just after the end of
the new collapsed segment.
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Figure 4.4: Collapsing of heap segments

A small example is given in Figure 4.4. In the figures on the left segments
are not collapsed, while in the figures on the right segments are collapsed with
a minimum segment size of 3 heap cells. The situation is shown right before the
copying phase and at the end of the copying phase. All heap cells are live and
survive the collection. The most recent segment is only 2 cells large and when the
segment list is built, it is merged with the segment delimited by choice points B2

and B1. This merged segment is large enough and a new entry is added to the
segment list. This can be seen in Figure 4.4(b). Next, the only remaining (oldest)
segment is added to the segment list. Since choice point B2 belongs to a merged
choice point, the heap pointer in B2 needs to be relocated to point just after the
end of the new collapsed segment in the to-space. The resulting configuration can
be seen in Figure 4.4(d).

A drawback of collapsing segments is that it results in a loss in instant re-
claiming. After the collection cycle, the heap contains one mixed segment for each
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Figure 4.5: Collapsing strategy

set of merged segments. This is similar to traditional mark-copy, where the heap
becomes one big mixed segment after a collection cycle. This means that there will
be no instant reclaiming upon backtracking over one of the choice points which
previously delimited one of the segments in the mixed segment; the mixed segment
will only be released when the system backtracks to the choice point which previ-
ously delimited the oldest segment in the set of merged segments. This is clearly
visible in Figure 4.4(c) and 4.4(d). Collapsing segments diminishes the number of
recovered heap cells, upon backtracking to choice point B2, from 2 to 0.

Still, if only small segments are collapsed, the small amount of heap space we
would recover through instant reclaiming might not be worth the speed we gain
with a faster lookup function: indeed, when collections take less time, we can afford
doing more collections. So, in collapsing segments there is a trade-off between the
speedup because of a faster lookup and the instant reclaiming of heap space.

This brings us to the minimum segment size, which determines the degree of
collapsing and influences the lookup speed. Although it is possible to use the same
value for the minimum segment size for each collection cycle, we believe it is better
to set the minimum size in function of the heap size at the time of the collection.
The latter allows us to limit the number of segments and thus the cost of the
lookup function. We can for instance limit the number of segments to s by setting
the minimum segment size to (sizeheap/s) at the start of a collection cycle. The
default collapsing strategy in our implementation uses the aforementioned formula
to set the minimum with a value of 64 for s.

Additional remarks

As a final note, we want to make some additional remarks about the way segments
are collapsed and the influence this has on the loss of instant reclaiming. Ideally,
the collapsing of small segments is done in a way that the cost of the lookup
function is lowered, while still preserving instant reclaiming as much as possible.
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The manner in which segments are collapsed has an important effect on instant
reclaiming. A small example shown in Figure 4.5 will make this clear. There are
three consecutive segments in the heap, from old to young s1, s2 and s3, as can be
seen in Figure 4.5(a). Both s1 and s3 are bigger than the minimum segment size;
s2 however is a lot smaller than the minimum size. Clearly, for instant reclaiming,
it would be best if none of the segments are collapsed (and if s1 and s3 are big
enough, collapsing might not even be needed to keep the number of segments
below a certain threshold). A simple algorithm like the one we employ, will merge
the small segment s2 with one of its neighbours. In that case, it would be better
that s2 is merged with the older segment s1. The reason is the following. If s2

were to be merged with s3, then all the space occupied by s3 would be locked
until the program backtracks beyond s2 (thus to choice point B2). This can be
seen in Figure 4.5(b). On the other hand, if s2 were to be merged with s1, then
the space occupied by s2 would only be deallocated upon backtracking beyond
s1 (thus to choice point B1). The latter is better than the former, since the loss
on instant reclaiming is much smaller. For this reason, it is important to collapse
a too small segment with the neighbour that is older than it. This is the way
how collapsing is implemented in our collector. By collapsing a too small segment
with its older neighbour, we guarantee that the loss of instant reclaiming for each
merged segment will be at most the minimal segment size.

4.3.3 Experimental results

We implemented a segment order preserving collector based on the previously
described segment counting method. We did a number of benchmarks with this
collector to see how it performs compared to a standard mark-copy collector. We
are particularly interested in how much is gained by instant reclaiming and what
the performance penalty is for preserving the segment order.

Experimental setup

The segment order preserving collector was implemented for ilProlog, which is a
WAM-based Prolog system. ilProlog is heavily used for machine learning appli-
cations and has some abstract machine extensions to better support those. For a
more complete description of ilProlog, we refer to Section 2.5.3. ilProlog comes
with a standard mark-copy collector, which is a straightforward implementation
of (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994). ilProlog’s default collector is used as a reference
for comparison. The benchmarks were performed on an Intel Pentium 4 (1.8Ghz,
512Mb RAM, 256Kb L2 cache), running Debian 3.1 with a 2.6 kernel.

The following benchmarks were used: boyergc, browsegc, dnamatchgc,
qsortgc, serialgc, takgc, tspgc, comp, chess, mqueens, muta1 and muta2.
A complete description of these benchmarks and their properties can be found
in Section 2.5.2. All benchmarks are well-known Prolog benchmarks, except for
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the muta benchmarks: these perform a typical run of an inductive learning tool
written in ilProlog. The initial heap size was set separately for each benchmark.
We chose the initial heap size in such a way that the heap does not need to ex-
pand during the benchmark, but is still small enough to trigger enough garbage
collections. We think this is a reasonable choice, since we are not interested in the
expansion policy.

The benchmark results are shown in Table 4.1. The table contains results for
the mark-copy collector (referred to as m&c gc) and several configurations of the
segment order preserving copying collector (referred to as sop gc). We configured
the collector with a fixed minimum segment size of 1 cell (segments are never
collapsed, referred to as none for no collapsing in the table), 8k cells (8k) and 64k
cells (64k). The collector can also be configured to set the minimum segment size
to the size of the heap divided by x. We used this configuration with values of 64
(H/64) and 256 (H/256) for x. The former is actually the default configuration of
the collector.

We measured the following:

- nm the total number of marked heap cells

- nr the total number of heap cells recovered through instant reclaiming upon
backtracking

- nc the total number of collected heap cells (this is the total number of heap
cells reclaimed during garbage collection)

- ngc the total number of garbage collections

- tm the total marking time

- tgc the total time spent on garbage collection

- trt the total run time (including tgc)

Time measurements are in milliseconds, space measurements are in heap cells. For
the measurements of nm, nr and nc in the segment order preserving collectors,
we are mainly interested in the difference of the measured value compared to
the standard mark-copy collector, and therefore the table contains this difference
instead of the value itself (a dash has been used when the difference is 0).

Observations

In analysing the benchmark results, we are primarily interested in the gains and
the cost of our method. We want to know how much the segment counting method
gains in instant reclaiming and whether this results in fewer garbage collections.
The interesting measurement for the latter is obviously ngc. For the former, es-
pecially the measurement of nr is important. As for the cost, we are interested
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in the overhead caused by the lookup function and how this overhead varies with
variations in the minimum segment size. The interesting values in the table are
tm and tgc. Note that some results may seem counter-intuitive, but one should
take into account that garbage collections in different systems do not always take
place at the same point in the execution of the benchmark (e.g., when instant
reclaiming recovers more heap space in a certain system). The granularity of the
timings is 1 millisecond. This means that the marking time and collection time
from dnamatchgc, takgc, tspgc, comp and muta2 is not reliable. For those
benchmarks it is better to look only at the total run time.

From the benchmark results, we observe the following:

• In general, the systems with the sop gc collectors are able to recover no-
ticeably more memory through instant reclaiming than the system with the
m&c gc collector. Still, this difference never leads to a difference in the num-
ber of collections or the number of marked cells. The reason for this can be
found by comparing nr and nc: in most cases the amount of memory recov-
ered through instant reclaiming is much smaller than the amount of memory
recovered through garbage collection. The reason is that most benchmarks
are rather deterministic (see Table 2.2(c)). The latter is for example the case
for the mqueens benchmark: the amount of memory recovered through in-
stant reclaiming is a factor 10 higher in the sop gc collectors, but still this
amount is almost negligible (only 2.7%) compared to the amount of mem-
ory reclaimed by garbage collection. Even for benchmarks where instant re-
claiming recovers more heap space than garbage collection (like browsegc,
comp, chess, muta2), the difference between the sop gc collectors and the
m&c gc collector is too small to have an effect on the number of garbage
collections.

• From the benchmark results, we see that the segment counting method has a
non-negligible overhead. This is visible in the measurements of the time spent
on marking (tm) and on garbage collection (tgc). We expect the overhead to
be the worst in those benchmarks that create a lot of choice points and thus
also heap segments. From Table 2.2(c), we see that those benchmarks are
boyergc, comp, chess, muta1 and muta2. chess has a huge choice point
stack and when no segments are collapsed, this results in a high overhead:
garbage collection becomes more than twice as slow in the sop gc collector.
The overhead in collection time for muta1 and boyergc is a lot smaller:
37% and 30%, but still more than most other benchmarks. In the other
benchmarks (not considering the unreliable results), the overhead of the
segment counting method is less than 20% when no segments are collapsed.

• The effect of the overhead in garbage collection time on the total run time
of the benchmark is in most cases straightforward: the increase in run time
can be fully attributed to the increase in collection time. Some benchmarks
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m&c gc sop gc

none 8k 64k H/64 H/256

boyergc nm 52079509 +5 - - - -
6M nr 7260877 +4073253 +4073243 +4073243 +4073231 +4073231

nc 67880455 -3 - - - -
ngc 20 20 20 20 20 20
tm 1550 2220 2131 2057 2110 2131
tgc 3938 5080 4980 4751 4869 4940
trt 12289 13451 13417 13141 13326 13372

browsegc nm 560190 - - - - -
700K nr 14738795 +280107 +280100 +280100 +280088 +280088

nc 835805 - - - - -
ngc 2 2 2 2 2 2
tm 11 18 17 16 19 19
tgc 39 47 44 46 45 49
trt 4194 4086 4088 4041 4200 4036

dnamatchgc nm 18941597 - - - - -
100K nr 92184 +1575 +1568 +1568 +1556 +1556

nc 27019836 - - - - -
ngc 469 469 469 469 469 469
tm 334 431 456 446 429 461
tgc 952 1118 1124 1128 1132 1125
trt 3775 3870 3869 3869 3926 3868

qsortgc nm 5685001 - - - - -
500K nr 1836037 +298907 +298900 +298900 +298888 +298888

nc 5768942 - - - - -
ngc 23 23 23 23 23 23
tm 194 179 181 182 187 175
tgc 426 451 453 456 454 441
trt 881 883 890 894 901 869

serialgc nm 29340766 +69 +77 +77 +77 +77
9M nr 19084379 +1095218 +1095219 +1095219 +1095207 +1095207

nc 33645219 -67 -75 -75 -75 -75
ngc 7 7 7 7 7 7
tm 964 1053 1057 1058 1007 1071
tgc 2433 2658 2676 2690 2619 2661
trt 11159 11354 11389 11403 11391 11361

takgc nm 4648 - - - - -
100K nr 39733 +62 +55 +55 +43 +43

nc 9795052 - - - - -
ngc 100 100 100 100 100 100
tm 0 0 1 2 3 2
tgc 12 9 11 16 15 18
trt 1839 1659 1660 1658 1840 1656

Table 4.1: Benchmark results of sop gc
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m&c gc sop gc

none 8k 64k H/64 H/256

tspgc nm 85519102 - - - - -
100K nr 59319 +23490 +23483 +23483 +23471 +23471

nc 271389564 - - - - -
ngc 3642 3642 3642 3642 3642 3642
tm 1230 2340 2229 2275 2355 2268
tgc 3019 4861 4768 4832 4776 4807
trt 30452 32140 32083 32143 32042 32129

comp nm 755728 - - - - -
200K nr 3336258 +118609 +118590 +118590 +118578 +118578

nc 1224284 -2 - - - -
ngc 10 10 10 10 10 10
tm 23 34 33 33 32 29
tgc 65 75 77 75 78 70
trt 1396 1381 1386 1388 1386 1383

chess nm 8393021 - - - - -
5M nr 25222016 +4056611 +4049192 +4009366 +3993215 +4038482

nc 5009506 -34 - - - -
ngc 4 4 4 4 4 4
tm 761 2003 1166 1072 1043 1104
tgc 1472 3130 2123 2011 1996 2072
trt 11228 12656 11673 11515 11488 11580

mqueens nm 234808517 - - - - -
15M nr 986003 +9533649 +9533642 +9533642 +9533630 +9533630

nc 380109409 - - - - -
ngc 41 41 41 41 41 41
tm 4621 5837 5932 5885 5896 5878
tgc 14597 16440 16478 16536 16521 16504
trt 74770 76837 76855 76868 76864 76831

muta1 nm 370409112 +9815 +12283 +12283 +12283 +12283
5M nr 325879450 +1312 +498 +498 +486 +486

nc 820636210 +696 +1100 +1100 +1100 +1100
ngc 239 239 239 239 239 239
tm 11096 19834 16701 16666 16753 16701
tgc 30153 41354 38198 38041 38121 38214
trt 349791 364612 355677 355938 360350 363327

muta2 nm 3957027 -17535 -16616 -221 -16616 -17788
300K nr 277587791 +21697 +34555 -49376 +40015 +33921

nc 31081842 +10795 +12517 +209 +12517 +11145
ngc 118 118 118 118 118 118
tm 101 206 160 152 154 166
tgc 290 425 369 366 361 382
trt 34553 34593 34416 33998 34362 34510

Table 4.1: Benchmark results of sop gc (continued)
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show unexpected behaviour: for browsegc, takgc, comp and muta2 the
total run time is smaller when the sop gc collector is used. We do not have
a good explanation for this. Since the difference is very small, it might be
caused by slight variations in the benchmark environment. Another possible
reason is cache effects: the layout of the data on the heap will be different
after a collection in the m&c gc collector or the sop gc collector and this
can influence cache behaviour during execution.

• The differences between the variants of the sop gc collector are in most cases
negligible. The reason is that most benchmarks are mostly deterministic and
the number of segments is very low. In that case, the effect of collapsing
segments is almost nihil. The benchmarks that do have some segments, are
boyergc, chess and muta1. For those benchmarks, collapsing segments
helps to decrease collection time. The effect is most visible for chess, where
collection time is reduced up to 36% when segments are collapsed.

• Changing the minimum segment size in the sop gc collector does not have
much effect on nr: the difference in the amount of heap space recovered
through instant reclaiming is negligible.

• The measurements of nr for muta2 may seem odd, but this is the result
of the effect we mentioned earlier: the different systems recover different
amounts of memory and thus also trigger new collections at different points
in the execution. This explains why nr is bigger for the 8k sop gc system
than for the sop gc system that does not collapse segments. The same is
true for the unexpected result in the 64k system, where nr is smaller than in
the m&c gc system. Note that also the measurements of both nm and nc

point in that direction: the different number of marked and collected cells
indicates that collections take place at different place in the execution of the
benchmark.

• We believe that the minimum segment size should depend on the size of the
heap. This allows us to limit the number of segments and thus the lookup
cost independently of the heap size. This is important when the heap is large
and contains a high number of segments. chess is an example where this is
the case. We have chosen to use H/64 as the default minimum segment size.

From the benchmarks, we conclude that the sop gc systems recover more
memory through instant reclaiming than the m&c gc system, but that this does
not lead to a reduction in the number of garbage collections. The benchmarks also
show that the memory recovered through instant reclaiming is only a small frac-
tion of the memory recovered through garbage collection. The segment counting
method leads to a noticeable overhead in collection time, but for most benchmarks
this overhead is limited to 20%. For the benchmarks where the overhead is high,
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the overhead can be reduced by collapsing segments which are smaller than a cer-
tain minimal segment size. In this regard, we have chosen for the default setting
of the sop gc collector to collapse segments which are smaller than H/64, with H
the total heap size.

4.4 A page order preserving copying collector

4.4.1 Approximating segments with pages

In Section 4.3, we presented a technique to preserve the segment order in a copying
garbage collector. This technique, the segment counting method, relies on counting
the number of live cells in each segment during the marking phase. The counting,
however, incurs an extra cost: during the marking phase, a segment lookup is
performed for each marked cell, and in the worst case, another lookup is performed
for each marked cell in the copying phase. The cost of this lookup is O(log(s)),
where s is the number of segments. In Section 4.3.2, we have shown how this cost
can be lowered by collapsing small segments into bigger segments. Collapsing small
segments gives us a faster lookup at the cost of a small loss in instant reclaiming.
In this section, we investigate another approach to lower the cost of the lookup.

A lower and constant lookup cost

The expensive binary search in the segment list could be avoided if all segments
were of equal size. In that case, the segment to which a given cell (with address p)
belongs, could easily be computed with the following formula, where start heap is
the address of the first cell of the heap and segment size is the size of a segment:

segment(p) =
p − start heap

segment size

This observation may seem useless, since segments are in general not equal
in size. Still, one could use equal-sized pages as an approximation for segments.
The segment counting method, described in 4.3.1, could then be used to preserve
the page order and thus approximately the segment order. We call the resulting
collector a page order preserving collector. When pages are used in the segment
counting method, the lookup function for finding the page (with a chosen size
page size) to which a cell with address p belongs, looks like this:

page(p) =
p − start heap

page size

The lookup function is very simple and has a constant cost. The cost is thus
independent of the number of pages and the heap size. Furthermore, if a power of
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2 is taken for the size of a page, the lookup function becomes even simpler and is
a simple shift operation.

Because of the constant cost of the lookup function, the page order preserving
collector has a better complexity than the segment order preserving collector. The
cost of a collection in the segment order preserving collector is O(m·log(s)) with m
the number of live cells and s the number of segments. The factor log(s) comes from
the cost of the binary search in the lookup function. This cost disappears in a page
order preserving collector, and the total cost of collection becomes O(m), with m
the number of live cells. This means that collections have the same complexity as
collections in a mark-copy collector. There is however overhead from the segment
counting method, which is visible in practice.
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Figure 4.6: Page order preserving copying

Figure 4.6 illustrates the page order preserving copying algorithm. The initial
heap configuration is the same as in Figure 4.3, which illustrates segment order
preserving copying. The figure shows the choice point stack (with choice points
B1 and B2), the from-space (shaded cells are live, blank cells are garbage) and the
to-space. A page size of 4 is used. Figure 4.6(a) shows the situation right before
the copying phase, whereas Figure 4.6(b) shows the choice point stack and the
to-space at the end of the copying phase. Page order preserving does not need
a segment list. The segment counter list (segcntrs) is used to count the number
of live cells in each page. The list of scan and next pointers is used in the same
way as for segment order preserving copying. Note that at the end of the copying
phase, the heap pointers in the choice points need to be relocated to point just
after the end of the copy in to-space of the page, to which they originally pointed.
This can be seen in the figure for the heap pointers in the choice points B1 and
B2. The relocation of the heap pointers in the choice points is similar to what is
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done when segments are collapsed, which was shown in Figure 4.4.

Loss in instant reclaiming

It is clear that by using pages as an approximation for segments, some opportunity
for instant reclaiming is lost, just as is the case when segments are collapsed, as
explained in Section 4.3.2. One can however influence the loss in instant reclaiming
by adjusting the page size. If the page size is large, then it is possible that a page
contains several segments and the loss in instant reclaiming is potentially large.
If the page size is small, the loss of instant reclaiming will be less, but since in
general segment boundaries do not match page boundaries, there will still be a
certain loss.

Note also that the loss in instant reclaiming (upon backtracking to a certain
choice point) becomes worse each time the heap is collected. The reason is that
after a collection, the heap pointers in the choice points are relocated to point
to the end of the page in to-space that they belong to. Since in general not all
cells survive the collection, the page boundaries at the start of a collection do not
match the page boundaries at the end of the previous collection (in the to-space).
This means that the heap pointers which were relocated in the previous collection,
will not point to a page boundary at the start of the next collection. During the
next collection, they will again be relocated to point to the end of the page in
to-space that they belong to, thus making the loss in instant reclaiming worse. In
the worst case, the loss in instant reclaiming for backtracking to a certain choice
point can increase each collection with (page size − 1) cells. This effect is not
present (or at least not in the same form) when small segments are collapsed in
the segment order preserving collector. The collapsed segments effectively form one
big segment after the collection and the heap pointers in the choice points point
to the same segment boundary. It is only when the collapsed segment becomes
too small (after a number of collections) and it is consequently merged with other
segments, that the loss in instant reclaiming becomes worse. Even then, the loss in
instant reclaiming for backtracking to a certain choice point will always be smaller
than the minimum segment size.

Since the lookup function has a cost which is independent of the number of
pages, it seems one can minimize the loss in instant reclaiming without extra cost
by taking a very small page size. Note however that this is only partly true: the
segment counting method relies on the segment list and the counter list, and both
have a size which is linear in the number of segments, or in this case in the number
of pages.

Data structures and page boundaries

The fact that segment boundaries do not necessarily coincide with page boundaries
causes a loss in instant reclaiming, but aside from that, it has another important
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consequence: it is possible that the page boundary falls in the middle of a data
structure which consists of several consecutive heap cells, like a list pair or a
structure. This is not the case with segment boundaries, since in Prolog systems
which follow the WAM closely, a data structure is always located completely within
one segment and never spread over two (or more) segments.

The reason this is important, is that a data structure is a contiguous block of
cells and it should be viewed as one entity, one heap object. The meaning of such
a data structure is determined by the cells it consists of and the order in which
those cells appear on the heap. During collection, it is important that the data
structure is copied as a whole, such that the layout of the cells is preserved, and
thus its meaning.1 For example, when a Prolog structure is copied, it is important
that the arguments of the functor follow the functor itself immediately and in the
original order. Normally, the copying algorithm ensures this by copying the whole
structure at once to the to-space. In the mark-copy algorithm from Bevemyr and
Lindgren (1994), this is done by copying the whole contiguous block of marked
cells around the to be copied cell at once.

It is clear that when the segment counting method is used with segments (and
data structures are guaranteed to not cross segment boundaries), the copying of
data structures is done correctly. The whole sequence of cells belonging to the
data structure will be copied at once to the appropriate to-space. In the case of
pages however, even if the whole block of marked cells is copied at once, it does
not necessarily mean that the layout will be preserved.

Suppose that the heap contains a structure (f(a,b,c)) and that the first part
of this structure (the functor f/3 and the first argument a) is located in page pn

and the rest of it (arguments b and c) in page pn+1. This configuration is shown
in Figure 4.7(a). If this structure is the first object copied to the new page p′n
and/or not the first object copied to the new page p′n+1, then after copying, there
might be a gap between the two parts of the structure. This obviously results in a
corrupt heap, as shown in Figure 4.7(b).

Still, the copying phase of the segment counting method can easily be adapted
to handle this correctly. Our solution is to copy the first part of the structure to
the end of page p′n and the second part to the beginning of page p′n+1. To make
this possible, it is best to copy the data structures which cross page boundaries
when the pages in the to-space are still empty, thus before the regular copying
phase, as described in Section 4.3.1. A function is added which visits each page
boundary and checks whether the cells on both sides of the boundary are marked. If
this is the case, the whole block of marked cells which crosses the page boundary
is copied. The easiest way to do the copy, is to lower the scan-next pointers of
page p′n+1 with the amount of cells in page pn that belong to the block. Basically,

1Note that this is also the reason for the extra copies from double copying in copying without
marking collectors (as discussed in Chapter 3): if part of the data structure has already been
copied before the structure is copied as a whole, extra indirection cells need to be added, so that
the copy can be given the correct layout of cells.
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Figure 4.7: Structure crossing page boundary

the to-space page p′n+1 is made larger so that it can also accommodate the first
part of the structure. After lowering the scan-next pointers, the whole block of
marked cells is copied to page p′n+1 immediately. The result of this is shown in
Figure 4.7(c).

There is little extra overhead for handling these special cases. The cost is at
most (2 · p · tmc), with p the number of pages and tmc the time needed to check
whether a cell is marked.
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Additional remarks

In the description of the segment counting method in Section 4.3.1, we stated that
the scan-next loop needs to be done at most two times for each segment. Note
that this is no longer true when the segment counting method is used with pages.
In particular, the assumption no longer holds that all cells holding references from
older pages to newer pages have already been copied when the first scan-next loop
is started. The reason is that those cells are not necessarily referenced from the
trail: when two consecutive pages belong to the same segment, a cell from the
older page which holds a reference to a cell in the newer page will not be recorded
on the trail. This means that the scan-next loops need to be repeated until each
scan pointer has caught up with the corresponding next pointer.

4.4.2 Experimental results

We implemented a page order preserving collector based on the previous descrip-
tion. We compare the page order preserving collector with the standard mark-copy
collector in a number of benchmarks. Just like in the evaluation of the segment or-
der preserving collector, we are mainly interested in how much instant reclaiming
gains and how big the performance penalty is for preserving the page order.

Experimental setup

The page order preserving collector was implemented for ilProlog. We have evalu-
ated the collector in exactly the same way as we evaluated the segment order pre-
serving collector (sop gc). For a complete description of the experimental setup,
we refer to the description given in Section 4.3.3.

The benchmark results are presented in Table 4.2. The table contains results
for the mark-copy collector (m&c gc) and several configurations of the page order
preserving collector (pop gc). We configured the collector with a fixed page size
of 8k (8k) and 64k (64k) heap cells. The collector can also be configured to use
a page size in function of the heap size. In that case, the size is specified with
a parameter x and the page size is then determined as the biggest power of two
smaller than H/x. The page size is always a power of two, since this allows for
a faster lookup, as mentioned in 4.4.1. We ran the benchmarks with values of 64
(H/64) and 256 (H/256) for x. The default configuration of the pop gc collector
is H/64.

We have done the same time and space measurements as in Table 4.1 for the
sop gc collector. The results for the pop gc collector are presented in Table 4.2.
We refer to Section 4.3.3 for an explanation of the notation.
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Observations

From the benchmark results, we want to learn how much page order preserving
gains with regards to instant reclaiming and how much overhead the method gives
compared to standard mark-copy. It is interesting to compare the results of the
pop gc collector with the results from the sop gc collector, but we leave this com-
parison for the next section, so that we can first focus on comparing the different
configurations of the pop gc collector with the standard mack-copy collector.

Note that the time measurements of the following benchmarks are not very
reliable: dnamatchgc, takgc, tspgc, comp and muta2. For those benchmarks
the collection time is very small (close to 1 millisecond or even less) and the
granularity of the timings is only 1 millisecond.

From the measurements, we observe the following:

• For almost all benchmarks, the Prolog systems with the pop gc collec-
tors recover more memory upon backtracking than the system with the
m&c gc collector (nr). The difference between the pop gc systems and the
m&c gc system varies wildly and depends on the benchmark. For bench-
marks browsegc, dnamatchgc, takgc, comp the gain is rather low and
the pop gc systems recover in the range of 0-5% more memory through in-
stant reclaiming. For qsortgc, serialgc and chess, this lies in the range of
5-20%. The most gain is obtained in the benchmarks tspgc, boyergc and
mqueens with an increase of respectively 37.9%, 55.2% and 953.6% in the
default configuration of the collector H/64. Still, even for the benchmarks
where the gains are significant, the increase in memory recovered through
instant reclaiming does not have any effect on the number of garbage collec-
tions. The reason is the same as what we mentioned in the discussion of the
sop gc benchmark results: when comparing nr and nc, we see that in most
cases the amount of memory recovered through instant reclaiming is only
a small fraction of the amount of memory recovered through garbage col-
lection. This is because most benchmarks are rather deterministic. For the
benchmarks where more memory is reclaimed through instant reclaiming
than through garbage collection (browsegc, comp and chess), the differ-
ence between m&c gc and pop gc is too small to have an effect on the
number of garbage collections.

• The measurements of nr in the muta benchmarks may seem a bit odd: the
pop gc systems recover less memory upon backtracking than the m&c gc

system. One has to take into account that the collection in the m&c gc

system and the pop gc system do not necessarily take place at the same place
in the execution of the benchmark. It is for example possible that one system
recovers more memory through instant reclaiming and that consequently the
next collection happens at a later point in the execution of the benchmark.
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m&c gc pop gc

8k 64k H/64 H/256

boyergc nm 52079509 - - - -
6M nr 7260877 +4065061 +4007717 +4007702 +4056854

nc 67880455 - - - -
ngc 20 20 20 20 20
tm 1550 1786 1701 1705 1749
tgc 3938 4242 4054 4107 4195
trt 12289 12642 12434 12515 12624

browsegc nm 560190 - - - -
700K nr 14738795 +271918 +214574 +271903 +278047

nc 835805 - - - -
ngc 2 2 2 2 2
tm 11 17 18 18 18
tgc 39 41 45 48 47
trt 4194 4067 4010 4334 4391

dnamatchgc nm 18941597 - - - -
100K nr 92184 +253 +253 +737 +1491

nc 27019836 - - - -
ngc 469 469 469 469 469
tm 334 412 412 374 406
tgc 952 1021 1103 1009 1058
trt 3775 3760 3853 3818 3881

qsortgc nm 5685001 - - - -
500K nr 1836037 +294611 +237267 +298692 +298887

nc 5768942 - - - -
ngc 23 23 23 23 23
tm 194 137 133 144 145
tgc 426 391 378 391 423
trt 881 827 810 832 878

serialgc nm 29340766 -304 +550 +1179 -211
9M nr 19084379 +1086656 +1061160 +1037414 +1072573

nc 33645219 +306 -548 -1178 +211
ngc 7 7 7 7 7
tm 964 869 879 882 877
tgc 2433 2387 2399 2414 2422
trt 11159 10957 10980 11062 11262

takgc nm 4648 - - - -
100K nr 39733 +44 +40 +31 +31

nc 9795052 - - - -
ngc 100 100 100 100 100
tm 0 2 5 0 0
tgc 12 21 26 13 15
trt 1839 1661 1659 1690 1689

Table 4.2: Benchmark results of pop gc
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m&c gc pop gc

8k 64k H/64 H/256

tspgc nm 85519102 - - - -
100K nr 59319 +15301 +267 +22454 +23222

nc 271389564 - - - -
ngc 3642 3642 3642 3642 3642
tm 1230 2045 2001 2062 2057
tgc 3019 4701 4839 4688 4847
trt 30452 32154 32328 31892 32011

comp nm 755728 - - - -
200K nr 3336258 +110819 +55911 +116682 +118164

nc 1224284 - - - -
ngc 10 10 10 10 10
tm 23 29 29 24 28
tgc 65 64 70 69 73
trt 1396 1372 1382 1389 1396

chess nm 8393021 - - - -
5M nr 25222016 +4048388 +3991044 +3991029 +4040181

nc 5009506 - - - -
ngc 4 4 4 4 4
tm 761 882 914 914 865
tgc 1472 1804 1827 1819 1773
trt 11228 11295 11326 11230 11211

mqueens nm 234808517 - - - -
15M nr 986003 +9525460 +9468116 +9402565 +9500869

nc 380109409 - - - -
ngc 41 41 41 41 41
tm 4621 5790 5510 5539 5545
tgc 14597 16534 16044 15920 16053
trt 74770 76881 76381 76162 76743

muta1 nm 370409112 -2120 -2623 -2623 -2120
5M nr 325879450 -24 +218 +203 -39

nc 820636210 -264 +302 +302 -264
ngc 239 239 239 239 239
tm 11096 14586 14502 14537 14529
tgc 30153 36356 36095 36235 36228
trt 349791 353222 352546 356106 357013

muta2 nm 3957027 +841 -137 -17671 -17419
300K nr 277587791 -41786 -24237 -18211 -35752

nc 31081842 +32291 +39 +14049 +12249
ngc 118 118 118 118 118
tm 101 142 140 139 143
tgc 290 345 364 349 351
trt 34553 33706 33662 33593 33759

Table 4.2: Benchmark results of pop gc (continued)
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This can have an effect on the amount of memory that can be recovered
through instant reclaiming.

• When looking at tgc to see the cost of preserving the page order, we do not
take into account the results from benchmarks dnamatchgc, takgc, tspgc,
comp and muta2. As mentioned before, those results are not reliable. From
the remaining benchmarks, we see that the overhead in garbage collection
time can be as high as 20-25% for benchmarks browsegc, mqueens, chess
and muta1. The overhead is lower for boyergc with 3-8%. For benchmarks
qsortgc and serialgc there is even a small speedup. We do not have a good
explanation for the latter and suspect this is due to cache effects.

• The overhead of preserving the page order leads to a higher garbage collection
time and as a consequence to a higher run time. The increase in run time
can be fully attributed to the increase in garbage collection time. In the
worst case, there is an overhead of approximately 5% (for tspgc). For some
benchmarks however, the run time is actually decreased. This is the case for
qsortgc, serialgc, takgc, comp and muta2. As already mentioned in the
discussion of the benchmark results from the sop gc collector, there can be
several reasons for this: cache effects, variations in the benchmark conditions,
or a combination of both.

• The differences between the variants of the pop gc collectors are negligi-
ble: differences in both garbage collection time and the amount of memory
recovered through instant reclaiming is very small.

• Theoretically, we should expect that there is no or only a very small difference
in garbage collection time: the lookup cost does not depend on the heap size
or on the size of the pages, only the size of the segment and counter list might
have a small influence. The differences in garbage collection time across the
different configurations of the pop gc collector are very small, and there is
no clear relation between garbage collection time and page size. We believe
the differences are a consequence of variations in the benchmark conditions
and/or cache effects.

• There is a small difference in the amount of memory recovered through in-
stant reclaiming. The difference is consistent with what we expect: when the
page size is bigger, there will be a bigger loss in instant reclaiming. This is
very consistent for all benchmarks, except muta1 and muta2. For muta2,
all pop gc systems recover less memory upon backtracking than the m&c gc

system. This is similar to what we saw for this benchmark in the sop gc sys-
tems: since the different systems recover different amounts of memory upon
backtracking ( nr), collections take place at a different point in the execution
of the benchmark and this can influence nr in a negative way. The same is
true for the muta1 benchmark.
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From the benchmarks, we see that the pop gc systems in general recover more
memory through instant reclaiming than the m&c gc system. The benchmarks
also show that the gains in instant reclaiming are bigger when the page size is
smaller. Still, even though more memory can be reclaimed through instant reclaim-
ing, this is not enough to effectively lead to less garbage collections. The pop gc

systems have in most cases a noticeable overhead compared to the m&c gc sys-
tem: the time spent on garbage collection can be up to 25% larger. The page size
has only a small influence on the performance. We have chosen the H/64 con-
figuration as the default for the pop gc collector; this is similar to the sop gc

collector.

4.5 Segment and page order preserving copying

collection: a comparison

In the previous sections we have discussed both a segment order preserving and a
page order preserving collector. Both collectors aim to preserve instant reclaiming
across collections; this is a property which is generally not present in copying
collectors. In this section we compare both collectors. We do this by giving a
summary of the theoretical differences and comparing the benchmark results of
the collectors.

4.5.1 Theoretical comparison

We will first give a summary of the most important differences and similarities
between the collectors.

Preserving the page order or the segment order Although we have con-
sidered pages as an approximation for segments, in the context of the WAM heap,
pages and segments are conceptually two very different things. Pages are a rather
artificial way to split the heap, while segments are a more natural way. Segments
are already an essential part of the WAM; the WAM heap is in essence a stack
of heap segments. The division of the heap in segments is a direct consequence of
how the WAM works: when a new choice point is created, a new segment is started
on the heap. Segments and segment boundaries are related to backtracking and
they are used within the WAM for conditional trailing and instant reclaiming.
Because of the intricate properties of heap segments, a segment order preserving
collector forms a very good basis for a generational collector; we will discuss this
in Chapter 5.

Contrary to segments, pages have no meaning within the WAM. Page bound-
aries can fall at any place in the WAM heap, also in the middle of data structures.
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Therefore, special precautions need to be taken in the collector to handle the lat-
ter correctly. Another consequence is that a page order preserving collector is not
practically useful as the basis for a generational collector. We will discuss this in
more detail in Chapter 5.

Still, pages allow a finer grained control on the amount of order that is preserved
during collection. At almost no extra cost, the page size can be taken very small
to better preserve the overall order in the heap, which can be beneficial for the
locality of the data. This is (currently) not possible in the segment order preserving
collector.2

Instant reclaiming It is clear that when the segments are preserved across
collections, as in the segment order preserving collector, there is no loss in instant
reclaiming. It is only when segments are collapsed, that there is a loss. When the
segments are not kept intact, as in the page order preserving collector, there will
always be a certain loss. It is even worse, because the loss in instant reclaiming upon
backtracking to a certain choice point increases during each collection. In practice,
we expect that instant reclaiming will recover more heap space in systems with
the segment order preserving collector.

Cost in time The search for a cheaper method to perform the lookup in the
segment counting method, led us to the use of pages as an approximation for
segments. The cost of the lookup function in the page order preserving collector
is O(1), while in the segment order preserving collector it is O(log(s)) with s
the number of segments. Consequently, the total cost of collection is O(m) in the
page order preserving collector and O(m · log(s)) in the segment order preserving
collector, with m the number of live cells and s the number of segments. We
expect to see that in practice page order preserving is faster than segment order
preserving.

Cost in space The space cost is the same for both segment order preserving
and page order preserving copying collection. In both cases, a segment list and a
counter list is needed, which has a size linear in the amount of segments or pages.

4.5.2 Comparison in experiments

In this section, we will compare the benchmarks results from the sop gc and the
pop gc collector in their default configuration: this is the H/64 configuration for
both collectors. We have taken those benchmark results from Table 4.1 and Table

2Note that it would not be difficult to adapt the segment counting method to split a segment
in smaller chunks during the construction of the segment list, but it would increase the lookup
cost.
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4.2 and show them together with the m&c gc results in Table 4.3. For the expla-
nation of the annotation, we refer to Section 4.3.3.

We observe the following:

• The sop gc system recovers in each benchmark more memory upon back-
tracking than the pop gc system. This is in accordance with what we have
described before. The difference between both systems is however very small
and in practice negligible. The number of collections and even the num-
ber of marked cells is in both systems always the same. Also note that, as
already mentioned before, both systems recover (sometimes substantially)
more memory than the m&c gc system through instant reclaiming, but the
gain in instant reclaiming does never lead to savings in garbage collection:
it has no effect on the number of garbage collections nor on the number of
marked cells for the programs in our benchmark set.

• The overhead in collection time is lower for the pop gc system than for
the sop gc system (as seen in the measurements of total garbage collection
time and total run time). As described before, this is what we expect: the
overhead in the pop gc system is lower because the lookup function for page
order preserving is cheaper than for segment order preserving. The largest
difference in collection time is seen for the benchmarks boyergc and chess.
This is not surprising, since both benchmarks have several heap segments
in use during collection and this makes the segment counting method more
expensive; we already saw in Section 4.3.3 that collapsing segments has a big
effect on the performance of the segment counting method in such cases. Still,
while the performance in the pop gc system is better than in the sop gc

system, the overhead in the sop gc system compared to the m&c gc system
is in most cases lower than 20% (with the exception of boyergc and chess).

The benchmarks indicate that page order preserving is cheaper than segment
order preserving, while there is only a small (and in fact negligible) loss in instant
reclaiming. This makes the page order preserving collector more attractive than the
segment order preserving collector, when the main concern is to preserve instant
reclaiming. However, when the method is to be used as the basis of a generational
collector, preserving the heap segments in an exact manner will prove necessary
and only the segment order preserving collector does this. We will go further into
this in Chapter 5.

4.6 Related work

In this section, we discuss alternative techniques to preserve instant reclaiming
upon backtracking in a copying garbage collector. As far as we know, there is
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m&c gc sop gc pop gc

boyergc nm 52079509 - -
6M nr 7260877 +4073231 +4007702

nc 67880455 - -
ngc 20 20 20
tm 1550 2110 1705
tgc 3938 4869 4107
trt 12289 13326 12515

browsegc nm 560190 - -
700K nr 14738795 +280088 +271903

nc 835805 - -
ngc 2 2 2
tm 11 19 18
tgc 39 45 48
trt 4194 4200 4334

dnamatchgc nm 18941597 - -
100K nr 92184 +1556 +737

nc 27019836 - -
ngc 469 469 469
tm 334 429 374
tgc 952 1132 1009
trt 3775 3926 3818

qsortgc nm 5685001 - -
500K nr 1836037 +298888 +298692

nc 5768942 - -
ngc 23 23 23
tm 194 187 144
tgc 426 454 391
trt 881 901 832

serialgc nm 29340766 +77 +1179
9M nr 19084379 +1095207 +1037414

nc 33645219 -75 -1178
ngc 7 7 7
tm 964 1007 882
tgc 2433 2619 2414
trt 11159 11391 11062

takgc nm 4648 - -
100K nr 39733 +43 +31

nc 9795052 - -
ngc 100 100 100
tm 0 3 0
tgc 12 15 13
trt 1839 1840 1690

Table 4.3: Comparison of the benchmark results of sop gc and pop gc
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m&c gc sop gc pop gc

tspgc nm 85519102 - -
100K nr 59319 +23471 +22454

nc 271389564 - -
ngc 3642 3642 3642
tm 1230 2355 2062
tgc 3019 4776 4688
trt 30452 32042 31892

comp nm 755728 - -
200K nr 3336258 +118578 +116682

nc 1224284 - -
ngc 10 10 10
tm 23 32 24
tgc 65 78 69
trt 1396 1386 1389

chess nm 8393021 - -
5M nr 25222016 +3993215 +3991029

nc 5009506 - -
ngc 4 4 4
tm 761 1043 914
tgc 1472 1996 1819
trt 11228 11488 11230

mqueens nm 234808517 - -
15M nr 986003 +9533630 +9402565

nc 380109409 - -
ngc 41 41 41
tm 4621 5896 5539
tgc 14597 16521 15920
trt 74770 76864 76162

muta1 nm 370409112 +12283 -2623
5M nr 325879450 +486 +203

nc 820636210 +1100 +302
ngc 239 239 239
tm 11096 16753 14537
tgc 30153 38121 36235
trt 349791 360350 356106

muta2 nm 3957027 -16616 -17671
300K nr 277587791 +40015 -18211

nc 31081842 +12517 +14049
ngc 118 118 118
tm 101 154 139
tgc 290 361 349
trt 34553 34362 33593

Table 4.3: Comparison of the benchmark results of sop gc and pop gc (continued)
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only one other copying garbage collector for the WAM heap which preserves the
segment order during major collections (thus, when collecting the whole heap at
once): the collector from Demoen, Engels, and Tarau (1996).

The collector from Touati and Hama (1988) (which has been described in the
context of copying without marking in Section 3.5) is also segment order preserv-
ing. This collector, however, is a mostly copying garbage collector: the collector is
a hybrid, which employs copying only for the most recent segment of the heap, and
falls back to a mark-slide algorithm for the rest. In addition, the collector only col-
lects that part of the heap that has not been collected before; it is in fact a simple
generational collector which performs only minor collections. We do not discuss
this collector further in the context of this chapter, since the focus is on preserving
the segment order during major collections. We will discuss this collector in the
context of generational garbage collection in the next chapter, though.

In the next section, we will discuss the collector from Demoen, Engels, and
Tarau (1996) in more detail.

4.6.1 Bottom-up copying preserves the segment order

The first copying garbage collection for the WAM, which employs a copying algo-
rithm for major collections, is the mark-copy collector from Bevemyr and Lindgren
(1994). This collector is a top-down collector: it traverses the choice point stack
from the top to the bottom, i.e., from the most recent choice point to the oldest
one. The advantage of the top-down traversal is that early reset can be done with-
out extra cost. The full algorithm actually does two traversals: during the first
traversal the live data is marked recursively and during the second traversal the
live data is copied starting from the root cells with Cheney’s breadth-first algo-
rithm (Cheney 1970). The disadvantage of the latter is that the cell order of the
copied cells is not preserved. Because of the top-down traversal, the algorithm has
the tendency to copy younger cells first.3 In fact, as mentioned in the beginning
of this chapter, the copying order is a priori not known. Because of this, segments
are not preserved and this prevents instant reclaiming.

Still, earlier work on MALI (Mémoire Adaptée aux Langages Indéterministes4,
a memory for implementing logic programming languages from Bekkers, Canet,
Ridoux, and Ungaro 1986) has shown that the segment order can be preserved with
a bottom-up traversal of the choice point stack (i.e., from the oldest choice point
to the youngest). By traversing the choice point stack from old to young, one can
guide the copying so that first the live cells in the oldest segment are copied and
then the cells in the younger segments. Since a bottom-up traversal of the choice
point stack is incompatible with early reset, MALIv06 (Ridoux 1991) contains a
collector which combines the two traversal strategies: first a top-down traversal

3Or more correctly: heap cells directly referenced from the root set will be copied first and in
reverse order (i.e., from young to old) to the to-space.

4Memory for non-deterministic languages.
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which implements early reset, and then a bottom-up traversal which implements
variable shunting5 and preserves the ability for instant reclaiming. The algorithm
is described in more detail in (Bekkers, Ridoux, and Ungaro 1992).

Even though MALI can be used for the implementation of a Prolog system
(see, e.g., Le Huitouze 1988), an implementation based on the WAM can be more
efficient. This motivated Demoen, Engels, and Tarau (1996) to study the bottom-
up copying part of MALI in the context of the WAM. More specifically, they
implemented a bottom-up copying collector for the BinProlog system (Tarau 1995),
which uses a simplified WAM called the BinWAM (Tarau 1991). This collector
is similar to the collector from Bevemyr and Lindgren: it is also a two phase
mark-copy collector, with the main difference that the collector does a bottom-up
traversal of the choice point stack during the copying phase.

The collector from Demoen, Engels, and Tarau starts with a marking phase,
which does a top-down traversal of the choice point stack (thus, from new to
old). During this phase, early reset is performed. Then the copying phase does a
bottom-up traversal: segments in the root set (a combination of a choice point and
the accompanying trail segment6) are visited from old to young. When visiting
a certain segment, only cells (originally) belonging to the current segment (or an
older one) should be copied; this is needed to guarantee that heap cells are copied
from old to young. For this reason, the algorithm delays the recursive copy of a
heap cell that points to a segment, that is more recent than the current one. Since
this is a forward reference crossing a segment boundary, it will necessarily appear
on the trail, and the cell will be copied when it is encountered on the trail.

With this algorithm, it is also possible that a heap cell is copied to a more
recent segment than the one it originally belongs to. This happens when a cell is
only reachable from segments which are newer than the cell’s original segment.
In (Demoen, Engels, and Tarau 1996), this phenomenon is called rejuvenation of
data: the bottom-up copying algorithm moves cells to the oldest segment where
they are reachable and this segment can be newer than the segment where the cell
was originally allocated. Rejuvenation of data is possible in Prolog systems that
implement choice point trimming (Noyé 1994). Demoen (2002) shows a relation
between choice point trimming and live variable maps for inlined disjunctions.
While not many Prolog systems implement choice point trimming, several systems
use live variable maps and the rejuvenating behaviour is also for those systems
relevant. In the context of instant reclaiming, rejuvenation of data is considered a
good thing: at no extra cost, the collector makes certain heap cells available for
instant reclaiming sooner than normally.

Even though rejuvenation of data is good in the context of a collector with

5Called muterm shunting in the context of MALI.
6There are no environments in the BinWAM, but the technique could be adapted to the

standard WAM.
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only major collections, this behaviour is not desirable for generational garbage
collection. As we will see in the next chapter, when data is moved from an older
segment to a newer segment, it is possible that the data suddenly belongs to a
younger generation. The latter means that the data would be collected more fre-
quently than before, and this is exactly what generational garbage collection tries
to avoid. The rejuvenating behaviour of this collector cannot be avoided without
a high cost and this makes the collector less attractive in a generational context.

Our segment order preserving collector does not move data from one segment
to another. Our method preserves the segment order in an exact way. This is im-
portant as the basis for a generational collector. Note that even when segments
are collapsed, this is still valid: the segments are merged into one bigger segment
and this bigger segment is preserved during collections in an exact way.

As a final note, we want to mention that our method, the segment counting
method, can also be adapted to correctly handle and preserve the term compression
in the BinWAM (Tarau and Neumerkel 1994). Since both our collector and the
collector from Demoen, Engels, and Tarau copy a contiguous block of marked cells
at once, just like in (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994), this is rather straightforward.
A problem can only occur when such a compressed term would cross a segment
boundary. Still, this situation can easily be taken into account in the segment
counting method with a similar technique as was used in the page order preserving
collector for data structures which cross page boundaries (see Section 4.4.1).

4.7 Conclusion

It is a well-known fact that copying garbage collectors are not order preserving.
In the context of Prolog systems based on the WAM, this means that the cell
order is not preserved during collections. Preserving the exact cell order in Pro-
log systems is in principle not important anymore since the decision of the ISO
working group JTC1/SC22 (1995) to not impose a persistent order on unbound
variables: most Prolog implementations relied on the order of cells on the heap for
the implementation of the compare/3 built-in predicate. Even though the order
of individual heap cells has no observable semantics, the order of segments has
operational semantics. When the segment order is preserved across collections,
the Prolog system can benefit (more) from instant reclaiming. Typically however,
copying garbage collectors for Prolog do not preserve the segment order either.

In this chapter, we have presented a technique which allows us to preserve the
segment order during collections. Our method, which we call the segment counting
method, uses the marking phase to count the number of live cells in each heap
segment. This information is then used to allocate the to-space and to determine
the new location of the heap segments in it. During the copying phase, this makes
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it possible to copy each surviving heap cell to the correct segment in the to-space.
It is clear that this method depends on a function to determine the segment to
which a given heap cell belongs: the segment lookup function. Performance of
the segment lookup function is critical since in the worst case two lookups are
needed for each live cell. Since the segment lookup function is implemented as a
binary search, the cost is rather high when there are many segments. We have
shown that collapsing neighbouring small segments before the collection increases
the performance of the lookup function at the cost of only a small (and in fact
negligible) loss in instant reclaiming. Even with this optimization, the segment
counting method still has a non-negligible overhead.

In addition to a segment order preserving collector, we have also presented a
page order preserving collector. The page order preserving collector divides the
heap into pages and the order of these pages is preserved during collections. The
advantage of using pages instead of segments, is that the segment lookup function
is cheaper and, in addition, its cost is independent of the number of segments or
pages. The drawback of this method is that the collector is only approximately
segment order preserving. Still, in practice, the loss in instant reclaiming compared
to the segment order preserving collector is very small, too small to be relevant.
In a number of benchmarks, we see that the method to preserve the page order
results in noticeably less overhead than the method to preserve the segment order.

One of the conclusions from experiments with both collectors, is that while
both collectors recover substantially more memory through instant reclaiming in
a number of benchmarks, this increase in cheaply recovered memory does not
seem sufficient to gain in the time spent on garbage collection (by e.g., resulting in
fewer collections). This conclusion is somewhat different from the measurements in
(Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994). The benchmarks in the latter show that the same
amount of memory is recovered through instant reclaiming in the non segment
order preserving mark-copy collector and in the segment order preserving mark-
sweep collector. Our benchmarks show that there really is a significant difference in
several benchmarks. Still, since the better performance of instant reclaiming does
not lead to gains in garbage collection time, nothing seems to justify the cost of
the method. However, while the method in its own does not seem very attractive,
it does provide an excellent basis for a multi-generational garbage collector. This
will be the topic of the next chapter.

We compared our work with the collector from Demoen, Engels, and Tarau.
When only considering major collections, this collector seems a better choice than
our segment order preserving collector. The collector can —when applicable—
rejuvenate data, i.e., move data from older to younger segments. This benefits
instant reclaiming: it makes the rejuvenated data available for instant reclaiming
sooner. However, this property makes the collector only approximately segment
order preserving. At first sight, the rejuvenating behaviour seems not desirable in a
generational context, since it could cause data to be moved from older generations
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to younger generations. This is against the standard flow of data in generational
collectors, which is from young to old generations and it seems that this would
hurt the performance of a generational collector, since the rejuvenated data would
be subject to more frequent collections. Still, it is not immediately clear what the
effect of the rejuvenating behaviour is on a generational collector. In either case,
the rejuvenating behaviour cannot be avoided without a high cost.

The segment order and page order preserving copying collectors do not seem
very interesting to use on their own: the order preserving method has a non-
negligible overhead and, while noticeably more memory can be recovered through
instant reclaiming, this does not result in better garbage collection performance
(less collections). The segment order preserving method is, however, still important
as it forms the basis for the multi-generational copying collector, which is discussed
in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

Generational copying

garbage collection

5.1 Introduction

A major advantage of copying collectors is that their cost is independent of the
size of the heap: the cost of a collection is linear in the number of live heap
objects (or heap cells in the WAM context) and this makes copying collectors
in general more efficient than other tracing collectors like mark-slide and mark-
sweep collectors which have a cost linear in the total number of heap objects. Still,
a straightforward implementation of a semi-space copying collector as in (Fenichel
and Yochelson 1969), has a number of other drawbacks in common with other
tracing collectors.

Simple tracing collectors need to mark or copy all live data during each collec-
tion cycle. This can be undesirable for the following two reasons. First, since all the
active data must be visited, delays caused by garbage collection can be obtrusive,
especially when a large amount of data is in use. This is for example undesirable
for interactive applications. Second, simple tracing algorithms spend considerable
time dealing unsuccessfully with long-lived objects: straightforward collectors will
repeatedly mark or repeatedly copy the same long-lived objects. Tracing collectors
would be more efficient if collection efforts would not be wasted on rescuing the
same old objects again and again.

Generational garbage collection is a technique which aims to make garbage
collection more efficient by focusing on those objects that have a higher chance of
becoming garbage. More specifically, generational collectors collect the young data
frequently and the old data much less often. This is based on the weak generational
hypothesis that most objects die young (Ungar 1984). By concentrating collection
efforts on the younger parts of the heap (which are most likely to contain garbage),

129
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storage reclamation can be made more efficient and less obtrusive.

In this chapter, we will investigate how generational garbage collection can be
implemented in the context of the WAM. We will develop a multi-generational
copying garbage collector for the WAM, based on the segment order preserving
collector from Section 4.3. First, in Section 5.2, we will explain the underlying ideas
of generational garbage collection and show how generational collectors can offer
better performance than their non-generational counterparts. Then, in Section
5.3, we show how segments can be used as the basis for the generations in a
generational collector. With this approach we avoid an extra run-time cost, which is
normally present in a generational collector. However, when generations are based
on heap segments, it is crucial that the segments are preserved across garbage
collections and therefore the segment order preserving algorithm from Section
4.3 serves as the basis for the generational collector. In Section 5.4, we present
several schemes for generational collection in the WAM. We start with a very
simple scheme and present a number of enhancements that gradually improve
the initial scheme. In the final scheme, the generational collector keeps track of
the generations in a very precise way. In Section 5.5, we investigate whether the
page order preserving collector from Section 4.4 can be used as the basis for a
generational collector. We will see that pages and generations are not compatible.
We will evaluate the performance of the generational collector with a number
of benchmarks in Section 5.6. The collector will be tested for each generational
scheme presented in Section 5.4. In addition, we will also look at the effect of the
number of generations on performance. Next, in Section 5.7, we discuss related
work. We conclude this chapter in Section 5.8.

5.2 Generational garbage collection

Simple tracing garbage collectors, like mark-slide, mark-sweep and copying col-
lectors, suffer from a number of drawbacks. In general, it is difficult to achieve
high efficiency in a simple tracing collector (Wilson 1992): while the size of the
memory can be increased to postpone or avoid collections, using large amounts
of memory is expensive as it leads to poor locality and paging. Specifically in the
context of copying collection, the asymptotic complexity is excellent: the copying
cost approaches zero as the total memory size becomes very large. However, using
large amounts of memory incurs other costs which in turn hurt performance. As
we will see further on in this section, generational garbage collection makes tracing
collectors more efficient.

The drawbacks of simple tracing algorithms are an immediate consequence of
their property that all active data must be marked or copied during each collection
cycle. For applications which need large heaps and have large amounts of data in
use, this means that collection cycles will cause noticeable delays in the execution
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of the application. For certain types of applications this is highly undesirable or
even intolerable. Another consequence of the former is that long-lived objects are
repeatedly marked or repeatedly copied during consecutive collection cycles. Ef-
ficiency could be increased if the collector would not waste collection efforts on
objects which are expected to have a long life-time. Another drawback of simple
tracing algorithms is that the locality can be poor, since tracing requires that every
active object is touched during a collection cycle. This can be worse for a copying
collector than for a mark-slide collector, since a copying collector typically uses
more total memory (because of the semi-spaces).

Researchers have observed that in many programs most objects die young
while only a small percentage lives much longer (Lieberman and Hewitt 1983;
Ungar 1984); also see (Wilson 1992; Jones and Lins 1996). Generational garbage
collection (also called generation scavenging) exploits this property by collecting
younger objects much more frequently than older objects, since there is a higher
chance that memory can be reclaimed among the young objects. For this pur-
pose, the heap is divided into two or more areas, called generations or spaces, and
each generation contains objects of a particular range of ages. Different genera-
tions are then collected at different frequencies: younger generations are collected
much more often than the older generations, with the oldest generation possibly
not being collected at all. The youngest generation, which is collected during each
collection cycle, is typically called the nursery space. When an older generation
is collected, also all generations younger than it must be collected at the same
time; the reason for this will become clear in the next paragraph. The frequent
young generation collections (also called minor collections) reclaim space occu-
pied by short-lived objects without incurring the execution cost of collecting the
entire heap. In addition, as confirmed in the literature (Wilson 1992; Jones and
Lins 1996), minor garbage collections have a much smaller working set and thus
better locality, which results in less paging and better cache behaviour. Objects
which survive a collection are promoted (or advanced) to an older generation.
Objects that survive long enough, end up in a generation which is collected less
frequently (or possibly not at all), thereby avoiding the cost of repeatedly rescuing
those objects during subsequent minor collections. Even though the majority of
the collections are minor collections, sometimes the entire heap is collected; this
is a major collection. It is clear that to obtain a high efficiency, major collections
should be avoided and should happen only rarely. Still, a major collection can be
needed when for example the oldest generation becomes too large or when the
heap needs to be expanded.

In order to support generational garbage collection schemes properly, it should
be possible to find all references from objects in old generations (not collected
in a minor collection) to objects in younger generations (frequently collected in
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minor collections) without visiting the old generations. This can be achieved by
the introduction of a write-barrier1 (in the mutator) which records the creation of
inter-generation pointers on an exception list so that these pointers can be used
as part of the root set during minor collections.

Note that we mentioned in the previous paragraph that a generation must al-
ways be collected together with the generations younger than it. This is in line
with the policy of collecting younger generations more frequently than older gen-
erations, but it has as drawback that it makes the pause time of collecting an
older generation more expensive than when that older generation could be col-
lected independently of the younger generations. The advantage, however, is that
it makes the write barrier cheaper: only references pointing from older generations
to younger generations need to be recorded (and thus not every inter-generation
reference)2. Note also that in general most newly created objects will contain ref-
erences to already existing objects and thus most references point from new to
old.

In imperative or functional programming languages, the write-barrier needed
to support a generational scavenger incurs a non-negligible additional run-time
cost; see for instance (Jones and Lins 1996) for more details. However, in the
WAM a similar mechanism is already in place to support backtracking and we will
show that with some conditions on the generations this mechanism can be used to
support generational garbage collection without an additional run-time cost. This
is the topic of the next section.

5.3 Segments as the basis for generations

In the previous section, we have seen that generational techniques can make sim-
ple tracing collectors more efficient, by concentrating collection efforts on those
parts of the heap where the survival rate is expected to be low. To properly sup-
port generational garbage collection, a write-barrier is needed to record references
originating in older generations and pointing to younger generations. Typically,
however, the write-barrier incurs a non-negligible run-time cost.

The WAM, though, already employs a write-barrier in its run-time system to
support backtracking. Upon backtracking to a certain choice point, every binding
which is more recent than the aforementioned choice point, needs to be undone.
For this purpose, the WAM has a write-barrier which records every binding on an
exception list, called the trail. More specifically, when a free variable is bound, a
reference to this variable is added to the trail. Upon backtracking, the topmost
part of the trail is scanned and the referenced variables are unbound. Since the

1Also read-barrier methods exist.
2Note that in an incremental collector, like the one we will describe in Chapter 6, the heap is

divided in parts, called increments, and since each of those parts can be collected independently
of each other, the write barrier does need to record each inter-increment reference.
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topmost segment will be deallocated anyways upon backtracking, there is no need
to record the binding of variables belonging to that segment, i.e., the binding of
variables younger than the current choice point should not be put on the trail.
With the latter optimisation, this mechanism in the WAM is commonly referred
to as conditional trailing.

The conditional trailing mechanism is needed in the WAM for correct execution
and a generational collector can rely on this mechanism and take advantage of it,
provided that each generation consists of one or more consecutive heap segments
(as delimited by the choice points). If the latter is the case, all references from older
generations to newer generations can be found on the trail, since such a reference
is the binding of a variable in an older segment to a cell in a newer segment.
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Figure 5.1: Segments as the basis for generations

Figure 5.1 shows an example configuration of generations based on heap seg-
ments. There are three generations: the old generation, the young generation and
the nursery space. The nursery space consists of the most recent heap segment,
delimited by choice point B4. Clearly, when collecting the nursery space, all ref-
erences to it from the old and young generation can be found on the most recent
part of the trail, delimited by choice point B4. Likewise, when the nursery space
and the young generation are collected together, all references to them from the
old generation can be found in the top part of the trail delimited by choice point
B2.

Within this constraint on generations (nl., that a generation consists of con-
secutive heap segments), a generational scavenger for the WAM does not incur
an extra run-time cost. This makes generational garbage collection well-suited for
WAM-based Prolog systems and this property has been exploited before in the
form of segmented garbage collection (i.e., where each generation coincides with a
heap segment) in the mark-slide collector of SICStus Prolog (Appleby, Carlsson,
Haridi, and Sahlin 1988) which is two-generational. Note that this is a mark-slide
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algorithm and thus, the segment order is preserved across collections.

Despite being well-suited for the WAM, besides segmented collection, only sim-
ple variants of generational copying garbage collection have been studied before
(Touati and Hama 1988; Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994). These generational collec-
tors are based on a simple scheme that employs two generations (similar to the
scheme in (Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin 1988)): an old generation and
a new generation (the nursery space). In this scheme, all collections are minor
collections (i.e., only the nursery space is collected and the old generation is never
collected) and the surviving data are immediately promoted to the old generation.
This is the scheme employed by Touati and Hama (1988). Their collector is not
a pure copying collector however: a copying algorithm is used when all data in
the nursery space belongs to the same (the topmost) heap segment (i.e., when no
choice point is present in the nursery space), in the other case the nursery space is
collected with a mark&slide algorithm (to preserve the segment order). Bevemyr
and Lindgren (1994) use the same simple scheme in their pure copying collector.
They report good performance on a set of three small benchmarks. We will discuss
the aforementioned generational copying collectors in more detail in Section 5.7.

In these simple two-generational collectors, the collection cycle consists of col-
lecting the nursery space and promoting the rescued data immediately to the old
generation. Collectors with a more complex policy, that make use of more than two
generations and do not employ an immediate promotion policy, need to preserve
the existing young generations across collections, since more than one generation
will be collected during a minor collection. In the case of segmented garbage col-
lection, this means that the collector should be segment order preserving. This
leads us to the segment order preserving collector from Section 4.3. The sop gc

collector provides a good basis for a multi-generational copying collector.

The copying collector from Demoen, Engels, and Tarau (1996) is also segment
order preserving. However, as we have seen in Section 4.6, this collector is only
approximately segment order preserving: it is possible that some data is moved to
a newer segment than the segment it originally belonged to (this is called rejuvena-
tion). Consequently, there is a possibility that some data is moved from an older to
a newer generation, and this causes the data to be collected more frequently. This
is exactly what generational garbage collection tries to avoid. Even though the
more frequent collection of rejuvenated data is only a negative side-effect, there is
a worse consequence of this, namely, that not all inter-generation pointers can be
found on the trail. This is very similar to what happens in a page order preserving
collector; the explanation is in fact the same and we will discuss this in detail in
Section 5.5. Since the rejuvenating behaviour cannot be avoided without a high
cost, it is not clear to us whether this collector can be made generational in a
satisfying way.
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5.4 Generational schemes

Based on our observation in the previous section, namely, that using segments
as the basis for generations makes generational garbage collection possible in the
WAM without any additional run-time cost, we developed a number of generational
schemes. We present these schemes in this section, starting with a very basic
simple scheme and gradually refining this initial scheme into more precise and
more advanced schemes, which hopefully deliver even better performance.

5.4.1 A simple scheme

As we mentioned before, the collectors described in (Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi,
and Sahlin 1988; Touati and Hama 1988; Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994) all use a
very similar, simple two-generational garbage collection scheme. The introduction
of this particular kind of generational scheme to an existing Prolog collector is
attractive, since it is fairly simple to implement, especially in the context of a
segment order preserving collector (e.g., a sliding collector). This scheme uses
only two generations (the old generation and the nursery space) and applies an
immediate promotion policy, which means that objects are immediately advanced
to the old generation after the first time they survive a collection. There is not
much to the implementation: one only needs to be able to distinguish the old
and the new generation. Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin (1988) and, later,
Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994) have noted that the most recent choice point at the
moment of garbage collection can be used as a barrier between generations: with
this configuration, the trail naturally acts as an exception list and the barrier is
in fact a write-barrier. This generational scheme is the scheme implemented in
SICStus.

It is not very difficult to turn this scheme into a three-generational or, more
generally, into a multi-generational scheme: one only needs to keep track of the
generation delimiters. Instead of remembering one choice point as the barrier be-
tween the old and the new generation, all choice points used as barriers between
successive generations need to be remembered. In our implementation, we have
chosen a tenuring age of two as the default configuration (as we will see in Sec-
tion 5.6): objects are promoted to the oldest generation after they have survived
two collection cycles. We use three generations: the oldest generation which is not
collected during minor collections, a young generation with objects that survived
one collection and the nursery space with objects that have not yet been subject
to collection. We have chosen two for the tenuring age, since this gives objects,
which are still relatively new at the time of garbage collection, the chance to die
during their stay in the young generation. It is clear that the configuration of the
generations can easily be adapted for a higher tenuring age. From now on, we will
refer to this scheme as the last cp scheme.

Figure 5.2 shows the effect of the promotion policy within the last cp scheme.
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Figure 5.2: The last cp scheme

Figure 5.2(a) shows the heap configuration at the start of a collection cycle. Only
the nursery space and the young generation are collected. At the end of the col-
lection cycle, shown in Figure 5.2(b), we see that all data in the young generation
have been promoted to the old generation. The most recent choice point (B4) is
used as a generation delimiter. The part of the nursery space older than B4 is
promoted to the young generation. The part that is younger, is not promoted.

Note that it is not entirely correct to talk about an immediate promotion
policy: everything on the heap that is more recent than the current choice point,
is not promoted and will be subject to collection again. This is the topic of the
next section.

5.4.2 A problem with determinism

As mentioned just before, the last cp scheme is imprecise in remembering gener-
ations in a segment order preserving collector: after a collection, the heap possibly
contains data in the most recent heap segment, which will not be promoted to
the next generation, but will stay part of the nursery space. In a two-generational
setup, this means that the data will be subject to collection in the next minor col-
lection, even though it should already have been promoted to the old generation.
The data will only be promoted to the old generation when a new choice point is
created which closes the current top most segment. In a multi-generational setup,
this means that the data will need to survive more collections before it is promoted
to the oldest generation.

This becomes a severe problem for programs that allocate a lot of heap space,
but are mainly deterministic: no (or only few) choice points are created and heap
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cells belonging to the top most segment are repeatedly collected, but are not pro-
moted to the next generation and stay in the nursery space.

run(N) :- mklist(N,L),det(L),use(L).

det([_|R]) :- gc , det(R).

use(_).

mklist(N,L) :-

( N =:= 0 ->

L = []

;

M is N - 1, L = [f(a,b)|R], mklist(M,R) ).

Listing 5.1: Deterministic code

We illustrate this with a small example program, shown in Listing 5.1. The
predicate gc is an explicit call to the garbage collector to trigger a minor (if pos-
sible) collection. The query ?-run(N) is executed, with a certain value for N. Since
no choice points are created during the call to det(L), all collections will be major
collections: each collection will treat the whole heap (and rescue the whole list L).
The total running time (including time spent on garbage collection) of the query
?-run(N) is O(N2). Without garbage collection, the total running time is O(N).
Note that with non-generational garbage collection techniques the total running
time is O(N2). However, the intention of using generational collection techniques
is to avoid rescuing the list L over and over again.

Although this example is clearly artificial, it shows behaviour which is present
in real-world programs. Many programs are mainly deterministic and will have
this problem to some degree. We used the example to clearly show the weakness
of the last cp scheme. In the presence of deterministic code, the last cp scheme
is unable to do proper generational garbage collection: data is repeatedly collected
and never promoted to the next generation.

Note that, for the two-generational scheme with immediate promotion policy,
this problem does not occur in a collector which does not preserve the segment or-
der, like the copying collector from Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994). In this collector,
the heap pointers (H) in the choice points and the HB register are set to point to the
top of the heap at the end of the collection cycle. As a result, all bindings of cells
belonging to the collected heap will be recorded on the trail. With an immediate
promotion policy, this means that the collector works in a proper generational way,
even for deterministic code: once a part of the heap is collected, it is completely
advanced to the old generation and not treated by subsequent minor collections.

With that in mind, it seems that a similar approach could be taken to get
proper generational collection in the last cp scheme by setting the heap pointer
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(H) in the most recent choice point and the HB register to the top of the heap after
each minor garbage collection. The correctness of this approach is based on the fact
that any choice point can be used as a generation delimiter, and the choice point,
of which the heap pointer is changed, is still in every way a valid choice point. It is
related and similar to adapting the heap pointers in the choice points after collec-
tion in (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994) and to collapsing segments in sop gc (see
Section 4.3.2). It is however clear that this method collapses the topmost segments
during the collection. This collapsing has two consequences, namely, that there is
increased trailing (the topmost segment is now also protected by the most recent
choice point) and that there is a certain loss in instant reclaiming (the choice point
now protects the data in the topmost segment). Both are acceptable (generational
collection needs a write-barrier for proper operation and from Chapter 4, we know
that the loss in instant reclaiming will be small), but there is a better solution to
obtain proper generational collection.

run(N) :- mklist(N,L),det(L),use(L).

det([_|R]) :- ( gc ; fail ), det(R).

use(_).

mklist(N,L) :-

( N =:= 0 ->

L = []

;

M is N - 1, L = [f(a,b)|R], mklist(M,R) ).

Listing 5.2: Deterministic code with choice points

We modified the deterministic predicate det(L), as shown in Listing 5.2. Strictly
speaking, the predicate is no longer deterministic, since a choice point is created
before the call to the garbage collector. However, the meaning of the code is still the
same: the created choice points have only one alternative, which fails immediately.
With this small modification to the code, the total running time for the query
?-run(N) becomes O(N) in the last cp scheme. The reason is the creation of the
choice point, which can function as a generation delimiter. Thanks to the choice
point, the collector can keep the generations more precise. We further explore this
idea in the next section.

5.4.3 Naive pushing of generational choice points

The idea shown in Listing 5.2, of creating a kind of fake choice point, could also
be built straight into the collector, with cooperation from the run-time system.
This leads us to a new generational scheme, in which the garbage collector creates
a generation delimiter choice point after each collection. This scheme avoids that
successive minor collections keep collecting the same topmost segment repeatedly
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in the presence of deterministic code. The advantage of this scheme in comparison
with the idea borrowed from (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994), is that it does not
result in a loss in instant reclaiming.

The purpose of a generation delimiter choice point is simply to close the top-
most segment and force the conditional trailing mechanism to capture the creation
of pointers in this topmost part of the heap. The meaning of the program, how-
ever, should remain the same. For this purpose, the alternative field (the failure
continuation) of the generational choice point is set to a special instruction that
on backtracking just removes the choice point and fails, but which is distinguish-
able from any other possible alternative. This allows us to easily identify the choice
points generated by the collector in the choice point chain; this will prove useful for
an optimisation. We refer to this generational scheme, which pushes a generation
delimiter choice point after each collection cycle, as the push cp scheme.
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Figure 5.3: The push cp scheme

Figure 5.3 illustrates the push cp scheme. The initial heap configuration in
Figure 5.3(a) is the same as the one in Figure 5.2(a). When the copying phase is
completed, generation delimiter choice point B5 is created. Since the data of the
nursery space younger than B4 form now a separate, closed segment, they can be
promoted to the young generation. This is shown in Figure 5.3(b).

We want to note that this approach for proper generational garbage collection
in the presence of determinism is not new. The idea of artificial choice points has
been mentioned in (Bekkers, Ridoux, and Ungaro 1992) (without further expla-
nation about how this could be implemented though). The approach used to be
implemented in ECLiPSe, but was later switched off because it seemed to cause
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problems.3 The approach has also been adopted in SICStus Prolog (introduced in
version 3.8.5). However, to the best of our knowledge, the push cp technique had
nowhere been described nor systematically been investigated before our own work
in (Vandeginste, Sagonas, and Demoen 2002).

While experimenting with the push cp scheme, we identified a number of prob-
lems. One issue with the push cp scheme is that the scheme is not always precise
in maintaining the generation information. In its current form, the information of
the youngest generations is lost when the mutator backtracks over a choice point,
that is used as a generation delimiter, or when such a choice point is cut away.
We propose a number of modifications to deal with this in a new and improved
generational scheme, which we present in Section 5.4.6.

There are also some issues related to the implementation: a straightforward
implementation of the push cp scheme, and more specifically of the generation
delimiter choice point, suffers from the following problems. A generation delimiter
choice point blocks the environment that is current at the moment of garbage col-
lection (even if this environment belongs to an otherwise deterministic clause that
would be deallocated by last-call optimisation) and keeps variables in this clause
alive. We have observed that in such a naive implementation, these effects can re-
sult in a much larger local stack and can also worsen marking time as environments
will be traversed repeatedly during the marking phase. A second problem is that
when garbage collections occur frequently (e.g., in a long-running application), it is
possible that a long chain of generation delimiter choice points is created. Besides
increased choice point stack consumption, it is crucial that these choice points do
not result in additional complexity problems. We will further discuss these issues
and propose a better implementation of the generation delimiter choice point in
the subsequent sections.

5.4.4 A better generation delimiter choice point

In the previous section, we mentioned that a naive implementation of pushing
generation delimiter choice points can cause problems regarding the environment
stack. Normally, when a real choice point (with a real alternative) is created, the
choice point also remembers the then current environment and protects the existing
active environments. For a real choice point, this is in fact needed and correct. For a
generation delimiter choice point, protecting the active environments is not needed
and doing so anyway has negative consequences. The problem is that the choice
point blocks environments that belong to otherwise fully deterministic clauses and
that it keeps the variables in those environments alive. This also prevents the
deallocation of environments that could otherwise have been deallocated through
last-call optimisation. For some programs, this leads to a much higher environment

3Note by J. Schimpf in comp.lang.prolog, October 1999.
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stack usage and, consequently, also to higher collection times, since the whole
environment stack needs to be traversed during collections.

run :- read(X),

( gc ; fail ),

X\== end_of_file ,

write(X),

run.

Listing 5.3: Environments and generation delimiter choice points

We illustrate this with a small example, given in Listing 5.3. Predicate gc is an
explicit call to the garbage collector to trigger a minor collection. We also explic-
itly show the creation of the generation delimiter choice point, as in Listing 5.2.
The predicate in its original form (without the choice point created by the col-
lector) is deterministic and tail recursive. The example is of course artificial, but
similar predicates are common for many applications. The code clearly shows the
problem with a naive implementation of the generation delimiter choice point: the
extra choice point protects the environment of run/0 and keeps the term, which is
just read, alive. This also prevents the deallocation of the environment upon the
tail-recursive call of run/0 (last-call optimisation).

Clearly, the fact that a choice point protects the active environments has un-
desirable consequences. Still, the only function of the generation delimiter choice
point is to force the conditional trailing mechanism to record references, which
originate from cells older than itself. It is clear that a generation delimiter choice
point does not have a forward continuation. This means that the environment and
the continuation pointer in such a choice point will never be used during execu-
tion. Since the environment pointer is never used, it is also correct to ignore it
during garbage collection. In fact, all generation delimiter choice points can be
completely ignored during collection. Even though one can easily adapt the mark-
ing phase and the copying phase of the collector to ignore the generation delimiter
choice points (they can be recognised by their failure continuation, as mentioned in
the previous section), the environments still remain blocked and thus take space,
thereby enlarging the memory footprint of the program.

However, since a generation delimiter choice point does not need to protect
environments, a better solution for this problem is to just let it protect the same
environments as the previous choice point. In practice, this is done by setting its
environment pointer to the environment pointer in the previous choice point. It is
easy to see that this solves the problem for the garbage collector: the generation
delimiter choice points can be treated as normal choice points and there is no
danger that they keep extra cells (and environments) alive. Whether the environ-
ments active at the creation of the choice point remain blocked, depends on the
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configuration of the choice point and environment stack.
In the traditional WAM, as described in (Aı̈t-Kaci 1990), both choice points

and environments are pushed on the same shared stack and a choice point naturally
protects the already existing environments from deallocation. This configuration
of the choice point and environment stack is for example used in the Yap Prolog
system. In such a system, a choice point physically blocks the environments active
at the moment of its creation. This is also true for a generation delimiter choice
point (with the aforementioned modification) and even though the variables in
those environments are not kept alive by the garbage collector, the space taken by
those environments cannot be recovered. Also, the last-call optimisation cannot
be done. Note, however, that this is not as bad as it may sound: it is unlikely
that a garbage collection is triggered (and thus a generation delimiter choice point
is created) each time a tail recursive call is made. This means that probably
most of the time, last-call optimisation can be done and the space taken by the
environments can be recovered.

Instead of using a shared choice point and environment stack as in the tradi-
tional WAM, it is also possible to keep choice points and environments on separate
stacks. There are arguments in favour of the separate stack configuration (see for
example Mariën and Demoen 1989; Nguyen and Demoen 2003) and, consequently,
several WAM-based Prolog systems have opted for this configuration. SICStus
was one of the first Prolog systems to use separate choice point and environment
stacks, but other systems, like XSB, hProlog and ilProlog (which is the Prolog sys-
tem we used for the implementation of our collector), also use this configuration.
In those systems, a choice point does not physically block environments, but it is
still important that a normal choice point protects the environments active upon
its creation. For this purpose, the TOS (top of –local– stack) register is used and
a choice point remembers the value of this register upon its creation. It is thus im-
portant that the generation delimiter choice point also copies the top-of-local-stack
pointer from the previous choice point. In this way, the check for the last-call opti-
misation in the deallocate instruction, which looks at the top-of-local-stack pointer
in the current choice point, will not fail unnecessarily. Both the deallocation of un-
needed environments and the last-call optimisation will perform in the same way
with or without the generation delimiter choice points. This better implementation
of the generation delimiter choice point does not introduce any new problems and
we have used this solution for all generational schemes that create choice points
after collection.

Still, there is another issue with the creation of generation delimiter choice
points, which we tackle in the next section.

5.4.5 Careful handling of generation delimiter choice points

At the end of Section 5.4.3, we mentioned another problem with a naive imple-
mentation of the generation delimiter choice points: when garbage collections occur
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frequently in a mainly deterministic application, it is possible that a long chain
of these extra choice points is created. The problem with this behaviour is that it
can cause the choice point stack to grow very large and this will decrease the col-
lector performance, since the choice point stack needs to be traversed three times
during a collection cycle (during marking, reversing the choice point pointers and
copying).

We can however make two important observations regarding this behaviour.
First, it seems pointless to push a generation delimiter choice point, when the
segment it will create, is smaller than the minimum segment size. In the next col-
lection cycle, such a segment would be collapsed with another segment anyway.
Second, when a chain of generation delimiter choice points is created, the oldest
choice points in that chain, which delimit the boundaries of generations which
have become older than the tenuring age, are not useful anymore and these choice
points could in fact be removed. These observations led us to two ideas for im-
provements, which limit the aforementioned problem.

The first idea is to simply check the size of the topmost heap segment after col-
lection and not push a generation delimiter choice point if the segment is too small.
The reasoning behind this is that if the segment is collapsed with another segment
during the next collection cycle, then the generation delimiter choice point remains
on the choice point stack and takes space, but has become useless. Additionally,
one can argue that the resulting impreciseness in remembering the generation in-
formation does not matter that much, since the amount of data which will become
part of the nursery space (even though it survived the current collection cycle)
will be limited. On the other hand, it is not sure whether the segment is going
to be collapsed with the neighbouring segment younger than it (in which case the
choice point would become useless): if the more recent neighbouring segment is
large enough, the segment will be collapsed with the neighbouring older segment
and the generation delimiter choice point remains useful in that case. Another idea
could be to just modify the heap pointer in the most recent choice point to point
to the top of the heap in this particular case: this would avoid the cost of an extra
choice point (which might become useless) at the cost of a little loss in instant
reclaiming.

The second idea for improvement is to reuse and update the choice points
instead of adding a new one when there is already a chain of generation delimiter
choice points. It is clear that as soon as the generation just younger than the
generation delimiter choice point has reached the tenuring age (and thus belongs
to the oldest generation), the choice point itself becomes useless.

If the tenuring age is one (thus an immediate promotion policy), then it is
not useful to have a chain of two or more generation delimiter choice points at
the top of the choice point stack. If the most recent choice point is a generation
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delimiter choice point, then it makes sense to simply update that existing choice
point instead of pushing a new one. In this manner, one avoids building a long chain
of generation delimiter choice points, while still maintaining the same degree of
preciseness in regards to generation information. This method requires that one can
distinguish the generation delimiter choice points from real choice points, but this
is possible thanks to the special failure continuation, as described in Section 5.4.3.

The same technique can also be used for a tenuring age of two or more. For a
tenuring age of n, there is no need to have a chain of generation delimiter choice
points longer than n. When the top of the choice point stack contains a chain of
generation delimiter choice points (CPn, CPn−1, ..., CP1), those choice points can
be updated as follows: the information in choice point CPn (the oldest) can be
dropped, the information in choice point CPi is copied to the preceding choice
point CPi+1 and choice point CP1 is updated as if it was a new choice point. In
this way, the existing choice points can be reused and updated.

Note that this improvement is applicable in both WAM-based Prolog systems
with a shared choice point and environment stack and systems with separate
stacks.

By reusing existing generation delimiter choice points, the buildup of a long
chain of those choice points can be prevented. One might wonder whether we can
go a step further and also remove existing generation delimiter choice points in
the oldest generation, since these are not useful anymore either. Doing so could be
useful to reclaim the space taken by those choice points. It is indeed possible to
do so; one would only need to relink the choice points and afterwards compact the
choice point stack. However, we believe this is not so useful, but it is something
that could be done when the choice point stack overflows and needs to be expanded.

In our implementation of the push cp scheme, the generation delimiter choice
points are updated and reused as mentioned before. We believe this is the most
important and most needed improvement. We do not think the other improvements
will contribute much more to solving the problem of too many generation delimiter
choice points.

5.4.6 Accurately maintaining generation lines

To keep track of the information about the generations, we need to remember the
choice points that function as generation delimiters. In the case of two-generational
collectors, there is only one choice point to remember, but in a multi-generational
collector there are several. In order to keep track of the generation information
(which segments have been collected and how often), we maintain a generation
line list, a list of the generations and their age. Based on this list, we can make
a decision on which part of the heap to collect at the beginning of a collection
cycle. At the end of a collection cycle, the generation line list is then updated. The
information in the list is also maintained and updated during major collections.
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The generation line list contains all the information needed for a range of policies
for multi-generational garbage collection. The policy we implemented does not
yet fully exploit this information. It is for example possible to have a different
collection frequency for each generation (each age), while the policy we employ,
uses the same collection frequency for all generations younger than the tenuring
age. The generation line list is used in each of our generational schemes.

In the implementation, the generation line list contains the contents of the
choice points, which function as generation boundaries, together with the age of
the generation that they delimit (thus the number of times the generation has been
subject to garbage collection). More specifically, the location of the choice point (B)
is recorded together with the heap (H) and environment (E) pointer stored in the
choice point. The reason for storing all these in the generation line list instead of
only a reference to the choice point, is that by the time a new garbage collection is
triggered, it is possible that the choice points, which were added to the generation
line list, do not exist anymore and have been overwritten with new choice points.
With the extra information in the generation line list, it is possible to verify at the
beginning of the collection cycle whether a generation delimiter choice point in the
list is still valid. If the choice point appears in the linked list of choice points and
the information in the generation line list corresponds with the information on the
choice point stack, we assume the choice point is still valid and corresponds to the
choice point previously added to the list. In the other case, when the choice point
does not appear in the linked list of choice points or the information in the gen-
eration line list and in the choice point stack do not correspond, the choice point
must have been removed and overwritten. The choice point is no longer valid and
is thus dropped from the generation line list. This also means that all information
regarding the generation that it delimited, is lost. The latter makes the push cp

scheme imprecise. Note that we already briefly mentioned this in Section 5.4.3.

So, even though the push cp scheme is more precise than the last cp scheme
in remembering generation information by using generation delimiter choice points,
the scheme is still imprecise when existing generation delimiter choice points dis-
appear because of backtracking or cut. When a choice point in the generation line
list disappears, all information regarding the generations that the choice point de-
limited, is lost. It is however not difficult to see that a better mechanism could
be used, which simply updates the choice point in the generation line list: when a
generation consists of several heap segments and the topmost choice point (which
delimits the generation) disappears, the most recent segment can be dropped from
the generation and the choice point just younger than the one that disappears, can
be used as a new generation boundary. Remember that any choice point can be
used as a generation delimiter, not only pushed generation delimiter choice points.

There are several options for implementing a mechanism to adjust the relevant
generation as a choice point disappears. We will first explain the solution we have
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implemented in ilProlog. Afterwards, we mention two alternative solutions, which
might be worth investigating.

One approach to keep the generation line list synchronised with the choice
point stack, is to immediately update the list when a choice point is removed.
This, of course, requires a little help from the run-time system. One way to do this
is by modifying the WAM instructions that remove or cut away choice points.

As mentioned before, choice points can be removed from the choice point stack
through backtracking. In WAM-based Prolog systems, this happens when the trust
instruction (or one of its variants) is executed. We need to modify the trust instruc-
tion to update the generation line list after removing the topmost choice point. The
extra actions that need to be added to the trust instruction are as follows. First, we
need to check whether the backtracked over choice point is the same as the most
recent choice point in the generation line list. If this is not the case, nothing extra
needs to be done. If it is the case, then the most recent entry in the generation
line list needs to be updated with the information of the new topmost choice point
of the choice point stack. And finally, if now the two most recent entries in the
generation list are identical, then the most recent one should be removed. In the
latter case, the Prolog system has backtracked over a whole generation.

A choice point can also disappear from the linked list of choice points when
it is cut away by the execution of a Prolog cut (!/0). The changes needed to the
WAM instruction for cut are essentially the same as for the trust instruction. The
cut operation needs to check the generation line list and adapt it appropriately.

Note that the aforementioned changes to the implementation of the WAM (the
change of the trust instruction and of cut) put a small overhead on the abstract
machine which is at most linear in the number of created choice points and exe-
cuted cuts, thereby not changing the complexity of any operation. In Section 5.6,
where we evaluate the performance of the generational schemes, we investigate
how large this overhead is in a number of benchmarks.

The same idea (i.e., updating the generation line list immediately when a choice
point disappears) can also be implemented in a different way. One could employ an
alternative stealing method similar in spirit to the CHAT -trick (Demoen and Sag-
onas 1999) or the actions performed in Muse (Ali and Karlsson 1990). More specif-
ically, on backtracking over a generation delimiter choice point, we can promote
the new topmost choice point to a generation delimiter choice point by stealing
its failure continuation. We make it point to a new instruction (called gengc) that
contains as argument the old failure continuation. As long as the choice point is not
yet removed (retry instruction), the gengc instruction should execute the original
failure continuation. In addition, it should keep the gengc instruction as the failure
continuation, but with the next alternative as argument. When the choice point
finally is removed (trust instruction), it should replace the failure continuation in
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the new topmost choice point and adjust the information in the generation line
list appropriately before executing the original alternative.

This is slightly different from for example (Demoen and Sagonas 1999) because
the execution of the gengc instruction must adapt its own operand to reflect the
change of alternative of the original choice point, instead of filling a new alternative
in the choice point.

Note that this does not offer a solution for choice points that disappear because
of cut (!/0). The cut operation would still need to be modified as mentioned before.

As we mentioned before, there are two more methods that we considered for
maintaining precise generation lines. Both methods seem attractive and are worth
investigating.

The first alternative requires choice points to have an extra field, which we
could call gcinfo. This field can then be used to store the information on whether
the heap segment just younger than the choice point, has been collected and how
often. At garbage collection time, one then just needs to scan the choice point stack
to find which choice point is the most recent generation delimiter before starting
the marking phase. In the worst case, this increases the cost of the collection
with a full traversal of the choice point stack. Note that the choice point stack is
already traversed three times during a collection cycle: during the marking phase
the choice point stack is traversed from young to old and the choice point links
are reversed, next the choice point stack is traversed from old to young to clean
up the trail and the choice point links are restored, and finally the choice point
stack is again traversed from young to old during the copying phase.

The other alternative is to reserve one cell in each heap segment for saving the
same information as in the just mentioned gcinfo field. One could keep this cell
at the end of a heap segment and the cell could easily be installed for collected
segments by the collector.

Both methods seem quite simple to implement. The drawback of the first
method is that it increases the size of each choice point. The second method
is attractive because there is only a cost at garbage collection time, except for the
small space overhead in each collected heap segment.

As a final remark, we want to mention another idea which might be worth
investigating. Even with these methods of more precisely remembering the gener-
ation boundaries, there is still some information lost. Namely, when a choice point
is removed (through backtracking or cut), then the age of the data in the then
topmost heap segment is lost. It might be worth investigating whether it would
be beneficial to artificially keep the choice point alive, but modify it in a pushed
generation delimiter choice point. When one or more choice points are removed
due to the Prolog cut, it might be interesting to keep one alive and modify it into
a generation delimiter choice point.
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We have implemented the method that changes the implementation of trust
and cut. We refer to the scheme with this improvement as the precise cp scheme.
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Figure 5.4: The precise cp scheme

The effect of the precise cp scheme upon backtracking is shown in Figure 5.4.
The initial configuration is shown in Figure 5.4(a). The entries in the generation
line list (gll) point to the generation boundaries. Upon backtracking over a gen-
eration boundary, the entry which was backtracked over needs to be updated.
Figure 5.4(b) show how the entry in the generation line list is updated when back-
tracking to B4.

5.4.7 Generations on the local stack

As already mentioned in (Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin 1988), it is possible
to also treat the environment and choice point stack in a generational way. During
a minor collection, only environments and choice points younger than the choice
point, which delimits that part of the heap that is going to be collected, need to
be scanned for root pointers. It is evident that, to make this work, pointers from
environment cells to the heap need to be conditionally trailed.

This requires small changes in the ilProlog system, which we used for the im-
plementation. In the ilProlog system, free variables are always allocated on the
heap, and because of this, it is normally not needed to trail environment cells.
By consequence, the trailing of environment cells introduces a small overhead on
the normal execution mechanism. In Section 5.6, we investigate the overhead in a
number of benchmarks.
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We encountered a number of difficulties when implementing the trailing of
environment cells in the ilProlog system. ilProlog does not tidy the trail on cut
and this can result in problematic trail entries. A Prolog cut (!/0) can have the
effect of allowing the later (or immediate) deallocation of an environment which
was previously blocked by the now cut away choice point. This has consequences
for existing trail entries which point to environment cells. These trail entries can
cause problems, because it is possible that such an entry now points to a location
in the environment stack that is no longer in use (type a), or to a location that
contains the continuation pointer or the previous environment pointer of a newly
allocated environment (type b), or to a new environment cell in a newly allocated
environment (type c). In addition, it is also possible that more than one trail entry
points to the same location in the environment stack. The latter happens when
there is a trail entry of type c and the new environment cell is also trailed.

We know of three ways to solve this. Our first solution is to implement tidy
trail in ilProlog. This would keep the trail clean after cut. However, this solution
is undesirable because of its worst case time performance (see, e.g., Demoen and
Sagonas 1999). A second solution is to initialise all environment cells by binding
them to a free variable on the heap, before the first goal in a clause that requires
an environment.4 This would remove the need for trailing environment cells, since
then all bindings would be done on the heap. However, this solution would involve
changes in the compiler and would also affect the time and space cost of pro-
grams which do not need garbage collection. Our last solution is to use a cautious
approach, in which we check during garbage collection whether the environment
pointer on the trail is pointing to something valid and in which duplicate trail
entries are simply removed.

We have chosen for the cautious approach, since it is relatively easy to im-
plement. Trail entries of type a can be detected with a simple range check. Trail
entries of type b can be detected since they point to a cell that is not a (tagged)
heap pointer. Trail entries of type c result in redundant trail pointers, but do not
pose a problem otherwise.

Duplicate entries in the trail are a bit more difficult, because of the way the
copying algorithm works and because we do not detect them during the marking
phase: the environment cells are treated as part of the root set before the trail.
Root cells are in principle visited only once during the copying phase and relocated
immediately to the final destination of the cell they point to. So, a root cell never
contains a forwarding pointer. We changed that so that after the trail is treated for
the first time during the copying phase, environment cells pointed to by trail cells
contain a forwarding pointer. In this way, a duplicate trail entry can be recognised
as one pointing to a forwarding pointer, and set to null. Since we traverse the trail
at this point from young to old, this removes all duplicates except the youngest,

4Note that in the context of garbage collection the environment cells in ilProlog do not need
to be initialised, since ilProlog makes use of live variable maps for the environments.
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which is exactly what is needed. Next, the environments are treated, of course
taking into account the forwarding pointers they can contain. Afterwards, the
trail is scanned from old to new, removing the null entries and compacting the
trail, while at the same time changing the forwarding pointers in environments to
their final value.

An extra bit for each environment cell, indicating whether it is pointed to by
a trail entry or not would also have solved this problem, but the internal rep-
resentation in ilProlog does not allow for an extra bit in the cell itself, and the
environment cells we deal with here, do not have a mark bit allocated for them
because they belong to the non-collected generation.

Note that the problems related to the trailing of environment cells, as de-
scribed before, are not necessarily an issue in other WAM-based Prolog systems.
Many Prolog systems do implement the tidy trail technique5 and some systems
already trail the binding of environment cells. We have implemented the gener-
ational treatment of the local stack in ilProlog and we refer to the precise cp

scheme with this enhancement as the traills scheme.

5.4.8 Generational garbage collection and early reset

We conclude this section about generational schemes with an important remark
about the early reset optimisation, namely, that early reset is not compatible with
generational garbage collection.

Early reset refers to the resetting of variables on the heap (thus making them
free again, or alternatively, when a value-trail is in use, resetting them to their
previous value) by the garbage collector. The collector can do this optimisation
when a heap cell which is referenced by the trail, is not used in the forward
execution of the program. Since the relevant trail entry can then be removed, this
optimisation keeps the trail smaller. In addition, early reset makes it possible to
reclaim the heap cells directly and indirectly referenced by the trailed heap cell,
if the trailed heap cell is the only reference to them. Thus, in certain situations,
the early reset optimisation allows the collector to reclaim more heap space. More
information about early reset can be found in (Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and
Sahlin 1988; Bekkers, Ridoux, and Ungaro 1992).

Normally, in a non-generational context, the collector (both mark-copy and
copying without marking) traverses the choice points and the environments in such
a way that for a certain choice point, all cells reachable in the forward continuation
have been visited before the corresponding trail segment is treated. This guarantees
that, during the traversal of the trail segment, early reset is applicable to all

5As the attentive reader will notice, in Chapter 6 we do add a tidy trail implementation
to hProlog, the Prolog system used in that chapter. In retrospect, implementing the tidy trail
technique would also have been reasonable here.
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unmarked (for mark-copy) or not forwarded (for copying without marking) heap
cells which are referenced from the trail segment.

In a generational context, however, most collections are minor collections and
only the youngest part of the heap is collected. During a minor collection, the
collector does not follow references to cells in the oldest generation and thus it
is no longer guaranteed that all heap cells reachable from a forward continuation
are marked before the corresponding trail segment is treated: it is possible that a
cell is still reachable in the forward continuation through a reference in a cell from
the oldest generation. Because of this, the early reset optimisation cannot be done
during minor collections.

Since early reset cannot be done in a generational context6 (except during
major collections), it is possible –and likely– that, in comparison with a non-
generational collector with early reset, generational collectors keep more heap cells
live during minor collections (than a non-generational collector on the same part
of the heap) and that there is a slightly higher trail usage.

5.5 Pages and generations

In Section 5.3, we have shown that the WAM is well-suited for generational garbage
collection when segments are chosen as the basis for generations. In that case,
no modifications are needed to the run-time system for a basic, simple multi-
generational garbage collector like last cp, discussed in Section 5.4.1. However,
this generational scheme does rely on the preservation of the heap segments during
collection: this is needed to preserve separate young generations, which are all sub-
ject to minor collections. In this section, we will investigate whether page order
preserving, as discussed in Section 4.4, is compatible with generational garbage
collection.

We introduced the page order preserving algorithm as an approximation of the
segment order preserving algorithm. Page order preserving has the advantage that
its lookup method has a fixed cost, independent of the number of pages. In practice
–as we can see in a number of benchmarks– the pop gc collector is less expensive
than the sop gc collector, at the cost of a small loss in instant reclaiming (see
Section 4.5).

As we have explained in Section 4.4.1, the loss in instant reclaiming is caused by
the fact that page boundaries do not necessarily coincide with segment boundaries.
Some of the loss is caused by the fact that some pages contain several small heap
segments. Another part of the loss comes from the fact that after the collection,

6In Chapter 6, in the context of incremental garbage collection, we present an approximation
of early reset, which we call partial early reset (see Section 6.4.4). We then also suggest a way
to adapt this idea to generational collectors. This idea was however never implemented nor
investigated further.
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the heap pointers in the choice points need to be relocated to point to the top of
the collected page in to-space, which follows actually the same principle as what
is done in the mark-copy collector of Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994). Still, the loss
in instant reclaiming is very small.

Aside from the loss in instant reclaiming, the fact that page boundaries can
split the heap at any place also has other consequences. In Section 4.4.1, we have
shown that there are problems when data structures cross page boundaries. Still,
we have solved this issue in a satisfying way.

When using a generational setting similar to the one we have described in
Section 5.3 (i.e., take advantage of the conditional trailing mechanism and use the
trail as an exception list), heap segments are used as generations and each choice
point should be able to act as a generational choice point: each choice point should
be able to function as the barrier between two consecutive generations. This also
means that all inter-segment pointers originating in the generation older than the
choice point and pointing to the generation younger than the choice point are
recorded on the trail. The former is required for correct minor collections.

A heap segment is actually a part of the heap, which has been allocated between
the creation of two consecutive choice points and this part of the heap is normally
–as long as no garbage collection occurs– delimited by the heap pointers in those
choice points. It is clear that at the end of a collection cycle, the heap pointers in
the choice points need to be relocated to point at the new location of the segment
boundaries. How this is done, is very different in the sop gc and the pop gc

collector. We explained this for the sop gc collector in Section 4.3: when the choice
point does not belong to a collapsed segment, its heap pointer is relocated to the
new location of the segment boundary and when the choice point does belong
to a collapsed segment, its heap pointer is relocated to the segment boundary
at the end of the new collapsed segment. On the other hand, as described in
Section 4.4, in the pop gc collector the heap pointer in a choice point is relocated
to point to the end of the new page in to-space that the choice point belongs
to. The important consequence of this difference is that in the sop gc collector,
after a collection, heap cells belonging to the same segment are always located
on one side of a choice point’s heap pointer. The heap pointer in a choice point
will never separate cells belonging to the same segment. This also means that the
trail contains all references from the part older than the choice point to the part
newer than the choice point. This is still true with collapsed segments, because
the collapsed segment is treated as one big segment.

In the case of the pop gc collector, the latter is no longer true. The meaning
of the heap pointer in the choice point becomes different: it is only a pointer to a
place on the heap to which one can safely reclaim heap space upon backtracking to
this choice point. The heap pointer in a choice point does no longer split the heap
on the original segment boundaries. This is actually the same in other non segment
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order preserving copying garbage collectors like the one by Bevemyr and Lindgren
(1994): after a collection, the heap pointers in the choice points are relocated to
point to the new top of the heap.

A choice point with such a relocated heap pointer, that does no longer point
to the original segment boundary, cannot be used as a generation delimiter, as a
generational choice point. The reason is that it is possible that the heap pointer
separates cells belonging to the same original segment. Thus it is possible that
one of the cells of such a segment holds a reference to another cell in that same
segment and that this reference crosses the location indicated by the heap pointer.
The trail does not necessarily contain this pointer: if the binding was done when
the segment was the topmost segment, the binding was not trailed. Suppose the
heap pointer is used as a generation delimiter and the cell holding the reference
belongs to the old generation and the referenced cell to the new generation. If the
referenced cell is only referenced by the mentioned cell in the old generation, then
the marking phase will miss it. So, using the choice points in the pop gc collector
as generational choice points will lead to incorrect minor collections.

We have not found any satisfying solution for these cross-page pointers. We
also believe that a solution would cause so much additional overhead that the
overall performance of the page order preserving approach would be less than
the performance of the segment order preserving approach. This means that, in
practice, generations cannot be combined with page order preserving, or more
specifically, a choice point whose heap pointer was relocated during a garbage
collection, cannot serve as a generation delimiter. Because of this, we expect that
most collections would be major collections.

Note that we did experiment with an approach to solve this. In our approach
we reasoned that the problem is solved if we can guarantee that each segment
boundary coincides with a page boundary. It is rather obvious that this would work
in just the same way as the segment order preserving collector. To implement this,
there are of course changes needed to the run-time system: upon the creation of a
choice point, the top-of-heap pointer should be adapted to point to the next page
boundary. It is clear that this guarantees that segment boundaries coincide with
page boundaries, at the cost of some wasted space in the previous page. During a
collection, the same constraint is kept: segment boundaries are always copied to
the beginning of a page. This obviously leads to waste of heap space, actually a
form of internal fragmentation. Still, the cost of the lookup function in the pop gc

collector is independent of the number of pages, and thus one could chose the page
size small, so as to minimise the amount of wasted space. However, a number of
experiments revealed that the wasted space builds up very fast. The reason is that
even though many programs are mostly deterministic, they still tend to create a
large amount of choice points which are soon after cut away. The problem is that
even though the choice point is cut away, the wasted space created because of that
choice point, cannot be recovered anymore. This makes the approach unfeasible in
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practice.

5.6 Experimental results

We implemented all generational schemes as presented in Section 5.4 in ilPro-
log and tested their performance in a series of benchmarks. We use a standard
mark-copy collector as a reference collector. We are interested to see whether the
generational collectors obtain a higher efficiency than the standard collector and
how the different generational schemes compare with each other. Next to that, we
also investigate the influence of the tenuring age (the age cells must reach before
being promoted to the oldest generation) on collector performance. Finally, we
also take a look at the run-time overhead of the modifications to the WAM needed
for pushing generational choice points and for trailing environment cells.

5.6.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setting is basically the same as for the benchmarks with the
segment order preserving collector sop gc and has been described in detail in
Section 4.3.3. All generational collectors have been implemented, just like sop gc,
for ilProlog, a WAM-based Prolog system. The default collector in ilProlog, which
we use as a reference collector is m&c gc, an implementation of (Bevemyr and
Lindgren 1994). The benchmarks were performed on an Intel Pentium 4 (1.8Ghz,
512Mb RAM, 256Kb L2 cache), running Debian 3.1 with a 2.6 kernel.

Benchmarks We used the full set of benchmarks, which are described in Sec-
tion 2.5.2: boyergc, browsegc, dnamatchgc, qsortgc, serialgc, takgc, tspgc,
comp, chess, mqueens, muta1 and muta2. The initial heap size was set sepa-
rately for each benchmark. This initial size is chosen in such a way that the heap
does not need to expand during the benchmark, but is small enough to trigger
enough garbage collections (this is the same size as used in the benchmarks in
the previous chapter). We believe this is a reasonable choice. Our argumentation
for this approach is that we want to stress the generational part of the collector
and see how this part performs, without blurring the benchmark results with the
effects of (forced) major collections during expansions. Those major collections
can influence the benchmark results in both ways. If every cell in the oldest gen-
eration is still alive, this extra major collection will increase the total collection
cost of the benchmark. However, if a cell in the oldest generation is no longer live
and holds the only reference to a large data structure in the youngest generation,
then because of this major collection, this large data structure can be reclaimed
and subsequent minor collections will probably be cheaper. We believe that avoid-
ing expansions during the benchmarks gives us better insight in the generational
performance of the collectors.
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Generational collectors We implemented all generational schemes, which we
previously described in Section 5.4: last cp, push cp, precise cp and traills. All
generational collectors are multi-generational: the heap is divided in multiple gen-
erations, with each generation containing cells which survived the same amount of
collections. The generation information is also preserved across major collections.
We use a fixed policy: data is promoted to the next generation after each collection
and after surviving two collections, the data is promoted to the oldest generation,
which is not collected during minor collections (the tenuring age is thus two). This
policy avoids tenuring cells that are too young at the point of a minor collection
and were not yet given a proper chance to die. We thus use three generations: the
oldest generation containing cells which survived two or more collections, a young
generation which contains cells that survived one collection and a nursery space
which contains cells which have not yet been subject to garbage collection.

Expansion policy The expansion policy when the collector starts a major col-
lection is the same as in the non-generational collectors: if the marking phase
reveals that more than 70% of the heap is live, the heap size is doubled during
that collection cycle. Since the heap can only be expanded during a major collec-
tion, a minor collection can only schedule an expansion (and thus major collection)
for the next collection cycle. If at the end of a minor collection the (whole) heap
is occupied for more than 70%, then the next collection will be a major one. Note
that this does not necessarily mean that the heap will be expanded during the
next collection: if the marking phase (of the major collection) reveals that enough
heap space can be reclaimed, no expansion will occur. An alternative to forcing a
major collection in the next cycle is to take advantage of the information about
multiple generations and make an (informed) decision on the part of heap to collect
at run-time.7 However, this is a policy issue, and not what we seek to investigate
here.

Measurements and notation The benchmark results are presented in ta-
bles 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 and discussed in the following sections. We measured the
following properties:

- nm the total number of marked heap cells

- nc the total number of collected heap cells (this is the total number of heap
cells reclaimed during garbage collection)

- mcp high watermark of the choice point stack (in words)

- mtr high watermark of the trail stack (in words)

7Note that even though we consider only three generations, the collector keeps track of how
many times different parts of the oldest generation have been collected.
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- ngc the total number of garbage collections

- tm the total marking time

- tgc the total time spent on garbage collection

- trt the total run time (including tgc)

Time measurements are in milliseconds and space measurements in heap cells. For
the generational collectors, the number of collections is shown in the form (a + b),
with a and b respectively the number of major and minor collections. Note that
we call a collection a major one when the whole heap is subject to collection. This
means that when the oldest generation is empty, the collection is counted as a
major one (even though there was no explicit trigger for a major collection).

5.6.2 Comparing generational schemes

We start the experimental evaluation with a comparison of the different genera-
tional schemes, that we have described in Section 5.4. We evaluate the performance
of those schemes in a number of benchmarks. The results are shown in Table 5.1.
As a reminder, we first list all the collectors which we used to run the benchmarks,
with a short description:

- m&c gc the default mark-copy collector in ilProlog, a straightforward im-
plementation of (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994)

- sop gc the plain segment order preserving copying collector; see Section 4.3

- last cp a simple generational scheme, where existing choice points are used
as generation delimiters; see Section 5.4.1

- push cp an enhancement of the last cp scheme, where a new (artificial)
generation delimiter choice point is created after the collection; see Sec-
tion 5.4.3

- precise cp an enhancement of the push cp scheme, where generation lines
are remembered more precisely: upon backtracking and Prolog cut the gen-
eration line list is adapted appropriately; see Section 5.4.6

- traills the precise cp scheme with generational treatment of the environ-
ment stack, this involves conditional trailing of environment cells; see Sec-
tion 5.4.7

We have given the generational schemes in the order of increasing preciseness
concerning the generation information and this is also the order in which the
schemes appear in the table (from left to right).
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We are mainly interested in the time performance of the collectors. Most impor-
tantly, we want to know whether the generational collectors in general reach a high
enough efficiency, so that the gain in performance is bigger than the performance
penalty caused by the segment counting method. As to the generational schemes,
we expect the performance to gradually improve as the generational schemes are
more precise in remembering the generation information. We are also interested in
the choice point stack usage, to see whether there is a noticeable difference when
generation delimiter choice points are created.

As already mentioned when discussing benchmarks in previous chapters, it
should be taken into account that collections in different systems happen at dif-
ferent points in the execution and this can cause some at first sight inexplicable
results. We also want to note that, since the granularity of the time measurements
is 1 millisecond, care should be taken when interpreting the tm and tgc measure-
ments of the benchmarks dnamatchgc, takgc, tspgc, comp and muta2. It is
also worth noting that enough collections need to be done before generational
techniques can gain performance: as long as data is not promoted to the oldest
generation, it will be subject to collection. This means that no performance gains
can be expected for benchmarks where the total number of collections is not much
larger than the tenuring age (e.g., browsegc).

From the benchmark results in Table 5.1, we make the following observations:

• When taking the sop gc collector as a reference (thus already accounting for
the cost of preserving the segment order), we see that for most benchmarks
the time spent on garbage collection can significantly be reduced by using
the generational schemes, which were described earlier. The only benchmark
where generational techniques noticeably decrease the collector performance
is serialgc. To make the generational collectors worthwhile however, it is
important that the gains in performance are higher than the cost of the
segment counting method. With the m&c gc collector as a reference, we see
that for most benchmarks generational garbage collection can increase the
performance or at least keep the performance more or less the same. Only in
two benchmarks (serialgc and chess), the generational collectors perform
clearly worse than the standard m&c gc collector.

• For the benchmarks where collection time can be reduced with generational
techniques, this decrease also results in a decrease in the total run time. The
relative improvement of the run time performance is naturally dependent
on the properties of the benchmark (the relative amount of time spent on
garbage collection during the execution of the benchmark).

• When comparing the simple generational last cp collector with the non-
generational sop gc collector, we see that the difference in nm (the number
of marked cells) is almost nil. Even though that for most benchmarks, the
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non-generational generational

m&c gc sop gc last cp push cp precise cp traills

boyergc nm 52079509 52079509 29763181 29763181 19791139 19814418
6M nc 67880455 67880455 68156086 68156086 68156086 68134851

mcp 242 242 242 249 249 242
mtr 813310 813306 813306 813306 813306 827890
ngc 20 20 6+15 6+15 2+19 2+19
tm 1550 2110 1172 1173 829 822
tgc 3938 4869 3012 3061 2326 2295
trt 12289 13326 11411 11445 10790 11501

browsegc nm 560190 560190 560190 560190 560190 560190
700K nc 835805 835805 835805 835805 835805 835805

mcp 93 93 93 93 93 93
mtr 18469 18469 18469 18469 18469 18469
ngc 2 2 2+0 2+0 2+0 2+0
tm 11 19 21 20 16 19
tgc 39 45 48 47 41 49
trt 4194 4200 4105 4099 4253 4277

dnamatchgc nm 18941597 18941597 18938328 671832 671832 671832
100K nc 27019836 27019836 27019836 27057402 27057402 27057402

mcp 69 69 69 81 81 81
mtr 990 990 990 990 990 990
ngc 469 469 2+467 7+625 7+625 7+625
tm 334 429 436 26 22 25
tgc 952 1132 1121 77 75 79
trt 3775 3926 3863 2786 2826 2979

qsortgc nm 5685001 5685001 5684854 2590181 2590181 2590181
500K nc 5768942 5768942 5768942 5736571 5736571 5736571

mcp 68 68 68 82 82 82
mtr 99373 99355 99355 90005 90005 90005
ngc 23 23 2+21 5+24 5+24 5+24
tm 194 187 164 72 74 75
tgc 426 454 435 214 211 216
trt 881 901 867 645 690 680

serialgc nm 29340766 29340843 29340808 19977065 19977065 19977065
9M nc 33645219 33645144 33645144 31842390 31842390 31842390

mcp 68 68 68 82 82 82
mtr 1807598 1807520 1807520 1860132 1860132 1860132
ngc 7 7 2+5 2+6 2+6 2+6
tm 964 1007 1047 967 1005 941
tgc 2433 2619 2665 2802 2845 2758
trt 11159 11391 11409 11712 11828 11854

takgc nm 4648 4648 3962 4749 4749 4749
100K nc 9795052 9795052 9795052 9806066 9806066 9806066

mcp 68 68 68 82 82 82
mtr 32 2 2 48 48 48
ngc 100 100 2+98 2+99 2+99 2+99
tm 0 3 0 3 5 0
tgc 12 15 12 19 18 16
trt 1839 1840 1837 1840 1797 1766

Table 5.1: Benchmark results of the generational copying garbage collector with
different generational schemes
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non-generational generational

m&c gc sop gc last cp push cp precise cp traills

tspgc nm 85519102 85519102 85493622 1811795 1811795 1811795
100K nc 271389564 271389564 271389564 271399810 271399810 271399810

mcp 73 73 73 87 87 87
mtr 168 168 168 2413 2413 2413
ngc 3642 3642 2+3640 6+5302 6+5302 6+5302
tm 1230 2355 2268 215 229 69
tgc 3019 4776 4887 588 561 411
trt 30452 32042 32173 27881 28460 29707

comp nm 755728 755728 755623 480983 480683 481874
200K nc 1224284 1224284 1224270 1223063 1222855 1221640

mcp 5924 5924 5924 5924 5924 5924
mtr 34166 34166 34166 34166 34166 36386
ngc 10 10 3+7 3+7 2+8 2+8
tm 23 32 28 24 24 23
tgc 65 78 69 52 56 57
trt 1396 1386 1382 1365 1388 1422

chess nm 8393021 8393021 8393021 8393021 8392659 8392659
5M nc 5009506 5009506 5009506 5009506 4978885 4978885

mcp 5507351 5507351 5507351 5507351 5507351 5507351
mtr 667682 667682 667682 667682 976814 1021356
ngc 4 4 4+0 4+0 2+2 2+2
tm 761 1043 1041 1036 1003 1021
tgc 1472 1996 1995 2010 1996 2064
trt 11228 11488 11497 11575 11408 11762

mqueens nm 234808517 234808517 234808244 18966419 18966419 18966419
15M nc 380109409 380109409 380109409 379998267 379998267 379998267

mcp 82 82 82 96 96 96
mtr 48 8 8 202 202 202
ngc 41 41 2+39 2+39 2+39 2+39
tm 4621 5896 5861 1141 1199 1131
tgc 14597 16521 16476 3028 3124 3049
trt 74770 76864 76828 63266 63428 64032

muta1 nm 370409112 370421395 372328724 372328724 369826855 241348067
5M nc 820636210 820637310 820629014 820629014 821051266 821066127

mcp 7495 7495 7495 7495 7495 7495
mtr 828300 828284 828284 828284 828285 828376
ngc 239 239 22+218 22+218 2+238 2+238
tm 11096 16753 16781 16744 16146 10592
tgc 30153 38121 37911 38021 34918 23120
trt 349791 360350 355763 356174 352550 328335

muta2 nm 3957027 3940411 3820598 3820598 3626213 3624112
300K nc 31081842 31094359 31074235 31074235 30936274 29628778

mcp 1636 1636 1636 1636 1636 1636
mtr 18560 18413 18414 18418 18430 18943
ngc 118 118 21+99 21+99 2+120 2+115
tm 101 154 153 158 146 156
tgc 290 361 349 348 315 329
trt 34553 34362 33987 33762 32115 32162

Table 5.1: Benchmark results of the generational copying garbage collector with
different generational schemes (continued)
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majority of the collections are minor collections (only two major collections
in most cases), the total number of marked heap cells is almost the same and
this prevents better performance. The reason is that the oldest generation
remains small due to determinism (see Section 5.4.2) and the fact that gen-
eration information is not preserved upon backtracking over a choice point
that was used as a generation delimiter (see Section 5.4.6). The benchmarks
show that for mostly deterministic programs the use of extra generation de-
limiter choice points is a necessity. boyergc, on the other hand, is much less
deterministic (this can be seen from the size of the choice point stack mcp)
and in this case, the last cp scheme is effective: the number of marked cells
nm is reduced with 42.9% and this leads to a decrease in collection time tgc
of 23.5% (relative to m&c gc).

• The push cp generational scheme is a significant improvement over the
last cp scheme for mainly deterministic benchmarks. The reduction in the
number of marked cells nm depends on the characteristics of the benchmark,
but for very deterministic programs the reduction can be over 90%: mqueens
(91.9%), dnamatchgc (96.5%) and tspgc (97.9%). Despite the fact that for
many benchmarks nm is significantly lower, we also see an increase of the
number of collections ngc in many cases (dnamatchgc, qsortgc, serialgc,
takgc and tspgc). The reason for this is simple. The extra generation delim-
iter choice point in the push cp scheme protects data which would otherwise
have been collected (repeatedly) without being promoted to the next older
generation. However, this also means that in the last cp scheme certain data
has survived more collections than required by the tenuring age before effec-
tively ending up in the oldest generation. Thus, part of the data gets more
time to die. This means that the oldest generation will be smaller and that
more space in the heap is left for the younger generations. Or in other words,
in the push cp scheme less space will be left for the younger generations and
this will cause an increase in the number of garbage collections. Note that
this also explains the higher number of major collections in dnamatchgc,
qsortgc and tspgc: when more than 70% of the whole heap is occupied after
a collection, the next collection becomes a major one. From the benchmarks
we also see that –thanks to the optimisation from Section 5.4.5– the intro-
duction of generation delimiter choice points does not have a major impact
on the size of the choice point stack.

• The precise cp generational scheme remembers the generation lines more
precisely, in the sense that when a generation delimiter choice point is back-
tracked over or cut away, the most recent valid choice point is used as a gen-
eration delimiter instead. Keeping this in mind, it is not surprising that for
mainly deterministic programs (few choice points) this scheme does not show
any benefits over the push cp scheme. This is the case for dnamatchgc,
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qsortgc, serialgc, takgc, tspgc and mqueens: there is no change in the
number of marked cells nm. Moreover, in these cases there can even be a
slight increase in run time trt because of the required changes to the run-time
system (see Section 5.4.6). The precise cp scheme is however an improve-
ment for benchmarks that are not deterministic and create a lot of choice
points (see mcp), since then there is a higher chance that generation lines
disappear due to backtracking or Prolog cut. This is the case for boyergc
and the number of marked cells nm in the precise cp scheme is a lot smaller
than in the push cp scheme, with a reduction of respectively 42.9% and 62%
compared to the non-generational collectors. The results of the more precise
generation line list are less dramatic in the remaining benchmarks, but are
nonetheless still visible. We also see that for those benchmarks (boyergc,
comp, chess, muta1 and muta2) the number of major collections has been
reduced to 2, which is the tenuring age (and thus the minimum number of
major collections). Corresponding to the improvement of nm, an improve-
ment of the collection time tgc can be seen.

• For our benchmark set, the traills scheme does not seem to give any benefits
over the precise cp scheme. As explained in Section 5.4.7, the local stack
is treated in a generational way and our expectation is that this will lead to
an improvement in collection time tgc. For some benchmarks (notably boy-
ergc, serialgc, mqueens), there is a small improvement in collection time,
but the extra run-time cost (caused by the trailing of environment cells)
negates this: the total run time actually increases. Even for the benchmarks
with a large environment stack (comp, chess, muta1 and muta2 as seen in
Table 2.2(c)), where we would expect that the effect would be more visible,
there is no clear improvement of the collection time. Note that the traills

scheme can lead to a higher number of marked cells nm: for trailed environ-
ment cells, it is assumed that the environment cell is live, while this is not
necessarily the case (the environments need to be traversed to use the live
variable maps implemented in ilProlog). This can push nm either way: when
a different amount of cells is found to be live at a certain collection, then
the next collection will happen at a different time in the execution of the
benchmark. This effect can be seen in the benchmarks. The most dramatic
effect is visible in the muta1 benchmark: by coincidence, a whole number
of collections is triggered when only a couple of hundred cells are alive in
the traills collector while 3.5 million cells are alive in the corresponding
collection in the precise cp scheme.

After this general look at the performance of the various generational schemes, we
take a closer look at some benchmarks with unexpected results:

• For the takgc benchmark, we see a large increase of the number of marked
cells nm (19.8%) when going from the last cp scheme to the push cp
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scheme. In fact, nm is higher for all schemes that create extra generational
delimiter choice points. One reason that nm is higher, is that there is one
extra minor collection (the reason for this was explained just before in the
general discussion), but this does not explain the large difference. When com-
paring the number of live cells for each collection in the two schemes side by
side, we found that a collection in the push cp collector consistently keeps
more cells live than the corresponding collection in the last cp collector.
It turns out that because of the creation of the generation delimiter choice
points, more cells are trailed (none are trailed in the last cp collector) and
these keep cells alive that could otherwise be reclaimed.

• For the serialgc benchmark, we see that even though the generational col-
lectors that create generation delimiter choice points mark in total 32% less
cells than the last cp collector (and the non-generational collectors), the
collection time increases with 5-6%. The more precise maintenance of the
generation line list (thanks to the created choice points) does however lead
to an extra minor collection: the number of collections ngc is then 2+6 in-
stead of 2+5. This is part of the reason why the total collection time is higher:
there is not only the cost of marking the live cells, but during each collec-
tion cycle, the stacks also need to be traversed and this is a non-negligible
cost because serialgc uses a lot of trail space (see Table 2.2(c)). Another
effect that probably plays a role is cache behaviour: we have already seen in
Section 3.4.4 that this benchmark is sensitive for cache effects. Both afore-
mentioned effects make generational garbage collection not worthwhile for
the serialgc benchmark: there are no improvements and performance is ac-
tually slightly worse.

• The chess benchmark does not seem suited for generational collection: all
collectors mark more or less the same number of cells. Consequently, also the
time spent on collection is very similar. Because of the cost of the segment
counting method, all generational collectors spend in fact approximately 35%
more time on garbage collection than the m&c gc collector. There are a
few things to note about this benchmark though. A first thing we need
to take into account, is that the benchmark explicitly calls the collector:
3 of the 4 collection cycles are triggered by an explicit call and when the
heap is not yet full. There are also only a limited number of collections:
only 4. Considering those two facts and taking into account that the tenuring
age is two, we see that there is not much time for the oldest generation to
grow. Moreover, when looking at the code, it becomes clear that the oldest
generation will be small. The main predicate of the benchmark does three
large non-deterministic computations, but cuts away all alternatives after
each of those computations. Each computation takes an initial chess board
situation and a move as input and gives a resulting chess board situation as
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output. The intermediate computations use a lot of space on the heap, the
environment stack and the choice point stack, but between the computations
only a limited amount of data is live. Since the explicitly triggered collection
happens at the end of each computation, it is clear that not much data will
survive two collections to be promoted to the oldest generation. In fact, for
the two minor collections, the oldest generation contains only 0.6% of the
total amount of heap cells.

• The generational schemes do perform a little bit better on the muta bench-
marks. For the muta1 benchmark, the number of marked cells seems to be
mainly influenced by the time of the collections (which explains the results
for the traills collector as mentioned before) and is, aside from the traills

results, nearly the same for all collectors. The performance in collection time
of the generational collectors is worse than the m&c gc collector. There is
consequently a small increase in total run time. The results are a bit bet-
ter for the muta2 benchmark: there is a reduction of 8.5% in the number
of marked cells in the traills collector compared to the non-generational
m&c gc collector. This is not visible in the collection time measurements,
but as already mentioned, these results are not very reliable and it is better
to look at the total run time. The total run time improves for the genera-
tional collectors. A clarification for the muta results is that, even though
there are enough collections to promote data, the oldest generation remains
very small during the benchmark. For muta1, the oldest generation never
grows bigger than 1% of the total heap. The situation is better for muta2
(and this is also visible in the number of marked cells) with the size of the
oldest generation generally around 5-10% of the total heap. From looking at
the results of individual collections, we found that during the muta bench-
marks, the system regularly backtracks to a choice point which belongs to
the oldest generation, thereby making the oldest generation smaller again.
This is a characteristic of the benchmarks and it makes them less suitable
for generational garbage collection. This is valid in general and not only for
the discussed schemes of generational garbage collection: a program which
uses a lot of data, but has only a tiny set of data that lives for a (very) long
time, is not very suitable for generational garbage collection.

Our benchmarks show that the precise cp scheme generally offers the best per-
formance. Somewhat against our expectations, the traills scheme offers no perfor-
mance improvement in our benchmarks, not even in the benchmarks which use a
large environment stack. We conclude that the precise cp scheme is the preferred
generational scheme since it offers good performance for most benchmarks, both
deterministic and non-deterministic ones.
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5.6.3 Influence of the tenuring age

In the previous section, we focused on comparing the performance of different
generational collectors with each other and with a standard non-generational mark-
copy collector. For a fair comparison of the generational schemes, it was important
to choose the same fixed tenuring age –and thus the same number of generations–
for all of them. We chose a tenuring age of two, which we believe is a reasonable
choice since it gives the very young data in the nursery space more time to die.
We explained this before in Section 5.6.1.

Still, it is also worthwhile to investigate the effect of the tenuring age on the
performance of a certain fixed generational scheme. In this section, we test the
influence of the tenuring age for the generational scheme which gave the best per-
formance in the benchmarks from the previous section: the precise cp scheme.
We run the same set of benchmarks as before, but only with the precise cp col-
lector and for different values of the tenuring age. We experiment with a tenuring
age from 1 to 4 and we call the respective collectors precise1 to precise4. Note
that precise2 is in fact the same as precise cp from the previous section. The
benchmark results are shown in Table 5.2.

From the benchmarks, we conclude the following:

• If we only look at the number of marked cells nm to measure the performance,
we see that the majority of the benchmarks (8) has the lowest nm for a
tenuring age of 1, while for the rest of the benchmarks (4) this is for a
tenuring age of 2. It is evident that the best tenuring age (and consequently
the number of generations) depends on the characteristics of each benchmark
individually, but still the results of these benchmarks suggest that only a low
tenuring age of 1 or 2 (precise1 and precise2) is interesting in the context
of Prolog. This corresponds to a system with 2 or 3 generations.

• For most benchmarks the tenuring age, which results in the lowest number
of marked cells nm, also gives the best garbage collection time tgc and total
run time trt. This means that for most benchmarks, precise1 and precise2

give the best timings for both tgc and trt.

• Notable exceptions are serialgc and muta2: precise2 and precise1, respec-
tively, give the lowest number of marked cells nm, but in both cases precise4

delivers the best total run time trt. The reason for this is a reduction of the
number of collections: for serialgc the number of collections goes from 2+6
to 4+3 and for muta2 from 1+118 to 4+109. Because of the higher tenuring
age, data needs to survive more collections before promotion to the oldest
generation and thus gets more time to die. This means that the oldest gener-
ation will be smaller and there is more heap space left for the nursery space.
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precise1 precise2 precise3 precise4

boyergc nm 12882169 19791139 25091378 29235585
6M nc 68112792 68156086 68156086 68156086

mcp 249 249 249 249
mtr 813306 813306 813306 813306
ngc 1+20 2+19 3+18 4+17
tm 562 829 985 1152
tgc 1752 2326 2735 3071
trt 10228 10790 11182 11519

browsegc nm 284376 560190 560190 560190
700K nc 831524 835805 835805 835805

mcp 93 93 93 93
mtr 18469 18469 18469 18469
ngc 1+1 2+0 2+0 2+0
tm 12 18 18 18
tgc 25 47 49 48
trt 4255 4284 4273 4239

dnamatchgc nm 906566 671832 769261 881224
100K nc 27024731 27057402 27017104 27039998

mcp 76 81 88 95
mtr 990 990 990 990
ngc 13+627 7+625 8+625 9+627
tm 28 22 34 36
tgc 83 75 93 88
trt 2843 2826 2861 2828

qsortgc nm 2534269 2590181 2652979 3032392
500K nc 5721983 5736571 5689626 5640815

mcp 75 82 89 96
mtr 100910 90005 94599 99371
ngc 7+22 5+24 5+21 6+20
tm 72 74 81 87
tgc 223 211 224 250
trt 758 751 768 783

serialgc nm 22369859 19977065 22917860 25192413
9M nc 33021990 31842390 32832370 29757617

mcp 82 82 82 82
mtr 2006352 1860132 1968047 1885597
ngc 2+7 2+6 3+5 4+3
tm 1137 1005 1110 1027
tgc 3145 2845 3036 2615
trt 12072 11828 11979 11542

takgc nm 3044 4749 5627 6410
100K nc 9741403 9806066 9808420 9811526

mcp 75 82 89 96
mtr 26 48 60 80
ngc 1+100 2+99 3+98 4+97
tm 1 1 1 2
tgc 13 18 15 16
trt 1578 1591 1616 1592

Table 5.2: Benchmark results of precise cp with varying tenuring age
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precise1 precise2 precise3 precise4

tspgc nm 2223955 1811795 1867126 1942807
100K nc 271404562 271399810 271382627 271391705

mcp 80 87 94 101
mtr 354 2413 2854 3093
ngc 32+5299 6+5302 6+5218 7+5236
tm 129 198 188 213
tgc 467 557 553 546
trt 27922 28155 28099 28182

comp nm 375274 480683 529213 577697
200K nc 1222424 1222855 1223063 1223063

mcp 5924 5924 5924 5924
mtr 34166 34166 34166 34166
ngc 1+9 2+8 3+7 4+6
tm 17 22 21 23
tgc 36 51 51 57
trt 1377 1391 1398 1402

chess nm 6658317 8392659 8392782 8393021
5M nc 5009153 4978885 5009506 5009506

mcp 5507358 5507351 5507351 5507351
mtr 1030876 976814 667682 667682
ngc 1+3 2+2 3+1 4+0
tm 930 1019 1034 1015
tgc 1834 2033 2039 2026
trt 11504 11698 11676 11642

mqueens nm 9545895 18966419 26451914 33797419
15M nc 379834503 379998267 379991320 379985152

mcp 89 96 103 110
mtr 218 202 195 212
ngc 1+40 2+39 3+38 4+37
tm 935 1138 1315 1509
tgc 2400 3049 3581 4082
trt 63120 63755 64330 64862

muta1 nm 371946951 369826855 374100790 373911054
5M nc 820639231 821051266 821043648 824110047

mcp 7495 7495 7495 7495
mtr 828277 828285 828284 828284
ngc 1+239 2+238 3+238 4+238
tm 16270 16146 16278 16318
tgc 35269 34918 35318 35458
trt 353340 352550 352554 352948

muta2 nm 3098001 3626213 3625855 3170704
300K nc 30965728 30936274 31048219 28650405

mcp 1636 1636 1636 1636
mtr 18428 18430 18429 18429
ngc 1+118 2+120 3+121 4+109
tm 128 146 147 120
tgc 272 315 314 288
trt 32491 32115 32580 30184

Table 5.2: Benchmark results of precise cp with varying tenuring age (continued)
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ilProlog precise cp traills

boyergc 9074 9025 9592

browsegc 4253 4363 4336

dnamatchgc 2763 2728 2888

qsortgc 484 467 463

serialgc 10055 10220 10157

takgc 1435 1485 1448

comp 1254 1279 1299

Table 5.3: Time performance of the run-time system combined with the precise
maintenance of the generation line list and with the generational treatment of the
environment stack

This results in fewer collections. Fewer collections results in a lower cost,
even if there is a small increase in the number of collected cells.

• For the very deterministic benchmarks, we see that the high watermark of
the choice point stack mcp increases as the tenuring age increases. This
illustrates the implementation of the generation delimiter choice point as
discussed in 5.4.5, namely that generation delimiter choice points are reused
when a chain of them becomes as long as the value of the tenuring age.

The benchmarks clearly indicate that in general the best performance is ob-
tained with a tenuring age of one or two. This corresponds to a system with two
or three generations.

5.6.4 Overhead in the run-time system

Before, in Section 5.4, we noted that the changes to the run-time system needed for
the precise cp and the traills generational scheme, incur a certain overhead, even
when no garbage collection is involved. In this final section of the experimental
evaluation, we look at how much this overhead is for applications in our benchmark
set.

In Table 5.3, we compare the standard ilProlog system (ilProlog) with a sys-
tem that has the modifications needed for precise handling of the generation line
(precise cp) and with a system that has the modifications (and only those) needed
for the generational treatment of the local stack (traills). Since we want to see
the effect of those modifications when no garbage collection is needed, we can only
use the benchmarks that can run without garbage collection: boyergc, browsegc,
dnamatchgc, qsortgc, serialgc, takgc and comp.

The results in Table 5.3 show that the overhead caused by the modifications
to the run-time system is very reasonable. The overhead caused by the precise
maintenance of the generation line list is in the range of -3.5% to 3.5%. The
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overhead of the trailing of environment cells can be higher and reaches 4.5% and
5.7% for respectively dnamatchgc and boyergc. Still, even though the overhead
is visible for some benchmarks, we believe it is reasonable.

5.7 Related work

In this section, we take a look at other generational garbage collectors for Prolog.
As we mentioned before, in Section 5.2, the ideas that form the basis of generational
garbage collection, were first formulated in the work of Lieberman and Hewitt
(1983) and Ungar (1984).

Inspired by those ideas, Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems (1985) developed
the first generational garbage collector for Prolog8 and implemented it in BIM
Prolog. Their collector is based on a mark-compact algorithm and uses a simple,
immediate promotion policy. Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin (1988) use the
same idea to make their mark-compact collector generational.

The first generational copying garbage collector for Prolog comes from Touati
and Hama (1988). Their collector is, however, not a pure copying collector, but
falls back on a mark-compact algorithm when executing non-deterministic code.
Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994) show how a generational, immediate promotion
policy can be implemented in a pure copying (mark-copy) collector.

More recently, Li (2000) developed chronological garbage collection (CGC) for
the LVM (Logic Virtual Machine, a virtual machine similar to the WAM), which
is a form of generational copying garbage collection with a policy that is aimed at
keeping the recently used and soon to be used data in the cache.

In the following sections, we will compare our work with the aforementioned
garbage collectors.

5.7.1 Generational mark-slide garbage collection

Our work is focused on copying garbage collection, but most early Prolog systems
had a mark-slide garbage collector and the earliest generational collectors for Pro-
log were based on mark-slide algorithms. As such, in this first section, we will look
at generational mark-slide garbage collectors.

One of the first descriptions of the implementation of a mark-slide garbage
collection algorithm for Prolog is (Bruynooghe 1982). This paper describes how
a basic mark-slide algorithm can be improved in the context of Prolog by taking
into account the computation state and only marking those environment cells that
are needed for further computation. Inspired by the work of Lieberman and He-
witt (1983), this algorithm was further improved in (Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and
Willems 1985). In this improved algorithm, the time spent on garbage collection

8The paper discusses a serial and a real time garbage collector; we refer to the serial collector.
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is reduced by limiting the activity of the collector to small parts of the heap. The
authors call this improved algorithm incremental marking.

The basic idea of incremental marking is that heap segments which have been
closed by a choice point and which have been collected before, do not need to be
collected again in the following collection cycles. Based on this idea, the authors
present two types of collectors: a serial garbage collector, which suspends the
mutator to collect in one cycle all heap segments which have not yet been (fully)
collected, and a real time garbage collector, which treats one heap segment at a
time and runs in parallel with or interleaved with the mutator. Relevant for our
comparison here is the serial garbage collector. The real time collector will be
compared with our incremental collector in the next chapter (see Section 6.7).

In the algorithm’s most refined form, called quasi-optimal incremental marking,
the serial garbage collector is in fact a generational mark-slide garbage collector
with a simple immediate promotion policy. The latter means that there are only
two generations: the old generation with data that have been collected before and
the new generation which contains newly allocated data, which have not been
subject to garbage collection yet. Conditional trailing is used as a write barrier,
recording references from older segments to newer segments on the trail, which is
used as a remembered set. This means that the generational scheme depends on
choice points and it is not possible to collect only a part of a heap segment. A
heap segment always needs to be collected as a whole. Thus, during a collection
cycle, every heap segment that has not been fully collected before, is subject to
collection. As a consequence, some data are collected more than once before being
promoted to the old generation.

Just like we explained in Section 5.4.8, the authors note that early reset9 cannot
be done when references to the non-collected part of the heap are not followed.

Our generational collector in its basic form is based on the same ideas as the
ones used in the incremental marking collector. In fact, the generational setup of
the latter is exactly the same as the simple generational scheme we presented in
Section 5.4.1 (the last cp scheme) with a tenuring age of one for an immediate
promotion policy. The most important disadvantage of the incremental marking
collector is the same as of our last cp collector: it does not work well with (mainly)
deterministic applications. Because the generational scheme is based on heap seg-
ments (and no artificial choice points are created), only segment boundaries can
be used as a generation boundary. For deterministic applications, this means that
most of the data in the topmost heap segment will be collected again and again
without being promoted to the old generation.

Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin (1988) give an elaborate description

9In fact, the authors talk about virtual backtracking which is the same in idea as early reset.
Virtual backtracking simply ignores the contents of heap cells referenced from the trail, but does
not reset eligible heap cells and consequently does not remove trail entries either.
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of the implementation of a mark-slide garbage collector for the WAM, which is
based on a new marking algorithm. They also describe a generational version
of their collector, which is inspired by the work of Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and
Willems (1985). The generational scheme they employ, is in essence the same as
the scheme developed by the latter, with the only difference that their collector
also treats the environment and choice point stack in a generational way. This is
comparable to our last cp scheme with generations on the local stack, as discussed
in Section 5.4.7 (and incorporated in the traills scheme). They call this form of
generational garbage collection segmented garbage collection, referring to the fact
that it is based on heap segments.

In their paper, the authors also introduce the early reset technique (which is an
improvement of virtual backtracking) and explain why it is not compatible with
segmented garbage collection. This is what we remarked in Section 5.4.8.

5.7.2 Generational copy and mark-slide hybrid collector

Touati and Hama (1988) are the first to combine a copying algorithm with gen-
erational garbage collection in the context of Prolog. Their collector is a hybrid
collector which uses both a mark-compact and a copying algorithm. Note that we
already wrote about this collector before in Section 3.5, in the context of copying
without marking: the copying algorithm employed does not have a marking phase.
Here, however, we are primarily interested in the generational character of the
collector.

The collector from Touati and Hama uses an immediate promotion policy: only
the most recent part of the heap, that has never been collected before, is subject
to collection. For this purpose, the heap is divided in two separate, fixed spaces:
the old space and the new space. The old space contains the data which has been
collected before, while the new space is used for new allocations and thus contains
data which has never been collected. During a garbage collection, the data in new
space are collected and compacted or copied to the old space.

The collector is a hybrid, which uses both copying and mark-slide algorithms.
When no new choice point has been created after the last collection cycle, all data
in the new space belong to the same heap segment and a copying algorithm is used
for the whole collection. When a choice point has been created, a copying algorithm
is used to collect the oldest segment in the new space, while a mark-compact
algorithm is used to collect the younger segments. In this way, it is possible to
preserve the segment order and this benefits instant reclaiming as we have seen in
the previous chapter. Instant reclaiming remains possible after garbage collection,
even when backtracking over choice points belonging to the old generation, just as
is the case when using pure generational mark-slide garbage collectors as the ones
discussed in the previous section. This is also possible in our generational garbage
collectors, which are based on segment order preserving copying.
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Even though the segment order is preserved, the generational scheme of the
collector is not based on the heap segments, and as such, it is in this sense not seg-
mented garbage collection. Instead of relying on choice points, the collector relies
on the fact that every variable binding is trailed. The advantage of this approach
is that only the newly allocated data instead of the whole topmost heap segment
needs to be collected during a collection cycle. Consequently, this generational
scheme performs as well for deterministic applications as non-deterministic ones.
The main drawback is that this approach leads to increased trail usage, which in
turn has a bad impact on the performance of the garbage collector. The latter
is also acknowledged in the paper and the authors mention that one could opt
to only trail the forward references (from old to young). Even though this is not
mentioned in the paper, we suspect there is also extra overhead in the run-time
system when every binding is trailed.

To complete the description of the generational scheme, we look at the treat-
ment of the root set. Just like the generational collector from Appleby, Carlsson,
Haridi, and Sahlin, this collector also treats the root set (environment, choice point
and trail stack) in a generational way.

The generational scheme employed in the collector from Touati and Hama, is
functionally equivalent with our own traills scheme with a tenuring age of one
(thus only two generations with an immediate promotion policy). Our generational
collector is based on heap segments and does rely on existing choice points, but
since an artificial choice point is created after each collection cycle (a generation
delimiter choice point), this does not pose any problems with deterministic appli-
cations. We believe that our approach of creating artificial choice points is better
than trailing every (forward) variable binding, since it leads to fewer extra trail
entries and thus better run-time and collection performance. It is also not clear
to us whether the collector from Touati and Hama can (easily) be extended to
support multiple generations.

5.7.3 Generational copying collector

The first generational garbage collector for Prolog, which relies only on a copying
algorithm, is the collector from Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994). This collector is a
mark-copy collector: a marking phase precedes the copying phase. As we described
in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.5.2), the marking phase is used to assure that no
doubles are created during the copying phase. In this chapter, we are interested in
the generational scheme implemented by the collector.

The collector divides the heap in two generations: the old generation and the
new generation. The old generation contains data which has been collected before
and the new generation contains newly allocated data. An immediate promotion
policy is used: data which survive a collection cycle, are immediately moved to
the old generation. It is clear that the generational scheme is very similar to the
previously discussed schemes: two generations and an immediate promotion policy.
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As we have seen in the previous chapter, copying algorithms do not preserve the
cell order and, in general, not the segment order either. This is also the case with
the collector from Bevemyr and Lindgren. Since the segment order is not preserved,
instant reclaiming is not possible when backtracking over collected heap segments.
Therefore, at the end of a collection cycle, the heap pointers in the choice points
are made to point to the new top of the heap, so as to prevent the deallocation of
collected parts of the heap upon backtracking.

In the context of generational garbage collection, this mechanism has the inter-
esting effect that it makes sure that, when the mutator resumes execution, every
variable binding in the collected part of the heap (the old generation) is recorded
on the trail. This means that every reference from the collected part of the heap to
the newly allocated part of the heap can be found on the trail. This makes it pos-
sible to only collect the newly allocated data during a collection cycle, in the same
way as is done in the collector from Touati and Hama. In fact, the generational
scheme is functionally the same as the scheme employed in the latter.

Regarding the generational scheme, this brings us also to the same remarks
as in the previous section: namely, that the generational scheme in this collector
corresponds to our own traills scheme with a tenuring age of one. There is an
important difference, however: the collector from Bevemyr and Lindgren does not
preserve the segment order, which means that there is no instant reclaiming upon
backtracking over collected choice points. In addition, we do not think that the
algorithm can easily be extended to support multiple generations and a higher
tenuring age. We believe some form of order preserving is needed in the copying
phase to distinguish different generations.

5.7.4 Chronological garbage collection

Li (2000) developed a generational copying garbage collector for the Logic Vir-
tual Machine. The Logic Virtual Machine (LVM) is, just like the Warren Abstract
Machine (WAM), an execution model that can be used as the basis for a Pro-
log implementation. The LVM is in many ways similar to the WAM, but takes a
different approach regarding memory architecture. The WAM in its original form
(Warren 1983; Aı̈t-Kaci 1990) uses three separate stacks: the global stack or heap,
the local stack for both environments and choice points and the trail stack. Some
WAM-based Prolog implementations (e.g., hProlog and ilProlog) differ from this
scheme and split the local stack in a separate environment and choice point stack,
because this has certain advantages. The LVM, however, takes the opposite ap-
proach and merges the local stack and the global stack into one stack for choice
points, environments and data structures. The reasoning behind this is that the
one stack approach will increase data locality and result in better cache behaviour.

The garbage collector in the LVM is a generational copying collector with spe-
cific choices regarding generation organisation, collection scheduling and survivor
promotion. The garbage collection policy is specifically tuned to keep the most
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recently used and the soon to be used data in the cache. The collector does not
define generations as separate spaces in the heap (the one global stack), but gen-
erations are formed at run-time. Each choice point is a generation boundary and,
additionally, in between choice points, extra generation boundaries are added if
the distance between the top of the stack and the most recent boundary is smaller
than a fixed value, which is referred to as the cache-limit. As its name implies,
the value of the cache-limit depends on the size of the cache in the machine. The
space between the top of the stack and the most recent generation boundary is the
nursery space and the rest of the heap is the generational space. The trail stack is
used as remembered set: it contains all pointers from old to new that cross gen-
eration boundaries. A garbage collection is scheduled whenever the continuation
frame (environment) is part of the generational space and the distance between
the continuation frame or the current choice point (whichever is more recent) and
the top of the stack is bigger than the cache-limit.

Just like all other generational collectors discussed here, the collector from Li
uses the conditional trailing mechanism as a write barrier to record references from
older generations to newer generations on the trail, which is used as remembered
set. This is also what our generational collectors are based on. Similar to our
mechanism of artificial choice points, the chronological garbage collector has a
mechanism of adding extra generation boundaries when not enough natural choice
points are created. Just like in the traills scheme, only the most recent trail,
choice point and environment entries need to be scanned at each collection cycle.

In many ways, our generational collectors use similar mechanisms as the chrono-
logical garbage collector. The collectors, however, use a fundamentally different
collection policy. There are two important issues to note in that regard. Namely,
chronological garbage collection uses a limited size nursery space and demotes pre-
viously promoted data back to the nursery space. In our generational schemes, a
certain amount of memory is allocated for the total heap: older generations and the
nursery space. The nursery space grows until the memory allocated for the heap is
exhausted, at which point a garbage collection is triggered. This is different from
the chronological garbage collector where the nursery space has an upper limit in
size. Our collector never demotes data: once data has been promoted to an older
generation, it stays there. Additionally, in the policy we used, the old generation is
never subject to collection. In the chronological garbage collector, the data at the
top of the heap after backtracking is demoted to the nursery space and becomes
subject to garbage collection again. This is done to keep the data on the top of
the heap in the cache, because it is assumed that the data will be used soon.

Note that even though our collectors and the collector from Li have a very
different implementation, it is fairly straightforward to implement the policy used
in the chronological garbage collector in our generational collectors. One could
trigger a collection each time the nursery space reaches a certain size. It would
also be fairly easy to demote the topmost heap segment after backtracking. We
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have not explored garbage collection policies in our work, but the aforementioned
ideas are interesting for further work.

5.8 Conclusion

Copying collectors generally perform better than other types of tracing collectors
like mark-slide and mark-sweep because of their better complexity, i.e., linear
in the number of live objects instead of linear in the size of the heap. Still, in
the same way that other tracing collectors need to mark all live data, copying
collectors need to copy all live data during each collection cycle. This limits the
efficiency of simple copying garbage collectors. Previous research found that in
most programs, most objects live a very short time, while only a small percentage
of them lives much longer. In the context of a copying collector, this means that
most new objects die before a collection and never need to be copied. On the other
hand, a large fraction of the objects that survive one collection, will survive many
collections and a simple collector will spend most of its time copying the same
old objects again and again. Generational garbage collectors aim to avoid this
repeated copying by segregating objects by age into two or more regions of the
heap, called generations, and collecting only the generations with the youngest
objects frequently. The generational collection strategy promises more efficient
garbage collection for programs for which the weak generational hypothesis holds,
namely, that most objects die young.

In this chapter, we have shown how multi-generational copying garbage collec-
tion can be implemented in a WAM-based Prolog system. Our implementation,
which is based on the segment order preserving collector from the previous chapter,
uses heap segments as the basis for generations. By using heap segments as basic
entities to form generations, generational garbage collection in its most basic form
comes at no extra cost in the WAM. This configuration, namely, allows the condi-
tional trailing mechanism, which is needed in the WAM to support backtracking,
to fulfil the role of the write barrier, which is otherwise needed to record references
from older generations to younger generations. We have shown that, with this ap-
proach, it is rather straightforward to implement a simple generational scheme
with a configurable number of generations.

We have further shown that a number of enhancements to this simple scheme
are needed to guarantee good performance for different types of programs. It is
critical to create extra generation delimiter choice points after a collection cycle to
guarantee good performance for deterministic applications. It is also important to
maintain precise information about the generation boundaries upon backtracking
and Prolog cut (!/0). Finally, it is possible to apply the idea of generations to the
local stack and only consider the youngest parts of the stack during each collection
cycle. These enhancements need support from the Prolog run-time system and we
have described in detail how the needed modifications can be implemented. We also
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offered some ideas for possible alternatives. The basic ideas for the aforementioned
enhancements are not new. However, we believe this is the first time the techniques
have been thoroughly investigated and described. We also believe this is the first
time that the techniques have been placed in a multi-generational context.

As we also developed a page order preserving collector –which is approximately
segment order preserving– in the previous chapter, we investigated the possibility
of using pages as the basis for generations. If possible, this could lead to better
performance since it is cheaper to preserve the page order than to preserve the
segment order. Our examination of this approach, however, leads us to believe that
page order preserving cannot be combined with generational garbage collection in
a satisfying way: for optimal performance, it is essential that the segment order is
preserved in an exact way (although two or more segments can still be merged into
one) and modifying the page order preserving algorithm to satisfy this requirement
would incur a high cost (in space, in time or in both), which would offset any
performance improvement obtained by using the page order preserving algorithm
instead of the segment order preserving algorithm.

We implemented several –gradually improving– generational schemes based on
the segment order preserving collector and compared them with a non-generational
standard mark-copy collector in a number of benchmarks. Our experiments have
shown that maintaining precise generation information and pushing generation
delimiter choice points are both required for optimal performance in both de-
terministic and non-deterministic applications. Both enhancements need support
from the run-time system and incur some overhead in the system even when no
garbage collection is involved. This overhead, however, is limited and reaches at
most 3.5% in our benchmarks. Our results further suggest that generational treat-
ment of the local stack does not improve performance, at least not in a Prolog
system like ilProlog, where environment cells are normally not trailed. The latter
is a requirement for generations on the local stack and, in our benchmarks, in-
curs an overhead of up to 5.7% in the run-time system. We also investigated the
influence of the tenuring age on the performance of the collector. The results of
these experiments show that for our benchmarks a low tenuring age of one or two
gives the best performance. The general conclusion of the experimental evaluation
is that the performance of copying garbage collection in the context of Prolog
can be improved by using generational techniques, but for best performance it is
important to create generation delimiter choice points, to maintain precise gener-
ation information and to use a low tenuring age. We also want to note that the
actual performance improvement is completely dependent on the characteristics of
the benchmark. Applications for which the generational hypothesis does not hold,
will not benefit from standard generational techniques and for these applications,
performance might actually degrade.

We compared our work with existing generational garbage collectors for Prolog
systems. Most existing generational collectors use two generations (the old gen-
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eration and the nursery space) and employ an immediate promotion policy. Our
generational schemes go beyond this and provide support for multiple generations
and higher tenuring ages. Only the chronological garbage collector in the LVM
fundamentally differs from the former scheme, but even the generational policy
used in the latter could be fairly easily implemented in our generational collec-
tor. However, we did not yet investigate more complex or even adaptive collection
policies, but it is certainly feasible to implement these on top of our generational
collector.

Whether generational collection versus non-generational collection is a good
choice, depends in the first place on the characteristics of the application. We
believe that for applications where the generational hypothesis holds, our genera-
tional collectors offer good and solid performance. From the generational schemes,
the precise cp scheme is our preferred choice. This scheme offers both artificial
generation delimiter choice points, which are essential for good performance in
deterministic applications, and accurate generation lines, which are important for
non-deterministic applications. The precise cp scheme is also preferable to the
traills scheme, because the latter does not offer any performance improvement
over the former. Our experiments suggest that a configuration with two or three
generations offers the best performance.



Chapter 6

Incremental copying

6.1 Introduction

Simple garbage collectors perform only major collections: during a collection cycle
the heap is always collected in its entirety. Since the mutator, i.e., the application
itself, is suspended during the collection cycle, garbage collections can cause big
pause times for the mutator when the heap is large. Some applications, however,
have timing constraints and require these pause times to be small. For this reason,
reducing pause times has always been an important topic in garbage collection.

Incremental garbage collectors answer this need by dividing the heap in small
parts (called increments) and collecting each part separately. Since only a small
part of the heap is treated during each collection cycle, the pause time for the
mutator will be much smaller than when the whole heap would be collected at
once. A series of collections, interspersed with a certain amount of mutator time,
will then gradually collect the whole heap.

In this chapter, we present an incremental copying garbage collector for the
WAM. First, in Section 6.2, we explain the ideas and the concepts behind in-
cremental garbage collection. Then, in Section 6.3, we discuss how the standard
WAM heap can be split into increments. We explain the modifications needed
for backtracking, trailing, binding variables and tidying the trail in this modified
heap layout. We also show how instant reclaiming can be done on parts of the
heap that have not been collected. Next, in Section 6.4, the implementation of the
incremental garbage collector is discussed. We explain the use of a write barrier
and remembered sets, a combination of mechanisms needed to guarantee correct
incremental collections. We show the interaction between remembered sets and
backtracking and the changes which are needed for correct backtracking. We also
discuss early reset and our approximation of it, partial early reset . Section 6.5

177
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contains a description of the implemented incremental garbage collection policies.
We evaluate the performance of the collector with both an incremental and a gen-
erational policy in Section 6.6. We measure the time performance as well as the
memory usage of the collector for a number of benchmarks. In Section 6.7 we
discuss related work. We close this chapter with a conclusion in Section 6.8.

6.2 Incremental garbage collection

Most simple garbage collectors perform only major collections and thus always
collect the whole heap at once. For applications, which use large amounts of data,
garbage collecting the whole heap at once can take a long time. Since the applica-
tion itself is suspended during the course of the collection, collection cycles create
big pause times when a large amount of data is in use. While the length of the
pause times does not matter for a lot of applications, there are several types of ap-
plications where small pause times are preferred or even required, e.g., interactive
applications and control systems. This kind of applications is typically referred to
as real-time applications. Regarding the timing constraints, a distinction is made
between soft real-time and hard real-time applications. For soft real-time appli-
cations, a small pause time is highly desired, but a slightly larger pause time is
tolerated if it does not occur frequently. Hard real-time applications require the
pause time to be below a certain limit; a bigger pause time is not tolerated and is
considered a failure of the application. In this chapter, we focus on soft real-time
applications. As we will see, incremental collectors satisfy the timing constraints
of this type of applications.

Since big pause times need to be avoided, even when the amount of in-use data
is large, it is self-evident that the whole heap cannot be collected at once and that
each collection cycle should only treat a small part of the heap. By limiting the
amount of heap space collected during each collection cycle, the time needed to
complete the collection cycle can also be limited.

Looking back at the previous chapter, where we presented a generational
garbage collector, it might seem that generational garbage collection fulfills the
needs of soft real-time applications. Generational collectors aim to maximize effi-
ciency by focusing collection efforts on those parts of the heap that are expected to
contain a higher ratio of garbage. This means that most collections are minor col-
lections, which do not treat the whole heap, but only the nursery space (depending
on the policy with or without some older generations). Even if minor collections
would satisfy the pause time requirement, an occasional major collection would
cause a much larger pause time which is unacceptable in a real-time context. Note
that while the nursery space can be chosen small enough to keep the pause time
for a nursery collection small, the pause time for a major collection cannot be
influenced: the pause time is proportional to the amount of live data in the heap
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and can become arbitrarily large as more data is manipulated.
The former remarks are valid for generational collectors in general: generational

garbage collection is not suited for real-time applications. The remarks are equally
valid in the context of Prolog and more specifically for the generational collector
presented in the previous chapter. This generational collector uses heap segments
as the basis of generations and this means that the generations do not have a
fixed size. Consequently, there is no limit on the pause time for minor collections.
Limiting the size of the nursery space (and the youngest generations) would limit
the pause time of a minor collection, but a major collection would still cause a big
pause time and a major collection is in most cases unavoidable since it is needed
upon expansion, or when the heap is nearly full.

A better way to reduce the pause times and keep them small (independently
of the total heap size) is to divide the heap in small parts, called increments,
and collect each of these separately. The whole heap is then gradually collected
by a series of collection cycles which are interspersed with a reasonable amount
of mutator time. This is called incremental garbage collection: an incremental
collector breaks up the large pause time for collecting the whole heap into a lot
of smaller pause times by collecting one increment at a time. This is good for
applications with soft real-time requirements, since the application itself is never
(or at least rarely) suspended by the collector for a long time.

There is an extra benefit in the case of copying collection. Most copying collec-
tors are semi-space copying collectors and need both a from space for allocation
and a to space for collection. The to space must always be as large as the from
space. This, however, means that only half of the allocated space can be used as
useful heap space. For an incremental collector, which only collects one increment
at a time, only one increment is needed as to space.

In the next sections, we will present such an incremental copying garbage collec-
tor for the WAM. We will first explain how the WAM heap is divided in increments.

6.3 The WAM with a block-based heap

6.3.1 bb heap: a block-based heap layout

Our incremental garbage collector is based on a modified heap layout which lends
itself better to incremental collections. Instead of having one (large) contiguous
heap area, this new heap layout consists of a number of (possibly small) heap
blocks each with a fixed number of cells. We will refer to this new heap layout as
the bb heap, and to the standard WAM heap layout as the wam heap.

In bb heap, the logical heap is an ordered set of heap blocks. The blocks are
kept chronologically ordered, i.e., by creation time, independently of the address
order. This is achieved by linking the blocks in a doubly linked list; the heap is a
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chain of blocks. This is needed for backtracking and instant reclaiming (see Section
6.3.2). In addition, each block also contains a time stamp for fast comparison of
block ages (see Section 6.3.2). Related to this is the need to determine the block
to which a cell belongs. For this reason, blocks are always allocated on an address
which is a power of two: the block to which a cell belongs, can easily be determined
by masking the least significant bits of the cell’s address.

The most recent block in the bb heap is used for allocation; we call this the
current block . Without garbage collection, the heap is expanded whenever the
current block overflows: an extra heap block is allocated and added to the heap.
Heap blocks that are part of the heap, are called active. Heap blocks can become
inactive because of instant reclaiming or garbage collection. Inactive blocks are no
longer part of the heap: they are added to a free list and can be used for future
heap expansion. In our implementation, the free list is appended to the doubly
linked list of heap blocks. The chain of blocks then looks like shown in Figure 6.1.
The CB in the figure stands for current block . The current block (which always
contains the top of the heap) functions as the boundary between the active and
the inactive blocks.

1 2 3 4 5

CB

active free

old young

Figure 6.1: Doubly linked list of heap blocks

The idea to divide the heap in separate blocks is not new: incremental copy-
ing collectors like the ones from Hudson and Moss (1992) and Blackburn, Jones,
McKinley, and Moss (2002) have a very similar heap layout as the one we present
here. One important difference, though, is that bb heap keeps a strict order on
the heap blocks. In the context of WAM-based Prolog systems, this order is im-
portant since the WAM uses the heap in a stack-like manner for certain operations
like backtracking and conditional trailing. We know of two more LP-related sys-
tems that use a non-contiguous heap: Quintus Prolog (Quintus 1989) employs a
heap consisting of equal-sized heap blocks. Order between cells, as required by
the WAM invariants, is kept by moving the contents of the blocks (whenever nec-
essary) instead of by a time stamp, and the blocks are not used for incremental
garbage collection. The Oz implementation (Scheidhauer 1998; Mehl 1999) uses a
segmented heap consisting of several chunks of memory of varying sizes. In this
implementation, cell order is not important and the heap layout is not used for
incremental garbage collection either.
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6.3.2 Heap blocks during execution

Instant reclaiming

Instant reclaiming allows to recover an unbounded amount of memory at a con-
stant cost. It is therefore important to preserve instant reclaiming during normal
program execution, i.e., as long as garbage collection has not taken place. Instant
reclaiming relies on the fact that the order of the heap segments is preserved.
The bb heap keeps the heap data chronologically ordered (as long as no garbage
collection has occurred) and, as such, also keeps the heap segments ordered. This
means that instant reclaiming is possible within a block, as well as over block
boundaries. Upon backtracking, all heap cells allocated after the creation of the
most recent choice point (all heap cells belonging to the topmost heap segment)
can be deallocated easily. If the topmost segment is spread out over more than one
block, then all blocks that contain cells belonging exclusively to that segment, can
be freed. In the block where this segment starts, the part of the block belonging
to the reclaimed segment can also be reclaimed.

Instant reclaiming in this manner is still a constant cost operation. The follow-
ing actions, which all have a constant cost, are done upon backtracking: (a) the
heap pointer HCP is retrieved from the most recent choice point, (b) the block
which contains HCP , is determined from its address and finally, (c) both current
block and the top of heap pointer H are set. Note that while instant reclaiming
itself is a constant cost operation, it has an extra cost which is not constant in the
final system. This will be discussed in Section 6.4.3.

Trailing

Upon backtracking to a certain choice point, all bindings done since the creation
of that choice point, need to be undone. Trailing is the WAM mechanism that
remembers these bindings. The WAM only records the relevant bindings on the
trail, i.e., the binding of variables older than the current choice point; this is
achieved by conditional trailing.

In the wam heap, conditional trailing is easily done by comparing the address
of the variable, which is about to be bound, and the heap pointer in the topmost
choice point, as shown in the following pseudo-code.

if (CellPtr < BH) trail(CellPtr);

If the variable is older (smaller address) than the pointer in the choice point (points
to higher address), then the binding should be trailed. This relies on the fact that
the contiguous wam heap grows towards higher memory addresses.

In the bb heap, things get a little more complicated because one cannot rely
on the fact that a higher memory address corresponds to a more recent creation
time. As long as a block has not been garbage collected, higher memory addresses
still correspond to newer cells for cells within that block. For cells in different
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blocks, one needs to know whether one block is older than another one. This is
achieved by giving each block a time stamp when adding it to the heap (as we
already mentioned in Section 6.3.1). Blocks with smaller time stamps are older
than blocks with bigger time stamps. This invariant is preserved across garbage
collections (see Section 6.4.1). Conditional trailing is then implemented with the
following pseudo-code.

if ((same_block(CellPtr,BH) && (CellPtr < BH))

|| (!same_block(CellPtr,BH) && older_block(CellPtr,BH)))

trail(CellPtr);

If the variable and the heap pointer in the choice point belong to the same block,
then the address order is used; if not, the age of the blocks is used for comparison.

Variable binding

A common optimisation to reduce trail usage, is the following. When a variable
is bound to another variable, the youngest cell is always bound to the oldest cell.
This reduces the chance that the binding needs to be trailed. This binding from
young to old is achieved with code that compares the age of the variables in the
same way as the code for conditional trailing, which was shown before.

Tidy trail

Tidy trail is a technique to recover trail space upon Prolog cut (!/0). When the
program executes a cut, one or more choice points are discarded. This can render
several entries on the trail useless. Tidy trail compacts the trail by removing these
entries. This can reduce the trail size drastically, e.g., in benchmark boyergc.
Tidy trail is particularly important for an incremental collector, because the trail
is part of the root set, which needs to be scanned during each collection cycle (as
we will discuss later in Section 6.4). By making the root set smaller, tidy trail
makes collections cheaper.

Tidy trail removes trail entries by comparing the ages of the trail entry and
the most recent choice point. The modifications needed, are similar to those made
for conditional trailing, as shown and discussed before.

Note that all Prolog systems (based on hProlog 1.7) used in evaluations through-
out this chapter, have (and use) a tidy trail implementation. The Prolog systems
used in the previous chapters (based on ilProlog and hProlog 1.4) did not have a
tidy trail implementation. The reason for this is that tidying the trail upon cut
has a bad worst case complexity. On the other hand, the tidy trail technique can
drastically reduce the memory requirements for the trail and more recent versions
of hProlog include and enable the optimisation.
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6.3.3 Overhead due to heap layout

All operations that involve the comparison of cell order (or cell age) are more
expensive in the bb heap. The management of the layout itself imposes an extra
performance cost for bb heap, even if the program does not trigger garbage collec-
tion. In order to measure this cost, we compare the wam heap and the bb heap

on a number of benchmarks. Both heap layouts are implemented for hProlog 1.7.
The wam heap system is always started with a heap big enough to run a partic-
ular benchmark without needing garbage collection. We configured the bb heap

system for different heap block sizes (the block size is mentioned in Table 6.1 in
number of heap cells). The bb heap systems are started with a heap consisting
of one block. When the current block overflows, an extra block is added to the
heap and used for new allocations. No garbage collection is performed. We did not
include the benchmarks mqueens and chess here, since they cannot run without
garbage collection.

Table 6.1 shows the time (in ms) needed to run a particular benchmark with
each system. To isolate the performance overhead during the execution of a pro-
gram, we measure the time needed for running the benchmark only. I.e., startup
time and allocation of heap space (time spent in malloc and in the UNIX system
call mmap) are not included. The management of new data structures related to
the heap blocks is included in the timings. Figure 6.2 shows the performance of
the bb heap relative to the wam heap in a more graphical way.

wam bb 0.5M bb 1M bb 2M bb 4M

browsegc 3550 3620 3574 3544 3546

boyergc 7258 7624 7582 7584 7574

dnamatchgc 1830 1862 1848 1846 1844

takgc 1052 1096 1084 1076 1068

serialgc 5750 6008 6104 6124 6166

Table 6.1: Overhead of the heap layout

We observe the following:

• The benchmarks show that there is some overhead in the bb heap systems,
but the overhead is in general fairly small with a maximum of 7% for serialgc
in the bb heap 4M system.

• For most benchmarks, smaller block sizes in the bb heap systems result in
slightly more overhead. For a given benchmark, bb heap systems with a
smaller block size have more blocks; consequently there is more overhead
due to the switching of current block upon backtracking. Additionally, there
are more current block overflows, upon which a new block has to be added to
the heap. Finally, the age comparison of cells is more expensive globally: the
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Figure 6.2: Overhead of the heap layout

age comparison is more expensive when the cells belong to different blocks
than when they belong to the same block and when the block size is smaller,
there is a higher chance that the cells belong to different blocks.

• For dnamatchgc and boyergc, the block size has a much smaller influence
on the (relative) amount of overhead than for takgc. The relative overhead
in the bb heap systems depends on the relative amount of instructions that
become more expensive. The age comparison of cells is important here. The
age comparison becomes more expensive when the cells belong to different
blocks, because then the time stamps of the corresponding blocks need to be
fetched and compared. We measured the total number of age comparisons
and the relative amount of age comparisons between cells belonging to differ-
ent blocks. For takgc the relative amount of age comparisons between cells
belonging to different blocks compared to the total amount of comparisons
is pretty high (46.5% in the 0.5M system) and is clearly influenced by the
block size (from 46.5% in the 0.5M system to 22% in the 4M system). For
dnamatchgc and boyergc, on the contrary, this number is lower (29.5%
and 29.8% in the 0.5M system) and varies a lot less across different block
sizes (from 29.5% and 29.8% in the 0.5M system to 24.2% and 25.6% in the
4M system). These numbers are in accordance with our explanation.

• serialgc runs slower when the block size in the bb heap systems becomes
bigger. This goes against our expectation that using smaller blocks will result
in more overhead. Since cache effects are sometimes the reason for this kind
of unexpected results, we ran the benchmark with Cachegrind1 (Nethercote

1Note that we used Cachegrind before in Chapter 3 and a longer description of this tool is
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2004), the cache profiler from Valgrind (Seward, Nethercote, Fitzhardinge,
et al. ; Nethercote and Seward 2003). The cache measurements indeed con-
firm that cache effects are at play. When the block size is bigger, there are
considerably more L2 cache misses: 9.5% more misses for the 4M system
relative to the 0.5M system. Most cache misses (around 75%) happen during
unification and the difference in cache misses between different block sizes
comes almost exclusively from a difference in cache misses during unification.
The different cache behaviour is caused by the different layout of the heap
data: because of the small overflow space at the end of each heap block, the
relative placement of data is different across different block sizes.

6.4 Incremental collection with heap blocks

6.4.1 Basic principle

Incremental garbage collection in the bb heap is done by collecting one heap
block during each collection cycle. Since the garbage collector is based on a copy-
ing algorithm, and more specifically, on copying without marking as presented in
Chapter 3, a to space is needed which is as large as the from space. This means
that one inactive heap block should always be reserved as to space.
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Figure 6.3: Incremental garbage collection in the bb heap

Figure 6.3 shows what happens during a collection cycle. Before the collection,
in Figure 6.3(a), the bb heap consists of three blocks: block 1 (the oldest block),
block 2 (the current block) and one block currently not in use. A garbage collection

given in Section 3.4.4.
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collects one block (we call this the from block) and copies all its live cells to a free
block (we call this the to block). In this example, block 1 is the from block . During
the collection (Figure 6.3(b)), block 1 is collected and all its live data are copied
to the free block. Finally in Figure 6.3(c), the to block becomes the new block 1:
it takes the place of the from block in the chain of blocks and inherits the time
stamp of the from block .

Note that if the from block contains garbage (block 1), then the to block has
some free space at the end of the collection. Each heap block has a pointer to
indicate this. If the next block (block 2) is collected in a subsequent collection,
its live data can be copied to this free space (top of block 1). When all free space
is used, the copying is continued in a free block. At the end of the collection, all
(new) blocks used as to block are inserted, in order, into the chain of blocks, right
before the from block . All inserted blocks receive a time stamp that satisfies the
invariant that older blocks (closer to the beginning of the chain) have smaller time
stamps than younger blocks (closer to the end of the chain). The from block is
moved to the end of the chain and added to the free list (see Figure 6.1).

The free space left in a to block can also be used for subsequent allocation of
new data. However, the data allocated in this free space inherits the age of the
to block . When the to block is different (older) from the new current block (after
collection), this can lead to unnecessary trailing of the newly allocated variables,
and it makes instant reclaiming more difficult. Therefore, our allocation policy
only allocates new data in the to block , when that block is the new current block .

6.4.2 Write barriers and remembered sets

During an incremental collection, we want to collect one heap block independently
of the other blocks. During the collection cycle, all live data found in that block
(the from block), is copied to a new block (the to block). The root set is defined as
a set of references, which are known to point to live cells in the heap. In the WAM,
the root set consists of references found in the environments, the choice points,
the trail and the argument registers; all these memory areas contain references to
(live) cells on the heap. By recursively following references starting from the root
set, it is thus possible to find the live cells in a heap block.

However, the root set alone is not sufficient to find all live cells in a heap
block without scanning other blocks. In the bb heap, namely, it is possible that
a cell in a block is not referenced by any element of the root set, but is still live
because it is referenced by a live cell in another block. An example of this is shown
in Figure 6.4(a). Cell Y is live, because it is indirectly referenced by the root set,
through cell X. At collection time, we need to know which cells in other blocks have
references to cells in the from block , without scanning all other blocks. References
from cells in one block (the source block) to cells in another block (the target block)
are called inter-block references; references to cells in the same block are intra-block
references. A mechanism is needed to remember the inter-block references. It is
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common to use a write barrier and remembered sets for this purpose; see (Wilson
1992).

Write barrier

A write barrier is a mechanism to monitor write operations. Each time a value is
about to be written in a memory cell, this action is intercepted by the write barrier
and information about the write operation can be recorded. Note that the same
mechanism is used for conditional trailing. The write barrier for trailing checks
whether something is written in a cell older than the current choice point, and in
that case, it puts the relevant cell on the trail. In our incremental collector for the
WAM, an extra write barrier is added to check whether an inter-block reference is
created (Figure 6.4(b)) and in that case, remember this reference by recording it
in a special memory area, called remembered set (Figure 6.4(c)).

A more elaborate discussion about write barriers and their implementation can
be found in (Jones and Lins 1996). Write barrier implementations can be software-
only or use the virtual memory hardware (protecting pages for writing). bb heap

employs a software-only write barrier. The code for the write barrier is only added
for assignments where the creation of inter-block references is possible, and has
been optimised as described by Blackburn and McKinley (2002).

Remembered sets

Remembered sets are collections of inter-block references. These sets can be or-
ganised in several ways. One commonly used option is to have one remembered
set for each block; the write barrier puts all references to cells in a certain block
in that block’s remembered set. Another option is to have remembered sets for
each combination of source block and target block (Blackburn, Jones, McKinley,
and Moss 2002). Our implementation uses the latter (Figure 6.4(c)). This config-
uration has two important advantages. First, during garbage collection, only the
remembered sets that have the from block as target block need to be scanned.
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Second, after garbage collection, all old entries in the remembered sets need to
be removed; this corresponds to removing all remembered sets that have the from
block as either source block or target block . Note that the write barrier is also
active during garbage collection: new inter-block references can be created during
garbage collection and those are added to new or existing remembered sets.

We refer to the bb heap system with the write barrier and remembered sets
as the bb heapwb system.

6.4.3 Remembered sets and backtracking

As we have shown before in Section 6.3.2, it is possible to recover heap space
upon backtracking (instant reclaiming) in bb heap. All heap cells allocated since
the creation of the most recent choice point can be deallocated and reused for
new allocations after backtracking. Instant reclaiming, however, requires special
attention in the presence of remembered sets.
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Figure 6.5: Remembered sets and backtracking

Problem

It is possible that instant reclaiming deallocates a heap cell, which is still referenced
by an entry in the remembered sets. An example of this is shown in Figure 6.5.
In Figure 6.5(a), before backtracking, the most recent heap segment contains 2
heap cells: X and Y. Cell X in block 2 contains an inter-block reference to a cell
in block 1, and thus the remembered set (2->1) contains a reference to cell X.
After backtracking (and instant reclaiming), in Figure 6.5(b), both cells have been
deallocated and can be reused for new allocations. The entry in the remembered
set (2->1) pointing to cell X has not been removed. In this case, further execution
allocates the structure f(123), as seen in Figure 6.5(c). The remembered set entry
now points to the cell containing the untagged header f/1. During a garbage
collection of block 1, all entries in the remembered set (2->1) would be part of
the root set and the untagged value in cell X could erroneously be interpreted as
a valid pointer to block 1. The cell (apparently) referenced by cell X would be
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forwarded and the contents of cell X would be changed accordingly. Obviously, this
is not correct and has to be avoided. A solution for this problem is to remove all
dangerous entries (those referencing untagged heap cells) from the remembered
sets upon backtracking.

Solution

We chose to remove all entries in the remembered sets that are younger than
the current choice point at the time of backtracking, since those entries are no
longer needed. This ensures that all remembered set entries point to cells inside
the live heap (that part of the heap that is currently in use). This approach has
the additional advantage that upon backtracking some extra memory space can
be freed in the remembered sets.

Our technique relies on the fact that during normal Prolog execution (this
includes backtracking with instant reclaiming, but excludes garbage collection)
the order of cells in the heap, the trail and the remembered sets is chronological.

When a variable is bound, the binding is recorded on a remembered set, if the
binding is across heap block borders (inter-block reference). The same binding is
recorded on the trail if the variable is older than the current choice point. Those
conditions are independent of each other and as a consequence there is no direct
relation between entries on the trail and on the remembered sets. The chronological
ordering, however, guarantees the following invariant: entries which appear both
in the trail and in a particular remembered set, have the same relative order in
both. This invariant can be used to recover cells in the remembered sets upon
backtracking. It leads to the following rules during untrailing:
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Figure 6.6: Removal of remembered set entries upon backtracking

• If a trailed cell contains an inter-block reference before untrailing, then a
reference to this cell should be removed from the appropriate remembered
set. Because of the chronological order in both the trail and the remembered
sets, that particular entry is the most recent trailed entry in the remembered
set.
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In Figure 6.6, cell Y is such a trailed cell. Upon untrailing, the reference
to cell Y in the remembered set 2->1 should be removed.

• If a trailed reference is removed from a certain remembered set, then all
references added to the remembered set after the trailed reference, should
also be removed.

The trailed cell Y has been removed from remembered set 2->1. Also
the more recent entry, the reference to cell Z, should be removed.

• After untrailing and applying the above rules, a number of remembered
sets might still contain some entries which are younger than the current
choice point. Since the bindings, recorded by those entries, were not trailed
(otherwise they would have been removed during untrailing), those entries
refer to heap cells which are younger than the current choice point and
are part of the most recent heap segment, which will be removed through
instant reclaiming. So, after untrailing, all topmost entries in the remembered
sets which point to cells, younger than the current choice point, should be
removed.

Scanning the remembered sets reveals that the remembered set 2->1

contains a reference to cell X, which belongs to the most recent segment,
and thus should be removed.

Garbage collection

During a garbage collection, the live cells in the from block are copied to the free
space in one (or more) empty or partially filled heap block(s) (the to block). During
the copying, newly created inter-block references are added to the appropriate
remembered sets. This has been discussed in Section 6.4.2.

The order in which the live cells are copied, determines which remembered
set entries are created and in what order. After collection, the order of the new
entries in the remembered sets will be the same as the order of the corresponding
cells in the to block . Since the copying order is not known, no assumptions can be
made about the order of the new remembered set entries. More importantly, it is
no longer guaranteed that the order in the remembered sets is chronological, i.e.,
corresponding to the trail order.

Because of this, the aforementioned set of rules to remove remembered set en-
tries upon backtracking is not valid after garbage collection. It is important to
note, however, that the problem with backtracking, as described before, does not
exist in that part of the heap that has been garbage collected (and the correspond-
ing part in the remembered sets). Namely, the problem only appears when instant
reclaiming causes some entries in the remembered sets to point to freed heap space,
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but since the employed copying algorithm does not preserve heap segments, instant
reclaiming is not possible on collected parts of the heap.

Since there is no problem upon backtracking to a collected choice point, there is
no need to remove the related remembered set entries. All remembered set entries
created during a garbage collection are tagged as GC, so they can be identified as
such. Still, when subsequent backtracking reclaims a collected part of the heap,
the relevant GC-tagged entries should be removed. We call the top of the copied
heap cells after a garbage collection the garbage collection top. A collected part
of the heap is reclaimed when heap space is reclaimed beyond its corresponding
garbage collection top. After a collection, an extra cell is added to all remembered
sets with new entries. This extra cell holds a reference to the garbage collection top
and is tagged as GCTOP. The GCTOP-cell indicates when the accompanying GC-cells
in the remembered set should be removed.

This results in two extra rules for removing remembered set entries upon back-
tracking:

• If the most recent entry in a remembered set is GCTOP-tagged (garbage col-
lection top), then don’t remove any cells from that remembered set.

• After untrailing, all relevant remembered sets should be scanned: if the most
recent entry is GCTOP-tagged, then check whether backtracking was beyond
the referenced heap cell and if so, remove all entries on the top of the re-
membered set which are GC-tagged.

Optimisations

There are two important optimisations to this approach. Upon backtracking, only
the relevant remembered sets should be scanned and in a very common situation
even none at all.

There is no need to check all remembered sets upon backtracking. Because of
instant reclaiming, the top of the heap is reset upon backtracking. We refer to
the heap block containing this new heap top as the backtrack block. Only those
remembered sets should be scanned that have the backtrack block as source block .
These are the only ones that can contain entries which have not been trailed.

Investigating the execution of several Prolog programs revealed that most cases
of backtracking are shallow backtracking (failure when matching the head of a
clause) and no new heap cells are created between choice point creation and back-
tracking. This means that all inter-block references that might be created, are
trailed. Consequently, there is no need to scan the remembered sets after untrail-
ing, when backtracking did not recover any heap space.
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Additional remarks

The solution we presented, seems rather complicated and one might think it would
be easier to use the trail to store all inter-block references. Upon backtracking
and instant reclaiming, it would be easy to remove the appropriate inter-block
references. Still, using the trail for storing both references which have to be reset
upon backtracking and inter-block references has important disadvantages. An
immediate drawback is that the whole trail and thus all inter-block references will
need to be scanned during a collection cycle. However, there is an even worse issue,
which is caused by the unknown relation between inter-block references before and
after a collection cycle. More specifically, during the collection, it is possible that
new inter-block references are created and that some disappear. The new inter-
block references would need to be inserted in the appropriate trail segment (and
not at the top of the trail), so as to make sure that they are released when needed
and not too early or too late. The issues related to keeping the trail consistent
make that approach unattractive and as complex as our current approach.

Another approach we have considered, is to trail the remembered set entries
themselves. Upon backtracking, the remembered set entries could then be reset to
nil. Also this approach has important drawbacks. For each inter-block reference,
two extra references would be created: one in the remembered sets and one on the
trail. Additionally, the remembered sets would need to be scanned and cleaned
up regularly. Finally, this solution would have similar issues as the previously
mentioned one: references to inter-block references created during a collection,
must be added to the appropriate trail segment.

6.4.4 Partial early reset

During garbage collection, it is possible to reset certain bindings recorded on the
trail (or for a value-trail to reset the recorded cells to the value they would get upon
backtracking); this is called early reset . With early reset , the garbage collector
takes over some of the untrailing work that would be done upon backtracking.
This is beneficial for the same reason as tidy trail . Trail entries, subject to early
reset , can be removed from the trail, which can lead to a smaller trail and thus a
smaller root set.

Early reset is only possible for cells referenced by the trail, which are not used
in the forward execution of the program. For each choice point, for which we can
compute the forward execution and the corresponding set of reachable data, we
can apply early reset on the accompanying trail segment (that part of the trail
that would be untrailed upon backtracking to that specific choice point). It is
possible to determine the reachable data from a certain choice point and apply
early reset to the appropriate trail entries during garbage collection. A more in-
depth discussion about this technique can be found in (Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi,
and Sahlin 1988; Bekkers, Ridoux, and Ungaro 1992).
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Early reset relies on the fact that, during a garbage collection, we can find all
live data in the forward execution of each choice point. This is done by recursively
marking or forwarding all cells from the root set which are reachable through the
environment of a certain choice point. Cells, that are not reachable through that
environment are eligible for early reset . Those cells will not be used in the forward
execution and can safely be reset to the value they will get upon backtracking.

In a bb heapwb system, with incremental collections, early reset is not possible
without some modifications. To find all cells reachable in the forward execution,
also cells in other heap blocks than the from block (the heap block that is being
collected) should be scanned. This is needed because reachable cells in other heap
blocks might contain (indirect) references to cells in the from block , as shown in
Figure 6.7. In this case, cell X is reachable in the forward execution. Cell X keeps
cell Y live and cell Y keeps cell Z live. Although there is no direct reference to cell
Z in the forward execution, it can be live because of references from other heap
blocks. Although early reset is not possible without looking at other heap blocks, an
approximation of early reset is possible. Normal early reset is not possible because
of reachable cells in other heap blocks that have references to the from block . All
those cells, however, can be found in the remembered sets; as we explained in
Section 6.4.2, the remembered sets contain all inter-block references.
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from block

Figure 6.7: Indirect reference

The approximation, which we call partial early reset , is a conservative approxi-
mation of early reset and assumes that all references from other heap blocks to the
from block are live in the forward execution. Before scanning cells in the reachable
environments, forwarding is first started from references found in the remembered
sets. Note that (at this moment) only those remembered sets need to be scanned,
that have the from block as target block . After forwarding those cells referenced
through the remembered sets, early reset can be done in the same way as with
a standard heap layout. However, because partial early reset is less precise (more
conservative), and because it can only be done for cells in the from block , it recovers
less space on the trail than standard early reset .

For the implementation of partial early reset , one more change is needed in the
basic garbage collection algorithm. Early reset makes it possible to compact the
trail during garbage collection, but for the actual compaction of the trail, the choice
point stack needs to be traversed twice instead of only once. The first pass over
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the choice point stack is a pass from new to old and is used to forward cells from
the reachable environment cells in the forward continuation from a certain choice
point. During this first pass, all trail cells that can be removed due to partial early
reset , are marked. Also, the links between consecutive choice points are reversed.
In the second pass, the choice point stack and the trail stack are traversed from
old to new. During this pass, the choice point links are restored again, the trail is
compacted and the trail pointers in the choice points are adapted accordingly.

We measured the effectiveness and the overhead of partial early reset in the final
system, the incremental collector, which will be discussed in detail in Section 6.5.
There is an extra cost in collection time because of partial early reset , since the
choice point stack needs to be traversed twice. Still, the overhead is reasonable
and always lower than 10%. There is one exception though: for the benchmark
chess, the collection time increases 50% when partial early reset is applied. The
reason is twofold. First, as can be seen in Table 2.2(b), chess has a large root set.
Indeed, chess has a large choice point stack, which needs to be traversed twice
during each collection and this leads to a higher extra cost. Second, when partial
early reset is used, the benchmark needs less memory (4%) to run, but this results
in more collections (51 instead of 36). We believe this is an exceptional case: when
partial early reset is used, the savings in heap space are just big enough to not
always expand the heap, when it would be expanded if partial early reset were not
used. The effectiveness of partial early reset is visible in the trail size needed to run
the benchmark (the high watermark of the trail). There are also savings in heap
space, which sometimes result in fewer collections, but the savings are in general
very small (less than 1%) and almost negligible. The reduction in needed trail size
is dependent on the benchmark (the reduction can be as high as 80%), but is in
line with the effects of normal early reset in the standard optimistic collector.

After this explanation of partial early reset , one might wonder whether a similar
technique could be used in the context of the generational garbage collectors from
Chapter 5 (more specifically, we are referring to the discussion of early reset in
the context of generational garbage collection in Section 5.4.8). Partial early reset
relies on the existence of a complete list of all references from the not collected
part of the heap to the collected part of the heap. In the context of a generational
collector, this means that one would need a list of the references from the oldest
generation to the younger generations of the heap. Those references are already
implicitly recorded on the trail, but this means that the whole trail would need to
be scanned to find them. Just as discussed here in the context of an incremental
collector, all heap cells referenced from the oldest generation (and only those) need
to be recursively marked (or forwarded) before the regular marking phase (from
the reachable environments) is started. Then the early reset optimization can be
applied as usual. This approach has a high cost: the whole trail needs to be scanned
and for all references to cells belonging to the oldest generation, the cell itself also
needs to be scanned to check whether it contains a reference to the collected
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generations and in that case, and that case only, the cell needs to be marked
recursively. We did not explore this idea any further, but it might be worthwhile
to investigate the costs and benefits of a partial early reset implementation for the
generational collectors in Chapter 5.

6.4.5 Overhead due to write barriers and remembered sets

To investigate the effect of the write barrier on program run-time, we compare the
wam heap, the bb heap (without write barrier) and the bb heapwb (bb heap

with write barrier and remembered sets). Again, we present bb heapwb systems
for different sizes of the heap blocks. The same settings apply as in Section 6.3.3.
None of the systems perform garbage collection during the benchmark runs.

Table 6.2 contains the timings ttot (in ms) for the benchmarks for each bb heapwb

system. The maximal size of the remembered sets mrs (number of entries) is also
included. Figure 6.8 shows the performance of the bb heapwb systems relative to
the performance of the wam heap system. The graph also includes the timings
for the bb heap systems, as presented earlier in Section 6.3.3.

wam bbwb 0.5M bbwb 1M bbwb 2M bbwb 4M

browsegc ttot 3550 4520 4466 3970 3984

mrs 512704 252556 0 0

boyergc ttot 7258 7878 7816 7808 7748

mrs 1114 622 313 177

dnamatchgc ttot 1830 1928 1920 1918 1908

mrs 219 108 50 15

takgc ttot 1052 1090 1084 1086 1074

mrs 0 0 0 0

serialgc ttot 5750 6932 6898 6894 6924

mrs 22891763 22891063 22890703 22395212

Table 6.2: Overhead of the write barrier and remembered sets

From the figures we observe that:

• The write barrier gives an extra overhead; the total overhead of the bb heapwb

systems compared to the wam heap system can be as high as 27% (browsegc
in bb heapwb 0.5M).

• Benchmarks (boyergc, dnamatchgc, takgc), where most references are
very local (the reference and the data it points to, are very close to each
other in the heap), experience a rather small overhead from the write barrier:
in these cases the total overhead of bb heapwb remains lower than 10%
compared to bb heap. The reason is that, although the write barrier is
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triggered, it rarely needs to add references to the remembered sets. The
measurement of the maximal size of the remembered sets as seen in Table 6.2
is in accordance with this explanation.

• serialgc has a much higher overhead in the bb heapwb systems. The amount
of overhead is more or less the same for all tested bb heapwb systems and
is not affected by the block size. In the first phase of this benchmark, some
data structures are initialised and then, in the second phase, a tree is built
with references to these structures. So, all new data contain references to
the oldest data on the heap. This results in a lot of write barrier activity
and compared to boyergc, dnamatchgc and takgc the write barrier traps
a higher percentage of inter-block references, which have to be inserted into
the remembered sets. The high amount of write barrier activity can also be
deduced from the very high number of remembered set entries.

• browsegc is a benchmark where most references are very local, but which
still experiences very high overhead from the write barrier. Profiling revealed
that in this benchmark, upon backtracking and untrailing, it is often needed
to remove several cells at once from a certain remembered set. Since this is
costlier, it might explain the higher overhead (compared to serialgc where
this does not happen). The overhead is lower and almost the same for the
bb heapwb 2M and 4M systems. The reason is that the benchmark needs
only 1.5M heap space and thus it uses only one heap block in the 2M and
4M systems.

• The size of the remembered sets becomes smaller as the block size increases.
This is what we intuitively expect, because moving from small blocks to
bigger blocks, some inter-block references become intra-block references and,
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as such, there will be less entries in the remembered sets. This can clearly be
seen in browsegc, boyergc and dnamatchgc. For serialgc, the number
of inter-block references is nearly the same for all blocks sizes; as mentioned
earlier, the reason is that in this benchmark most references in the heap
point to data at the bottom of the heap.

6.5 Garbage collection policies

The garbage collection policy defines which events trigger a collection, and which
part of the heap is collected when a collection is triggered. The basic bb heap

framework allows for many different garbage collection policies. Several events can
be used as triggers for garbage collection, such as overflow of the current block , a
remembered set exceeding a certain size, a certain number of allocated blocks, . . .

In the two configurations that we present, the only trigger we use, is the number
of newly allocated heap cells since the previous garbage collection. This trigger
allows us to impose a certain frequency of collections as a function of the amount
of allocated heap space. We use it to schedule two garbage collections for each
new heap block allocated, to ensure that garbage collection keeps up with new
allocations.

In the following sections, we discuss two policies: a purely incremental policy
and a generational policy.

6.5.1 Incremental policy

A garbage collector with an incremental garbage collection policy collects the heap
incrementally with the purpose of having smaller pause times. Commonly, this is
done by dividing the heap in small increments, which are collected one at a time,
independently from each other. This has the purpose of amortizing the total cost
of collecting the heap: instead of one large pause time (collecting the whole heap at
once), there are multiple smaller pause times (gradually collecting the whole heap
by collecting one increment at a time). For several applications, such as interactive
applications and control systems, small pause times are desirable and sometimes
even demanded.

In incremental collectors, it is important that the collection of used heap space
makes enough progress compared to the allocation of new heap space. If allocation
is faster than collection, the program will eventually run out of memory.

In the bb heapwb systems, the natural choice for an increment, is a heap block.
We decide to collect one increment (heap block) during each collection cycle. To
make sure collection keeps up with allocation, we chose to schedule a garbage
collection after half a heap block has been allocated. The heap blocks are collected
in a round-robin fashion. This guarantees that over time, each heap block will be
subject to collection, thus ensuring that the whole heap is gradually collected.
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As a fine-tuning, the collector also takes into account the survival rate of a
heap block. The survival rate of a heap block is used as a heuristic for the ratio of
cells that will survive the next garbage collection of that block. Initially, when a
free block has been used as to block for the first time, the survival rate is computed
as follows:

ratesurv =
blocklive

blocktotal

In this formula, blocklive is the number of cells that survived this collection and
blocktotal is the total number of heap cells in the from block . Each heap block has
a set of blocklive and blocktotal values. After a garbage collection, those values are
updated by adding the new blocklive and blocktotal values to the old values stored
in the heap block.

It is possible that during a collection, the live cells from the from block are
copied to more than one heap block. In that case, the value fraclive for such a
block is the relative amount of cells that have been copied to that block:

fraclive =
liveblock

livetotal

The value liveblock is the number of live cells that have been copied to this heap
block and the value livetotal is the total number of heap cells that survived the
garbage collection.

For a heap block with the values blocklive and blocktotal before collection, the
survival rate after collection is defined as follows:

rate′surv =
block′

live

block′

total

=
blocklive + fraclive · livetotal

blocktotal + fraclive · gctotal

gctotal is the total number of heap cells in the from block .
The survival rate of a heap block is used as a heuristic for the amount of

heap cells that will survive during the next collection of that heap block. When
the survival rate of a heap block is high, it is probably not worthwhile to collect
that particular block. Since the survival rate is high, it is assumed that a collection
would only recover a small amount of heap space and thus it seems better to collect
another heap block. The garbage collector skips heap blocks with a survival rate of
more than 80%. However, under these conditions, a skipped heap block will never
be collected again. To guarantee new collections at some point, the survival rate of
a skipped heap block is set to 90% of its original value (by adapting the blocklive

value).
Figure 6.9 shows an example heap configuration for the incremental collector.

The heap consists of five heap blocks, with 1 the oldest and 5 the most recent
block. The most recent block is divided in two halves and each time one half
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1 2 3 4 5

Figure 6.9: Incremental heap configuration

is filled, a garbage collection is triggered. During the collections heap blocks 1-
4 are collected in a round-robin fashion; this happens in the order from old to
new. The most recent heap block, block 5, is only collected when it is full. In
this particular configuration, block 1 and 2 have already been collected. During
the next collection, block 3 is collected and the live cells from block 3 are copied
to the remaining free space in block 2. When more space is needed during the
collection, a new empty heap block is inserted at that place in the heap.

6.5.2 Generational policy

A generational garbage collector takes into account the age of data: it frequently
collects the young data and much less often the old data. This policy is based on the
generational hypothesis, which assumes that in most cases young data dies soon,
while older data lives much longer (Jones and Lins 1996). Generational collectors
typically divide their heap into two or more spaces (also called generations) to seg-
regate data by age. New allocations are always made in a special space, called the
nursery space. Whenever data in the nursery space survives a garbage collection, it
is promoted to another space containing older data. Apart from the nursery space,
a generational collector can have any number of older spaces which contain data
with varying degrees of age. The older the space, the less frequently it is collected.
Whenever a space is collected, also the younger spaces are collected at the same
time. The former should all sound familiar after reading the previous chapter,
where we presented a generational copying garbage collector for the WAM.

Traditionally, generational garbage collection aims to reduce the total time
spent on garbage collection by focusing collection efforts on those parts of the
heap where collection will presumably be the most effective (recover the most
space). We use the same idea, on which generational garbage collection is based
(the generational hypothesis), to implement a more complex policy for the incre-
mental collector.2 We believe such a policy will be more effective than the simple
incremental policy discussed before (in Section 6.5.1) for programs where the gen-
erational hypothesis holds.

In our implementation, we divide the heap into three spaces (see Figure 6.10):

2The use of the term generational to refer to this policy and the collector using it might
be misleading, since we do not use the term in its traditional meaning (as it was used in the
previous chapter). We use the term generational policy to make it clear that the policy is based
on generational garbage collection and to make the distinction with the simple incremental policy
discussed before.
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a nursery space, an aging space and the old generation. Both the nursery and
the aging space have a fixed size and consist of one heap block each, while the old
generation is expanded with new heap blocks as needed. New allocations are always
done in the nursery space, which contains the top of the heap. A garbage collection
is triggered when (half of) the nursery space overflows. When that happens, all live
cells from the nursery space are copied to the aging space. The aging space is used
as a buffer between the nursery space and the old generation; it also guarantees
that all data ending up in the old generation have survived at least two collections.
When the aging space overflows during a garbage collection of the nursery space,
a collection of the aging space is scheduled. During a garbage collection of the
aging space, the live cells in the aging space are copied to the top of the old
generation. Whenever the old generation is expanded with a new heap block, the
following collections alternately collect a heap block from the old generation and
the nursery space till all blocks in the old generation have been collected. This
is done to ensure that heap blocks in the old generation are subject to collection
at some point in time. Upon backtracking, it is possible that heap space can
be recovered in the aging space and even in the old generation through instant
reclaiming. Although heap space will be recovered in those areas, new allocations
after instant reclaiming are always done in the nursery space. As a fine-tuning,
collections of heap blocks belonging to the old generation also take into account
the survival rate of the collected block. This is the same as what was done for the
incremental collector, discussed in the previous section.

1 2 3

nursery
space

aging
space

old generation

Figure 6.10: Generational heap configuration

An example configuration can be seen in Figure 6.10. In this configuration,
the last collection was a collection of the nursery space. In the meantime, new
allocations have been done. When half of the nursery space is filled, a new collection
is triggered. During this collection, the next block (block 2) of the old generation
is collected, and its live cells are copied to the previous block in the old generation.
After the collection, the execution of the program continues till the nursery space
overflows. In the ensuing garbage collection, the nursery space will be collected.

6.5.3 Remarks and ideas for future work

An interesting question is whether garbage collection can reduce the number of
remembered set entries. During the collection of a heap block, several effects in-
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fluence the number of inter-block references. Most probably, some of the data in
the heap block will not survive the collection and consequently a number of inter-
block references (and thus remembered set entries) might disappear. As explained
in Section 6.4.1, the live data of the collected block is copied to the remaining free
space in the previous block. This means that the inter-block references between
the collected block and the previous block will become intra-block references and
thus disappear from the remembered sets. Still, it is possible that the live data
does not fit in the remaining free space of the previous block and that part of the
live data ends up in the previous block and the rest in another (new) block. In that
case, it is possible that some intra-block references become inter-block references
and thus, that the number of remembered set entries increases. During garbage
collection, the previously mentioned effects are all at play and the global effect can
either be an increase or a decrease of the number of remembered set entries. The
only way to guarantee that this number does not increase during a collection, is
to enforce that the live data of a block always ends up in one and the same block
after a collection.

In the current implementation, all heap blocks have the same fixed size. We
have taken this approach, since it allows us to easily (and at a constant cost) find
the heap block a particular cell belongs to. Nevertheless, it is possible to build a
similar system based on the same ideas, which allows the heap to contain blocks
of different sizes (like in the Oz implementation, as previously mentioned). This
is worth investigating, since it could be used to dynamically tune the pause time.
For example, a policy could be implemented that when the survival rate in a
heap block is too high, the surviving data is copied to smaller blocks during a
collection, with the goal of reducing the pause time upon collecting the same data
again. When different block sizes are allowed in the same heap, the heap block(s)
which typically have a low survival rate (the heap block on the top of the heap
that is used for new allocations) could be made larger.

The incremental collector, as described here, collects only one heap block at a
time. It seems worthwhile to investigate collecting two (or more) heap blocks at
once. When two heap blocks are collected at the same time, there is no need to
scan the remembered sets which contain references between the two blocks. This
would offer the possibility to schedule the concurrent collection of two heap blocks
which have many inter-block references.

6.6 Experimental results

In the previous section, we presented two collection policies for incremental garbage
collection in the bb heapwb system: a purely incremental policy and a generational
policy. We implemented these two policies for the bb heapwb system for hProlog.
We evaluated the performance of the resulting collectors in a number of bench-
marks and discuss the results of these benchmarks in this section.
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6.6.1 Experimental setup

We implemented the two policies, as described in Section 6.5, in the bb heapwb

system for hProlog. We call the collector with the incremental policy inc gc, and
the collector with the generational policy gen gc. Both collectors are implemented
for hProlog 1.7 and use optimistic copying (as described in Chapter 3) as the
underlying copying algorithm to scavenge surviving heap cells from the from block
to the to block .

We compare several inc gc and gen gc collectors (with varying block sizes)
with the standard hProlog 1.7 collector, an optimistic copying collector, which we
refer to as opt gc. The opt gc system is always started with an initial heap size
of 2M heap cells. The garbage collection policy in opt gc is as follows: a garbage
collection is triggered whenever the heap is full, all collections are major collections
(they collect the whole heap at once) and opt gc doubles the heap size whenever
more than 70% of the heap survives a collection.

We only use a subset of the full set of benchmarks, described in Section 2.5.2;
we left out all benchmarks which are too small to be interesting concerning heap
usage in the context of this collector. We used the following benchmarks: chess,
mqueens, boyergc and serialgc.

The experiments were performed on an Intel Pentium 4 (1.8Ghz, 512Mb RAM,
256Kb L2 cache), running Debian 3.0 with a 2.4 Linux kernel.

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 contain the results of benchmarks with respectively inc gc

and gen gc. We measured the following items:

- tgc total time spent on garbage collection

- ttot total run-time, including tgc

- ngc number of garbage collections

- tl minimum pause time (time needed for one garbage collection cycle)

- ta average pause time

- tu maximum pause time

- malloc total allocated heap space, including the to space

- mhp high watermark memory usage in the heap

- mrs high watermark memory usage in the remembered sets

Time measurements are in milliseconds, space measurements in heap cells. For
inc gc and gen gc the total allocated heap space malloc is indicated as x/y with
x the number of blocks and y the number of cells. Note the difference between
malloc and mhp: malloc is the amount of memory on the heap that is potentially
needed during a garbage collection, while mhp is the highest usage of heap space
during normal execution of the benchmark (i.e., excluding collections).
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6.6.2 Experimental results of the incremental collector

opt gc inc gc 0.5M inc gc 1M inc gc 2M inc gc 4M

chess

tgc/ttot 1877/8528 8208/15679 3016/10377 1329/8661 896/8199
ngc 6 51 14 6 3

tl/ta/tu 0/312/559 26/160/385 62/215/345 63/221/417 149/298/501
malloc 8388608 10/5242880 6/6291456 4/8388608 3/12582912

mhp 3997994 3897019 4186310 4633025 6342139
mrs 641602 731866 342425 571135

mqueens

tgc/ttot 11893/62927 25354/75777 21673/71761 16936/66942 10895/60858
ngc 135 1487 713 326 137

tl/ta/tu 7/88/268 0/17/67 2/30/99 3/51/172 11/79/325
malloc 33554432 24/12582912 12/12582912 7/14680064 5/20971520

mhp 15998004 12012062 11985481 12489334 14672055
mrs 86657 68445 35532 52576

boyergc

tgc/ttot 1374/8730 1747/9722 1664/9558 1226/9029 547/8343
ngc 22 147 69 30 10

tl/ta/tu 13/62/152 2/11/33 3/24/66 13/40/83 15/54/101
malloc 16777216 13/6815744 7/7340032 4/8388608 3/12582912

mhp 7997481 5482512 6069710 6469965 9794011
mrs 80118 25640 18688 115

serialgc

tgc/ttot 1256/6435 2983/9724 2862/9664 2388/8775 1622/7996
ngc 8 132 66 30 11

tl/ta/tu 48/157/386 0/22/116 0/43/192 1/79/272 3/147/550
malloc 33554432 33/17301504 17/17825792 7/14680064 4/16777216

mhp 15998002 14010666 14232282 11217807 11935801
mrs 4432269 5543526 4147366 3955308

Table 6.3: Benchmark results from the incremental collector

From the benchmark results of the incremental collector, we observe the fol-
lowing:

• The average pause time in the inc gc systems is always smaller than in
opt gc. Within the inc gc systems, smaller block sizes result in smaller
pause times. The reason for this is that the amount of work for the incre-
mental collector increases with the block size. The relative difference between
pause times across different block sizes depends on the size of the root set;
the relative difference becomes smaller as the root set becomes bigger. This
can be seen when comparing mqueens and chess. In the case of mqueens
the root set is very small (see Table 2.2(b)) and the average pause time al-
most doubles as the block size doubles; in the case of chess the root set is
very large (see Table 2.2(b)) and the relative difference of the pause times
across different block sizes is much smaller.

• The number of garbage collections in opt gc is in most cases (much) lower
than in inc gc. This is to be expected since the collections in opt gc are
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major and collect the whole heap, while the collections in inc gc are minor
and collect only a (small) part of the heap. For the inc gc systems, there
are also more collections as the block size goes down.

• Total garbage collection time in inc gc is in most cases bigger, but some-
times smaller than in opt gc. A priori, we expect garbage collection time in
inc gc systems to be higher, since they have more collections and scan the
root set more often than opt gc (during the benchmark). This can clearly
be seen in the case of chess, where the difference in total garbage collection
time between inc gc 0.5M and opt gc is a factor 4.4. However, it is diffi-
cult to draw conclusions from these timings. First of all, garbage collection
in different systems is triggered at different times. And second, inc gc and
opt gc use a different garbage collection policy; which policy is best, depends
heavily on the characteristics of the benchmark. Within the inc gc systems,
we see that the total garbage collection time is smaller for bigger block sizes.
This can be expected since smaller block sizes need more collections and,
consequently, the root set is scanned more often.

• In most cases, the total amount of allocated memory for the heap (malloc)
is lower for the inc gc systems than for the opt gc system. This is what
we expected because of the smaller to space. In some cases (chess in inc gc

2M and 4M) inc gc needs more memory. One reason for this is that inc gc

keeps more cells live than opt gc, because it assumes that all cells in the
remembered sets are live, while this is not always true. In other words, inc gc

is more conservative than opt gc.

• The total amount of used heap space (mhp) is in many cases smaller in the
inc gc systems than in the opt gc system. This is mainly a consequence of
the difference in expansion policies between the two systems: in the opt gc

system, the heap size is doubled upon expansion, while in the inc gc system
an extra heap block is added to the heap. For example, if the benchmark
needs a minimal heap size of 5M cells to run with garbage collection, this
will result in a heap of 8M cells for the opt gc system, while the 2M inc gc

system could run the benchmark with a heap of 6M cells (3 blocks of 2M).

• The relative amount of free space (malloc-mhp) in the heap blocks is reason-
able for most benchmarks: it is around or below 20% for boyergc, serialgc
and mqueens. The ratio is, however, bigger for chess: from 25% in the 0.5M
system up to 50% in the 4M system. In general, the ratio of free space is
bigger when the block size is bigger. The reason is that it is possible that one
heap block, which has been used as to block , is nearly empty (like block 2 in
Figure 6.9). When the block size is bigger, the total number of blocks in the
heap is smaller and the impact of one such block on the ratio of free space
will be bigger.
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• The size of the remembered sets (mrs) depends on the characteristics of the
benchmark. For mqueens and boyergc the memory usage of the remem-
bered sets is small (less than 1%) compared to the memory usage of the
heap. This number is noticeably higher for chess (up to 17%) and serialgc
(up to 37%). The number of inter-block references is very high in serialgc,
because most references created during the benchmark refer to cells at the
bottom of the heap.

• In the inc gc systems, in many cases, the remembered sets become smaller
as the block size increases. As already noticed in Section 6.4.5, this is because
moving from small blocks to bigger blocks, some inter-block references can
become intra-block references. However, this reasoning is only valid in the
absence of garbage collection. As soon as garbage collection comes into play,
one has to take into account that systems with different block sizes trigger
collections at different moments. Consequently, data may be placed in un-
related locations on the heap. For example, a tree data structure may be
placed within one small block in one system, while it is spread over two large
heap blocks in another system, which leads to more inter-block references in
the system with the larger block size.

• The total run-time in inc gc systems with small block sizes is always bigger
than in opt gc. This is partly due to the overhead at run-time, and partly
due to the bigger total garbage collection time as already mentioned.

The benchmarks show that the incremental garbage collector, inc gc, results
in substantially lower pause times, and that it generally has a lower memory usage
than opt gc.

6.6.3 Experimental results of the generational collector

Most of the points from the discussion of the results of the incremental collector,
are also valid for the generational collector. From the results of the generational
collector, we observe the following:

• The average pause time in the gen gc systems is always smaller than in
opt gc. See remarks in Section 6.6.2.

• The number of garbage collections in opt gc is in most cases (much) lower
than in gen gc. See remarks in Section 6.6.2.

• There are no consistent differences in the number of garbage collections
between the gen gc and the inc gc systems, except for the benchmark
mqueens. The mqueens benchmark performs very well with a generational
policy and the number of garbage collections in the gen gc systems is a lot
less than in the inc gc systems with the same block size.
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opt gc gen gc 0.5M gen gc 1M gen gc 2M gen gc 4M

chess

tgc/ttot 1877/8528 5625/13124 2998/10386 1864/9189 1125/8529
ngc 6 36 15 8 4

tl/ta/tu 0/312/559 0/156/303 0/199/362 0/233/431 0/281/463
malloc 8388608 12/6291456 7/7340032 5/10485760 4/16777216

mhp 3997994 3783191 4946856 4320875 5696215
mrs 846086 738650 617326 207245

mqueens

tgc/ttot 11893/62927 1862/51987 1764/51765 1671/51520 1604/51447
ngc 135 791 394 196 98

tl/ta/tu 7/88/268 1/2/23 2/4/47 3/8/86 6/16/167
malloc 33554432 21/11010048 12/12582912 7/14680064 5/20971520

mhp 15998004 10073777 10576005 11594488 13645829
mrs 65916 45021 30418 21051

boyergc

tgc/ttot 1374/8730 1150/9108 1096/8953 1064/8864 658/8431
ngc 22 127 62 31 11

tl/ta/tu 13/62/152 2/9/20 4/17/45 10/34/81 22/59/110
malloc 16777216 17/8912896 8/8388608 5/10485760 4/16777216

mhp 7997481 5111256 5348241 7072758 8765287
mrs 105562 33484 52513 27310

serialgc

tgc/ttot 1256/6435 2495/9946 2172/9621 2445/9387 1835/9000
ngc 8 158 80 43 16

tl/ta/tu 48/157/386 1/15/46 1/27/66 3/56/195 3/114/505
malloc 33554432 39/20447232 18/18874368 10/20971520 5/20971520

mhp 15998002 16149064 13576387 13689080 12431808
mrs 5866019 4621922 4765461 3621150

Table 6.4: Benchmark results from the generational collector

• Total garbage collection time in gen gc is for chess and serialgc larger,
and for mqueens and boyergc smaller than in opt gc. The reason is that
mqueens and boyergc are better suited for generational policies.

• In most cases, the gen gc systems have a lower memory usage (malloc) than
the opt gc system. See remarks in Section 6.6.2.

• The total amount of used heap space (mhp) is in many cases smaller in the
gen gc systems than in the opt gc system. See remarks in Section 6.6.2.

• The relative amount of free space in the heap blocks is bigger in the gen gc

systems than in the inc gc systems. The reason is the division of data in
generations. For each generation, it is possible that it contains one block
which is almost empty; this can be seen in Figure 6.10. Especially in the
systems with bigger block sizes –and thus fewer blocks– such an almost
empty block will have a bigger impact on the average amount of free space
in a heap block.

• The gen gc systems have a higher memory usage than the inc gc systems
for most benchmarks. The reason is that in the gen gc systems the old
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generation is collected less often and might contain a larger amount of no
longer needed data. The heap blocks in the inc gc system are collected in
a round-robin fashion, and older blocks are collected more frequently than
the heap blocks in the old generation of the gen gc systems.

• The remembered sets in the gen gc systems are generally smaller when
block sizes are bigger. This can be expected since moving from small blocks
to bigger blocks, some inter-block references become intra-block references.
However, the remarks about this, as given in Section 6.6.2, are also valid
here. There is no obvious relation between the size of the remembered sets
in inc gc and gen gc systems.

• The total run-time in gen gc systems is in most cases longer than in the
opt gc system. The exception is mqueens, where all gen gc systems per-
form better than the opt gc system. Both boyergc and mqueens perform
well with a generational garbage collector, but in the case of mqueens the
difference in garbage collection time is is big enough to result in better to-
tal run-time. For boyergc, the improvement in garbage collection time is
smaller than the overhead due to the bb heapwb system.

The benchmarks show that the incremental garbage collector, gen gc, suc-
ceeds to obtain lower pause times, and that in most cases it has a lower memory
usage than opt gc. For some benchmarks (boyergc and mqueens), the gen gc

collector performs substantially better than the inc gc collector, but in most cases
gen gc uses more memory than inc gc.

6.7 Related work

In this section, we will compare our work with other work on incremental and
generational garbage collection.

We first compare our work with the real-time garbage collector from Pittomvils,
Bruynooghe, and Willems (1985), which is based on an incremental marking algo-
rithm. Next, we compare our work with the work on generational copying garbage
collection in the context of Prolog. We conclude this section with the Beltway
garbage collection framework from Blackburn, Jones, McKinley, and Moss (2002),
which served in some areas as an inspiration for our work.

6.7.1 Real-time garbage collection

Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems (1985) developed an incremental marking
algorithm and used this as the basis for a serial and a real-time garbage collector.
The serial collector is a generational collector with an immediate promotion policy:
during a collection cycle, the mutator is suspended and all heap segments are
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collected, which have not yet been (fully) collected in a previous collection cycle.
The real-time garbage collector treats one heap segment at a time and runs in
parallel or interleaved with the mutator. We already described the serial collector in
the context of generational garbage collection; see Section 5.7.1. Here, we consider
the real-time collector. Note that, to the best of our knowledge, this collector was
never implemented.

The real-time collector is based on the same incremental marking algorithm as
the serial collector. With some enhancements, this algorithm can be used to collect
any particular heap segment independently of other heap segments. The real-time
collector always collects the oldest heap segment that has not been collected before
and suspends the mutator as little as possible.

For the collection of one particular heap segment independently of other seg-
ments, it is necessary to have a mechanism to easily retrieve all heap cells, which
do not belong to that segment, but which hold a reference to a cell in that segment.
This is the same as what we described ourselves in function of heap blocks: for op-
timal incremental collection, one needs to be able to easily retrieve all inter-block
references which point to a certain heap block. As we described before, for gener-
ational garbage collection, conditional trailing can be used as a write barrier and
references from older heap segments to newer heap segments can be found on the
trail. Since incremental marking is also based on heap segments, all inter-segment
forward pointers (from old to new) can be found on the trail. However, for inter-
segment backward pointers (from new to old) an extra mechanism is needed: the
write barrier for conditional trailing is adapted to record inter-segment backward
pointers in an update table. Each heap segment that has not yet been collected, has
an associated update table, which contains all backward references from younger
segments to that particular segment. Note that each heap segment is only collected
once and, thus, after a heap segment has been collected, its associated update table
can be dropped.

An obvious difference between this real-time collector and our incremental
collector, is that the real-time collector does not suspend the mutator for the
whole length of a collection cycle: the mutator or collector are only suspended
when they try to access the same memory region, or during certain operations.
Our incremental collector does suspend the mutator during the whole collection
cycle of one heap block. Still, it is possible to use our work as a basis for a real-time
collector, which makes use of atomic operations in a similar way as the collector
from Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems. We believe, however, that this would
result in a lot more overhead than we have in our current collector. Alternatively,
it is also possible to use the incremental marking algorithm for an incremental
collector which suspends the mutator during the collection of a heap segment.

In that context, the most important difference between this real-time collector
and our collector is that a heap segment is used as the basic unit for collections.
This has as clear advantage that the trail can be used as a remembered set for
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forward pointers and separate remembered sets (update tables) are only needed for
backward pointers, while with our approach all inter-block pointers are recorded in
remembered sets, and some pointers can appear both in the trail and in a remem-
bered set. Nevertheless, we believe that using heap segments as increments is not
a good choice for an incremental collector, since most programs are rather deter-
ministic and the heap often consists of just a few large segments. Our approach is
independent of segment size. Even in a real-time context, this dependency on heap
segments may not be desirable. Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems suggest for
example that it is a good policy to always keep a few uncompacted segments on
the top of the heap to ensure little mutual interference between the collector and
the mutator and this is not practical or even attainable when an application is
mostly deterministic.

Aside from the aforementioned differences, the real-time collector also employs
a different policy. The employed policy is in part inspired by the work of Lieberman
and Hewitt (1983). Each heap segment is collected only once and the collection
of a heap segment is triggered when there are enough uncompacted segments.
This is completely different from our policies where a heap block can be subject
to collection an unlimited number of times. Our incremental policy collects heap
blocks in a round-robin fashion and our generational policy uses a tenuring age of
two, but also collects the oldest generation whenever it is expanded.

6.7.2 Generational garbage collection

We implemented a policy for our incremental collector, which is based on the
generational hypothesis and, in that regard, we deem it worthwhile to compare
our gen gc collector with other generational collectors for Prolog. Note that, in
Section 5.7, we already described a number of generational garbage collectors for
Prolog, namely, the collectors from Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems (1985),
Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin (1988), Touati and Hama (1988), Bevemyr
and Lindgren (1994) and Li (2000). We will not describe those collectors in detail
in this section, but refer to Section 5.7 for more information.

Most of the aforementioned collectors (except for the chronological garbage
collector from Li) are simple generational collectors with an immediate promotion
policy. They divide the heap into two regions: the old generation and a nursery
space. The old generation is never collected. The nursery space either uses all
available heap space, or has a fixed size.

The chronological garbage collector from Li (2000) is a generational copying
collector with particular choices regarding generation organisation, garbage col-
lection scheduling and survivor promotion. The collector employs a policy that is
aimed at keeping the recently used and soon to be used data in the cache. Related
to this, a peculiarity about this collector is that it demotes data to bring it back
in the nursery space.
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As we described in Section 6.5.2, gen gc uses three generations: an old gener-
ation, an aging space and the nursery space. Both the nursery space and the aging
space have a fixed size and are collected when they overflow. The old generation
grows as needed and is collected incrementally (with one heap block at a time)
each time it has been expanded. The collection policy, employed in gen gc, is thus
different from the policies used in those generational collectors.

A major difference between the gen gc collector and the aforementioned gen-
erational collectors is that the gen gc collector is an incremental collector. It is
based on the generational hypothesis and therefore focuses collection efforts on
the youngest data, but the generations are still collected in an incremental way.
Because in gen gc heap blocks are still collected independently from each other,
remembered sets are needed to record inter-block references. The aforementioned
generational collectors all use the conditional trailing mechanism as a write barrier
to record references from the old generation to the nursery space on the trail. As
such, those collectors do not need a separate write barrier and separate remem-
bered sets. Related to this, another difference is that these generational collectors
only need to scan the most recent trail, choice point and environment entries at
each collection cycle, while the gen gc collector scans the whole trail, choice point
and environment stack each time.

6.7.3 The Beltway garbage collection framework

Blackburn, Jones, McKinley, and Moss (2002) developed the Beltway framework, a
garbage collection framework that generalises existing copying garbage collectors.
In the Beltway framework, the heap consists of a number of belts, which are
collected independently of each other. A belt is a queue of one or more increments,
which are collected in a first-in-first-out order. Each increment consists of one or
more frames, which are aligned, contiguous regions of memory (pages). During
a collection cycle, one such increment is collected (and occasionally two). The
authors believe that by selecting different increment sizes, belt organizations and
promotion policies, a collector in the Beltway framework can be configured to
implement any of the well-known copying collection algorithms, such as semi-space
and generational copying.

For the independent collection of increments, a mechanism is needed to record
references between increments. For this reason, increments are based on frames:
it is easy and fast to check whether a reference is an inter-frame reference. A
write barrier is used to record inter-frame references in remembered sets. Distinct
remembered sets are maintained for each target-source frame pair and at run-
time each inter-frame reference is added to the correct remembered set. However,
not all inter-frame references are remembered. Each frame has a number which
indicates it’s relative collection order. An inter-frame reference only needs to be
remembered if the target frame is collected sooner than the source frame. This
reduces the number of remembered set entries and it also filters out references
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between frames belonging to the same increment.
A Beltway collector, just like any copying collector, needs to reserve some

heap space to do a collection and this space is referred to as the copy reserve.
Beltway collectors dynamically calculate a conservative minimal copy reserve that
will always accommodate survivors from the worst case collection sequence. This
is either the largest increment size, or the largest potential increment occupancy
at the next collection.

There are many similarities between our incremental collector and the Beltway
collectors. Just like in the Beltway framework, our increments are based on pages
(or frames); however, our increments are equal in size, while the Beltway incre-
ments are not. Our collector does not really have higher level structures like the
belts in Beltway, even though increments are grouped in regions for the gen gc

collector. The basic implementation and organisation of the write barrier and re-
membered sets is very similar. Our incremental collector also uses one remembered
set for each source-target pair of heap blocks. On the other hand, our collector
records all inter-block references and does not take into account collection order.

6.8 Conclusion

Most simple garbage collectors perform only major collections: in each collection
cycle, the whole heap is always subject to collection. For applications which process
large amounts of data and use a large heap, this kind of collectors can cause
disruptive behaviour in the application, since the mutator is suspended for the
duration of the collection cycle. For certain types of applications (soft real-time
applications), this behaviour is undesirable or even intolerable: a small pause time
is highly desired, but a rare, slightly larger pause time is tolerated.

The need for smaller pause times may seem to be answered by generational
garbage collectors, like the one we developed in the previous chapter; however,
while generational collectors obtain smaller pause times when only collecting the
nursery space (e.g., a small fixed size nursery space), the collection of older gener-
ations, or even a major collection of the whole heap, will result in a much larger
pause time and cause disruptive behaviour in the application. This makes gener-
ational garbage collectors not suited for soft real-time systems.

In this chapter, we have developed an incremental copying garbage collector
for the WAM. An incremental garbage collector satisfies the needs of soft real-
time applications by dividing the heap in small parts, called increments, which are
collected one at a time, independently of each other. By limiting the size of the
increments, the number of collected heap cells can be limited and, indirectly, also
the pause time.

We have shown how increments can be implemented in a WAM-based Prolog
system, by splitting the traditionally contiguous WAM heap (wam heap) into
several fixed size heap blocks. Each heap block is an increment, which can be
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collected independently of the other heap blocks. We call this new block-based heap
layout bb heap. The heap in bb heap becomes a doubly linked list of heap blocks.
The list enforces an order on the heap blocks, which is independent of the address
order. The heap is still completely ordered: within a heap block, cells are ordered
based on address order, and the blocks themselves are ordered based on the list
order. This complete order makes mechanisms, which depend on relative cell age,
i.e., instant reclaiming, trailing, binding variables from young to old and tidying
the trail, possible in bb heap without much modifications. We have described the
needed (small) modifications for each of the mentioned mechanisms. A number of
experiments have shown that the aforementioned modifications do result in some
overhead at run-time, but the overhead is fairly small and below 5% in most cases.
The overhead is, however, bigger for smaller block sizes, but this is to be expected.

We have shown what is needed to make the incremental collection of heap
blocks possible. We have shown that, in a similar way as for generational garbage
collectors, a mechanism is needed to remember inter-block references, such that,
during garbage collection, there is no need to scan every heap block for references
to the collected heap block. The combination of a write barrier and remembered
sets is an appropriate mechanism for this purpose and this is what we opted for.
We thus added a write barrier, which traps the creation of inter-block references
and adds them to a remembered set. We chose for a configuration where a separate
remembered set is used for each combination of source block (where the reference
originates) and target block (where the reference points to), because this gives
some advantages during garbage collection. Unfortunately, the addition of the write
barrier and the remembered sets make instant reclaiming after backtracking more
complicated. To guarantee correct collections, all remembered set entries added
after the creation of the choice point, that is backtracked to, need to be removed
after instant reclaiming. The write barrier gives an additional overhead in the run-
time system. We measured the total overhead compared to the traditional WAM
heap and found that this overhead is below 10% for most benchmarks, but can be
as high as 27% for certain applications.

Early reset is an optimisation, which is commonly done by the garbage collector
in a Prolog system. This optimisation consists of resetting trailed variables, which
are not reachable in the forward continuation, to the value they would get upon
backtracking. This makes the garbage collector already do some of the work that
would otherwise be done by the run-time system upon backtracking. The big
advantage, however, is that it reclaims some trail space and for certain applications,
this optimisation can drastically reduce the needed trail space. Early reset is only
possible when the whole heap can be scanned and, as such, it cannot be used when
only one increment is collected. Still, we developed an approximation of early reset,
which we call partial early reset. For partial early reset, the assumption is taken
that all references found in the remembered sets are live and reachable in the
forward continuation. This makes partial early reset more conservative than early
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reset and, as such, less effective. Still, experiments have shown that partial early
reset is a worthwhile optimisation in an incremental collector.

We developed two policies for our incremental collector: a purely incremental
policy (inc gc) and a policy based on the weak generational hypothesis (gen gc).
The purely incremental policy is a fairly simple, incremental policy: the heap
blocks are collected following a round-robin schedule. A fine-tuning to this policy
was implemented: the collector takes into account the survival rate of a heap block.
The survival rate of a heap block is an indication of the ratio of heap cells that
survived previous collections of this heap block. We described a formula to compute
this. The survival rate is used as a heuristic for the ratio of cells that will survive
the next collection of a heap block. The policy is tuned to skip blocks in the round-
robin scheduling, if their survival rate is too high. Each time a block is skipped in
the round-robin scheduling, its survival rate is lowered to enforce a collection of
that block at a later point in time. The generational policy is more advanced and
is based on the generational hypothesis. The policy is still incremental, but focuses
collection efforts on the youngest heap blocks. The heap blocks are organised in
three generations and heap cells which survive a collection, are promoted to the
next older generation. The nursery space and the aging space both consist of
one heap block and are collected on overflow. The old generation is incrementally
collected each time it has been expanded. As a fine-tuning, the generational policy
also takes into account the survival rate in a similar way as the purely incremental
policy.

We implemented the aforementioned incremental policies and evaluated their
performance in a number of benchmarks. Our experiments have shown that our
incremental collectors, based on the block-based heap layout, bb heap, achieve
substantially smaller pause times than a standard (optimistic) copying collector.
On the other hand, our incremental collectors have a lot more collections during
a benchmark than the standard copying collector and the total time spent on
garbage collection is in most cases higher for the incremental collector than for the
standard copying collector; however, both these observations are to be expected for
an incremental collector. The total amount of allocated heap space is in many cases
smaller in the incremental collector than in the standard collector; this is thanks
to the smaller to space in the incremental collector. The size of the remembered
sets depends mainly on the characteristics of the benchmark and can be very
small (1% of used heap space) or very high (up to 37% of used heap space). The
main difference between the two implemented policies is that the gen gc collector
performs substantially better (in time spent on garbage collection) than the inc gc

collector for benchmarks, which comply with the weak generational hypothesis.

We compared the incremental garbage collector with the collector from Pit-
tomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems (1985). Their collector is a real-time garbage
collector, which is based on an incremental marking algorithm. This algorithm
makes it possible to collect one heap segment independently of other segments.
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The main difference is that this algorithm is based on heap segments, while our
collector is based on heap blocks and is independent of heap segments. The advan-
tage of using heap segments, however, is that the trail can be used as a remembered
set at no additional cost. Since we developed a generational policy, we also com-
pared our collector with generational garbage collectors for Prolog. An important
difference is that our gen gc collector is still an incremental collector: each collec-
tion cycle only treats one increment. Generations are collected with one increment
at a time. Another difference, which is a consequence of this, is that all these
generational collectors can use the conditional trailing mechanism as a write bar-
rier to trap references from old generations to younger ones. Our gen gc collector
still depends on the separate write barrier and the remembered sets. Finally, we
also compared our collector with the Beltway framework from Blackburn, Jones,
McKinley, and Moss (2002). The implementation of the write barrier and the con-
figuration of the remembered sets in this framework served as an inspiration for
our work and are similar.

Incremental garbage collection should only be used when the pause times need
to be small: the total time spent on garbage collection in our incremental collectors
is larger than in an optimistic copying collector. The incremental collectors offer on
average substantially lower pause times than optimistic copying. The pause time
depends on the block size and thus the block size should be chosen in function of
the desired pause time. Both the incremental and the generational policy are useful
and which one is the better choice depends on the properties of the application. If
the application is well-suited for generational garbage collection, the generational
policy will offer better performance.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this final chapter, we reflect on our work presented in the previous chapters and
conclude the thesis with a summary of our contributions and suggestions for future
research. Our work is situated in the domain of copying garbage collection, and,
more specifically, in the context of WAM-based Prolog systems. We have focused
on improving copying garbage collection in several areas.

Early work on garbage collection for Prolog mainly concentrated on mark-slide
collectors because the properties of mark-slide algorithms make them well-suited
and attractive in the context of Prolog. On the other hand, copying algorithms
have better complexity and this makes them more attractive from a performance
perspective. Consequently, several researchers investigated the feasibility of using
copying garbage collectors in Prolog systems. Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994) were
the first to develop a pure copying garbage collector, based on a mark-copy algo-
rithm. This collector was used as a reference throughout the thesis. Even though
mark-copy collectors generally perform better than mark-slide collectors, there is
still room for improvement in several areas.

We explored some of these areas and developed copying garbage collectors
which are more efficient than standard mark-copy collectors or better suited for
certain types of applications. First, in Chapter 3, we investigated whether it is
feasible to drop the marking phase in a mark-copy collector. The marking phase
was introduced to prevent the creation of extra copies during the copying phase.
Dropping the marking phase could however lead to significant performance gains.
Next, in Chapter 4, we developed techniques to preserve the segment order or the
page order in a mark-copy collector. Copying algorithms are generally not order
preserving. In the context of Prolog, however, preserving order during garbage
collection is beneficial because preservation of the order on the heap allows the
Prolog system to recover memory upon backtracking. In Chapter 5, we developed
a multi-generational copying garbage collector. Generational garbage collection
improves the performance of the collector by focusing only on those parts of the
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heap where it is most likely that heap space can be reclaimed. Finally, in Chapter
6, we developed an incremental copying garbage collector. An incremental garbage
collector only collects a limited part of the heap during each collection cycle. This
limits the pause time caused by garbage collection, which is important for certain
types of applications. Additionally, incrementally collecting the heap also lowers
the memory requirements.

In the next sections, we will review our contributions in more detail and make
suggestions for future work.

Copying without marking

In the first part of the thesis, we investigated the common assumption that in the
context of the WAM (or Prolog systems based on the WAM) a copying garbage
collector needs a marking phase to guarantee correct and safe collections.

Traditional copying algorithms like the ones described in (Fenichel and Yochel-
son 1969; Cheney 1970) (which do not employ a marking phase) are considered
unsafe in the context of Prolog, because using these algorithms it is possible that
some cells are copied more than once during the collection cycle. This might lead
to a copy which is larger than the original, which is clearly undesirable in a garbage
collection context. Even worse, for a semi-space copying garbage collector, it also
means that the to-space can possibly overflow during the collection cycle.

We investigated the conditions under which heap cells are copied more than
once by traditional copying algorithms in the WAM. We noticed that there are
in fact two kinds of cell configurations that lead to extra copies. The first cell
configuration is commonly known and has been described before, e.g., by Bevemyr
and Lindgren (1994). This configuration consists of a Prolog data structure on
the heap, which has an inner cell that is also referenced individually. The latter
is possible with the data representation used in the WAM. When the individually
referenced inner cell is copied first, an extra copy of this cell will be created when
the data structure is copied as a whole. This kind of configuration can cause
a heap cell to be copied at most twice. However, we discovered a second cell
configuration, which can cause certain cells to be copied multiple times. To the
best of our knowledge, this configuration has not been described in the literature
before. This cell configuration consists of a list pair, which is referenced by several
other cells. With a standard copying algorithm, it is possible that the list pair is
copied as many times as there are cells referencing it. In reference to the number
of extra copies these configurations possibly lead, we refer to an occurrence of the
first as double copying, and an occurrence of the second as multiple copying.

We refer to copying without marking in the context of Prolog as dangerous
copying, because of the risk of creating extra copies due to double and multiple
copying. We developed two techniques to make dangerous copying safer with regard
to multiple copying. The first approach, which we call optimistic copying, assumes
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that in most cases the list pair will first be copied as a whole before any of the list
cells is copied individually and if that is the case, no extra copies will be created. If
one of the list cells has been copied before the list pair is copied as a whole, multiple
copying can still occur. The second approach, which we call cautious copying, is a
bit more expensive, but guarantees that cells will be copied at most twice.

The three aforementioned variants of copying without marking (dangerous,
optimistic and cautious) are still vulnerable to double copying, but provide varying
degrees of protection against multiple copying. There is thus still a possibility that
a to-space overflow happens during garbage collection. During our experiments
(and later, when the collector became the default collector in hProlog) such an
overflow never happened and this makes us believe that an overflow will only
happen in exceptional cases. For this reason, our implementation does not include
an overflow recovery. Still, we believe that a complete implementation of copying
without marking needs to include a recovery mechanism for a to-space overflow. We
described in detail how such a recovery can be implemented. It would be valuable
to implement this recovery and to measure its cost in a number of (probably
artificial) benchmarks.

We implemented dangerous, optimistic and cautious copying in both a ver-
sion based on recursive copying and a version based on Cheney copying. We then
evaluated the performance of these collectors with our benchmark set. With these
benchmarks, we have shown that copying without marking is pretty safe in prac-
tice, since the number of extra copies is generally very small and never leads to a
to-space overflow. Still, when a benchmark exhibits the problem of multiple copy-
ing, it causes much more extra copies than double copying and, with that in mind,
optimistic and cautious copying are the preferred choices. The space usage of op-
timistic and cautious copying is very close to that of a mark-copy collector. For
our benchmarks, cautious copying does not have any significant advantages com-
pared to optimistic copying. Cheney copying and recursive copying give similar
performance and their relative performance depends on the characteristics of the
benchmark.

Finally, we also gave an overview of other existing approaches to solve the prob-
lem of duplicates in a copying garbage collector for Prolog. These other approaches
are variable shunting, suggested by Touati and Hama (1988) and Bekkers, Ridoux,
and Ungaro (1992), marking by Bevemyr and Lindgren (1994) and postponing by
Touati and Hama (1988) and Zhou (2000). We pointed out that, out of those
approaches, only marking is effective against both double and multiple copying
(even though Bevemyr and Lindgren do not mention the multiple copying prob-
lem). Variable shunting is not a solution to prevent the creation of duplicates; it
is merely a way to gain space by shortening reference chains. This counteracts the
creation of duplicates somewhat. Postponing as described in the literature does
not prevent multiple copying and does not completely prevent double copying. We
described how postponing could be expanded to completely prevent double and
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multiple copying. This method was however never implemented, but would be an
interesting topic for future research.

Segment order preserving copying

In the second part of the thesis, we developed a technique to preserve the segment
order in a mark-copy garbage collector. We also developed a faster variant of this
technique which is only approximately segment order preserving.

Copying algorithms are typically not order preserving. In the context of Prolog,
this means that a copying garbage collector does not preserve the cell order. How-
ever, preserving the order on the Prolog heap or, more specifically, preserving the
segment order is beneficial for instant reclaiming. Instant reclaiming is important
because, upon backtracking, it allows the Prolog system to recover memory on the
heap at no extra cost.

We developed the ‘counting during marking’ method to preserve the segment
order in a mark-copy collector. The method consists of counting the number of live
cells in each heap segment during the marking phase and then copying each cell to
its corresponding heap segment in the to-space during the copying phase. In this
manner, even though the cell order within each heap segment is not preserved,
the order of the segments in the heap is preserved accurately and this makes
instant reclaiming possible upon backtracking over collected heap segments. The
cost of this method is O(m · log(s)) with m the number of live cells and s the
number of heap segments. Since this cost can be very high when there are many
–sometimes very small– segments, we developed an optimisation, which lowers the
cost by collapsing neighbouring small heap segments into one merged segment.
This optimisation can greatly lower the cost of counting during marking, at the
cost of a little loss in instant reclaiming.

Based on the counting during marking method, we also developed a page order
preserving garbage collector. The idea here is to use pages instead of segments as
the basis for the counting during marking method. The main advantage of using
pages is that the cost of the counting during marking method (O(m) with m the
number of live cells) is in practice cheaper than the segment based method and also
that the cost is independent of the number of segments and pages. Pages are only
an approximation of segments, but the page size can thus be taken small enough
at virtually no extra cost to better approximate the segments. The page order
preserving collector is in this way approximately segment order preserving and
the loss in instant reclaiming is very small compared to a method which preserves
the segment order accurately.

We have evaluated the performance of both the segment and the page order pre-
serving collector in a number of benchmarks. From those benchmarks, we learned
that page order preserving is cheaper than segment order preserving, while there
is only a negligible loss in instant reclaiming. Both methods significantly increase
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the amount of memory that can be recovered through instant reclaiming. Despite
this improvement, the number of times that the garbage collector is triggered does
not decrease. As such, the method on its own does not have much merit: there is a
noticeable overhead, which cannot be recovered with the gains in instant reclaim-
ing. Still, the method is useful in a context where the segment order needs to be
preserved accurately, e.g., in a multi-generational garbage collector.

We compared our work with the bottom-up copying technique as described by
Bekkers, Canet, Ridoux, and Ungaro (1986) and in the context of Prolog by De-
moen, Engels, and Tarau (1996). As the name suggests, bottom-up copying visits
the heap segments from old to young during the copying phase. This method is
cheaper than our method, but does not preserve the segment order accurately.
Certain data are rejuvenated during the copying and end up in a younger segment
than the segment they originally belonged to. The latter improves instant reclaim-
ing, but makes the method only approximately segment order preserving. This
makes the method for example unsuitable as the basis for a multi-generational
garbage collector.

Generational copying

In the third part of the thesis, which is connected closely to the second part, we
developed a multi-generational copying garbage collector for Prolog, based on the
segment order preserving algorithm developed in the second part.

Generational collectors aim to make garbage collection more efficient by focus-
ing collection efforts on those parts of the heap that most likely contain a high
amount of garbage. Previous research has shown that for most programs, most
objects die young, while only a small percentage lives much longer. To be able to
collect only the youngest objects, the data in the heap is segregated by age into
two or more regions, called generations. The younger generations are then col-
lected more frequently than the older generations with data that already survived
a number of collections. As data survive more collections, they are promoted to
the next older generation.

We have shown that heap segments are perfect to serve as the basic entities to
form generations, because generational garbage collection with generations based
on heap segments does not incur an extra cost in the context of the WAM. The
reason is that, with this configuration, the conditional trailing mechanism in the
WAM functions as the write barrier, which is needed in a generational context to
record references from older generations to younger ones. The advantage of this
configuration has been observed before and this setup has been used in the form
of segmented garbage collection (Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin 1988).

We developed a simple multi-generational garbage collector for the WAM
and gradually refined and enhanced this basic generational scheme into a more
advanced scheme that gives good performance for both deterministic and non-
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deterministic applications. Our initial generational scheme does not require any
changes to the run-time system and uses existing heap segments as the basis for
generations. The collector does, however, keep track of multiple generations and
the tenuring age can be configured. The problem with this scheme is that for deter-
ministic applications the data in the top-most heap segment will never be promoted
to older generations and will be collected again and again. A solution for this is to
create artificial choice points, which can function as generation boundaries. Such
an artificial choice point is typically created after a collection cycle. The idea to
create artificial choice points has been suggested before by Bekkers, Ridoux, and
Ungaro (1992). Both ECLiPSe and SICStus Prolog have employed this approach.
Still, we believe this technique has never been described nor systematically been
investigated before our own work. We have shown that there are two important
issues with a naive implementation of artificial choice points (we have called them
generation delimiter choice points). The first issue is that a standard choice point
protects the currently active environment. For a generation delimiter choice point,
this is not needed and even undesirable, because it can for example prevent last
call optimisation. We have shown that a generation delimiter choice point can in-
herit the same environment pointer as its parent choice point and thus protect the
same environments. The second issue is that for deterministic applications this ap-
proach could lead to a long chain of generation delimiter choice points on the choice
point stack. We have shown that it is not useful to have a chain of consecutive
generation delimiter choice points longer than the value of the tenuring age. We
then described how an existing chain can be updated in place to remove the oldest
choice point and add a new one. We refined this already improved scheme then fur-
ther by maintaining more accurate information about the generation boundaries,
which are kept in a list, called the generation line list. More specifically, accurate
information is maintained when a choice point disappears due to backtracking or
Prolog cut (!/0). This requires changes in the run-time systems and we suggested
a number of ways to implement this, but implemented only one. The approach
we have chosen, is to modify the WAM instructions for backtracking and for cut
to update the generation line list. Finally, we also implemented generations on
the local stack. Treating the local stack in a generational way has been described
before, e.g., by Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin (1988).

We investigated generational garbage collection based on a page order pre-
serving collector. The generational schemes as described before require that the
collector is accurately segment order preserving. A page order preserving collector
is not necessarily accurately segment order preserving, but we noted that it is
when each segment starts on a page boundary. We experimented with a system
that enforces the latter, but such a system is unusable in practice because of high
internal fragmentation. We believe that pages and generations are incompatible.

From our experiments, we conclude that generational techniques in most cases
improve the performance of the garbage collector in Prolog applications. The ex-
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periments show that it is important to use artificial choice points and to maintain
the generation boundaries precisely. However, the experiments also show that it is
not worthwhile to treat the local stack in a generational way. Regarding the tenur-
ing age, our benchmark results suggest that the best performance is obtained with
a low tenuring age of one or two.

We compared our work with other work on generational garbage collection in
the context of Prolog. We compared with existing collectors based on both mark-
slide and copy garbage collection. Most of those collectors are simple generational
collectors based on an immediate promotion policy. Chronological garbage col-
lection, on the other hand, is more complex and uses a policy based on keeping
frequently accessed data in the cache. The most important difference with our
work is that our generational schemes are multi-generational and much more flex-
ible regarding collection policies. Generational behaviour in most of those schemes
can be imitated in our collector.

In our work on generational garbage collection, we did not really touch the
subject of collection policies. The policy we used throughout our work on this, is a
fairly simple one, based on a fixed tenuring age. Still, our work offers a lot of room
for more complex collection policies and we believe it is worthwhile to explore this
area in the future. One subject we have in mind are adaptive collection policies,
that decide which generations are subject to collection based on heap usage or
survival rate in the younger generations. Another subject is the use of a fixed size
nursery space. Currently, a fixed size is used for the total heap and the nursery
space uses up all available space within the total heap before a garbage collection
is triggered. These are only a couple of suggestions for policies which may turn out
to be better than the one we used here. Another idea for future work is to make
the collector, whenever possible, rely on copying without marking (as presented
in the first part of the thesis), namely, when the collected part of the heap does
not contain any choice points. Clearly, with the currently used collection policy,
this would only be useful with a tenuring age of one (immediate promotion). Still,
it can also prove worthwhile in combination with more advanced policies. Finally,
in our description of partial early reset in the context of an incremental garbage
collector, we also briefly mentioned that the same idea might be used in the context
of a generational garbage collector. Even though we believe at first sight that this
would be too costly, it might still be worth investigating.

Incremental copying

In the fourth, and final, part of the thesis, we focused on incremental garbage
collection and developed an incremental copying garbage collector for Prolog.

Incremental garbage collectors aim to make garbage collection less disruptive
for the mutator: the heap is collected incrementally with the purpose of having
smaller pause times. This is typically done by dividing the heap in small pieces
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(called increments), which are collected one at a time, independently from each
other. The latter amortises the total cost of collecting the heap: instead of one
large pause time, there are multiple smaller pause times. Non-disruptive garbage
collection is desirable for several types of applications, such as interactive applica-
tions and control systems; these are so-called soft real-time applications, where a
small pause time is highly desirable, but where a rare occurrence of a bigger pause
time is not fatal.

We developed a new heap layout (bb heap) for the WAM, which lends it-
self better to incremental collections. The traditional, contiguous WAM heap
(wam heap) is replaced with a heap consisting of a number of fixed size heap
blocks, which are linked together in a doubly linked list. The heap blocks contain
a time stamp and remain ordered by creation time, independently of the address
order. This means that heap cells, belonging to not yet collected parts of the heap,
are still ordered by creation time. However, the test to compare cell ages is slightly
more complicated in bb heap than in wam heap. We have shown which modifi-
cations are needed to the implementation of instant reclaiming, trailing, binding
variables from young to old and tidying the trail to make these mechanisms work
correctly in bb heap. These modifications do result in some overhead at run-time,
but, as illustrated with some benchmarks, this overhead is fairly small and in most
cases below 5%.

We have explained how bb heap can be collected incrementally by collecting
one heap block at a time. We have then shown that for optimal incremental col-
lections, a mechanism is needed to remember references originating in one heap
block and referencing another. With such a mechanism in place, there is no need
to scan all heap blocks for references to the heap block that is being collected. For
this mechanism, we use the combination of a write barrier and remembered sets.
The write barrier traps the creation of inter-block references and records them in a
remembered set. We use one remembered set for each combination of source block
(where the reference originates) and target block (where the reference points to).
Unfortunately, the remembered sets make instant reclaiming after backtracking a
bit more complicated; extra measures must be taken to remove old entries from
the remembered sets to keep the system in a correct state after instant reclaiming.
We measured the total overhead in the run-time system after adding the write
barrier and the remembered sets. We found that the overhead is below 10% for
most benchmarks, but can be as high as 27% for certain applications.

A optimisation commonly done by the garbage collector in a Prolog system, is
early reset. Early reset consists of resetting trailed variables, which are not reach-
able in the forward continuation, to the value they would get upon backtracking.
Early reset is only possible when the whole heap is subject to collection (or more
correctly, to scanning). We developed an approximation of early reset, which we
call partial early reset. Partial early reset is more conservative than early reset
and, as such, is not as effective. Still, experiments have shown that partial early
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reset is a worthwhile optimisation in an incremental collector.

We developed two policies for our incremental collector: a purely incremental
policy and a generational policy. The purely incremental policy is a fairly simple,
incremental policy, which enforces a round-robin scheduling of the collection of the
heap blocks. We implemented a fine-tuning for this policy: the collector takes into
account the survival rate of a heap block. The survival rate of a heap block gives
an indication of the ratio of heap cells that survived previous collections of this
heap block and is used as a heuristic for the ratio of cells that will survive the next
collection of that heap block. Heap blocks with a too high survival rate are skipped
in the round-robin scheduling, but their survival rate is lowered to force a collection
at a later point in time. The generational policy is a more advanced policy, which
is based on the generational hypothesis. With this policy, the incremental collector
focuses collection efforts on the youngest heap blocks, which likely contains the
most garbage. This generational policy also takes into account the survival rate in
a similar way as is done for the purely incremental policy.

We evaluated the performance of the aforementioned policies in a number of
benchmarks. From the results of those benchmarks, we conclude that incremental
collectors, based on the block-based heap layout, bb heap, for the WAM, achieve
substantially smaller pause times than a standard copying collector. We also see
that, in many cases, the memory usage is lower for the incremental collectors than
for the optimistic copying collector. The benchmarks show that for applications,
for which the generational hypothesis holds, the generational policy performs no-
ticeably better than the purely incremental policy.

We compared our incremental garbage collector with the real-time collector
from Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems (1985) and with generational garbage
collection in the context of Prolog. The most important difference between our
collector and these, is that these collectors all use conditional trailing as a write
barrier and the trail as a remembered set, while we use a separate write barrier and
remembered sets. We also took a look at the Beltway garbage collection framework,
because several ideas in this framework served as an inspiration for our work.

We have a number of ideas for future work on this incremental collector. We
believe it may be worthwhile to explore alternative configurations for the remem-
bered sets. An idea here is to use a sequential store buffer in combination with
hash tables (or lists) as remembered sets (Jones and Lins 1996). All inter-block
references are initially added to the sequential store buffer and are moved from the
sequential store buffer to the remembered sets during garbage collection. The ad-
vantage of this is that, upon backtracking, the appropriate remembered set entries
can easily be removed from the sequential store buffer (instead of needing to scan
a number of remembered sets). Another idea that is worth investigating, is to add
a similar mechanism as in the Beltway framework (Blackburn, Jones, McKinley,
and Moss 2002), so that only those remembered sets are maintained that are really
needed. This is possible with the purely incremental policy, where heap blocks are
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collected in a round-robin fashion. This is an a priori known order and in function
of this, it is possible to filter out inter-block references, which will not be used.

General conclusion

The strength of our incremental copying collection method is that it significantly
reduces the average pause time, compared to a non-incremental collector. In par-
ticular for applications that use a large heap, our method makes garbage collection
less disruptive. Even though the method cannot be used for hard real-time appli-
cations, it is well-suited for soft real-time applications. The method is also useful
for systems that (need to) use a segmented (block based) heap.

We do not recommend the incremental method for use cases other than the
aforementioned: the implementation is quite complex and requires changes in the
implementation of the Prolog system itself, which makes maintenance hard. We
believe that applications that do not require the features such an incremental
system gives, are better off with other garbage collection methods, such as our
methods for copying without marking and generational garbage collection.

Our work on copying without marking shows that copying without marking is
safe and that dropping the marking phase gives a tremendous performance benefit.
Our work on generational garbage collection shows that generational garbage col-
lection is useful for many applications, both deterministic and non-deterministic
ones, and that it increases performance in those cases. The experiments we did
with relation to the tenuring age show that a low tenuring age is preferable and
that even an immediate promotion policy gives good performance. This indicates
that generational copying without marking is possible and looks promising.

Still, even though generational garbage collection is useful in many cases, cer-
tain applications do not need it. In that regard, a hybrid collector which supports
switching between collection algorithms at runtime, either manually or based on
profiling, is probably ideal.
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Geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren

voor Prolog systemen gebaseerd op de WAM

Ruben Vandeginste

1 Inleiding

In deze eerste paragraaf geven we een kleine inleiding tot de onderzoeksdomeinen
waarin ons werk zich situeert: automatisch geheugenbeheer en logisch program-
meren. Vervolgens geven we een overzicht van de belangrijkste bijdragen van ons
onderzoek.

Prologsystemen gebaseerd op de WAM

Prolog is een logische, declaratieve programmeertaal. Het idee dat de basis vormt
voor declaratief programmeren is dat de programmeur zich moet kunnen concen-
treren op het beschrijven van de eigenschappen van het gewenste resultaat (het
wat), zonder zich te moeten bezighouden met het specifiëren van hoe dat resultaat
gevonden moet worden (het hoe). Een declaratieve programmeertaal laat toe het
wat te specifiëren, zonder het hoe aan te geven. Dit idee is gebaseerd op het inzicht
dat elk algoritme bestaat uit twee delen: een logische specificatie en een beschrij-
ving van hoe die specificatie uitgevoerd moet worden (Kowalski 1979). Logisch
programmeren volgt het paradigma van declaratief programmeren. Het is geba-
seerd op het gebruik van eerste orde logica als programmeertaal: het wat wordt
beschreven in eerste orde logica en het uitvoeringssysteem van de taal zorgt voor
het hoe.

Prolog is ontworpen door Colmerauer en Roussel in 1972 (Colmerauer and
Roussel 1993). De naam Prolog is gekozen als afkorting voor PROgrammation en
LOGique. Prolog is een logische programmeertaal gebaseerd op een subset van
eerste orde logica. Roussel implementeerde het eerste Prologsysteem in 1972. Dit
systeem is gekend als de Marseille Interpreter (Kluzniak 1984) en zoals de naam
laat uitschijnen, is dit een vertolker. Warren ontwikkelt de eerste Prolog vertaler
(Warren 1977). In (Warren 1983) ontwikkelt hij ook een abstracte instructieset en
bijhorende virtuele machine voor de efficiënte uitvoering van Prolog code. Deze
virtuele machine is gekend als de Warren Abstract Machine of WAM. Heel wat
Prolog systemen zijn gebaseerd op de WAM.

Geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren

Data waarvan de levensduur onafhankelijk is van de volgorde van methode-oproepen,
moet dynamisch gealloceerd worden. Deze data worden gealloceerd in een aparte
geheugenruimte, die de hoop genoemd wordt. Aangezien er maar een beperkte
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hoeveelheid geheugen beschikbaar is, is een vorm van geheugenbeheer op de hoop
noodzakelijk om ervoor te zorgen dat geheugen dat niet langer in gebruik is (af-
gedankt geheugen), gerecycleerd kan worden voor nieuwe allocaties.

Veel programmeertalen (zoals C, C++, Pascal, . . . ) leggen de verantwoorde-
lijkheid voor het geheugenbeheer van de hoop bij de programmeur. In dit geval
moet de programmeur expliciet geheugen op de hoop alloceren bij de aanmaak
van nieuwe datastructuren en dealloceren wanneer die datastructuren niet lan-
ger in gebruik zijn. Dit is manueel geheugenbeheer. Het is echter vaak (zeker bij
complexe programma’s) heel moeilijk om te bepalen wanneer datastructuren niet
langer in gebruik zijn en het geheugen dat ze innemen, vrijgegeven kan worden.
De complexiteit van manueel geheugenbeheer ligt vaak aan de basis van program-
mafouten.

Omdat manueel geheugenbeheer een moeilijke, foutgevoelige taak is, zijn tech-
nieken ontwikkeld om het dealloceren van afgedankt geheugen te automatiseren.
Deze technieken vormen de basis van automatisch geheugenbeheer. Eén van de
technieken voor automatisch geheugenbeheer is geheugenrecuperatie (garbage col-
lection). Geheugenrecuperatie is een techniek die geheugen beheert tijdens de
uitvoering: het geheugenrecuperatiealgoritme bepaalt tijdens de uitvoering wel-
ke datastructuren niet langer in gebruik zijn en geeft het geheugen dat deze da-
ta innemen, terug vrij. Geheugenrecuperatie is meestal gëıntegreerd in de pro-
grammeertaal en gëımplementeerd als onderdeel van de systeemomgeving van de
programmeertaal. De meeste hoog niveau programmeertalen (zoals Lisp, Scheme,
Haskell, Prolog, Java, C#, . . . ) maken gebruik van geheugenrecuperatie voor het
geheugenbeheer van de hoop, omdat dit de programmeur verlost van de laag niveau
details van manueel geheugenbeheer.

In de context van deze thesis zijn twee types van geheugenrecuperatie algorit-
mes belangrijk: markeer-compacteer geheugenrecuperatie (mark-slide garbage col-
lection) en geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren (copying garbage collection). Beide
types van geheugenrecuperatie zijn gebaseerd op hetzelfde principe: wanneer ge-
heugenrecuperatie geactiveerd wordt, worden alle actieve (live) datastructuren op-
gespoord door recursief referenties te volgen vertrekkende van een kern van actieve
referenties (root set). De kern van actieve referenties bestaat typisch uit globale
variabelen, lokale variabelen die op de stapel staan en alle registers die in gebruik
zijn door actieve methode-oproepen. Als alle actieve geheugencellen gevonden zijn,
kan het niet anders dan dat alle overige geheugencellen afgedankte geheugencel-
len (garbage) zijn die gerecycleerd kunnen worden. Geheugenrecuperatie wordt
typisch geactiveerd wanneer er bij een allocatie te weinig geheugen vrij is in de
hoop. In dat geval wordt de normale uitvoering van het programma tijdelijk stop-
gezet tot het geheugenrecuperatie algoritme alle afgedankte geheugencellen terug
vrijgegeven heeft.

Markeer-compacteer geheugenrecuperatie is ontwikkeld door McCarthy (1960)
als deel van het eerste Lisp systeem. Het markeer-compacteer algoritme bestaat
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uit twee fases: een markeerfase en een compacteer fase. Tijdens de markeerfase
worden alle actieve datastructuren recursief gemarkeerd, vertrekkende van de kern
referenties. In de compacteer fase worden de actieve geheugencellen gecompacteerd:
de actieve cellen worden naar de bodem van de hoop opgeschoven (de referenties
in de cellen worden op de correcte manier aangepast), zodat de top van de hoop
een aaneengesloten vrije ruimte wordt. Dit laatste betekent dat nieuwe allocaties
goedkoop en aan een constante kost kunnen gebeuren. Een belangrijke eigenschap
van het markeer-compacteer algoritme is dat het de orde van geheugencellen in de
hoop bewaart. De kost van markeer-compacteer geheugenrecuperatie is lineair in
het totale aantal geheugencellen in de hoop, dus in de grootte van de hoop.

Geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren is ontwikkeld door Fenichel and Yochel-
son (1969). Bij deze techniek wordt de geheugenruimte bestemd voor de hoop in
twee gelijke delen verdeeld, die halfruimtes (semi-spaces) genoemd worden. Tij-
dens de uitvoering wordt één halfruimte gebruikt voor nieuwe allocaties. Dit is
de allocatieruimte (from-space). Wanneer in deze halfruimte niet genoeg geheugen
meer vrij is voor een nieuwe allocatie, worden alle actieve datastructuren in deze
halfruimte recursief gekopieerd naar de andere halfruimte. Die halfruimte noemen
we de kopieerruimte (to-space). Na afloop van het kopiëren worden de rollen van
de halfruimtes omgewisseld: de kopieerruimte wordt gebruikt als allocatieruimte
en omgekeerd. Bij het kopiëren van een actieve geheugencel wordt in de origine-
le locatie van de cel (in de allocatieruimte) een referentie achtergelaten die wijst
naar de nieuwe locatie van die cel in de kopieerruimte. Op deze manier kan ge-
detecteerd worden naar welke locatie de originele cel gekopieerd werd en kan ook
vermeden worden dat een geheugencel meerdere keren gekopieerd wordt. Tijdens
het kopiëren moet er natuurlijk voor gezorgd worden dat referenties in de actieve
geheugencellen op de correcte manier aangepast worden, zodat na afloop van het
kopiëren alle referenties in geheugencellen in de kopieerruimte ook wijzen naar de
kopie in de kopieerruimte van de originele cel in de allocatieruimte.

Het kopieer algoritme beschreven door Fenichel and Yochelson (1969) doorloopt
de actieve datastructuren recursief en diepte-eerst. Het algoritme gebruikt eigenlijk
ruimte op de stapel om zijn voortgang impliciet bij te houden. Cheney (1970) heeft
een gelijkaardig algoritme ontwikkeld dat de actieve datastructuren breedte-eerst
doorloopt op een iteratieve manier.

In tegenstelling tot markeer-compacteer geheugenrecuperatie, behoudt geheu-
genrecuperatie door kopiëren de volgorde van de actieve geheugencellen in de hoop
niet. Een nadeel ten opzichte van het markeer-compacteer algoritme, is de nood
voor twee halfruimtes: om dezelfde hoeveelheid bruikbare geheugenruimte (voor
allocatie) te hebben, is er bij geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren twee keer zoveel
geheugen nodig als bij markeer-compacteer geheugenrecuperatie. Het grote voor-
deel van geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren is dat de kost onafhankelijk is van
de grootte van de hoop: de kost is lineair in het aantal actieve geheugencellen.
Geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren is dus vooral interessant wanneer het aandeel
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actieve geheugencellen in de hoop typisch klein is. In dat geval is geheugenrecupe-
ratie door kopiëren in de praktijk dan ook performanter dan markeer-compacteer
geheugenrecuperatie.

Geheugenrecuperatie in de WAM

Hoog niveau programmeertalen zoals Prolog steunen op geheugenrecuperatie om
het geheugen van de hoop automatisch te beheren. Geheugenrecuperatie algoritmes
voor Prolog systemen waren traditioneel altijd van het markeer-compacteer type,
omdat verschillende eigenschappen van dit type aantrekkelijk zijn in de context
van Prolog. Anderzijds is geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren populairder geworden
in de context van Prolog, omdat dit voor de meeste toepassingen efficiënter is
dan markeer-compacteer geheugenrecuperatie. Het doel van ons onderzoek is het
ontwikkelen van technieken die de bestaande algoritmes voor geheugenrecuperatie
door kopiëren op verschillende vlakken verbeteren voor Prolog systemen gebaseerd
op de WAM.

Bijdragen

De belangrijkste bijdragen van ons onderzoek zijn de volgende.

De eerste bijdrage is dat we kopiëren zonder markeren bestuderen en verbeteren
in de context van Prolog. De meeste kopieer algoritmes voor geheugenrecuperatie in
Prolog systemen maken gebruik van een markeerfase, die de kopieerfase voorafgaat.
Eerder onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat standaard kopieer algoritmes in de context
van Prolog bepaalde cellen twee keer kopiëren (dubbel kopiëren). De markeer fase
wordt gebruikt om ervoor te zorgen dat elke cel hoogstens één maal gekopieerd
wordt. We tonen aan dat bij kopiëren zonder markeren het bovendien mogelijk is
dat bepaalde cellen meer dan twee keer gekopieerd worden (veelvuldig kopiëren).
Nochtans is kopiëren zonder markeren een aantrekkelijke optie omdat het weglaten
van de markeerfase een grote winst in performantie oplevert. We onderzoeken
welke celconfiguraties leiden tot dubbel en veelvuldig kopiëren en we ontwikkelen
technieken om het aantal extra kopieën te verminderen en te beperken. We tonen
aan dat kopiëren zonder markeren praktisch bruikbaar is in de context van Prolog.

De tweede bijdrage is de ontwikkeling en implementatie van een kopieer algo-
ritme dat de orde van de segmenten op een exacte manier behoudt. Er is altijd
veel belang gehecht aan onmiddellijke recuperatie omdat dit mechanisme bij het
backtracken toelaat om aan een constante kost een in principe onbegrensde hoe-
veelheid ruimte op de hoop terug te winnen. Onmiddellijke recuperatie steunt op
de orde van de segmenten. De meeste kopieer algoritmes behouden de segmentorde
niet en bijgevolg is het niet mogelijk om onmiddellijke recuperatie toe te passen
op die delen van de hoop waar al geheugenrecuperatie op toegepast is. Ons kopi-
eer algoritme behoudt de segmentorde en onmiddellijke recuperatie kan evenveel
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geheugen recupereren als in het geval er helemaal geen geheugenrecuperatie door
kopiëren zou plaatsvinden.

De derde bijdrage bestaat uit de ontwikkeling van een algoritme voor multige-
nerationele geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren. Generationele geheugenrecuperatie
verbetert de efficiëntie van eenvoudige algoritmes voor geheugenrecuperatie door
enkel die delen van de hoop te behandelen, die waarschijnlijk de hoogste ratio
van afgedankte geheugencellen bevatten. We tonen aan dat de kost van genera-
tionele geheugenrecuperatie in de context van Prolog laag gehouden kan worden
door de segmenten als basis te gebruiken voor de generaties. Dit vereist dat de
segmentorde behouden wordt tijdens geheugenrecuperatie. We ontwikkelen een al-
goritme voor multigenerationele geheugenrecuperatie. We stellen technieken voor
om de performantie te verbeteren en om nauwkeurige informatie over de generaties
bij te houden. Deze technieken zijn nodig om in zowel deterministische als niet-
deterministische toepassingen voor goede generationele performantie te zorgen.

De vierde bijdrage, tenslotte, is de ontwikkeling van een incrementeel algo-
ritme voor geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren. Incrementele geheugenrecuperatie
bestaat eruit dat de hoop opgedeeld wordt in kleine stukjes, die elk afzonderlijk
gerecupereerd worden. Op deze manier kan de lengte van de geheugenrecupera-
tiecycli klein gehouden worden. We ontwikkelen een nieuwe layout voor de hoop,
waarbij de hoop opgebouwd wordt uit uit een aantal blokken. Elk blok kan gerecu-
pereerd worden onafhankelijk van de andere blokken. Met deze nieuwe layout als
basis, ontwikkelen we een incrementeel algoritme voor geheugenrecuperatie door
kopiëren. We stellen twee manieren voor om deze blokken te recupereren: een puur
incrementele manier en een manier die gëınspireerd is door generationele geheu-
genrecuperatie.

Structuur van de tekst

Het vervolg van deze samenvatting is als volgt opgebouwd. In paragraaf 2 geven we
de technische achtergrond, nodig voor een goed begrip van de rest van de tekst.
De vier daaropvolgende paragrafen beschrijven elk een bijdrage van ons onder-
zoek: paragraaf 3 beschrijft kopiëren zonder markeren, paragraaf 4 kopiëren met
behoud van de segmentorde, paragraaf 5 multigenerationeel kopiëren en tenslotte
paragraaf 6 incrementeel kopiëren. We besluiten deze samenvatting in paragraaf 7.

2 Technische achtergrond

In deze paragraaf gaan we dieper in op de taal Prolog, de implementatie van de
WAM en het geheugenbeheer in de WAM.
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Prolog

Zoals eerder vermeld, is Prolog een logische programmeertaal. De programmeur
geeft het Prologsysteem een aantal logische relaties en kan vervolgens het Prolog-
systeem een vraag (query) stellen over die relaties. Het Prologsysteem probeert
dan datastructuren op te bouwen om toe te kennen aan de variabelen in de vraag
om de vraag waar te maken. In dat opzicht zijn logische variabelen en backtrac-
ken (backtracking) twee belangrijke elementen in het uitvoeringsmechanisme van
Prolog.

Prolog programma’s zijn niet getypeerd: Prolog ondersteunt geen typedecla-
raties en heeft ook geen ingebouwd typeinferentiemechanisme. Datatypes spelen
wel een rol tijdens de uitvoering. Een speciaal datatype is de logische variabele
die eender welke datastructuur kan voorstellen. Het is eigenlijk een houder voor
een datastructuur die nog niet gekend of aangemaakt is. In het begin is de waarde
van een logische variabele niet gekend; dit wordt een ongebonden of vrije vari-
abele genoemd. Er kan slechts één maal een waarde toegekend worden aan een
variabele: een toekenning is dus definitief. Door een toekenning wordt een vrije
variabele een gëınstantieerde of gebonden variabele. Naast de logische variabele
ondersteunt Prolog ook de volgende primitieve datatypes: gehele getallen, drij-
vendekommagetallen en atomen (tekstconstanten). Tenslotte heeft Prolog nog de
volgende samengestelde datatypes: lijsten en structuren. Een structuur is een sa-
mengesteld type dat door de programmeur zelf gedefinieerd wordt en bestaat uit
een naam (de functor) en een vast aantal argumenten (de ariteit).

Unificatie is een mechanisme om logische variabelen te instantiëren. Bij unifi-
catie worden twee Prologtermen met elkaar vergeleken en de variabelen in beide
termen worden zo gëınstantieerd dat beide termen identiek worden. Als de termen
niet identiek gemaakt kunnen worden, dan wordt geen enkele variabele gebonden
en faalt de unificatie.

Tijdens de uitvoering van Prologcode zijn op bepaalde punten alternatieve
uitvoeringspaden mogelijk. Wanneer tijdens de uitvoering een alternatief pad mo-
gelijk is, wordt de toestand van het Prologsysteem op dat moment bijgehouden
in een keuzepunt. Als de voorwaartse uitvoering uiteindelijk faalt, keert het Pro-
logsysteem terug naar het meest recente keuzepunt. Vervolgens wordt de toestand
van het Prologsysteem hersteld tot de toestand in het keuzepunt en wordt de uit-
voering verder gezet langs het alternatieve uitvoeringspad. Dit wordt backtracken
genoemd.

De cut operatie kan gebruikt worden om het backtrackgedrag aan te passen:
het zorgt ervoor dat het Prologsysteem de meest recente alternatieven vergeet.
De cut operatie snijdt de meest recente keuzepunten weg. Merk op dat het geen
invloed heeft op de voorwaartse uitvoering.
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Figuur 1: De geheugenruimtes binnen de WAM

WAM

De WAM (Warren Abstract Machine) is een virtuele machine met bijhorende in-
structieset voor de efficiënte uitvoering van Prologcode. In de context van deze
thesis zijn we in de eerste plaats gëınteresseerd in de geheugenarchitectuur van
de WAM. De WAM maakt gebruik van verschillende geheugenruimtes die elk een
specifieke taak hebben. Een voorbeeldconfiguratie van deze verschillende geheu-
genruimtes wordt getoond in Figuur 1. We onderscheiden de volgende vier geheu-
genruimtes (van links naar rechts): de keuzepuntstapel (choice point stack), de
omgevingsstapel of lokale stapel (environment stack), de hoop of globale stapel
(heap) en tenslotte de spoorstapel (trail stack).

De Prolog hoop bevat allerlei Prologtermen. Lijsten en structuren worden altijd
op de hoop gealloceerd. Datastructuren op de hoop bevatten enkel referenties naar
andere gegevens op de hoop.

De spoorstapel wordt gebruikt om de locaties bij te houden van gebonden vari-
abelen die ongebonden moeten worden bij het backtracken. Wanneer de uitvoering
faalt, moet het systeem terugkeren naar het meest recente keuzepunt en moet de
toestand van het systeem hersteld worden tot de toestand die het systeem had bij
de aanmaak van dat keuzepunt. Dit betekent onder andere dat alle bindingen die
gemaakt zijn sedert de aanmaak van dat keuzepunt ongedaan gemaakt moeten
worden. De spoorstapel houdt deze bindingen bij.

De omgevingsstapel houdt de omgevingen bij. Een omgeving bevat altijd een
verwijzing naar de vorige omgeving, zodat de vorige omgeving kan hersteld worden
als de huidige omgeving opgekuist wordt. Een omgeving bevat ook een voortgangs-
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wijzer die verwijst naar de code die uitgevoerd moet worden, wanneer de huidige
omgeving opgekuist wordt. Tenslotte bevat een omgeving ook de lokale variabelen.

Naast de vermelde geheugenruimtes, bezit de WAM ook een aantal registers
(niet zichtbaar op Figuur 1). Deze registers houden onder meer een wijzer bij
naar de top van de verschillende stapels: een wijzer naar het actieve keuzepunt,
de actieve omgeving, de top van de hoop en de top van de spoorstapel. Een set
van registers is ook gereserveerd om argumenten door te geven; deze worden de
argumentregisters genoemd.

De keuzepuntstapel bevat de keuzepunten. Zoals eerder vermeld wordt een keu-
zepunt aangemaakt wanneer tijdens de uitvoering een alternatief uitvoeringspad
mogelijk is. Een keuzepunt moet alles bijhouden dat nodig is om de toestand van
de machine op dat punt te kunnen herstellen. Dit betekent dat een keuzepunt alle
registers van de machine moet bijhouden (dus onder andere de wijzers naar de top
van de hoop, de spoorstapel en de omgevingsstapel). Er wordt ook een wijzer naar
het vorige keuzepunt en naar het alternatieve uitvoeringspad bijgehouden.

Zoals eerder vermeld, gebruikt de WAM de spoorstapel om de locaties bij
te houden van gebonden variabelen die terug ontbonden moeten worden bij het
backtracken. Een mechanisme binnen de WAM zorgt ervoor dat wanneer (tijdens
unificatie) een variabele gebonden wordt, een verwijzing naar die variabele op
de spoorstapel gezet wordt. Dit hoeft alleen gedaan te worden als de variabele
zelf ouder is dan het actieve keuzepunt. Variabelen die jonger zijn dan het actieve
keuzepunt, worden immers toch verwijderd bij het backtracken (door onmiddellijke
recuperatie); het heeft dus geen zin om die variabelen terug ongebonden te maken.

Bij het backtracken wordt de informatie in het actieve keuzepunt gebruikt
om de toestand van de WAM te herstellen zoals die was bij de aanmaak van
het keuzepunt. Dit betekent ook dat bij het backtracken alle data gealloceerd op
de hoop sedert de aanmaak van het keuzepunt terug gedealloceerd mag worden.
De wijzer naar de top van de hoop mag gewoon teruggeplaatst worden naar de
waarde die opgenomen is in het keuzepunt. De ruimte op de hoop die gealloceerd
is tussen de aanmaak van twee keuzepunten (of tussen de top van de hoop en
de aanmaak van het meest recente keuzepunt), wordt een segment genoemd. De
segmentgrenzen worden dus aangegeven door de wijzers naar de top van de hoop
die opgeslaan zijn in de keuzepunten. Bij het backtracken kan het meest recente
segment gedealloceerd worden en dit wordt onmiddellijke recuperatie genoemd.

Zoals eerder vermeld, snijdt de cut de meest recente keuzepunten weg. In de
WAM houdt dit in dat de meest recente keuzepunten van de keuzepuntstapel
verwijderd worden.

Geheugenbeheer in de WAM

Prologsystemen hebben een ingebouwd mechanisme waarmee ruimte op de hoop
teruggewonnen kan worden op bepaalde punten tijdens de uitvoering. Bij het back-
tracken kan alle data op de hoop, die gealloceerd werd sinds de aanmaak van het
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meest recente keuzepunt, dus het meest recente segment, terug gedealloceerd wor-
den. Dit mechanisme wordt onmiddelijke recuperatie genoemd. Onmiddellijke re-
cuperatie was de enige vorm van geheugenbeheer voor de eerste Prolog vertolker.
Dit mechanisme is belangrijk omdat het toelaat om tegen (kleine) constante kost
een in principe onbeperkte hoeveelheid geheugenruimte terug te winnen. Daarom
is er altijd veel belang gehecht aan het verenigbaar maken van andere technieken
voor geheugenbeheer op de hoop met onmiddellijke recuperatie. In de praktijk is
onmiddellijke recuperatie echter niet voldoende als enige vorm van geheugenbeheer
voor de hoop. Veel Prologprogramma’s zijn voor het grootste deel deterministisch
en in dat geval is onmiddellijke recuperatie niet effectief. Daarom maken de meeste
Prologsystemen gebruik van geheugenrecuperatie om geheugenruimte in de hoop
terug te winnen.

De eerste geheugenrecuperatie algoritmes voor Prologsystemen waren allemaal
van het markeer-compacteer type (Bruynooghe 1982; Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi,
and Sahlin 1988). Dit is geen toeval: een belangrijke eigenschap van het markeer-
compacteer algoritme is dat het de orde van de cellen in de hoop behoudt en
verschillende delen van de Prolog implementatie steunden op die orde. Prolog legt
een totale orde tussen Prologtermen vast en voorziet een aantal ingebouwde pre-
dicaten om die orde op te vragen. Er wordt ook een orde vastgelegd tussen vrije
variabelen en typisch wordt hiervoor de tijd van aanmaak gebruikt. Als de orde
op de Prolog hoop behouden blijft, zelfs bij collectie, is de relatieve orde van tijd
van aanmaak dezelfde als de relatieve orde van de locatie van de variabelen op de
hoop. Een ander mechanisme dat steunt op het behoud van orde, is onmiddellijke
recuperatie. Voor dit mechanisme is niet noodzakelijk een behoud van orde nodig
op celniveau, maar wel op segmentniveau. De Prolog hoop kan eigenlijk bekeken
worden als een stapel van segmenten en bij het backtracken kan het bovenste seg-
ment van de stapel gehaald worden. Wanneer een geheugenrecuperatie algoritme
gebruikt wordt, is het belangrijk dat het de segmentorde behoudt. Het is vanzelf-
sprekend dat een algoritme dat de celorde behoudt, ook de segmentorde behoudt.
Tenslotte vergemakkelijkt het behoud van de segmentorde ook de implementatie
van (multi-)generationele geheugenrecuperatie voor Prolog.

Omwille van de bovenvermelde redenen zijn markeer-compacteer algoritmes al-
tijd populair geweest in de context van Prolog. Nochtans is de asymptotische kost
van geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren kleiner dan die van markeer-compacteer
geheugenrecuperatie: het kopieer algoritme is lineair in het aantal overlevende
geheugencellen, terwijl het markeer-compacteer algoritme lineair is in het totale
aantal geheugencellen. Daar de verhouding van het aantal overlevende cellen tot
het totale aantal cellen typisch klein is bij de meeste Prolog toepassingen, lijkt
het dat geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren een betere keuze is voor Prolog. Bijge-
volg zijn er ook een aantal geheugenrecuperatie algoritmes van het kopieer type
ontwikkeld voor Prolog (Touati and Hama 1988; Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994).
Geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren behoudt echter de celorde niet en er zijn een
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aantal problemen met een standaard kopieer algoritme in de context van Prolog.
Zoals eerder vermeld, is de implementatie van bepaalde ingebouwde predica-

ten typisch gebaseerd op de relatieve orde van de locaties van vrije variabelen.
Bijgevolg is het belangrijk dat de orde van die locaties behouden blijft tijdens
geheugenrecuperatie. Dit kan door deze predicaten op een andere manier te imple-
menteren (Touati and Hama 1988; Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994; Demoen, Engels,
and Tarau 1996). In principe vormt het behoud van de orde van vrije variabelen
geen probleem meer, daar men beslist heeft om geen persistente orde van vrije
variabelen op te leggen (ISO working group JTC1/SC22 1995).

Geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren behoudt de cel orde niet en behoudt nor-
maal ook de segmentorde niet. Dit betekent dat onmiddellijke recuperatie niet
mogelijk is op delen van de Prolog hoop die eerder gerecupereerd werden. Merk
op de onmiddellijke recuperatie nog altijd mogelijk blijft op de meest recente seg-
menten die nog niet gerecupereerd werden. Geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren
maakt onmiddellijke recuperatie niet volledig onmogelijk, maar het leidt wel tot
een verlies in onmiddellijke recuperatie.

Prolog implementaties gebaseerd op de WAM ondersteunen referenties die wij-
zen naar een cel binnen een lijst of structuur (inner pointers). Een cel die deel
uitmaakt van een lijst of structuur kan ook als een opzichzelfstaande cel bekeken
worden en er kan dan ook op die manier, als een individuele cel, naar verwezen
worden. Wanneer een standaard kopieer algoritme gebruikt wordt, is het moge-
lijk dat zo’n cellen waar ook individueel naar verwezen wordt, meer dan één keer
gekopieerd worden. Om dit te vermijden werd een markeerfase toegevoegd vóór
de kopieerfase (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994). De meeste kopieer algoritmes voor
Prolog zijn dus eigenlijk van het markeer-kopieer type.

Een eenvoudig generationeel kopieer algoritme is mogelijk en bestaat ook, maar
om multi-generationele kopieer algoritmes mogelijk te maken, moet de segmentorde
bewaard worden.

De bovenvermelde redenen verklaren waarschijnlijk ook waarom het eerste ko-
pieer algoritme voor Prolog (Touati and Hama 1988) eigenlijk een hybride algo-
ritme is dat enkel voor recuperatie van het meest recente segment een kopieer
algoritme gebruikt en terugvalt op een markeer-compacteer algoritme voor geheu-
genrecuperatie van oudere segmenten.

3 Kopiëren zonder markeren

Kopiëren zonder markeren is onveilig

Bij geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren worden normaal alle overlevende cellen van
de ene halfruimte (de allocatieruimte) naar de andere halfruimte (de kopieerruim-
te) gekopieerd in één fase. Eerder onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat het standaard
kopieer algoritme in de context van Prolog bepaalde cellen meer dan één keer ko-
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pieert. Het probleem hiermee is dat het gevaar bestaat dat de kopie groter wordt
dan het origineel en dat de kopieerruimte overloopt tijdens het kopiëren. Alhoe-
wel het mogelijk is om het overlopen van de kopieerruimte op te vangen en de
geheugenrecuperatie verder te zetten, is dit een dure operatie en wordt dit best
vermeden. Kopiëren zonder markeren in de context van de WAM wordt onveilig
genoemd omwille van het gevaar dat de kopieerruimte tijdens geheugenrecuperatie
overloopt.

Het is welbekend dat kopiëren zonder markeren onveilig is in de context van
de WAM. Eerder onderzoek heeft aangetoond dat bepaalde cellen twee keer geko-
pieerd worden (Touati and Hama 1988; Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994). We noemen
dit dubbel kopiëren. Een lijst of structuur bestaat uit verschillende opeenvolgende
cellen op de WAM hoop. De WAM laat referenties toe naar de individuele cellen
die deel uitmaken van een lijst of structuur. Zo’n cel zal twee keer gekopieerd wor-
den als de lijst of structuur levend is en de cel als een individuele cel gekopieerd
wordt vooraleer de lijst of structuur als geheel gekopieerd wordt.

We hebben ontdekt dat naast het probleem van dubbel kopiëren er een nog
erger probleem is, namelijk dat van veelvuldig kopiëren. Veelvuldig kopiëren kan
gebeuren bij cellen die behoren tot een lijstpaar. Een lijst bestaat op de WAM
hoop uit twee opeenvolgende cellen. Alhoewel het kopieer algoritme in deze cellen
een referentie laat naar de nieuwe locatie van die cellen in de kopieerruimte nadat
die gekopieerd zijn, wordt niet aangegeven of deze cellen als lijst paar gekopieerd
werden of niet. Bijgevolg worden telkens opnieuw twee nieuwe cellen in de kopieer-
ruimte gealloceerd, wanneer de cellen als een lijst gekopieerd worden. Merk op dat
dit anders is bij een structuur. De eerste cel van een structuur bevat de naam en
ariteit van de structuur. Wanneer een structuur als geheel gekopieerd wordt, wordt
in deze eerste cel een referentie geplaatst naar de nieuwe locatie van de structuur
in de kopieerruimte. Op deze manier wordt verhinderd dat de structuur meerdere
keren gekopieerd wordt.

Kopiëren zonder markeren veiliger maken

Daar kopiëren zonder markeren onveilig is in de context van Prolog, zijn de meeste
implementaties van geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren gebaseerd op het markeer-
kopieer type. Met behulp van de markeerfase wordt ervoor gezorgd dat elke levende
cel exact één keer gekopieerd wordt. De kost van de markeerfase is echter vrij hoog
en we onderzoeken of het niet mogelijk is om toch kopiëren zonder markeren te
gebruiken voor de WAM. We bestuderen kopiëren zonder markeren en stellen twee
varianten voor die veiliger zijn.

Gevaarlijk kopiëren is gewoon het standaard kopieer algoritme. Dit betekent
dat de kans bestaat dat bepaalde cellen twee maal of meer gekopieerd worden.
Gevaarlijk kopiëren gaat ervan uit dat er genoeg afgedankte geheugencellen zijn,
zodat er in de kopieerruimte genoeg ruimte over is om eventuele extra kopieën op
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te vangen. Dit is een redelijke aanname aangezien Prolog toepassingen typisch een
lage overlevingsgraad hebben bij geheugenrecuperatie.

Uit onze ervaring blijkt dat dubbel kopiëren weinig voorkomt. Bovendien kan
het volgens ons niet vermeden worden zonder een vorm van markeren. Veelvuldig
kopiëren, aan de andere kant, kan veel extra kopieën creëren wanneer het voorkomt.
Het voorkomen van veelvuldig kopiëren kan echter wel gemakkelijk verminderd
worden en zelfs helemaal geëlimineerd worden.

Optimistisch kopiëren gaat ervan uit dat de cellen die behoren tot een lijstpaar
eerst gekopieerd worden als lijstpaar, vooraleer ze als individuele cellen gekopieerd
worden. Het is heel goedkoop om tijdens het kopiëren te controleren of de indi-
viduele cellen van een lijst eerst als lijstpaar gekopieerd zijn (de cellen bevatten
wijzers naar twee opeenvolgende cellen in de kopieerruimte). Als dit het geval is,
worden de cellen niet nog eens opnieuw gekopieerd. Als dit niet het geval is, is het
mogelijk dat de cellen meerdere keren gekopieerd worden.

Optimistisch kopiëren verhindert veelvuldig kopiëren niet wanneer de twee lijst-
cellen in de verkeerde volgorde gekopieerd zijn, of wanneer enkel één van beide
cellen gekopieerd is vooraleer het lijstpaar gekopieerd is als een geheel. Zelfs in
dit geval kan veelvuldig kopiëren echter vermeden worden. Na het creëren van een
nieuw lijstpaar in de kopieerruimte, kan in de originele cellen een wijzer naar deze
nieuwe kopieën achtergelaten worden. Vervolgens wordt de techniek van het opti-
mistisch kopiëren gebruikt bij het kopiëren van lijst paren. Op deze manier wordt
veelvuldig kopiëren volledig verhinderd. Deze techniek noemen we behoedzaam
kopiëren.

Zowel optimistisch als behoedzaam kopiëren zijn veiliger dan gevaarlijk ko-
piëren en verminderen het aantal extra kopieën tijdens kopiëren. Toch blijft het
mogelijk dat er extra kopieën aangemaakt worden en bijgevolg dat de kopieerruim-
te overloopt. Daarom moet een robuuste implementatie een mechanisme voorzien
om zo’n overloop op te vangen. We hebben zo’n mechanisme ontwikkeld en be-
schreven, maar nooit gëımplementeerd, omdat er nooit behoefte voor was. Tijdens
onze experimenten is de kopieerruimte namelijk nooit overgelopen.

Experimentele resultaten

We hebben de vermelde geheugenrecuperatie algoritmes (gevaarlijk, optimistich
en behoedzaam kopiëren) gëımplementeerd in hProlog 1.4, een Prologsysteem ge-
baseerd op de WAM. Voor elke methode werd een versie gemaakt gebaseerd op
recursief (diepte-eerst) kopiëren en op Cheney (breedte-eerst) kopiëren. Deze ge-
heugenrecuperatie algoritmes werden dan vergeleken met een algoritme van het
markeer-kopieer type (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994).

De experimenten tonen aan dat dubbel kopiëren zelden voorkomt en bijgevolg
niet veel extra kopieën veroorzaakt. Veelvuldig kopiëren komt niet veel voor, maar
als het voorkomt, zorgt het wel voor veel extra kopieën. In dat geval kan gevaarlijk
kopiëren opvallend minder ruimte terugwinnen dan het markeer-kopieer algoritme
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en dit betekent dat het gevaarlijk kopiëren algoritme in zo’n geval vaker opgeroepen
wordt. Optimistisch en behoedzaam kopiëren zijn beide succesvol in het aanpakken
van veelvuldig kopiëren en het verschil in teruggewonnen ruimte met het markeer-
kopieer algoritme is heel klein.

Optimistisch en behoedzaam kopiëren zijn duidelijk performanter dan gevaar-
lijk kopiëren wanneer veelvuldig kopiëren voorkomt, omdat beide algoritmes in
dat geval beduidend minder extra kopieën aanmaken dan gevaarlijk kopiëren. Be-
hoedzaam kopiëren levert in de experimenten geen voordelen op ten opzichte van
optimistisch kopiëren. Kopiëren zonder markeren is in het algemeen veel perfor-
manter dan het markeer-kopieer algoritme en is in sommige gevallen zelfs twee
maal zo snel.

Tenslotte kunnen we uit de experimenten ook besluiten dat het verschil tussen
Cheney kopiëren en recursief kopiëren op alle vlakken verwaarloosbaar is.

Verwant werk

We hebben uitgebreid andere technieken bestudeerd die voorgesteld zijn in de
literatuur om dubbel en veelvuldig kopiëren te vermijden.

Een eerste techniek is het inkorten van ketens van variabelen (variable shun-
ting), vermeld in (Touati and Hama 1988; Bekkers, Ridoux, and Ungaro 1992).
Deze techniek is echter niet algemeen toepasbaar, enkel wanneer enkel het meest
recente segment gerecupereerd wordt. Zelfs in dat geval is de techniek niet altijd
mogelijk. Wanneer de techniek wel toegepast kan worden, wordt de aanmaak van
extra kopieën vermeden.

Een tweede techniek is de invoer van een markeerfase (Bevemyr and Lindgren
1994). Met behulp van de markeerfase kan ervoor gezorgd worden de geen enkele
cel twee keer of meer gekopieerd wordt. De markeerfase verhindert zowel dubbel
als veelvuldig kopiëren. Het nadeel van deze methode is dat het vereist dat alle
actieve geheugencellen twee maal doorlopen worden: de markeerfase brengt een
grote kost met zich mee.

Een derde en laatste techiek, tenslotte, is het uitstellen (postponing), vermeld
in (Touati and Hama 1988; Zhou 2000). Wij geloven dat deze techniek niet zo
eenvoudig is als beschreven in de literatuur. In de thesis beschrijven we hoe de
techniek gëımplementeerd zou moeten worden om correct te werken. De techniek,
zoals door ons beschreven, verhindert zowel dubbel als veelvuldig kopiëren. We
vermoeden echter dat de kost van de techniek, zowel in ruimte als in tijd, in de
praktijk vrij hoog zal zijn.
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4 Kopiëren met behoud van de segmentorde

De orde van de segmenten bewaren

Zoals eerder vermeld, is de Prolog hoop eigenlijk een stapel van segmenten. On-
middellijke recuperatie steunt hier op om bij het backtracken het meest recente
segment aan een kleine, constante kost terug vrij te geven. Algoritmes voor geheu-
genrecuperatie binnen de WAM zijn pas ten volle verenigbaar met onmiddellijke
recuperatie als die algoritmes de segmentorde bewaren.

Algoritmes gebaseerd op kopiëren bewaren de celorde niet en meestal ook de
segmentorde niet. Bij het gebruik van zo’n algoritme, is onmiddellijke recupera-
tie niet toepasbaar op die delen van de hoop die eerder gerecupereerd werden.
Als gevolg daarvan kan minder ruimte op de hoop teruggewonnen worden door
onmiddellijke recuperatie. Dit betekent echter ook dat het geheugenrecuperatie
algoritme vaker opgeroepen moet worden en leidt dus tot een hogere kost voor
geheugenbeheer. In dat opzicht is het interessant om een techniek te ontwikkelen
om de segmentorde te behouden bij geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren.

De segmentorde bewaren tijdens kopiëren

Zoals we in de vorige paragraaf gezien hebben, werd kopiëren zonder markeren
altijd als onveilig beschouwd in de context van de WAM. Een gangbare oplossing
om zowel dubbel en veelvuldig kopiëren te vermijden is het gebruik van een mar-
keerfase (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994). Bij markeer-kopieer geheugenrecuperatie
kan de markeerfase verder uitgebuit worden in ons voordeel.

Tijdens de markeerfase kan bijvoorbeeld het aantal actieve geheugencellen ge-
teld worden (Demoen, Engels, and Tarau 1996). Dit kan gebruikt worden om na
de markeerfase een tijdelijke kopieerruimte te alloceren die slechts zo groot als
nodig is. Na de kopieerfase worden vervolgens alle actieve geheugencellen in de
kopieerruimte in één blok teruggekopieerd naar de allocatieruimte. Deze methode
heeft als voordeel dat het geheugengebruik in de praktijk veel kleiner is dan de
factor twee die gewoonlijk toegekend wordt aan het (markeer-)kopieer algoritme.

Onze methode om de segmentorde te bewaren maakt verder gebruik van de
markeerfase. Wij gebruiken de markeerfase om het aantal actieve geheugencellen
te tellen voor elk segment afzonderlijk. Na de markeer fase is het aantal actieve
geheugencellen in elk segment in de allocatieruimte gekend. Deze informatie kan
vervolgens gebruikt worden om een tijdelijke kopieerruimte te alloceren die bestaat
uit verschillende segmenten van gepaste grootte. Tijdens de kopieerfase wordt ie-
dere actieve cel gekopieerd naar het segment in de kopieerruimte dat overeenkomt
met het segment in de allocatieruimte waartoe de cel behoort. De segmentorde
wordt dus behouden, de orde van de cellen binnen een segment niet. Na de kopi-
eerfase kunnen de cellen in de kopieerruimte als één blok teruggekopieerd worden
naar de allocatieruimte. Tenslotte moet de keuzepuntstapel doorlopen worden om
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in de keuzepunten de segment grenzen aan te passen.
Een belangrijk onderdeel in deze methode is de zoekfunctie die moet bepalen tot

welk segment een cel behoort. Deze zoekfunctie wordt voor elke actieve geheugencel
tenminste één keer uitgevoerd. Vóór de markeerfase wordt een lijst opgesteld van
de locaties van de segmentgrenzen en die wordt dan doorzocht met een binair
zoekalgoritme.

Wanneer er veel segmenten (bv. heel veel kleine segmenten) zijn, kan de kost
van de zoekfunctie sterk oplopen. Om dit te vermijden hebben we een optimalisatie
ingevoerd die te kleine segmenten samenvoegt met een aangrenzend segment. Deze
optimalisatie laat toe het totale aantal segmenten te begrenzen, en zo ook de
kost van de methode. Het samenvoegen van segmenten resulteert echter wel in
een klein verlies van de hoeveelheid ruimte die teruggewonnen kan worden door
onmiddellijke recuperatie.

De observatie dat een veel goedkopere zoekfunctie gebruikt kan worden als
elk segment dezelfde grootte heeft, leidt ons naar een variant van de methode die
slechts benaderend de segmentorde bewaart. Een pagina heeft een vaste grootte
en bepalen tot welke pagina een cel behoort, kan met een simpele berekening die
een kleine, vaste kost heeft. Met een zoekfunctie die gebaseerd is op pagina’s in
plaats van segmenten, kan onze methode gebruikt worden om de paginaorde te be-
waren bij markeer-kopieer geheugenrecuperatie. Als de paginagrootte klein genoeg
gekozen wordt, behoudt de methode benaderend de segmentorde. Aangezien de
methode enkel benaderend de segmentorde bewaart, is er verlies in de hoeveelheid
ruimte die door onmiddellijke recuperatie teruggewonnen kan worden. Het verlies
zal kleiner zijn naarmate de paginagrootte kleiner is.

Experimentele resultaten

We hebben zowel het markeer-kopieer algoritme met behoud van de segmentorde
als de variant met behoud van de paginaorde gëımplementeerd in ilProlog 0.7.4,
een Prologsysteem gebaseerd op de WAM. Beide algoritmes werden vergeleken met
het standaard markeer-kopieer algoritme (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994).

De experimenten tonen aan dat zowel bij behoud van de segmentorde als bij
behoud van de paginaorde het onmiddellijke recuperatie mechanisme (soms op-
merkelijk) meer ruimte terugwint dan wanneer het standaard markeer-kopieer al-
goritme gebruikt wordt. Bij behoud van de segment orde wordt iets meer ruimte
teruggewonnen dan bij behoud van de paginaorde, maar het verschil is eigenlijk
verwaarloosbaar. De extra ruimte die teruggewonnen wordt, is echter nooit vol-
doende om ervoor dat zorgen dat geheugenrecuperatie minder vaak opgeroepen
wordt. De experimenten tonen aan dat de ruimte die teruggewonnen wordt door
onmiddellijke recuperatie eigenlijk maar een fractie is van de ruimte die terugge-
wonnen wordt door het markeer-kopieer algorimte.

Het is duidelijk dat de technieken om de segmentorde en de paginaorde te
bewaren bij markeer-kopieer geheugenrecuperatie een kost met zich meebrengen.
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Uit onze experimenten blijkt dat beide technieken in de meeste gevallen minder
dan 20% overhead hebben en dat kopiëren met behoud van de paginaorde duidelijk
minder overhead heeft dan kopiëren met behoud van de segmentorde.

Verwant werk

Voor zover we weten, bestaat er slechts één andere techniek om de segmentorde
te behouden bij geheugenrecuperatie door kopiëren, namelijk het algoritme voor-
gesteld in (Demoen, Engels, and Tarau 1996). Dit algoritme doorloopt de actieve
datastructuren tijdens de kopieerfase in een specifieke volgorde zodat de actieve
cellen in de oudste segmenten eerst gekopieerd worden en op deze manier kan de
segmentorde behouden worden. Sommige actieve cellen worden echter gekopieerd
naar een jonger segment dan het segment waartoe ze origineel behoren. Alhoe-
wel dit positief is in de zin dat onmiddellijke recuperatie dan meer ruimte kan
terugwinnen, betekent het dat deze techniek slechts benaderend de segmentorde
behoudt.

5 Generationeel kopiëren

Generationele geheugenrecuperatie

Eenvoudige algoritmes voor geheugenrecuperatie behandelen altijd de volledige
hoop tijdens een geheugenrecuperatiecyclus. Dit betekent dat iedere cyclus alle
actieve geheugencellen overloopt. Op deze manier spendeert het geheugenrecu-
peratie algoritme veel tijd aan het herhaaldelijk markeren en kopiëren van lang
levende datastructuren. Het is duidelijk dat deze algoritmes efficiënter zouden zijn
als daar geen tijd aan verloren zou worden.

Generationele geheugenrecuperatie heeft als doel geheugenrecuperatie efficiënter
te maken door recuperatie inspanningen te focussen op die delen van de hoop waar
de kans het grootst is dat er ruimte teruggewonnen kan worden. Onderzoekers
hebben ontdekt dat in veel programma’s de meeste datastructuren een korte le-
vensduur hebben, terwijl slechts een klein percentage een veel langere levensduur
heeft (Lieberman and Hewitt 1983; Ungar 1984). Generationele geheugenrecupe-
ratie buit deze eigenschap uit door jonge datastructuren veel vaker te recupereren
dan oude, omdat de kans veel hoger is dat geheugen teruggewonnen kan worden
onder de jonge datastructuren dan onder de oude. Om die reden wordt de hoop
opgedeeld in twee of meer gebieden die generaties genoemd worden. Elke generatie
bevat datastructuren die een bepaald leeftijdsbereik hebben. Verschillende genera-
ties worden met verschillende frequenties gerecupereerd: jonge generaties worden
veel vaker gerecupereerd dan oudere. Wanneer een generatie gerecupereerd wordt,
worden ook altijd alle jongere generaties tijdens dezelfde cyclus gerecupereerd. Da-
tastructuren die een geheugenrecuperatiecyclus overleven, worden gepromoveerd
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naar de aangrenzende generatie, die ouder is dan de generatie waartoe ze behoren.
Om generationele geheugenrecuperatie goed te ondersteunen, moet een mecha-

nisme voorzien worden om alle referenties te vinden van datastructuren in oude
generaties naar datastructuren in jonge generaties zonder daarvoor de oude ge-
neraties te moeten doorlopen. Hiervoor wordt normaal een schrijfbarrière (write
barrier) gebruikt, die bij de aanmaak van een referentie van een oudere naar een
jongere generatie, de locatie van die referentie bijhoudt. Deze schrijfbarrière brengt
echter een niet te verwaarlozen uitvoeringskost met zich mee (Jones and Lins 1996).

Generationeel kopiëren in de WAM

De WAM gebruikt reeds een schrijfbarrière om op de spoorstapel de locaties bij te
houden van variabelen die terug ontbonden moeten worden bij het backtracken.
Mits een goede keuze van de generaties, kan deze schrijfbarrière gebruikt worden
om de taak van de schrijfbarrière in de context van generationele geheugenrecupe-
ratie te vervullen. Wanneer de generatiegrenzen immers samenvallen met segment-
grenzen (iedere generatie bestaat dus uit een aantal opeenvolgende segmenten),
kunnen alle referenties van cellen uit een oudere generatie (een oud segment) naar
een jongere generatie (een jong segment) op de spoor stapel teruggevonden wor-
den. Op deze manier brengt generationele geheugenrecuperatie in de WAM geen
extra uitvoeringskost met zich mee.

Wanneer tijdens een geheugenrecuperatiecyclus meerdere generaties gerecupe-
reerd worden, moet natuurlijk de generatieorde behouden blijven. Daar generaties
opgebouwd zijn uit segmenten, ligt het voor de hand om generationeel kopiëren te
bouwen bovenop kopiëren met behoud van de segmentorde, besproken in de vori-
ge paragraaf. Merk op dat het belangrijk is dat de segmentorde exact behouden
wordt. Kopiëren met behoud van de paginaorde is om die reden niet te combineren
met generationele geheugenrecuperatie. De optimalisatie waarbij te kleine segmen-
ten samengevoegd worden, is wel nog altijd toepasbaar: in feite wordt in dat geval
gewoon een segmentgrens verwijderd en worden de overige segmentgrenzen exact
behouden.

Bij generationele geheugenrecuperatie worden jongere generaties vaker gerecu-
pereerd dan oudere generaties. De manier waarop dit juist georganiseerd wordt,
wordt bepaald door het geheugenrecuperatiebeleid. We beginnen met een een-
voudig generationeel beleid dat we vervolgens verfijnen tot een meer geavanceerd
beleid dat tot betere performantie leidt.

Het eenvoudige generationele beleid is als volgt geconfigureerd. De hoop wordt
opgedeeld in n generaties. Bij iedere recuperatiecyclus worden alle generaties be-
halve de oudste gerecupereerd. Cellen die een recuperatiecyclus overleven, worden
naar de volgende generatie gepromoveerd. De oudste generatie wordt nooit gere-
cupereerd behalve wanneer de hoop uitgebreid moet worden. Bij dit beleid worden
alle segmentgrenzen die fungeren als generatiegrenzen in een aparte lijst bijgehou-
den.
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Het probleem met dit eenvoudig beleid is dat niet alle cellen in de jongste
generatie gepromoveerd worden naar de volgende generatie. Daar generatiegrenzen
altijd moeten samenvallen met segmentgrenzen, kunnen cellen in het meest recente
segment niet gepromoveerd worden naar de volgende generatie. Dit betekent dat
het generationeel beleid niet effectief is bij deterministische toepassingen: cellen
in het meest recente segment zullen herhaaldelijk gerecupereerd worden zonder
gepromoveerd te worden.

Een oplossing hiervoor is om vlak na een geheugenrecuperatiecyclus een artifi-
cieel keuzepunt te maken dat het meest recente segment afsluit. Deze segmentgrens
kan dan gebruikt worden als generatiegrens (tussen de twee jongste generaties).
Een näıeve implementatie van een artificieel keuzepunt kan gemakkelijk ingebouwd
worden in de WAM: het is een gewoon keuzepunt waarbij het alternatieve uitvoe-
ringspad wijst naar code die het keuzepunt opruimt en onmiddellijk backtrackt
naar het volgende keuzepunt. Er zijn echter eeen aantal verfijningen nodig om te
komen tot een robuuste implementatie van het artificieel keuzepunt. Ten eerste
is het zinloos dat een artificieel keuzepunt de actieve omgeving beschermt. Ten
tweede moet er vermeden worden dat op de keuzepuntstapel een lange ketting van
artificiële keuzepunten opgebouwd wordt.

Met de invoering van het artificiële keuzepunt is het generationele beleid nauw-
keuriger en efficiënter geworden. Dit kan echter nog verbeterd worden. Wanneer
bij het backtracken over een generatiegrens teruggekeerd wordt of wanneer de cut
operatie een generatiegrens wegsnijdt, wordt de generatiegrens en de informatie
over de aangrenzende generatie vergeten. Eigenlijk moet in dit geval de genera-
tiegrens opschuiven naar de volgende segmentgrens. Om dit op een waterdichte
manier te doen, is ondersteuning van de WAM nodig: de WAM instructies voor
het backtracken en de cut operatie moeten aangepast worden om, indien nodig, de
generatiegrens op te schuiven. Met deze laatste verfijning is het eenvoudig generati-
oneel beleid uitgegroeid tot een geavanceerd generationeel beleid dat de generaties
accuraat bijhoudt en goede performantie levert bij zowel niet-deterministische als
deterministische toepassingen.

Tenslotte is het ook mogelijk om de generationele aanpak uit te breiden naar
de omgevingsstapel en de keuzepuntstapel. Dit vereist wel dat bindingen van vari-
abelen in de omgevinsstapel die ouder zijn dan het actieve keuzepunt, bijgehouden
worden op de spoorstapel. In dat geval moeten de delen van de omgevingsstapel
en de keuzepuntstapel, die ouder zijn dan de generaties die gerecupereerd worden,
niet doorlopen worden.

Experimentele resultaten

We hebben alle varianten van het simpele generationele beleid tot het geavanceerde
generationele beleid gëımplementeerd voor ilProlog 0.7.4. We hebben ook de gene-
rationele aanpak van de omgevingsstapel en de keuzepuntstapel gëımplementeerd
voor het geavanceerde generationele beleid. We vergelijken de generationele geheu-
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genrecuperatie algoritmes met het standaard markeer-kopieer algoritme (Bevemyr
and Lindgren 1994) en met kopiëren met behoud van de segmentorde.

Bij de experimenten waarin we de varianten met elkaar vergelijken, gebruiken
we telkens een configuratie met drie generaties. De experimenten tonen aan dat
generationele geheugenrecuperatie een grote performantiewinst geeft ten opzichte
van kopiëren met behoud van de segmentorde. In de meeste gevallen is die winst
ook groter dan de kost van kopiëren met behoud van de segmentorde ten opzichte
van het standaard markeer-kopieer algoritme. Het gebruik van artificiële keuzepun-
ten is van kritisch belang voor deterministische toepassingen en levert daar dan ook
een significante verbetering van de performantie op. Het bijhouden van accurate
informatie over de generatie grenzen is vooral belangrijk bij niet-deterministische
programma’s. Het generationeel behandelen van de omgevingsstapel en de keuze-
puntstapel heeft in onze experimenten geen betere performantie op, zelfs niet bij
toepassingen die een grote omgevingsstapel gebruiken. We besluiten daarom dat
het geavanceerde generationele beleid te verkiezen is.

We hebben ook een aantal experimenten gedaan waarin we de invloed van het
aantal generaties op het geavanceerde generationele beleid testen. Het algoritme
werd geconfigureerd met twee tot vijf generaties, wat dus betekent dat datastructu-
ren één tot vier recuperaties moeten overleven vooraleer ze gepromoveerd worden
tot de oudste generatie. Uit deze experimenten blijkt dat de beste performantie
verkregen wordt bij een klein aantal generaties. Afhankelijk van de toepassing geeft
het gebruik van twee of drie generaties de beste performantie.

Verwant werk

De ideeën die aan de basis liggen van generationele geheugenrecuperatie verschenen
eerst in (Lieberman and Hewitt 1983) en (Ungar 1984). Gëınspireerd door deze
ideeën, werd het eerste generationele geheugenrecuperatie algoritme voor Prolog
ontwikkeld in (Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems 1985). Dit algoritme is van
het kopieer-markeer type en gebruikt een generationeel beleid dat vergelijkbaar is
met ons eenvoudig generationeel beleid met twee generaties. De oudste generatie
wordt nooit gerecupereerd. In (Appleby, Carlsson, Haridi, and Sahlin 1988) wordt
hetzelfde principe gebruikt om een markeer-compacteer algoritme generationeel te
maken.

In (Touati and Hama 1988) wordt een generationeel geheugenrecuperatie algo-
ritme voorgesteld dat een hybride is van markeer-compacteer en kopieer algoritmes.
Het kopieer algoritme wordt enkel gebruikt voor het recupereren van het meest
recente segment. Een generationeel algoritme dat gebaseerd is op markeer-kopieer
geheugenrecuperatie wordt beschreven in (Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994). Beide al-
goritmes implementeren een eenvoudig generationeel beleid met twee generaties.
De oudste generatie wordt nooit gerecupereerd.

Chronologische geheugenrecuperatie (Li 2000) voor de Logische Virtuele Ma-
chine (LVM) is een vorm van generationele geheugenrecuperatie met een beleid dat
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erop gericht is om de recent gebruikte en de in de nabije toekomst te gebruiken
datastructuren in de cache te houden.

6 Incrementeel kopiëren

Incrementele geheugenrecuperatie

De meeste eenvoudige algoritmes voor geheugenrecuperatie behandelen altijd de
volledige hoop in één keer. Voor toepassingen die grote hoeveelheden data gebrui-
ken, betekent dit dat een geheugenrecuperatiecyclus lang kan duren. Aangezien
de applicatie zelf tijdelijk onderbroken wordt tijdens geheugenrecuperatie, veroor-
zaakt dit een lange pauze in de uitvoering. Hoewel de lengte van zo’n pauze voor
veel applicaties niet van belang is, zijn er verschillende types applicaties waarvoor
korte pauzes wenselijk of zelfs vereist zijn, zoals interactieve applicaties en controle
systemen.

Het is vanzelfsprekend dat, om lange pauzes te vermijden, zelfs wanneer een
grote hoeveelheid data in gebruik is, er slechts een beperkt deel van de Prolog
hoop tijdens een geheugenrecuperatiecyclus behandeld kan worden. Dit kan gedaan
worden door de hoop in kleinere delen op te splitsen en ervoor te zorgen dat elk van
die delen individueel, dus afzonderlijk van de rest, gerecupereerd kan worden. Op
deze manier wordt de lange pauze van één cyclus die de volledige hoop recupereert,
verspreid over verschillende kleinere pauzes van cycli die elk een deeltje van de hoop
recupereren. Dit is incrementele geheugenrecuperatie.

Incrementeel kopiëren in de WAM

Om incrementele geheugenrecuperatie gemakkelijker te maken, gebruiken we niet
de standaard WAM hoop, maar een hoop die opgebouwd is uit verschillende geheu-
genblokken van gelijke grootte. Omdat orde op de WAM hoop belangrijk is, zijn
de blokken geordend door ze aan mekaar te linken in een dubbelgelinkte lijst. De
blokken zijn chronologisch geordend, onafhankelijk van hun locatie in het geheu-
gen. Voor elk blok wordt de tijd van ingebruikname bijgehouden, zodat de leeftijd
van blokken snel vergeleken kan worden. Wanneer de hoop vol is, wordt een extra
blok achteraan de lijst toegevoegd. Blokken die gealloceerd zijn, maar niet meer
in gebruik, worden ook achteraan de lijst toegevoegd.

Om de WAM op een correcte manier met de aangepaste hoop te laten werken,
zijn aanpassingen nodig in de implementatie van een aantal mechanismes in de
WAM. Mechanismes, zoals onder andere onmiddellijke recuperatie en het bijhou-
den van bindingen op de spoor stapel, hangen af van de orde op de hoop en moeten
daarom aangepast worden. Normaal worden de adressen van cellen vergeleken om
hun relatieve orde te kennen, maar in de aangepaste hoop moet in de eerste plaats
de leeftijd van de blokken waartoe ze behoren, vergeleken worden en pas op de
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tweede plaats, als ze tot hetzelfde blok behoren, de adressen. De aanpassingen zijn
eenvoudig, maar introduceren wel een kleine overhead tijdens de uitvoering.

Incementele geheugenrecuperatie van de aangepaste hoop wordt gedaan door
iedere recuperatiecyclus één blok te recupereren. Het recuperatie algoritme zelf
is gebaseerd op kopiëren zonder markeren. Als kopieerruimte wordt een vrij blok
gebruikt. Tijdens de geheugenrecuperatie worden alle actieve geheugencellen in het
te recupereren blok naar dit blok gekopieerd. Na de geheugenrecuperatie wordt het
gerecupereerde blok uit de dubbelgelinkte lijst van blokken gehaald en wordt het
blok dat als kopieerruimte diende, er op die plaats ingelinkt.

Om een blok op een efficiënte manier te recupereren is het noodzakelijk dat
alle referenties naar cellen in dat blok kunnen gevonden worden zonder dat de
overige blokken doorlopen moeten worden. Zoals we vermeld hebben in de vorige
paragraaf over generationele geheugenrecuperatie, kan dit gedaan worden met een
schrijfbarrière. De schrijfbarrière moet alle referenties die vertrekken in één blok en
wijzen naar een ander blok bijhouden. Om die referenties bij te houden, voorzien
we een lijst voor elke combinatie van oorsprong en doel blok. Het voordeel van deze
aanpak is dat bij geheugenrecuperatie enkel die lijsten moeten overlopen worden
waarbij het doel blok het te recupereren blok is. Na de geheugenrecuperatiecyclus
kunnen ook gemakkelijk de lijsten verwijderd worden waarbij het te recupereren
blok het oorsprong of doel blok is. Merk op dat bij het backtracken sommige van
de interblok referenties in die lijsten verwijderd moeten worden. De implementatie
van de schrijfbarrière zorgt voor een extra overhead tijdens de uitvoering, die in
de meeste gevallen wel onder de 10% blijft.

Het recuperatiebeleid bepaalt hoe de recuperatie van de blokken georganiseerd
wordt. We stellen twee strategieën voor: een puur incrementeel beleid en een ge-
nerationeel beleid. Het puur incrementele beleid recupereert elk blok van de hoop
om beurt: vertrekkende bij het oudste blok tot aan het jongste, waarna het oudste
terug aan de beurt is. Het generationele beleid is gëınspireerd door generationele
geheugenrecuperatie. De blokken worden onderverdeeld in drie generaties en blok-
ken in de jongere generaties worden vaker gerecupereerd dan blokken in de oudere
generaties. Blokken in de oudste generatie worden gerecupereerd.

Experimentele resultaten

We hebben het algoritme voor incrementele geheugenrecuperatie met zowel het
incrementele als het generationele beleid gëımplementeerd voor hProlog 1.7, een
Prologsysteem gebaseerd op de WAM. Het kopieer algoritme zelf is optimistisch
kopiëren, zoals besproken in paragraaf 3. We vergelijken het incrementele algorit-
me met het optimistisch kopiëren algoritme. We bekijken ook de invloed van de
blokgrootte bij het incrementele algoritme.

De experimenten tonen aan dat, zowel bij het incrementeel als het generatio-
neel beleid, de gemiddelde lengte van een geheugenrecuperatiecyclus kleiner is dan
bij optimistisch kopiëren. Zoals te verwachten, merken we ook dat een kleinere
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blokgrootte leidt tot kortere pauzes. In de meeste gevallen wordt het incremen-
tele algoritme vaker opgeroepen dan het optimistisch kopiëren algoritme. Dit is
ook te verwachten, aangezien het incrementele algoritme slechts een deeltje van
de hoop behandelt tijdens een recuperatiecyclus. Daaraan gelinkt is de totale tijd
nodig voor geheugenrecuperatie. Wat dit betreft, merken we dat het incremente-
le beleid in de meeste gevallen meer tijd nodig heeft dan optimistisch kopiëren.
Het generationele beleid, daarentegen, heeft soms meer en soms minder tijd nodig
dan optimistisch kopiëren, afhankelijk van hoe goed de toepassing geschikt is voor
generationele geheugenrecuperatie.

Verwant werk

Een realtime geheugenrecuperatie algoritme van het markeer-compacteer type is
beschreven in (Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems 1985). Dit algoritme is ge-
baseerd op segmenten en laat toe oudere segmenten te recupereren in parallel
met de uitvoering. De uitvoering wordt enkel tijdelijk stilgelegd bij bepaalde ope-
raties. Het algoritme gebruikt de spoorstapel om referenties te vinden van oude
segmenten naar nieuwe segmenten en voert een schrijfbarrière in om referenties van
nieuwe segmenten naar oude segmenten in lijsten (per segment) bij te houden. Een
segment wordt slechts één maal gerecupereerd. Het verschil met ons incrementeel
algoritme is dat dit algoritme gericht is op het realtime zijn en de uitvoering niet
stillegt voor de volledige duur van een recuperatiecyclus, zoals ons algoritme doet.
Het is mogelijk om ons werk te gebruiken als basis voor een realtime recuperatie
algoritme door gebruik te maken van atomaire operaties zoals beschreven in (Pit-
tomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems 1985). Dit algoritme zou echter meer overhead
hebben dan ons huidige algoritme.

Het generationele beleid van ons incrementeel algoritme is gëınspireerd door
generationele geheugenrecuperatie en op die manier gerelateerd aan de algoritmes
beschreven in (Pittomvils, Bruynooghe, and Willems 1985; Appleby, Carlsson, Ha-
ridi, and Sahlin 1988; Touati and Hama 1988; Bevemyr and Lindgren 1994; Li 2000)
en vermeld in de vorige paragraaf. Het belangrijkste verschil met ons algoritme is
dat het generationele beleid in ons incrementeel algoritme in de eerste plaats nog
altijd incrementele geheugenrecuperatie is: oudere blokken worden onafhankelijk
van andere blokken gerecupereerd.

Het Beltway raamwerk (Blackburn, Jones, McKinley, and Moss 2002) is een
raamwerk voor geheugenrecuperatie algoritmes gebaseerd op kopiëren. De orga-
nisatie van de hoop en de implementatie van de schrijfbarrière in dit raamwerk
dienden als inspiratie voor ons werk.
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7 Besluit

In deze thesis hebben we verschillende technieken ontwikkeld om geheugenrecupe-
ratie door kopiëren in de context van Prolog systemen gebaseerd op de WAM te
verbeteren. Om te besluiten geven we een kleine samenvatting van onze bijdragen
en eventuele suggesties voor verder werk.

Kopiëren zonder markeren

In het eerste deel van de thesis hebben we onderzocht of kopiëren zonder mar-
keren bruikbaar is in de context van de WAM. We hebben beschreven welke cel-
configuraties leiden tot extra kopieën tijdens het kopiëren: het welbekende dubbel
kopiëren en het door ons ontdekte veelvuldig kopiëren. Vervolgens hebben we twee
varianten ontwikkeld van het onveilige kopiëren zonder markeren (gevaarlijk ko-
piëren): optimistisch en behoedzaam kopiëren. Optimistisch kopiëren verhindert
veelvuldig kopiëren in bepaalde gevallen. Behoedzaam kopiëren verhindert veel-
vuldig kopiëren in alle gevallen, maar is duurder dan optimistisch kopiëren. We
hebben ook beschreven hoe een eventuele overloop van de kopieerruimte kan op-
gevangen worden. Tenslotte hebben we bestaande technieken om extra kopieën te
vermijden tijdens kopiëren zonder markeren uitvoerig besproken en vergeleken.

Het uitstellen is zo’n techniek om extra kopieën te vermijden. De techniek,
zoals die beschreven is in de literatuur, verhindert echter niet volledig dubbel
en veelvuldig kopiëren. Wij hebben beschreven hoe de techniek moet uitgebreid
worden om dubbel en veelvuldig kopiëren volledig te verhinderen. We hebben
deze techniek echter nooit zelf gëımplementeerd. Het zou interessant zijn om deze
techniek te implementeren en de performantie ervan te vergelijken met andere
technieken.

Kopiëren met behoud van de segmentorde

In het tweede deel van de thesis ontwikkelen we een techniek om de segmentorde
te bewaren bij markeer-kopieer geheugenrecuperatie. Deze techniek is gebaseerd
op het tellen van de actieve geheugencellen in een segment tijdens de markeerfa-
se. Kritisch voor de performantie is echter een functie die het segment teruggeeft
waartoe een bepaalde cel behoort. Daarom hebben we een optimalisatie ontwikkeld
die kleine segmenten samenvoegt en op die manier die functie sneller maakt. Een
andere manier om de performantie te verhogen is dezelfde techniek te gebruiken
om de paginaorde te behouden tijdens het kopiëren. De extra ruimte die terug-
gewonnen wordt door onmiddellijke recuperatie bij (benaderend) behoud van de
segmentorde, is in onze experimenten echter nooit voldoende om ervoor te zorgen
dat geheugenrecuperatie minder vaak opgeroepen wordt. Daar de techniek redelijk
wat overhead met zich meebrengt, is de techniek op zich niet zo interessant. De
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techniek blijft echter wel belangrijk als basis voor multi-generationele geheugenre-
cuperatie.

Generationeel kopiëren

In het derde deel van de thesis ontwikkelen we een algoritme voor multigenerati-
onele geheugenrecuperatie. We tonen aan hoe generationele geheugenrecuperatie
in de context van de WAM geen extra uitvoeringskost met zich meebrengt als
generaties opgebouwd worden uit aaneengrenzende segmenten. Vervolgens ont-
wikkelen we een eenvoudig generationeel beleid, dat we geleidelijk verfijnen tot
een geavanceerd beleid dat goede performantie biedt voor zowel deterministische
als niet-deterministische applicaties. We tonen aan dat een goede implementatie
van een artificieel keuzepunt nodig is voor betere performantie in deterministische
toepassingen en dat het accuraat bijhouden van de generatie grenzen belangrijk
is voor niet-deterministische toepassingen. Tenslotte beschrijven we ook hoe de
keuzepunt stapel en de omgevingsstapel op een generationele manier behandeld
kan worden.

Een interessant onderwerp voor toekomstig werk is het geheugenrecuperatie-
beleid. Hierbij denken we aan een adaptief recuperatiebeleid dat bijvoorbeeld re-
kening houdt met de overlevingsgraad in de jonge generaties. Er zou ook gekozen
kunnen worden om de jongste generatie een vaste beperkte grootte te geven. In de
thesis hebben we altijd een vaste grootte voor de volledige hoop genomen en kan de
jongste generatie zo groot worden als die grootte toelaat. Een andere mogelijkheid
voor verder werk is om het geheugenrecuperatie algoritme te laten terugvallen op
kopiëren zonder markeren wanneer het deel van de hoop dat gerecupereerd wordt,
geen keuzepunt bevat (bij het huidige beleid enkel nuttig wanneer er slechts twee
generaties zijn).

Incrementeel kopiëren

In het vierde en laatste deel van de thesis ontwikkelen we een algoritme voor
incrementele geheugenrecuperatie. We splitsen de WAM hoop op in verschillen-
de blokken van een vaste grootte. Verschillende mechanismes in de WAM dienen
aangepast te worden om correct te werken met deze aangepaste hoop. Een schrijf-
barrière moet toegevoegd worden om referenties van een blok naar een ander blok
in lijsten bij te houden. Met deze aanpassingen kan een blok van de hoop onaf-
hankelijk van andere blokken gerecupereerd worden. Voor de organisatie van de
recuperatie van de blokken stellen we een incrementeel en een generationeel be-
leid voor. Het incrementele beleid is puur incrementeel en recupereert elk blok
van de hoop om beurt. Het generationele beleid is gëınspireerd door generationele
geheugenrecuperatie en recupereert jongere blokken vaker dan oudere blokken.

Een eerste idee voor verder werk is onderzoek naar alternatieven om de refe-
renties tussen verschillende blokken bij te houden. Een ander idee is het toevoegen
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van een gelijkaardig mechanisme als hetgene dat in het Beltway raamwerk (Black-
burn, Jones, McKinley, and Moss 2002) gebruikt wordt om enkel die lijsten met
referenties bij te houden die effectief gebruikt zullen worden. Zoiets is mogelijk als
de volgorde waarin blokken gerecupereerd gaan worden vooraf gekend is.

Algemeen besluit

De sterkte van onze methode voor incrementele geheugenrecuperatie is dat die
methode de gemiddelde lengte van een geheugenrecuperatiecyclus significant ver-
mindert. In het bijzonder voor toepassingen die een grote hoop gebruiken, maakt
onze methode geheugenrecuperatie minder storend, in de zin dat de applicatie
zelf minder lang onderbroken wordt. Alhoewel onze methode niet bruikbaar is
voor hard realtime toepassingen, is ze toch goed geschikt voor soft realtime toe-
passingen. De methode is ook nuttig voor systemen die een hoop gebruiken die
opgebouwd is uit afzonderlijke blokken.

We raden onze incrementele methode niet aan voor toepassingen buiten de
eerder vermelde: de implementatie is vrij complex en vraagt ook aanpassingen in
de implementatie van het Prolog systeem zelf, wat onderhoud moeilijk maakt. We
geloven dat toepassingen die de eigenschappen van zo’n incrementeel algoritme niet
nodig hebben, beter af zijn met andere geheugenrecuperatie algoritmes, zoals onze
algoritmes voor kopiëren zonder markeren en generationele geheugenrecuperatie.

Ons werk rond kopiëren zonder markeren toont aan dat kopiëren zonder mar-
keren veilig is en dat het weglaten van de markeerfase een grote performantiewinst
oplevert. Ons werk rond generationele geheugenrecuperatie toont aan dat generati-
onele geheugenrecuperatie nuttig is voor veel applicaties en dat het in die gevallen
betere performantie geeft. Onze experimenten met betrekking tot het aantal ge-
neraties tonen aan dat een klein aantal generaties te verkiezen is en dat zelfs een
eenvoudige configuratie met twee generaties goede performantie oplevert. Dit geeft
aan dat generationeel kopiëren zonder markeren mogelijk is en er veelbelovend uit-
ziet.

Niettegenstaande generationele geheugenrecuperatie nuttig is voor veel appli-
caties, zijn er sommige applicaties die het niet nodig hebben. In dat opzicht lijkt
een hybride algoritme dat toelaat van geheugenrecuperatie algoritme te verande-
ren tijdens de uitvoering, ofwel door manuele tussenkomst, ofwel gebaseerd op
metingen, de ideale oplossing.


